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DEFINITIONS OF TERMS  

 
Actual DebtxService: The set ofxpayments actuallyxmade to satisfy a debtxobligation, including 

principal, interest, andxany latexpaymentxfees. Delaysxin paymentsxon debtxservice, or onxgoodsxand 

services purchased, arexconsidered a costlyxmeans ofxfinancing budgetaryxcommitments.  

Accumulationxofxarrears is likely toxhave similarxmacroeconomicxconsequencesxto other formsxof 

publicxborrowing, as well as jeopardizingxfuture financing, governmentxcredibility, and thexintegrity 

of thexbudgetaryxsystem.  

Borrowing from Abroad: Liquidxresources gainedxfromxabroad canxbe employed to enlarge 

domestic demandxas well asximports. Nonetheless, toxthe extentxthat externalxborrowing promotes 

theximportation of additionalxresources fromxthe restxof thexworld, the aftermath of axdeficit on excess 

demandxfor domesticxgoods andxservices is lessened. Concessionality is, therefore, important for 

developingxcountries, foreignxfinancing oftenxhave a grantxelement, and thexlarger it is, thexmore the 

governmentxcan borrowxwithoutxjeopardizing thexsustainability ofxthe fiscalxposition. Inxeffect, 

concessionalityxdecreases the effectivexinterest rate.  

Budget Deficit: a budgetxdeficit is a situationxwherexoutlays (outgoings) exceedxincomes; where 

liabilitiesxexceedxassets. Deficitxfinancing byxdefinition isxequal to thexoverallxdeficit orxsurplus. 

Financingxis dividedxinto domesticxfinancing obtainedxfromxresidents and foreignxfinancing, obtained 

from nonxresidents. The budgetxdeficit mayxbe a cashxdeficit or andxaccrualxdeficit; and it shouldxbe 

netxof the effectsxof inflationxand exchangexratexfluctuations. By definition, budgetxdeficit mayximply 

fiscalxdeficit, revenuexdeficit, or primaryxdeficit. 

CurrentxAccount Balance: Thexsum of thexbalance ofxtrade (exportxminus importxof goodsxand 

services), net factorxincome (suchxas interest andxdividends) and netxtransfer payments (such as 

foreignxaid). The cyclicallyxadjusted currentxaccount balancexprovides informationxabout wherexthe 

currentxaccount levelxwould havexbeen underxa hypotheticalxsituation in whichxthe economicxctivity 

maintainsxits long-term trend. The cyclicalxrepercussions ofxdomestic or global expansion or recession 

periods on thexcurrent accountxbalance canxbexassessedxquantitatively.  

Current Fiscal Balance: Thexdifference betweenxcurrent revenuexand currentxexpenditure. It 

providesxa measure of thexgovernment's contribution to nationalxsavings. Whenxpositive, itxsuggests 

that thexgovernment canxat least financexconsumption from its ownxrevenue. A fundamentalxconcern 

with thisxmeasure is theximplicit assumption thatxall currentxexpenditure is ofxa consumptionxnature 

that doesxnot contributextoxgrowth. 

CyclicallyxAdjusted or StructuralxBalance: It isxa measure ofxthe fiscalxposition thatxis net ofxthe 

impact ofxmacroeconomic developmentsxon thexbudget. Thisxapproach takesxaccount of thexfact that, 

overxthe course of thexbusinessxcycle, revenuesxare likelyxto be lower (and suchxexpenditure as 

unemploymentxinsurance benefitsxhigher) at thextrough of thexcycle.  A higherxfiscal deficit therefore 

cannotxalways be attributedxto a looseningxof the fiscalxstance, but mayxsimply reflectxthat the 

economyxis movingxinto a trough. The calculationxof a cyclicallyxadjusted or structuralxbalance 

involves anxestimation of whatxrevenues and cyclicallyxadjusted expenditure (and thusxthe deficit) 

would bexif the economy werexat its potentialxor for somexmeasures ofxthe structuralxbalance, its 

trendxoutput, ratherxthan its actualxoutput. 
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Domestic Fiscal Balance: Thisxmeasure includesxonly thosexcomponents ofxthe conventionalxdeficit 

thatxarise fromxtransactions withxthe domesticxeconomy and omitsxthose transactionsxdirectly 

affecting thexbalance ofxpayments. It is applied to identifyxthe directxexpansionary impactxof 

governmentxon the domesticxeconomy. It hasxproved to bexa particularlyxuseful indicatorxfor some oil 

producingxeconomies, wherexgovernment revenuesxfrom exports doxnot reducexdomestic absorption. 

Economy’sxSolvency: anxeconomy is solventxif the presentxdiscounted valuexof the futurextrade 

surplusxis equalxto the currentxexternalxindebtedness. 

 

ExcessivexCurrent AccountxDeficit: Thexnotion of ‘excessive’ currentxaccount deficitxis basedxon 

deviationsxfrom an ‘optimal’xbenchmark, whichxcan be calculatedxunder some strictxassumptions 

suchxas perfect capitalxmobility andxefficient financialxmarkets. 
 

External Grants: Thesexare included withxother governmentxrevenue onxthe grounds thatxthey do not 

addxto debt and may financexexpenditures thatxwould otherwisexnot takexplace. But, grantsxreflect 

discretionaryxfinancing byxdonors thatxcan changexsignificantly from time to time. Theirxinclusion 

may concealxtheirxpossibleximpermanencexandxmay elicitxa structuralxincrease inxexpenditure, 

whichxmay subsequentlyxprove difficult toxreverse. As such, inxassessing thexfiscal position, 

thexdeficit is normallyxcalculated both inclusivexand exclusivexof grants.  Externalxgrants are 

thexultimate form ofxconcessionalxfinancing, althoughxthey are formallyxtreated asxrevenue. Reliance 

onxnon-concessional externalxfinancing leads toxan accumulationxof debt, whichxneeds to be 

servicedxand eventuallyxrepaid making thexeconomy potentiallyxvulnerable to changesxin the 

exchangexrate and worldxinterestxrates. It also facilitatesxthe maintenancexof a morexappreciated 

exchangexrate, damagingxexports and encouragingximports. Deficitsxfinanced in thisxmanner, 

therefore, needxto be assessedxin the contextxof the externalxdebt position of thexcountry, the medium-

termxbalance of paymentsxprospects, the termsxunder whichxborrowing takesxplace, and the uses to 

whichxexternal borrowing mayxbe put. 

Financial Innovation: The introductionxofxnew financialxinstrument, products orxthe implementation 

of newxideas or financialxtechnologiesxfor thexbettermentxof axsystem.  

Fiscal Impulse: Thexinitial stimulusxto aggregatexdemand arisingxfrom fiscalxpolicy fromxwhatever 

source, whetherxdiscretionary orxotherwise, duringxa givenxperiod. 

ForeignxExchangexRate: The Kenya official exchange rate in Kenya shillings per USA dollar. 

GrossxDomesticxProduct (GDP): GDP atxpurchaser’sxprices is thexsum of grossxvalue addedxby all 

producersxresident in thexeconomyxplus anyxtaxes onxproducts and minusxanyxsubsidies excluded in 

thexproducts’ value. It is calculatedxby excludingxdegradation and depletionxof natural resources 

andxdepreciation of fabricatedxassets.  

Gross Fixed Capital Formation: Thexacquisition (includingxpurchases of newxor second-hand assets) 

and creationxof assets by producersxfor their ownxuse, lessxdisposals ofxproduced fixed assets. It is 

indicated as annualxpercentages of GDP. 

Growth of RealxGDP: Thexannual percentagexchangexin realxGDP.  Real GDP measures thexvalue of 

allxgoods andxservices produced in axcountry in a yearxexpressed in 2009 prices taking inflation into 

consideration.   
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Growth ofxGDP perxCapita: This refersxto the annualxpercentage change in GDP perxcapita. It is 

based on constantxdomestic currency. GDP perxcapita is grossxdomestic productxexpressed at 

purchasers’ pricesxdivided by midyear totalxpopulation. 

InternationalxInvestment Position (IIP) of axCountry: Itxis a financialxstatement of thexvalue and 

compositionxof its externalxfinancial assetsxand liabilities. A positivexNIIP valuexindicates thatxa 

nation isxa creditorxnation, while a negativexvalue indicatesxthat it isxa debtorxnation. 

NetxInternational InvestmentxPosition (NIIP):  It isxthe difference inxthexexternal financialxassets 

andxliabilities of axcountry. Externalxdebt of a countryxincludes governmentxdebt and privatexdebt. 

Externalxassetsxpublicly and privatelyxheld by a country'sxlegal residents arexalso taken intoxaccount 

whenxcalculating NIIP. 

 NetxLending:  This includesxonly transactionsxin debtxandxequity claimsxundertaken forxpurposes of 

publicxpolicy, rather thanxfor liquidityxmanagement. 

OperationalxBudget Balance: Thisxmeasure takesxaccount of thexfact thatxthe highxinterest rates paid 

onxgovernment debtxduring times of veryxhigh inflation effectivelyxcompensate purchasersxof 

governmentxdebt for thexreduced realxvalue of thexdebt principalxcaused byxinflation. Inxsuch 

circumstances, the ratiosxof interest outlaysxand thexdeficit, relativexto GDP, arexvery high; a fortiori, 

thexdeficit-to-GDP ratioxsignificantly overstatesxthe extentxof thexdeficit thatxwould prevail in a 

lowxinflation ratexenvironment. The "operationalxbalance" excludesxthat part of interestxoutlays that 

compensatexdebt holders forxthe impact of actualxinflation. Usexof thexoperational deficitxconcept 

facilitatesxan analysis of thexunderlying stancexof fiscal policyxby adjustingxfor inflation-interest rate 

nexus. However, it hasxbeen criticized forximparting an inflationaryxbias to fiscalxpolicy. Equally, it 

assumesxthat bondholders willxsave 100 percentxof the inflationaryxcomponent of theirxnominal 

interestxearnings.  

OverallxFiscalxBalance: Onxa cashxbasis, totalxincomings and outgoingsxfrom the budgetxmust always 

balance. A deficit (or surplus) is determinedxby drawingxa balancexamong a subsetxof receiptsxand 

payments, whichxare then financedxby otherxtransactions. Thexdifference betweenxrevenue andxgrants, 

andxexpenditure andxnet lending. Itxemphasizes the extentxto which thexfinancing ofxgovernment 

expenditurexand netxlending requiresxthe assumptionxof debtxobligations for futurexrepayment and (or) 

a rundownxin the government'sxholding of liquidxfinancialxassets. 

Overall Balance of Payment Balance: This is the sumxof balances of the currentxaccount and the 

non-reserve portion of the capitalxand financial account, plus netxerrors and omissions. It mirrors the 

image of transactionxchanges in reservexassets.  

Primary Budget Balance:  It excludes interestxpayments fromxexpenditure. It provides an indicator 

of currentxfiscal effort, sincexinterest paymentsxare predeterminedxby the size ofxprevious deficits. For 

countriesxwith a largexoutstandingxpublicxdebt relative toxGDP, achievingxa primary surplus 

isxnormally viewedxas necessary butxnot sufficientxfor a reductionxin the debtxto GDPxratio. 

RealxInterestxRate: The lendingxinterest rate adjustedxfor inflation asxmeasured byxGDP deflator 

SustainablexCurrentxAccount:  A current account isxsustainable if thexcontinuation of thexcurrent 

governmentxpolicy stancexand (or) ofxthe presentxprivate sectorxbehaviour willxnot entailxa needxfor a 

‘drastic’ policyxshift or a balancexof payments (currency)xcrisis. A currentxaccount deficit that is 
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tooxlarge to bexexplained in termsxof any givenxmodel ofxconsumption, investmentxand production 

isxdescribed asxunsustainable. 
 
TermsxofxTrade: The ratio of exportxpricexindex (or unitxvaluexindex) of goods and services (or unit 

value index) toximport pricexindex of goods and services. The basexyear is 2009. 

TradexOpenness: Represents openness of the economy. Tradexopenness is the sumxof importsxand 

exportsxof goods and servicesxmeasuredxasxa sharexof GDP. 
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ABSTRACT 

This Thesis examines the effects of budget and external deficits on economic growth.  It reviews 

whether the long-run relationship between budget and external deficits follows the tenets of:  twin-

deficit hypothesis, the Ricardian equivalence hypothesis, the current account targeting hypothesis, or 

the feedback linkages. These have in recent years been debated both in developed and developing 

countries. In contributing to this ongoing debate, the study analyzes the case of Kenya for the period 

1980 to 2016.  

The core objectives of the study are to determine the effect of primary budget deficit on economic 

growth, examine the effect of current account deficit on economic growth, and to analyze the effects 

of fiscal and external deficits on economic growth, in Kenya. These main objectives are addressed in 

the three papers of this study. The study applies relatively novel estimation techniques, namely: Unit 

Root tests, Johansen Cointegration Analysis with allowance for structural breaks, a dynamic vector 

error correction Model, and a multivariate Toda and Yamamoto (1995) causality representation. It 

determines the causal effects of budget and external deficits on economic growth using other 

alternative measures of budget deficits, external deficits and economic growth. Besides establishing 

stable and robust causal relationships, this thesis also derives policy suggestions on the signs of the 

dynamic dependencies examined.  

The findings reveal that the primary budget deficit has a strong and significant causal effect on 

economic growth. The estimates suggest a unidirectional causality running from primary budget deficit 

to growth of GDP per capita. In the short-run, the primary budget deficit reveals a positive relationship 

but a negative causal effect on growth of GDP per capita in the long run. In the second paper, the 

estimates suggest that the current account deficit has a significant positive causal effect on growth of 

GDP per capita in the long run. The estimates further reveal a bidirectional causality running from 

growth of GDP per capita to current account deficit, and vice versa. In the third paper, results reveal 

that trade deficit has significant negative causal effect on growth of real GDP with a bidirectional 

causal effect running from growth of real GDP to trade deficits and vice-versa. These estimates also 

reveal a unidirectional causal effect running from fiscal deficits to external deficits, providing evidence 

in support of the twin-deficits hypothesis for Kenya. Overall, the findings provide clear evidence for 

Kenya and further reinforce the thesis in this study that curbing high budget deficits is crucial for 

external stability and long-term economic growth in Kenya. 
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The main contribution is to provide evidence from Kenya on the dynamic interdependencies between 

budget deficits and economic growth, external deficits and economic growth, and between budget and 

external deficits. The evidence is intended to provide useful fiscal, monetary, exchange rate and 

balance of payments policy insights that can be employed to re-orient policy adjustment measures for 

macroeconomic stability, price stability, low levels of unemployment and sustained economic growth 

in Kenya.   

The novelties of this thesis include: the application of both the trade and current account deficits in 

macroeconomic policy analysis that highlight whether the presence of direct transfers of capital and 

investment incomes influence the examined relationships; the application of relatively novel estimation 

techniques that include cointegration with allowance for structural break and a deeper analysis that  

appreciates the study objectives more exhaustively in terms of country specific time series variations; 

the established stable and robust causal relationships that validate the estimates, the application of the 

transmission mechanisms of budget and external deficits that minimize their adverse economic effects;  

and finally the  application of primary budget deficit that deepens the originality of the research besides 

offering an opportunity to provide evidence of the interdependencies of discretionary fiscal policy and 

economic growth  for shared prosperity, in Kenya. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background of the Study 

The relationshipxbetween budgetxdeficits, externalxdeficits and economicxgrowth has received 

muchxattention over the past fewxdecades in both developed and developing economies. 

Intuitively, this is because if persistent budget and external deficits are left unattended, they could 

extendxbeyond own country and lead to a globalxfinancial instability and probably an economic 

crisis with direxconsequences on future generations. Further, they could deter foreignxinvestors 

andxdonors toxthe country as they potray a negative image of the economy which eventually 

would affect its growth rate (Sakyi and Opuku, 2016).  

 

The recentxdevelopments in the globalxeconomy suchxas the globalxfinancialxcrisis of 2008 and 

2009 andxthe debtxcrisis in the Eurozone in 2011 havexre-ignitedxthe debates on twin-deficits in 

manyxeconomies. For instance, the publicxsectorxprofligacy in somexeconomies in the post 2001 

eraxin the UnitedxStates isxargued to havexaccountedxfor the accumulation of colossal global 

externalximbalances, which possiblyxcontributed toxthexgenesis andxseverity of the financial and 

economicxcrisis of 2008. Similarly, going in for a hard-hittingxeconomicxdownturn with a 

uncertain budgetxbalance confinesxthe scope for fiscalxstimulus and canxpossibly lead to a Greek-

like sovereignxdebtxcrisis (Miteza, 2012). In many developing economies, the twin-deficits 

havexappeared relatively large and have been a matterxofxconcern to policyxmakers and 

economists  particularly in sub-SaharanxAfrica. 

 

The twin deficits and their effects on macroeconomy is also key for macroeconomic stability, price 

stability, low levels of unemployment and sustained increases in general economic welfare. Most 

governments in both developed and developing countries Kenya inclusive, pursue these noble 

objectives. As pointed out by Wiese, et.al, (2015), fiscalxpolicies of manyxdeveloping 

countriesxacross thexglobe are increasinglyxbecoming unsustainable. Equally, external deficits of 

mostxcountries in sub-Saharan Africa have featured significantly over the past few decades. The 

unsustainability of fiscalxpolicies in many of these countries has raised concerns to policyxmakers 

particularly in sub-Saharan Africa. This is indeed the case for Kenya, where fiscal policyxstance 

has remained continuouslyxexpansionaryxdespite thexefforts to carryxout austerity measures aimed 
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at creating more fiscal space for development spending to spur economic growth. Thexfailure by 

the Government of Kenya to controlxthe persistent growth of expenditure and in particular the 

publicxrecurrentxcosts thatxarexviewedxto be lessxgrowth enhancing is a matterxof greatxconcern in 

Kenya. Publicxrecurrent costs consist mainly of xpublic servants’ salariesxandxwages, costs for: 

foreignxand domesticxtravels, trainingss, hospitality, conferences, cateringxservices, task forces 

allowances, costs on electricity and stationery, among others. 

Further, after thexpromulgation of the newxconstitutionxin 2010, Kenya started implementing a 

two-tierxsystem of governancexthat include the nationalxgovernment and 47 county governments. 

Fiscalxdecentralization thatxcame with the newxsystem of governance has generatedxnew fiscal 

pressures in terms of setting-upxofxadministrativexstructures, additional publicxwage bill and 

operationalxcosts of runningxthe countyxgovernments. As highlightedxby the World Bank (2014), 

the currentxpressure for expansionary publicxspending in Kenya emanatesxmainly from the 

administrativexcosts of rolling outxdevolution, the rise in publicxwage bill, the need to 

enhancexsecurity expenditurexdue to terrorismxthreats and internal securityxconcerns, economic 

shocks, the costsxof financing infrastructuralxdevelopment in thexcountry’s Vision 2030 

blueprint, the “Big Four Agenda” and otherxflagshipxprojects aimedxat fulfillingxthexcurrent pre-

electionxpromises of thexgovernment, among others. 

In order to contribute to this policy debate, this thesis is motivated to seek evidence on whether a 

reduction in budget or external deficits will help improve external or budget deficits in Kenya. 

These deficits have been trending in Kenya for the last three decades. While an increasingxexternal 

deficit may notxnecessarily be a cause of concern for a growingxeconomy, external deficits in 

form of both the tradexand current account, coupledxwith increasingxbudgetxdeficit and the 

resultant publicxdebt couldxlower thexcountry’s sovereignxratings and trigger capitalxflights, 

reminiscent of the Asianxcrisis, or the recentxchaos in thexEuro-area. 

Budget and external deficits, commonlyxknown asxthextwin-deficits, tendxtoxgoxhandxinxhand, 

ultimatelyximpactingxon long-runxeconomicxgrowth. Consequently, establishing their direction 

of flow will go a longxway in formulating the much neededxpublic policy in Kenya. A vastxbody 

of literature hasxcomexup tryingxto establishxthexnexus between the twoxdeficits. Theoretically, 

literature has generally evolvedxalong two broadxstrands, viz. thexconventional (or Keynesian) 

approachxand thexneoclassical (or Ricardian) approach: the conventionalxapproach establishes a 
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link betweenxbudgetxand externalxdeficits. On the other hand, thexneoclassicalxapproach findsxno 

suchxrelationships. Givenxthis theoreticalxambiguity and its policyximplications, there is no 

surprise that the empiricalxliterature examiningxthe twin-deficits hypothesis and thexoverall 

impact on economicxgrowth is quitexrich particularly from a globalxperspective.  

Moreover, fromxa policy pointxof view ifxthe twin-deficits phenomenonxholds, then taming 

onexdeficit based on the direction of flow will alsoxtame the other. (Bahmani-Oskooeexand Ratha, 

2004; Bundtxand Solocha, 1988; Piersanti, 2000). In the standard theoretical analysis, 

budgetxdeficit leads to externalxdeficit suggesting that external deficit inxthe currentxaccount is 

endogenously determined. Further, there exists a competing hypothesis which says that the reverse 

is the case (i.e. the collapse of commodity prices in the world market leads to reduced government 

revenue and, therefore, fiscal deficit). This motivates the need to consider a framework that 

recognizes the bi-directional relationshipsxbetween budgetxdeficit and externalxdeficit.  

ThexKeynesianxabsorption theory contends that budgetxdeficits increasexdomestic absorption 

which leadsxto importxexpansion and worsensxthe externalxdeficit. Budget deficits imply 

greaterxspending on domesticxandxforeignxgoods, with the formerxpushing the exportsxdown 

and the latterxpulling the importsxup, especially in an economy withxsupply bottlenecks. Inxa 

Mundell-Flemingxmodel, budgetxdeficits causexinterestxrates toxrise (Cebula, 1988, 2003; 

CebulaxandxRhodd, 1993; Modeste, 2000), axsurge in capitalxinflows, andxcurrency appreciation 

(Feldstein, 1986; RosensweigxandxTallman, 1993). Currencyxappreciationximplies importsxget 

cheaper andxexportsxdearer, deteriorating the external deficit.  

Onxthe otherxhand, thexproponentsxof Ricardianxequivalence hypothesis (REH) argue that since 

people arexrational, they are already aware that thexreduction in taxes, resultingxfrom the 

governmentxexpansionary fiscalxpolicy of taxxcut, isxtemporal and therefore they willxsave the 

extraxdisposablexincome to payxfor the futurexhigherxtaxes. Asxaxresult, an intertemporalxshift 

betweenxtaxes and budgetxdeficits wouldxhave noximpact on the realxinterest, or the tradexdeficit 

(Barro, 1974; EndersxandxLee, 1990; Evans, 1988). Thus, in the event thatxREH holdsxfor a 

country, the policyxjustification forxpersistent externalxdeficit should not bexattributed to budget 

deficit (Ahmed and Ansari, 1994).  
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This literature overview clearly demonstrates that the availablexevidence is mixed. However, it 

appearsxthat thextwin-deficits hypothesisxgenerally holdsxfor the developedxcountries: that 

budget deficits tend to worsenxexternal deficits {Bernheim (1988), Rosensweigxand Tallman 

(1993), and Salehand Harvie (2005)}. For sub-Saharan Africa, available evidence on country 

specific studies is ratherxsparse and mixed. For instance, Furceri and Zdzienicka (2018), while 

examining the twin deficits in developingxcountries affirmed that there exists heterogeneity across 

countries overtime. It has also been generally noted that further to this heterogeneity, different 

models, methodologies, data, and samplexperiods may yield different and freshxinsights.  In 

Kenya, availablexevidence is not only relativelyxsparse but also mixed and inconclusive.  

In order to further enrich the study and provide a more robust analysis for Kenya, the study 

attemptsxto determine thexcausal effectsxof budget and externalxdeficits on economicxgrowth by 

alsoxconsidering other alternative measures of budgetxdeficits, externalxdeficits, and economic 

growth. Accordingly, this study applies primary and fiscal deficits, trade and current account 

deficits, growthxof GDP perxcapita and growthxof realxGDP, in thexanalysis.  

Additionally, besides originality and robustness in macroeconomic policy analysis, the 

consideration of growthxof GDP perxcapita in an alternative model of estimation further provides 

an opportunity to indirectly include the population parameter in the investigation. As an economic 

measure of nation’s prosperity, policy responses based on growthxof GDP perxcapita could reveal 

the relative performance of an individual economy for evidence based policy responses. Lastly, in 

order to control for inflation, which would rather make growth rates appear much higher than they 

really are particularly during periods of high inflation, the study applies growth of real GDP in the 

alternative analysis.  This study therefore focuses on a developing economy in sub-Saharan Africa 

and aims to conduct a deeper, original, robust and comprehensive examination of the identified 

problem and provide country specific empirical evidence from Kenya. It focuses on three papers 

based on the research objectives that are related but in a very different manner. All the three papers 

have been published in reputable international peer reviewed journals, including a book chapter as 

highlighted in the last sub-section of this chapter.  

Most importantly, this thesis generates new frontiers of knowledge that include but not limited to 

the following: First, is the consideration and application of primary budget deficit in the analysis 

that offers an opportunity to provide evidence of the interdependencies of discretionary fiscal 
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policy on economic growth. By doing so, the findings yield not only fresh evidence but also key 

policy insights on dynamic anlysis of discretionary fiscal policy in Kenya. Due to unavailability 

of data, this analysis had not been previously done in the identified studies for Kenya. Secondly, 

by employing both the trade and current account deficits in the analysis, the study highlights 

whether the presence of direct transfers of capital and investment incomes influence the examined 

relationships, providing not only new but also very crucial evidence for Kenya. Moreover, the 

study applies relatively novel estimation techniques that include cointegration with allowance for 

structural breaks, Zivot and Andrews (1992) structural break test as well as Toda and Yamamoto 

(1995) Granger causality representation (1995) in the analysis that establish stable and robust 

causal relationships validating the parameter estimates. This bridges the methodological gap in the 

analysis. Importantly, the study also takes into account the dynamism of Kenya’s macro-economy 

and considers changes induced by the recent rebasing of GDP in Kenya in 2014, and 

implementation of devolved system of governance in 2013. By employing a data series spanning 

from 1980 to 2016, the study provides new evidence that takes into consideration the lower middle-

income status for Kenya in sub-Saharan Africa.  Last but not the least, the study considers and 

applies other alternative measures of budget deficits, external deficits and economic growth 

providing an excellent opportunity for macroeconomic policy analysis, that is instrumental for 

Kenya. This further deepens the analysis appreciating the study objectives more exhaustively in 

terms of country specific time series variations.  

1.1.1 EconomicxGrowth inxKenya 
 

Kenya has hadxa volatile economicxperformance since 1980s as reflected by economic growth 

rates (real GDP andxper capitaxGDP) overtime.  After independence (in 1963), Kenya promoted 

growth through publicxinvestment, supportxfor agriculturalxproduction andxprovided incentives 

forxprivate industrialxinvestment. Kenya’s realxGDP growthxratexwas 5.7 percent in the 1960s, 

accelerating tox7.2 percent in the 1970s. Itxdeclined in 1980sxto 4.2 percent andxin 1990sxtox2.2 

percent (WorldxBank, 2017). The performance wasxattributed toxpoor macroeconomicxpolicies 

inxthe early 1980’s includingxpricexcontrol, importxsubstitution, exchangexratexcontrol andxpoor 

international terms of trade, besides delayed structural adjustment programs (SAPs).  Equally, 

there were factors such as poor governance, which deterred domestic investment. The economy 

alsoxexperienced severalxnegative shocksxthat undermined growth (O’Connell 2008).   
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In the early 1990’s SAPs were introduced by the IMF and the WorldxBank.  The implementation 

of SAPs had lowximpact onxthe growthxof the economyxdue toxpoorxcommitment by government 

to reformxbesides the poor state of governance in Kenya.  Otherxeconomicxshocks recorded in 

1990s includexthe aftermathxeffects ofxthe 1992 generalxelection, where too muchxmoney was 

printedxfor thexelections. These shocksxcoupled with poorxmonetary and fiscalxpolicies led to 

low economicxperformance. Poor monetaryxpolicies led toxhigh interestxrates while poorxfiscal 

policiesxled to budgetxdeficits (AmanjaxandxMorrissey, 2005). 

 

Afterxthe NationalxRainbowxCoalition governmentxcame toxpower in 2002, Kenya’s economic 

performance took anxupwardxtrendxand in 2007 the economyxrecorded a real GDP growthxrate 

of 7 percent. However, thexpost-election violencexthat happened in financial year 2007/08 

following thexdisputed 2007 electionxand the effectsxof the 2008 global financialxcrisis lowered 

the economicxperformance for Kenya. Thexreal GDP growthxfell to axlow of 3.7 percent on 

average, between 2000 and 2009. It improved in 2010 and 2011 to anxaverage of 6.2 percent but 

worsened to between 4 and 5 percent in 2012 and 2013 respectively. In 2014, real GDP growth 

was 5.4 percent whilexin 2015 and 2016 growths in real terms averaged 5.7 and 5.8 

percentxrespectively1 .  

 

Economicxtheory suggestsxthat growthxof GDP perxcapita is preferredxwhen makingxcomparisons 

betweenxeconomies. Thisxis justifiedxby thexfactxthat it isxable to revealxthe relative performance 

of individualxeconomies besides thexgrowth accountingxforxthe populationxvariables. It isxmostly 

used sincexcountries doxnot havexsimilar aggregatexproductionxfunctions (Greiner et al., 2004; 

World Bank, 2015).  In order to ensure robust macroeconomic policy analysis, this thesis considers 

real GDP growth and perxcapita GDP growthxrates in thexanalysis. Thextrend of growth ratexof 

GDP perxcapita revealsxthat in 1980 itxwas at 1.7 percent andxdeclinedxto 0.8 percent in 1990. It 

furtherxdeclinedxto 0.5 percent in 2009 andximproved to 3.2 percent in 2016.   Figure 1.1 shows 

thextrendsxin Kenya’s realxand perxcapita GDP, growthxrates.  

 
1  Economicxgrowth rates have beenxrevised after the rebasingxof the Kenyanxeconomy in September 2014. This 

involved revisionsxin sector classificationsxand the basexyear to 2009. When rebased, GDP increased by 25 perxcent 

in 2013 where byxindicatorsxsuch asxthe debt/GDP, CAB/GDP, andxfiscalxdeficit/GDP improved (Central Bankxof 

Kenya 2014, World Bank, 2017). 
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Figure 1.1: Kenya’sxReal GDP Growth and GDP Per capita GrowthxRates  

Source: Done by the Author  

 

In 2014, Kenya’s GDP wasxrebased and thexeconomy’s statusxrose from a lowxincome 

countryxto axlower-middle incomexcountry as its GDP perxcapita increasedxfrom USD 1029 to 

USD 1,269 which isxabove thexbenchmark set by WorldxBank of USD 1,036. After thexrebasing 

of thexeconomy, Kenya got anxopportunity for morexresources at herxdisposal because 

thexcountry was henceforthxeligible to borrowxfrom non-concessionalxfacilities of International 

Monetary Fund, WorldxBank and AfricanxDevelopmentxBank and even accessxmorexfunds in 

thexinternational markets (World Bank, 2017). This opened the domestic economy to tap on 

commercial external financing, among others. 

It was necessaryxto rebasexthe Kenyan GDP by usingxa morexrecent year in order to collatexnew 

constantxprice estimates. The old basexyear is 2001 whilexthe newxis 2009. This enhanced the 

process ofxaccommodating changes inxproduction structuresxdue to developments, innovations 

andxdemand side changesxincluding changes inxconsumption patterns (Republicxof Kenya, 

2016). This forms a critical study period to consider in the analysis for this thesis in particular. 
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1.1.2 Budget Operations in Kenya  

According to Romer (2012), government budgetxdeficit isxthe ratexof change of thexstock ofxdebt. 

Ideally, developed and developingxeconomies aim to realize equilibrium government expenditure 

and revenue in order to realize Pareto efficiency. However, governmentxexpenditure onxgoods, 

services andxtransfers isxmore likelyxto exceed the availablexresource envelope in termsxof 

collectedxrevenues. Thisxhas beenxpredominantly the case for Kenya since 1980s (World Bank, 

2017; IMF, 2018; RepublicxofxKenya: various economicxsurveys). 

The GovernmentxofxKenya describes its plans, strategies and policies inxthe BudgetxPolicy 

Statement whichxis tabledxin parliamentxfor approvalxin everyxfinancialxyear. In Kenya, the 

financial year normally begins on the first day of July and ends on the lastxday of June the 

following year.  The government usually draws its annual financial plan in terms of a Budget 

Policy Statement (BPS) thatxcontains detailsxof estimatedxreceipts andxdisbursements and 

proposedxexpenditures for thexfinancial yearxwhich isxsubject toxannual revisionsxdepending 

onxthe prevailingxeconomic situations. The mainxfiscal instrumentxwhich thexgovernment 

usesxto raisexrevenues inxKenya is tax. Other secondary measures for raising government revenue 

include appropriations in aid and grants (Wawire, 2006; Republic of Kenya, 2017). 

Thexgovernment budgetxis consideredxas a veryxuseful toolxof controlxfor anxeconomyxbecause it 

enhancesxplanning, managementxand formulationxof economicxpolicies. Since the 1980s, the 

Government of Kenya has only recorded a single fiscalxsurplus that was at 0.26 perxcent of GDP 

in 1999. For the rest of the years, it has recorded persistent budget deficits since 1980s (IMF, 

2018). Thisxhas led toxaccumulation ofxdebt inxKenya. Economic theory dictates that if debt is 

financed byxborrowing fromxthe centralxbank, it isxinflationary andxif borrowed from 

localxcommercial banks, therexis a possibilityxof crowding-outxeffect. Equally, if government 

debt is metxthrough issuingxofxbonds, thexcost of debtxfinancing willxbexhigh. Inxgeneral, it is 

clearxthat thexdeficit financingxin Kenya hasxbeen metxby borrowingxfrom otherxsectors 

ofxthexeconomy, issuing government securitiesxsuch as treasuryxbills andxbonds, by multi-lateral 

donor aid, commercial loans and recently from the international financial market by issuance of 

Eurobonds (Republic of Kenya, 2017). 
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1.1.3 Trends in Kenya’s Budget Deficits   

The gap between the primary budget and fiscal deficits demonstrates the interest on stock of public 

debt in Kenya, which is a major non-discretionary variable, reflected in the fiscal deficit. In terms 

of fiscal balances, the trend has persistently been in deficits all the years under review except 1999 

in which a surplusxof 0.26 per centxof GDP was recorded (IMF, WEO database, 2018). Onxthe 

otherxhand, thextrend in primaryxbudget deficitxnarrows as opposed to conventional deficit. The 

trends reveal that Kenya hasxhad instabilityxin its fiscalxpolicy with fiscalxandxprimary budget 

deficits dominating thexscene. The trends of primary and fiscal deficits spanningxfrom 1980 to 

2016 is in Figure 1.2. 

 

Figure 1.2: Kenya’s Primary Budget and Fiscal Deficits  

Source: Done by the Author 

 

In spite of the persistent government primary and fiscal deficits in Kenya since 1980s, there are 

many economic challenges that remain unresolved. Key among them include high household and 

regional poverty levels, high youth unemployment rates, persistent corruption, infrastructural 

deficiencies, limited fiscal space and widening debt levels, among others.  
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1.1.4 Kenya’s External Deficits 

 

In the literature, either the trade or current accountxdeficits interchangeably depict external deficits. 

The tradexbalance is netxsum of a country’sxexports and importsxof goods andxservices in a 

givenxperiod ofxtime. It is a keyxcomponent of thexcurrentxaccount. Current accountxrefers to 

thexsum of the netxrevenue on exportsxminus paymentsxfor imports ofxgoods andxservices, 

earningsxon foreignxinvestments minusxpayments made to foreignxinvestors and cashxtransfers 

(IMF BPM6, 2009). Tradexdeficits havexbeen thexmain cause of persistentxcurrent accountxdeficits 

inxKenya. Figure 1.3 depicts the trendxinxKenya’s current account and trade deficits forxthe 

period 1980 to 2016.    

 

Figure 1.3: Kenya’sxCurrentxAccount & TradexDeficits (asxa %xofxGDP) 

Source: Done by the Authorx 

Figure 1.3 revealsxthat Kenyaxhasxbeen facingxpersistent tradexdeficits resulting from imports 

that outpaced exports during the period under review. The trade deficit has been influencing the 

currentxaccountxbalances since 1980s. The deficitxin the currentxaccount was at 5 percent of GDP 

in 1980s but doubled to 10 percent on average in 1990s. It reduced in the period 2000-2010 to 

about 2.5 percent on average. In the period 2011-2013 the deficitxhad risenxagain to an average 

of 9 percent of GDP andxby 2014 it hadxreached 10.3 percentxof GDP, narrowing toxan average 
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ofxabout 7 percent in the period 2015-2016. The widening current account deficit is due to 

increasedximports in the context of axstagnant exportsxin Kenya (Republic of Kenya, 2016). This 

is  clearly demonstrated by the trade balance statistics during the period under review. 

1.2 Statement of the Problem  

Manyxeconomies in Sub-SaharanxAfricaxhavexbeenxaffected byxa number ofxdynamicsxboth at 

micro and macroxfront. Key among these dynamics is budget and external deficits that have 

appeared relatively large and have been persistent in most of these countries. For instance, since 

1980’s, Kenya’s budget and external position have been in chronic deficits leading to  

accumulation of public debt and limited fiscal space for development spending. The fiscal balance 

recorded only two surpluses of 0.29 percentxof GDP in 1999 and 0.81 percent of GDP in 2000. 

Similarly, the trade and currentxaccount balancesxrecorded onlyxa singlexsurplus of 0.89 perxcent 

of GDPxin 2003 forxthe currentxaccount, and only twoxsurpluses for thexbalance of trade (4.95 

and 2.81 percent of GDP in 1993 and 1994 respectively). Onxthe otherxhand, growthxrate ofxreal 

GDPxwas 4.2xpercent in 1980s, andxdeclinedxto 2.2 percent in 1990s. In 2007 it recorded an 

impressive growth of 7 percent but afterxthe 2007xpost-electionxviolence itxdeclined to 0.2 percent 

in 2008 and slightlyximprovedxto 5.8 percentxinx2016 (World Bank, 2017 and IMF, 2018). 

 

As affirmed by Wiese, et.al, (2015), fiscal policies of manyxdeveloping countriesxacross the world 

arexincreasingly becomingxunsustainable.  As argued and by focusing on a country specific case, 

the inability of Government of Kenya to raisexsufficient revenuexto finance its expenditurexhas 

resulted to massivexborrowing fromxinternal and externalxsources. This has triggered an increase 

in budget deficits. The issue is not that thexgovernments occasionallyxengage in deficitxspending 

during economicxrecessions or times of nationalxemergency but that they do soxcontinuously. In 

reference to the East Africa Monetary Union Macroeconomic convergence criteria, Kenya’s 

conventional budget deficits (excluding grants) have persistently exceeded the targetedxceiling of 

3% of GDP, and also the grossxpublic debtxceiling of 50% of GDP in net presentxvalue (Republic 

of Kenya, 2018).  

 

As a result  of the country’sxdeteriorating fiscalxposition and increasingxpublic debt, international 

rating agenciesxsuchxas Moody’sxInvestorsxService, andxStandard & Poor’sxhave in the recent 

period (2017-2021) downgradedxKenya’s creditxrating. Theximplication is thatxthe Kenyan 
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Government will havexto payxmore for foreignxborrowings. Additionally, combinedxwith the 

existingxstate of debtxlevels in thexcountry, theximpact canxresult intoxsignificant deficitsxin 

futurexbudgets. This could imply increased future tax, which may stifle economic growth rate. 

Further, this couldxsignal an imminentxincrease in debtxservicing obligations, includingxinterest 

and principalxpayments, whose end effect is to increase recurrentxexpenditure andxsqueeze on 

developmentxspending and further constrain the available fiscal space adversely affecting the 

growth of thexeconomy. Moreover, as pointed out by Ng’ang’a et al., (2019) an overemphasis on 

expansionary fiscal policy oftenly burdens monetary policy to correct fiscal imbalances. This is 

because if persistent budget and external deficits are left unattended, theyxcould extendxbeyond 

ownxcountry and leadxto a globalxfinancial instability andxprobablyxan economicxcrisis with 

adversexeffects on futurexgenerations. Further, they could deterxprospectivexforeignxinvestors 

andxdonors to thexcountry as theyxportray a negativexpicture aboutxthe statexof the economy that 

in duexcourse would adverselyxaffect itsxrate ofxgrowth. Other risks include heightened pressure 

on foreign exchange reserves and depreciation of domestic currency, among others. 

 

To thisxend, thexquestions thatxremain unresolvedxare whetherxthere couldxbe a relationship 

betweenxbudget deficit and economicxgrowth, externalxdeficit and economic growth, and 

between budgetxdeficit and externalxdeficits, both inxshort-run andxlong-run for Kenya. What 

policy will deliver the needed fiscal adjustment in Kenya? Will a public policy on reduction of 

budget (or external) deficit help improve external (budget) deficit in the country? Importantly, 

while a growingxexternal deficit mayxnot necessarilyxbe a cause ofxconcern for a growing 

economy like Kenya, externalxdeficits in form of bothxthe trade and currentxaccount combined 

with increasingxbudget deficit and thexresultantxpublicxdebt couldxfurtherxlower the 

country’sxsovereignxratings andxsetxoffxcapitalxflight, reminiscentxof the Asianxcrisis, or the 

recentxchaos inxthexEuro-area. 

 

Lastly, it is evident thatxthere existsxvery scantyxevidence particularlyxfor countryxspecific 

studiesxin Sub-SaharanxAfrica.  Itxis alsoxnoted thatxthere existxcountry heterogeneitiesxacross 

thexglobe.  With the foregoing in mind, and by applying different models, data, methodologies and 

samplexperiods, the studyxmay yieldxfreshxinsights.   To address the lingering questions, we focus 

on a developing country and aim to conduct a deeper, original and comprehensive examination of 
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the identified problem and provide new empirical evidence for Kenya and also fill the identified 

research gaps on the subject matter. 

 

1.3 Research Questions 

i. How does the primary budget deficit influence economicxgrowth inxKenya? 

ii. How does the currentxaccount deficit influence economicxgrowth inxKenya? 

iii. What are the effects of fiscal and external deficits on economic growth inxKenya? 

 

1.4 Objectivesxof thexStudy 

Thexgeneral objectivexof thexstudy isxto determinexthe effectsxof budgetxand externalxdeficits on 

economicxgrowth in Kenya.  

Specificxobjectives ofxthexstudy are: 

i. Toxdetermine thexeffects of primary budget deficits onxeconomic growthxin Kenya. 

ii. To examine thexeffects of currentxaccount deficitsxonxeconomic growthxinxKenya. 

 

iii. To analyze the effects of fiscal and external deficits onxeconomicxgrowthxinxKenya. 

1.5 Significancexof thexStudy 

Budget and external balances allow analystsxto evaluatexthe economic outlookxof each country 

individually and collectively (in a region). In the analysis, macroeconomicxuncertainties, such as 

thexoutlook for the currentxaccount, the size of the budget deficit andxpolicy uncertainties 

including fiscalxpolicy, monetary policy, exchange rate policy, price stability, sustained economic 

growthxand macroeconomic stability tendxto dominate thexmedium outlook. As Kenya strives to 

achieve Vision 2030 economic growth projections, the “BigxFourxAgenda” and thexSustainable 

DevelopmentxGoals (SDGs), macroeconomicxstability is onexof the keyxingredients. This being 

the case, it further reinforces the need for a comprehensive analysis on the subject. 

Similarly, thexcurrent medium-termxdebt managementxstrategy for Kenya seeks to fosterxfiscal 

consolidation to reduce thexdeficits andxmitigate debtxaccumulation (Republic of Kenya, 2019). 

These pathways have implications on not only budget and external deficits but also fiscal, 
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monetary, balancexofxpayment, exchange ratexpolicies and economicxgrowth inxthe country.  

From the literature, Kenya needs to manage a number of risks if it is to achieve the economic 

growth projections. Chief among these include the mitigation of the growing public debt and other 

macroeconomic shocks that are associated with persistent large deficits, high unemployment rates, 

currency depreciation, price stability and poverty reduction for shared prosperity in Kenya (World 

Bank 2012).  

Further, thisxstudy contributes toxthe existingxknowledge, by going a notch higher to distinguish 

and apply the alternative measures of budget and external deficits in the growth analysis and 

therefore enhances the decision to fine-tune the suggested policy interventions based on arrived 

evidence (Stiglitz et. al., 2006; Algieri, 2012).  

The study provides a deeper and original analysis and attempts to appreciate the study objectives 

morexexhaustively inxterms of countryxspecific timexseries variationsxas comparedxto cross-

countryxstudies. It attempts to bridge the theoretical and methodological gaps identified during the 

literature review. Consequently, this thesis therefore contributes further to the existing research 

database particularly for the frontier economies, which is key for current and future researchers. 

Inxexamining the effects of publicxdeficits on economicxgrowth, available evidence justifies the 

need to consider the structure of the economy so that the suggested solutions better fit the economy 

under investigation. This is indeed the case for this thesis and it addresses the existing gaps that 

include methodology, literature and policy, among others. 

For instance, empirical studies that have considered thexstructure ofxthe economyxto explain the 

effects of budget and external imbalances are relatively scarce (Bergin, 2006; Lu, 2009, Makanza 

and Dunne 2015). In Kenya, they are relatively scanty and by failing to consider the characteristics 

of developing economies, the resultant models do notxfully explore thexusefulness of 

macroeconomic policy in the managementxof impactsxof publicxdeficits in country specific 

economies. Therefore, a detailed and precise understanding of the quantitative and causal effects 

of public deficits on economic growthxin Kenya would be very essential in enhancing evidence-

based policy making and feedback to policyxmakers, policyxanalysts, economists, academia and 

the Government of Kenya at large, for economic planning, strategy formulation, financial stability 

and sound economic management and sustainable economic welfare, among others. 
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1.6 Scopexof thexStudy  

Thexstudy examinesxthe effectsxofxbudget andxexternal deficitsxon economicxgrowth inxKenya. It 

also focuses on the nexus between alternative measures of public sector deficits and economic 

growth, and the nexus between budgetxdeficits and externalxdeficits inxKenya.  The determination 

of the causalxeffects ofxbudget and externalxdeficits on economicxgrowth is establishedxby also 

consideringxother alternative measures ofxdeficits, andxeconomicxgrowth. Specifically, thisxthesis 

comprises of three papers. The firstxpaper explores thexeffectsxof primary budget deficit 

onxeconomic growthxin Kenya. The secondxpaper analyses thexeffects of currentxaccountxdeficit 

on economicxgrowth inxKenya, while thexthird paperxexamines thexeffects of fiscal and external 

deficits onxeconomic growthxin Kenya.  

The study applies some relatively novel econometrics techniques of estimation that include 

cointegration, cointegration with allowance for structural break, a dynamicxvector errorxcorrection 

model, andxa multivariatexToda andxYamamoto (1995) causalityxrepresentation. The studyxalso 

takesxinto account thexdynamism of country’sxmacroeconomy and therefore, considersxchanges 

inducedxduring thexyear 2014 rebasingxof GDP inxKenya. Besides establishing robust and stable 

directionsxof causalxrelationships, thexstudy alsoxderives somexpolicy suggestionsxon thexsigns of 

thexdynamic dependenciesxexamined. 

This thesis largely utilizes annual time series dataxfrom thexWorldxBank (2017) andxIMF (2018) 

spanning from 1980 tox2016. Other secondary sources include CentralxBank ofxKenya, 

NationalxTreasury and KNBS officialxstatistics, from GovernmentxofxKenya.  The two main data 

sources are preferred for three-folds; (i) they are able to report on all the data series on the variables 

employed on this study; (ii) provide a large and credible sample; and (iii) finally the two sources 

are globally used inxmajority ofxliterature onxthe subjectxmatter.  

The study period (1980-2016) is preferred because many economies including Kenya faced 

macroeconomic imbalances manifested by persistent public sector deficits. Further, xit is 

considered duextoxavailabilityxof thexdata on all the variables employed in the estimated models, 

for the entire period. Additionally, it xcoincides withxthe timexwhen most ofxthe developing 

countries, Kenya included experienced chronicxpublic sector deficits. Moreover, in terms of the 

econometrics, the selected time span is sufficient for meaningful timexseriesxanalysis. 
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Importantly, it also considers the rebasing of GDP in 2014 that upgraded the Kenyan economy to 

a lower middle-income status. This is crucial as it captures the dynamism of the Kenyan 

macroeconomy in relation to new Kenyan GDP status.   Lastly but not the least, thexstudy isxlimited 

toxKenya toxgive axbetter and deeperxanalysis and appreciation ofxthe effects sincexcross-country 

studiesxdo not allowxone to examinexthe relationships exhaustively in termsxof time series 

variations.  

Most importantly,  after setting up the models of analysis, annual time series data is applied. Values 

greater than zero (for thexprimary budgetxdeficit, fiscalxdeficit, current account deficitxand 

tradexdeficit) indicate a deficitxwhile those less than zero, a surplus. Thexconversion isxfor easexof 

interpretationxsince Kenyasxbudget andxexternal balancesxhave largelyxbeen inxdeficits.  The 

study aims to contribute to the ongoing subject debate in Sub-Saharan Africa, and further provide 

empirical evidence from Kenya. 

1.7 Structurexof thexThesis 

Thexstudy isxstructured intoxfive chapters. Chapterxone motivates the study by outlining 

thexintroduction showingxthe globalxand nationalxtrends of economic performance, as well as 

budget and external deficits. Chapterxtwo details the firstxpaper on thexeffects of primaryxbudget 

deficitsxon economicxgrowth inxKenya, published in the Journalxof Economics, Management 

andxTrade. It is entitled “ThexEffectsxof PrimaryxBudget Deficitsxon EconomicxGrowth: Evidence 

fromxKenya”. Additionally, this paper has also been published as an international peer 

reviewedxBook Chapterxtitled “Determiningxthe Effectsxof Primary BudgetxDeficits on 

EconomicxGrowth inxKenya”. The titlexof thexBook is “NewxInnovations in Economics, 

BusinessxandxTrade”. Moreover, chapterxthree discussesxthe second paperxon the effectsxof 

current accountxdeficits on economicxgrowth inxKenya, published in the Journalxof Economics 

andxPublic Finance. It is entitled “The Effects of Current Account Deficits on Economic Growth: 

Evidence from Kenya”. Chapterxfour focuses onxthe thirdxpaper on thexeffects of fiscalxand 

externalxdeficits on economicxgrowth in Kenya, published in thexJournal ofxEconomics, 

ManagementxandxTrade. The tilte of the paper isx “Determiningxthe Twin-Deficits Phenomenonxin 

Kenya”. Last but not the least, Chapter five detailsxthe thesisxsummary, conclusionxand 

policyximplications that are derived precisely from the threexpapers of the thesis. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

EFFECTSxOF PRIMARY BUDGETxDEFICITSxON ECONOMICxGROWTHxIN 

KENYA 

2.1 Introduction 

A budgetxdeficit is axsituation wherexoutlays (outgoings) exceedxincomes; wherexliabilities exceed 

assets. Deficitxfinancing byxdefinition isxequal toxthe overallxdeficit orxsurplus. Financingxis 

dividedxinto domesticxfinancing obtainedxfrom residentsxand foreignxfinancing, obtainedxfrom 

nonxresidents. Budgetxdeficit, therefore, mayximply fiscalxdeficit, revenuexdeficit or primary 

deficit. The topic on the effectsxofxbudget deficits on economicxperformance isxofxgreat 

analytical interest globally. A sustainablexeconomic growth is anximportant factorxthat 

canxtransform the welfare of thexpopulace. Mostxgovernments, both developed and 

developingxalike, put economic growthxandxstability as a fundamentalxobjective, and strivexto 

transform the lifes of theirxpeople by employingxdifferentxdevelopmentxpolicies. Some countries 

thatxachieved highxlevels of economic growth serve as models forxother countries and increase 

theirxprosperity and role in the comity ofxnations (Buscemi and Yallwe, 2012).     

On a global perspective, debatesxon general budget deficitsxand economicxgrowth connection 

havexyielded great attention since 1980s and have been therefore at the centre of macroeconomic 

adjustmentsxfor economic growth and stability in bothxhigh, middle and lowxincome economies 

(Easterly, RodriguezxandxSchmidt-Hebbel, 1994; Obstfeld, 2012; Claessensx&xGhosh, 2013, 

Raju et al., 2016; IMF, 2017; AfDB, 2018).   The effectxof the 2008 globalxfinancialxcrisis has 

also renewedxthe impetusxon thexeffects of governmentxdeficits on economic growth. This has 

in recent pastxnecessitated policy debates and research interests on the subject.  

The rolexof fiscal policy inxinfluencing economic stability andxgrowth hasxbeen debatedxwidely 

inxboth economic theory andxempiricalxliterature (Raju et al., 2016). It has been part of the 

subjectsxof long-standing debates as each of the identified threexmajorxschools view the situation 

differently. For instance, the Keynesian school advocate thatxbudgetxdeficits have a 

positivexeffect on economicxgrowth, while the neoclassical school contends thatxbudget 

deficitsxhavexdetrimental effect on economic growth. In contrast to the two main veiws, the 

Ricardian equivalence school holds that budgetxdeficits are neutral in terms of their effectsxon 

economicxgrowth. Inspitexof thexfact that many empirical findings aimed at formulating suitable 
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models for testing the relationship in the country are identified, the findings from both theory and 

empirical evidence still remains mixed and inconclusive for Kenya.     

2.1.1 Measuresxof BudgetxDeficits 

Generally, budgetxdeficits and (or) budgetxbalance appear in many governments policy 

documents. Evidence suggests that it hasxbeenxanalysedxfor over twoxcenturies. AdamxSmith 

(1723-1790) discussedxthe matter in his book: “AnxInquiry into the NaturexandxCauses of the 

Wealth ofxNations”. Smith (1776) advocates for balanced publicxbudgets. The author argues that 

balanced budget should be thexnormxofxpublicxsectorxbudgets. Nevertheless, he pointed out 

thatxthis normxmay be violated duringxtimesxofxwarxorxemergencies. 

In the literature, the mannerxin which budget deficit isxdefined andxmeasuredxdetermines its 

sizexand hasximplications for itsxeffectx on performance. As EasterlyxandxSchmidt-Hebbel 

(1994) argued, differentxmeasuresxofxbudget deficit canxresult in majorxinterpretational 

problemsxin relation to their effects. Thisxwas also affirmed by Blejer and Cheasty (1991) who 

opined that dependingxon how the deficit is measured andxover whatxperiodxof time, the deficit 

can reveal differentxfiscalxstances and therefore imply prescriptions of different fiscal policies. 

Hebbel (1994) suggestedxthat inxorder to diagnosexeconomic problems and establish appropriate 

policy responses, the net publicxsector’sxrequirements must be correctly measured.        

In line withxeconomic literaturexand practicesxby WorldxBank and the InternationalxMonetary 

Fund, a number of different methods toxmeasure budgetxdeficitxexists. Thexmostxcommonly 

acceptedxmeasure and applied byxgovernments globally to definexthexconventional budget is 

thexresourcesxutilized by the government in axfiscal yearxthat need to bexfinanced after 

revenuesxarexdeducted fromxthexexpenditure. AccordingxtoxTanzi, Blejer and Cheasty (1993), 

thexconventionalxdeficit is defined as thexdifferencexbetween currentxrevenues and current 

expenditure ofxthexgovernment. The conventional deficit therefore shows the financing gapxthat 

needs to be met byxwayxof net lending, includingxlending from Central Bank.    

According to EsterlyxandxSchmidt-Hebble (1994), the mostxaccurate measure ofxaxcountry’s 

position andxpublicxsector resources transferxwould be the deficit measure, based on the 

mostxinclusivexdefinitionxofxthexpublicxsector. They pointed out that such information is not 

always availablexand is subject toxaccountingxconventions. The World Bank definesxthe 
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conventional budgetxdeficit as the differencexbetween expenditurexitems suchxasxsalaries and 

wages, expenditurexonxgoodsxandxservices includingxcapitalxexpenditure, interestxonxpublic 

debt, transferxandxsubsidies, andxrevenuexitems includingxtaxes, userxcharges, grantsxreceived 

and profits of non-financial publicxenterprisesxand salexof assets (Blejer & Cheasty, 1991). 

As pointed out by Agenor and Montiel (1999), the conventionalx (fiscal) deficitiis measured on 

cashxbasis orxanxaccrual basis. In the cash basis, the deficitxis equalxto the differencexbetween 

total cash flowxexpenditure and fiscalxrevenue. In the accrual basis, thexdeficitxreflectsxaccrued 

incomexandxspending flowsxregardless ofxwhether theyxinvolve cash paymentxorxnot. 

Accumulation of arrears on payments or revenue isxreflected byxhigher deficit when the deficit 

isxmeasured on an accrualxbasis relative to cash basis. 

Further, Tanzi, Blejer and Teijeiro in Blejer and Cheasty (1993) definexthe conventionalxdeficit 

onxeachxbasis as thexdifferencexbetweenxtotalxgovernmentxexpenditure (includingxinterest 

payments onxpublic debtxbutxexcluding anyxamortizationxpayments) and totalxcashxreceipts 

(includingxtaxes and non-taxxrevenues plusxgrants, withoutxloans). However, neither does it 

provide a directxmeasurexofxmonetaryxexpansion nor of thexpressure as a resultxofxincreased 

demand for financialxinstruments in thexshort-term markets. Thisxdefinition of a conventional 

budgetxdeficit is independent of the maturityxschedulesxofxoutstanding domestic publicxdebt and 

the reason it relatesxtoxmonetary policy. However, it alsoxposes a challengexin that public 

debtxmanagementxand openxmarket transactionsxmay in thexlong-run greatly influence the size 

of thexbudgetxdeficit. 

Additionally, they show that conventionalxbalance originates from an effort to provide 

axmeasurexof thexgovernment’sxcontribution to aggregatexdemand inxthe economy and the lack 

ofxequilibrium on thexcurrentxaccount, or to measure the crowding-out of the privatexsector in 

the financialxsector. They affirmed that conventional balance measures thexextent toxwhich 

governmentxexpenditures (forxpolicy) exceed governmentxrevenues withoutxincurringxnew 

burdens. Heller et al., (1986) describes the conventionalxdeficit asxaxreflection of the current 

flowxpositionxof government calculated byxusing cashxreceipts andxcash expendituresin a 

specified period. The expenditure includesxinterestxpaymentsxbut excludes repayments of 

governmentxdebts.   
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Alternativexindicators usedxto measurexinterpretations ofxfiscal policyxhave increasingly been 

adopted by a numberxof institutions includingxthe World Bank, Organisationxfor Economic Co-

operationxand Development (OECD), InternationalxMonetary Fund and the EuropeanxUnion 

amongxothers. Equally, different countries have been applying different definitions of the budget 

deficitxmainly due toxconventions, relationshipsxwith other levelsxof governmentxand the 

structure of theirxbudgets (Agenor and Montiel, 1999).  

In order to overcomexthexdrawbacks of thexconventional deficit measures, alternative measures 

of budgetxdeficit have been deemed necessary because thexcomplications created by thexchanges 

in inflation in thexinterpretation of conventional deficitxcomplicates the evaluationsxof 

fiscalxperformance overtime. The primary budget deficit and operational deficit measuresxhave 

been identified and highlightedxby a number ofxauthors including Buiter (1983), Tanzi et al 

(1987), Blejer and Cheasty (1991), Easterly Schmidt-Hebble (1994), Stiglitz et.al., (2006) and 

Romer (2012). 

Additionally, to removexthe effectxofxinflation from the interestxpayments, thexoperational 

orxinflation-adjusted budgetxdeficit is applied. The operational or inflation-adjusted budget deficit 

is defined asxconventional deficit less partxof thexdebt service thatxcompensates debtxholders 

forxactual inflation. Alternatively, it can be defined asxthe primaryxbudget deficit plus real interest 

payments. When the effectxof inflation is notxremoved, the deficit isxindicatedxby the size of the 

amortization element included as interest payments above the line rather thanxbelow. This measure 

of deficit is useful for public policy when rate of inflationxis veryxhigh (Blejer and Cheasty, 1991).  

On the other hand, to remove the impact of previousxdeficits on thexbudget, Blejer and Cheasty 

(1991), advocates that thexprimary budgetxdeficit be preferred. Thexprimaryxbudgetxdeficit refers 

to all governmentxoutlaysxexceptxinterest payments, lessxallxrevenue. Anand and Wijinberger 

(1989) define thexprimary budgetxdeficit, as the financeablexdeficit thatxdoesxnot require 

morexfinancing and is compatible with sustainablexexternal andxinternal borrowingxand with 

existing targets for inflationxandxoutput growth. 

Last but not the least, Islam and Wetzel (1991) define the structuralxor full employmentxdeficit as 

the deficit that can bexused toxremove the impacts ofxfluctuations inxeconomic activity on 

thexbudget. The structuralxor full employmentxdeficit is therefore the deficitxthat isxadjusted 
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forxcyclical movementsxin thexeconomy, as advocated by Rutayisire (1987). BlejerxandxCheasty 

(1991) argued that, in the same manner, thatxbudgetxdeficitxaffectsxand is afflicted byxaggregate 

demand; stirred by the businessxcycle and mayxhave varyingxeffectsxbased on thexstage 

ofxbusinessxcycle prevailingxatxthe time ofxpolicyximplementation. 

Thus, conventional deficit shows thexdifference betweenxgovernment outlay, including 

interestxpayments but excludingxamortization payment on outstanding stock of public debt, and 

totalxreceipts including grants, but excluding borrowing proceeds. This indicator of budget deficit 

is oftenly affected by inflation; as such, an alternative measure is necessary to remove the impact 

of inflation from the interest payments and to correct for capital losses on externalxdebt (duexto 

real exchangexrate changes). The operational deficit is therefore applied because if the impact of 

inflation and capital losses is not removed the deficitxwould bexoverstated. However, asxBlejer 

and Cheasty (1991) observed, the calculationxof the operationalxbudgetxdeficit is rather 

technically difficult. Thexprimary budgetxdeficitxcan therefore be used toxremove the effectsxof 

previous deficits on thexcurrentxbudget deficit.  

From the literature, the choice and preference of the alternativexmeasurexof budget deficitsis 

basedxmainlyxon interpretationxandxmanagement of governmentxfiscalxpolicy. Romer (2012) 

affirms that considering the primaryxrather than conventional budget deficit isxoften a better way 

of gauging how fiscalxpolicyxat a givenxtime contributes to thexgovernmentxbudget constraint. 

Moreover, Stiglitz et al., (2006) opines that in developingxcountries it makes more sensexto focus 

on the primaryxas opposed to conventionalxdeficits because interestxrates canxbe extremely 

volatile and arexoften outside thexcontrolxof manyxdeveloping economies. This could be the case 

for Kenya and many other developing countries in Africa. 

In such economies where publicxsectorxdebt has accumulatedxover a longxperiod of time, large 

fiscal deficits will continue to persistxforxquite somextime after introducing corrective measures. 

Stiglitz et al., (2006) argues that developing countries with huge public debt ratios, variabilityxof 

thexoverall fiscal position depends mostly on eventsxoutside thexcountry. Further, the aurthor 

documents that manyxsuchxcountries would have to bear enormous internal adjustment costs if 

theyxhad toxreduce expenditure or raisextaxes everyxtime therexare interest ratexchanges in 

thexglobal market.  Affirming the authors’ view, developing economiesxneed to focusxon what 

they canxcontrol. The primaryxbudget deficit shows morexclearlyxif an observedxchange makes 
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the situationxbetter orxworse (Stiglitz et. al, 2006). Empirical evidence is very scanty on the effects 

ofxprimaryxbudget deficitxon economic performance inxSub-SaharanxAfrica and Kenya in 

particular. This study bridges thexresearch gap by considering the primary budget deficit in the 

analysis.  

2.1.2 Primary BudgetxDeficit and EconomicxGrowth in Kenya  

In 1980s, economic growth recorded 4.2 perxcent and worsened in 1990s to 2.2 perxcent. In 2003, 

as cited by Mwega and Ndun’gu (2008), the Government of Kenya laid a solid foundation for a 

globally competitive economy. This led the government to undertake fiscal consolidation in the 

period 2003-2007. The Kenyanxeconomy expandedxsteadily from 2.9 perxcent in 2003 to 5.1 

perxcent in 2004, 5.9 perxcent in 2005, and 6.3 perxcent in 2006, toxattain axpeak of 7.2 perxcent 

in 2007, thexhighest inxover twoxdecades andxthe onlyxepisode ofxfive-year growthxacceleration 

in Kenya. Growth of real GDP averaged 0.2 perxcent in 2008 but improved to 5.4 perxcent in 

2016. The primary budget deficit was 0.3% in 1983 and worsened to 4.4% in 1992.  It improved 

to 1.8% in 2008, and worsened to 2.7% in 2009, 2.9% in 2012, and 4.8% in 2014. It widened to 

5.2% in 2016. Onxthe otherxhand, growth of GDP perxcapita recorded 1.7% in 1980 and declined 

to 0.8% in 1990. It further recorded 0.5 % in 2009, 1.8% in 2012, and 2.6% in 2014, improving to 

3.2 % in 2016 as reflected in Figure 2.1.   

 
 

        Figure 2.1: Kenya’sxPrimary Budget Deficit and Growth of GDP per Capita  

        Source: Done by the Author 
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2.1.3 Statement of the Problem 

 

Fiscalxpolicies of many developingxcountries across the globe are increasingly becoming 

unsustainable (Wiese R., et.al, 2015).  As argued, the inability of Government of Kenya toxraise 

sufficientxrevenue to finance itsxexpenditure hasxresulted to massivexborrowing from bothxinternal 

and externalxsources. Thisxhas triggered anxincrease inxprimary budgetxdeficits as clearly 

demonstated inxchapter one ofxthisxthesis. The issue is not that  the government occasionally 

engage in deficitxspending duringxeconomic recessionsxor timesxofxnational emergencyxbut that 

theyxdo soxcontinuously. As pointed out by Ahmad and Rahman (2017), in orderxto achieve 

sustainable economicxgrowth of axcountry, balancedxbudget is notxonly importantxbut also 

indispensable. 

Thexfailure by the Government of Kenya toxcontrol thexpersistent growthxof expenditure and more 

so thexpublic recurrentxcosts thatxare viewed toxbe lessxgrowth enhancingxis a matterxof great 

concernxin thexcountry. Asxa result ofxthe country’s deterioratingxfiscal position, increasing 

publicxdebt, internationalxrating agenciesxsuch asxMoody’sxInvestorsxService, and Standard & 

Poor’s havexin the recentxperiod (2017-2021) downgradedxKenya’s creditxrating. Theximplication 

isxthat thexKenyan Governmentxwill havextoxpay morexfor foreignxborrowings. Intuitively, 

combinedxwith thexexisting statexof debtxlevels in thexcountry, theximpact canxresult to 

significantxfuture primaryxbudgetxdeficits. Further, thisxcould signalxa loomingxincrease inxdebt 

servicingxobligations, whosexultimatexeffect is to increasexrecurrent expenditurexand squeezexon 

developmentxspending and furtherximpacting on growthxof thexeconomy. Thisxcould also implyxa 

situation ofxfuture debtxdistress, impactxon macroeconomicxstability, worsenxunemployment 

levelsxand adverselyximpact on thexeconomy.   

 

Limited evidence onxthe effectxof budgetxdeficit onxeconomicxgrowth existsxfor Kenya (Okelo et. 

al., 2013). Further, based on the identified studies, none determined the causal linkages on the 

identified variables.  Equally, none employed the primary budget deficit in the analysis. According 

to Romer (2012), consideringxthe primaryxdeficit ratherxthan fiscalxdeficits is oftenxa betterxway 

ofxgauging howxfiscal policyxat a givenxtime is contributingxto thexgovernmentxbudgetxconstraint. 

Stiglitz et al., (2006) observed that interest rates can be extremely volatile and are often outside 

the control of many developing economies and argued that developing economies should focus on 

what they can control.  
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The previous studies done in Kenya did not consider other significant transmission channels like 

the real interest rate, exchange rate, inflation growth, gross fixed capital formation, financial 

innovation and the ultimate effectxon prosperityxof thexeconomy asxmeasuredxbyxthe growthxof 

perxcapita GDP. Economicxtheory suggestsxthat growthxof perxcapita GDP isxpreferredxwhen 

makingxcomparisons betweenxeconomies. It  also reveals the relativexperformance of specific 

countries. Further, it is preferred  in growthxaccounting for the populationxvariables (World Bank, 

2014 ) as a  proxy for economic growth.   

Inxthe lastxdecade, thexcountry hasxalso experiencedxa numberxof financialxinnovations. The 

existencexof thesexinnovationsxhas notxbeen lookedxinto conclusivelyxand thusxthere isxa gap in 

termsxof understandingxtheir implicationsxand effectsxon growth. Thexeffects ofxprimaryxbudget 

deficitsxon growthxof GDP perxcapita asxwell asxthe effectxof the ongoingxgrowth inxfinancial 

innovations, termsxof tradexvolatility, grossxfixed capitalxformation, inflationxpressures and 

risingxreal interestxrates inxKenya isxunexplored andxrequires immediatexanswers. Thisxpaper 

thereforexsought to answerxthe followingxquestions:  

2.1.4 Research Questions 

i) What are the effects of primary budget deficits on economic growth in Kenya?  

ii) What is the nexus between primary budget deficits and economic growth in Kenya? 

  

2.1.5 Objectivesxof thexStudy 

The main objective of this study was therefore to analyze the effects of primary budget deficits on 

economic growth in Kenya. 

Specifically, thexresearch paperxaimed atxdetermining; 

i) Thexeffects ofxprimaryxbudget deficitsxon economic growth in Kenya. 

ii) Thexnexus betweenxprimary budgetxdeficits andxeconomicxgrowth inxKenya.  

 

2.1.6 Significance of the Study 

Thisxpaper contributesxto the scarcexliterature onxthe effects of budget deficits on economic 

growth in severalxways. Firstly, it is timely and crucial to inform public policy in view of the 
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heightened concerns on the vulnerabilities on thexeffects of persistentxprimary budgetxdeficits on 

economicxgrowth and stabilityxin Sub-SaharanxAfrica. Thexstudyxis importantxin termsxof 

providingxfeedback toxpolicymakers inxorder to designxappropriate policyxresponse mitigation 

plan toxminimize thexadverse effectsxof budgetxdeficits in Kenya.  

Secondly, the study identifies a number of significant transmission channels  throughxwhich 

budgetxdeficits affect the growthxof thexeconomy.  By understanding these transmission channels 

will enablexpolicy makersxto makexpolicy decisionsxbased on empiricalxevidence. Thisxis 

particularlyximportant in aidingxthe formulation ofxfiscal, monetaryxand exchange ratexpolicy 

responsesxfor stabilityxandxgrowthxin Kenya.   

Lastly, in many developing economies it makes more sense to focus on primary budget deficit as 

opposed to fiscal deficits.  Developing economies like Kenya need to focus on what they can 

control. The primary budget deficit reveals more clearly whether the observed changes make the 

situation better or worse (Stiglitz et. al., 2006; Romer, 2012). The identified studies previously 

done on the effect ofxprimary budgetxdeficit onxeconomic growth, did not consider the nature and 

directions ofxcausality for Kenya. Understanding these linkages is important for the formulation 

of appropriate growth and stability policy responses. Soni (2014) asserts that in order to arrive at 

appropriate fiscal policy and economic growth responses, thexcorrect measurementxof thexpublic 

sector deficitxis a vitalxprerequisite. The study therefore contributes toxnew knowledgexin 

literaturexfor notxonly the Kenya policyxmakers butxalso for other Kenyans and future researchers. 

It therefore fills an important knowledge gap that exists and offers fresh evidence that contributes 

further to macroeconomic policy debates.  

2.2 LiteraturexReview  

2.2.1 TheoreticalxLiterature  

Thexrelationshipxbetween budget deficitxandxeconomic growth is anxinterestingxtopic in 

economic theory, empiricalxresearch and economicxpolicyxmaking. Accordingly, four different 

schools ofxthoughtxconcerning  the subject can be identified in literature. They include classical, 

neoclassical, Keynesian and the Ricardian equivalence.  
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This study reviews theoreticalxliterature relating to effects ofxbudget deficit on economicxgrowth 

in relation to the following identified four broad schools of thought:   

(i) ThexClassicalxTheory  

(ii) ThexNeoclassicalxTheory 

(iii) ThexKeynesianxTheory  

(iv) RicardianxEquivalencexHypothesis 

 

i) ThexClassicalxTheory 

   

In the literature, Smith (1776) examinedxthe factorsxthat contributedxto government budget 

deficits, including the desire ofxgovernmentxbureacrats to spend, the inabilityxand fear to raise 

taxes, and thexwillingness of capitalists to lendxmoney. Smith (1776) concluded that budget 

deficits led to publicxdebts that, in thexlong-run probably couldxruin the great nations. The 

mainstream economics priorxto the publicationxof KeynesxGeneralxTheoryxin 1936 didxnot 

favor government spending forxstabilization purpose. The greaterxrole ofxgovernment was 

neglected not only forxphilosophical justifications, but also alsoxbecausexof viewsxbased on the 

crowdingxout hypothesis.  

Forxinstance, Smith (1776) considered the transferxofxresources from the privatexto the 

publicxsector whether throughxtaxation orxborrowing. He opined that money borrowed from the 

publicxtoxfinancexgovernmentxspending was thought to involvexthe “destructionxof capital; 

byxthe perversionsofxsome portionxof thexannual producexwhich had beforexbeen destinedxfor 

the maintenancexofxlabour”. Smith argues that “savingxisxspending” becausexonexman’s 

savingsisxanotherxman’siinvestment. JohnxStuart Mill andxJ.B. Sayxsaw in AdamxSmith’s 

preceptxaxguaranteexof fullxemployment. This impliedxthat government spending is unnecessary 

as a stabilizationxtool, since privatexinvestment was sufficient toxutilize thexmoney providedxby 

privatexsaving.   

Thexmost elementary scenerioxfor crowding outxmay be analysedxin a “Say’s Law” framework 

where supplyxcreates itsxown demand.  In anxeconomy inxwhich Say’s law isxoperational, 

attemptsxby the governmentxto raise totalxspending, by increasing government expenditure and 

financingxthe gapsby eitherxborrowing from public or taxation, merely induceschanges in relative 

prices so as to reallocatexthe same levelxof real output. In classical sense, the effects of budget 
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deficits through thexincrease inxthe levelxof government expenditures isxa rightwardxshift in the 

IS curve. The equilibriumxinterest rate thus, risesxbut the levelxof incomexvelocityxof 

moneyxremains unaltered. 

ii) ThexNeoclassicalxTheory  

  

Neoclassicalxmodel has three centralxfeatures (capital, labour and technological progress) that 

playxan importantxrole in determiningxthe effects of budgetxdeficits on economicxgrowth 

(Bernheim, 1989). According to Baxter and King (1993), the neoclassicalxmodel impliesxthat 

there is axnegative effect ofxgovernment spending on economic growth depending on how 

anxincrease in governmentxspending influences consumption and private investment. The theory 

posits that anxincrease in governmentxexpenditure and axtax cut “crowd-out” private sector 

investmentxby raising thexinterest rates.  

A summary of neoclassical view on the main implications ofxbudget deficit as pointed out by 

Bernheim (1989) indicates that if consumersxarexrational, farsightedxand havexaccesses to 

perfectxcapital market, then permanentxdeficits significantlyxdepress capital accumulation 

andxtemporary deficitsxhave eitherxa negligiblexor perverse implication on the mostxeconomic 

variables (consumption, savingsxandxinterestxrates). If consumersxare either liquidity constrained 

orxmyopic, thenxthexeffect ofxpermanent deficitsxremains qualitativelyxunchanged. However, 

they pointed out that temporary deficits should depressxsavings and raisexinterestxrates inxthe 

short-run. Neoclassicalxview doesxnot confine thexeffectsxofxtemporaryxdeficits, andxevidence 

thatxbears onxthe impactxof temporaryxdeficits is notxuseful forxtesting thisxparadigm. Itxisxclear 

thatxthe fundamentalxlesson of thexneoclassical schoolxconcerns thexeffectxof permanentxdeficits 

on thexmacroeconomy. 

iii) ThexKeynesianxTheory    

      

In 1936, JohnxMaynardxKeynes pointed out thatxgovernment spendingxdoes notxcrowd-out 

privatesspending. This was in his popularxbook, “The GeneralxTheory ofxEmployment, 

InterestxandxMoney.” The Keynesians, in thexcontext of the existencexof somexunemployed 

resources, reveal the crowd-in effects by citing the expansionary effectsxof budgetxdeficit. 

Anxincrease inxgovernment expenditurexenhances domesticxoutput and stimulates the 

economyxin short-runxby making households feelxwealthier, thus increasing total privatexand 
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publicxconsumptionxspending. The resulting increasexin thexaggregatexdemandxfollowingxa 

budgetxdeficitxhas a positivexeffect on macroeconomy. This is the “crowding-in” effect, and has 

axpositiveximpact on economicxgrowth (Chakrabortyxand Chakraborty, 2006).   

As opined by Bernheim (1989), the Keynesian theory differs from the neoclassical view in 

twoxways: First, the Keynesian theory allowsxforxthe possibilityxthat some economicxresources 

arexunemployedand second, the view also assumes the existencexof a largexnumber ofxmyopic, 

liquidity constrained individuals whereby the second assumptionxguarantees thatxaggregate 

consumptionxis veryxsensitivexto changesxin disposablexincome. 

Inxthe simplestxKeynesianxmodel, Keynes (1936) multiplier basedxexpansion of output leads to 

increase inxdemandxforxmoney. If the moneyxsupplyxis fixed (that is, the deficitxis 

bondxfinanced), interestrrate must rise, and private investmentxfall. This in turn reducesxoutput 

andxpartially offsets thexKeynesian multiplier effect.   The significance of the Keynesian 

multiplier may be analysed from the crowding-out point ofxview. In the General Theory, Keynes 

provides axcogent and clear crowding-out argument. However, that Keynes chosexto give money 

a supportivexrather thanxa leading role inxhisxanalysis. However, Keynes recognizedxthat 

monetary influence couldxovercome thexmultiplier andxliquidityxpreference constructs. 

Therefore, Keynes recognized a majorxlimitationxof the multiplierxconstructs2. 

By pointing out the limitation of thexmultiplier, Keynes provides a strongxtheoretical basis for the 

crowding-outxhypothesis. This revelation also shifted the discussions in thexliterature to an 

empiricalxinvestigation andxcontroversy overxthe basis of thexIS-LMxcurves, and thexdegree to 

whichxgovernment is a substitutexfor privatexspending.   Keynes alsoxrecognizedxaxsecond 

means, based on businessxpsychology, byxwhich governmentxexpenditurexcould crowd-out 

privatexinvestment. Keynes, (1936) was much concerned withxexpectations andxconfidence. He 

therefore did not overlookxthe possibilityxeven in those times of relatively smallxbudget deficits 

that government spending couldxadversely affect thexconfidencexof the private sector’s 

economicxfuture.  

In Keynes’ words “withxthe confusedxpsychology whichxoften prevails, the government 

programmexmay, through its effect onxconfidence, increase liquidityxpreference or diminish the 

 
2 Forxdetailed theoreticalx limitation ofx multiplier, see Keynes (1936), ThexGeneralxTheory, pp. 119-120. 
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marginalxefficiency ofxcapital, which again, may retardxother investmentxunless measures are 

takenxtoxoffset it3”. An increasexin liquidityxpreference, induced by an increase inxgovernment 

spending will lead to an increasexinxdemand forxfinance. Thisxwould lead to anxincrease in 

interestxrate and a declinexin pricexofxbond. This in turn would result inxindividuals changing 

their portfoliosxin order to hold more money than previouslyxheld (Keynes, 1936). 

Thus, a diminished marginalxefficiencyxof investment is reflectedxby a backwardxshift in thexIS 

curve. If the shiftsxin thexISxandxLM curves result in zero netxchangexin aggregate demand at 

the given pricexlevel, crowding-out would occurr. However, the actualxchange in aggregate 

demand can bexpositive, negativexorxnegligible, depending on the relativexshifts in the curve. 

However, Keynesian economists argue that anxincrease inxdemandxfor goods in the 

privatexsector along withxmultiplier moderates the crowding-out effects (Keynes, 1936).  

In the traditionalxIS-LMxanalysis, the increase in demandxforxprivate goodsxcaused by a 

reduction in taxes or increase inxgovernmentxexpenditure stimulatexISxcurve, generating an 

increasexin aggregatexdemand, eventuallyxincreasing output. Thus, an increase inxgovernment 

spendingxor a decreasexin taxes should find a correspondingxincrease inxconsumption, economic 

growth and interestrrates. The impact on economicxgrowth is likelyxto be bigger if thexeconomy 

“crowding-in” effect causes a much largerxincrease in growthxof thexeconomy. Keynesianxmodel 

wouldxtherefore predictxaxpositivexrelationship between increasesxin governmentxexpenditure, 

investmentxandxoutput, providedxthat the multiplierxeffect outweighsxthe impact of higher 

increasexinxinterestxrates (Keynes, 1936).  

In general, manyxtraditionalxKeynesians argue that budget deficitsxneedxnot crowd-outxprivate 

investment. For instance, Eisner (1994c) points out that increasedxaggregate demand changes the 

profitability of privatexinvestment andxleads to a higherxlevel of investmentxat any givenxrate 

ofxinterest. Thusxdeficits may stimulate aggregatexsavingxand investmentxdespite the factxthat 

they raisexthe interestxrate.  

As opined by Bernheim (1989), two majorxobjections which mayxbe raisedxto thexKeynesian 

theoryxof budgetxdeficits. The Keynesianxoutlook on budget deficits presupposesxthat the 

governmentxcan andxwill “finextune” fiscalxpolicy. Assuming thatxdeficits stimulatexaggregate 

 
3 Keynes (1936), ThexGeneralxTheory, pp.120 
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demand, it followsxthatxthere arexcircumstances inxwhich thexstimulixmayxbexdetrimental. 

Evenxthe mostxsteadfastxKeynesian isxwilling to concedexthat at fullxemployment realxdeficits 

crowd-out privatexinvestmentxand raisexthe ratexofxinflation. Keynesiansxprimarily describe 

thexeffect of temporaryxdeficits. Indeed, it is essentiallyxcompatible with the neoclassical 

paradigm which primarilyxconcerns the effectxof permanentxdeficits. Inxfailing toxdistinguish 

between temporary and permanent deficits, Bernheim, (1989) argues that Keynesians provide 

misleading advice to policy makers. 

iv) RicardianxEquivalencexHypothesis    

 

Another broad view on the effectxofxbudget deficitxon economicxgrowth is referredxto as 

Ricardian EquivalencexHypothesis (REH). The hypothesis implies that deficitxis a postponement 

of taxesxand it cannotxshift the aggregatexdemand curve. According to REH, budget deficitxis 

neither goodxnorxbad inxterms ofxits implication on economicxgrowth. The premise of this 

hypothesis is on sevenxkey restrictivexassumptions (Bernheim, 1989) that include: 

i) Successivexgenerations are linkedxby altruistically motivatedxtransferx 

ii) Capital marketsxare eitherxperfect, or failxin specificxwaysx 

iii) Consumersxare rationalxandxforesighted 

iv) Thexpostponement ofxtaxes is not redistribution of resourcesxacross familiesxwith 

systematicallyxdifferent marginalxpropensity toxconsume 

v) Taxesxare non-distortionary 

vi) Thexuse ofxbudget deficitxcannot createxvalue (not evenxthrough bubbles) 

vii) The availabilityxof budget deficitxcannotxfinance as fiscalxinstrument does not alterxthe 

politicalxprocess 

 

In 1989, Barro and other proponents’ ofxREH anticipated a number of challenges andxresponded 

to themxin advancing the hypothesis. They based on this hypotheis arguedxthat tax cut willxnot 

have an impact on the overall economy, but opined that if governmentxdoesxnot finance 

expenditurexby tax, budget deficitxwould occur, and ifxbudgetxdeficits are financed byxdebt, 

householdsxwould know thatxgovernment has to increase taxesxin the near futurexto compensate 

both the principlexand interestxpayments. This inturn will result in rise in individualxsaving 
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because rationalxhouseholds in thexeconomy tryxto adjust theirxexpenditure in relation to 

movementsxin public spending (Barro, 1989). 

They highlighted that thexextra savingxwould increase the nationalxsaving and therefore offset 

any rise inxinterest rate, leavingxinvestments unchanged. Thus, there is no change in interest 

ratesxandxprivate investments. RangarajanxandxSrivastava (2005) noted that (based on REH), 

budget deficit will notxhave much impactxon aggregatexdemand ifxhousehold expenditure 

decisions are basedxon present valuexof their incomesxthat take intoxaccount the present valuexof 

their future taxxliability. Further, they affirmed that given the REH broad veiw, one mightxexpect 

not to find anyxrelationship between taxxchanges, consumption, investment and output. 

In a summary, Chrystalxand Daniel (1988) indicate that REH view at macroeconomicxlevel as 

follows: Budgetxdeficitxwill not be associatedxwith increase inxreal interestxrates, output prices 

(or) and tradexdeficit. The Ricardianxview yieldsxa radicallyxdifferent notion of the 

nationalxdebtxarisingxfrom accumulated deficits. To those who believe in thexbenefits of 

deficitxfinancing, the nationalxdebt should bexviewed as axblessing, and not axcurse. To those 

who believe inxRicardianxequivalence, budgetxdeficitxmerely resultsxin a redistribution of 

incomexand the national debtxrepresents the cumulativexamount ofxthis netxtransfer.    

A critique of thexRicardianxequivalence theorem by Poterba and Summers (1987) highlights 

fivexmajor theoreticalxobjections thatxcould undermine the hypothesis which includexthe 

following4: 

i) Finitexhorizons:  Peoplexdo notxlive forever andxtherefore doxnot care aboutxtaxes 

that are leviedxafter theirxdeaths.  

ii) Imperfectxloanxmarkets: REH also failxbecause creditxmarkets are imperfectxwith the 

typical person’sxreal discount ratexexceeding thatxof thexgovernment. 

iii) Uncertaintyxabout the futurextaxes andxincomes: Thexuncertainty aboutxindividual’s 

futurextaxes or thexcomplexity in estimatingxthem implies a highxrate ofxdiscount in 

capitalizingxthese futurexliabilities. Therefore, ifxuncertainty increases the desired 

national savingxtends to risexwith a budgetxdeficit and vice versa. 

 
4 Forxdetail theoreticalxobjections to thexRicardian Equivalencex approach see Bernhein (1989).   
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iv) Thextimingxofxtaxes.  Taxesxare notxlump sum, sincexthey typically depend on 

income, spending, wealth, andxsoxon. Budgetxdeficitsxthusxchange the timingxof 

incomextaxes andxaffect people’s incentivesxto work andxproduce inxdifferent 

periods. It followsxthat variationsxin deficits are non-neutral althoughxthe resultsxtend 

also to bexinconsistent with thexstandard view.   

v) FullxemploymentxandxKeynesianxcases: REH resultsxdepend on “fullxemployment” 

and therefore do notxhold in Keynesianxeconomic growthxmodels.      

 

The differences among the four broad views in termsxof opinions andxanalysis are mainly due to 

variousxfactors such asxtime dimensions, typesxof economyxand method of analysis as well 

asxthe assumptionsxabout individual’s behavioralxresponses in specified situations.  

2.2.2 Empirical Literature  

Given the fact that the identified theoretical views on the subject is mixed-up, somexempirical 

studies havexbeen conductedxand variousxresults have beenxobtained. From axmacroeconomic 

perspective, the stancexofxfiscal policyxcan be summarizedxby movementsxin the primary 

budgetxdeficitxas a sharexof GDP. Historically, primaryxbudget deficit has been highly 

countercyclical in developed economies like USA, implying that itxincreasesxduring 

economicxslowdowns and decreases duringxexpansions. In the literature, thexcountercyclicality 

is drivenxby bothxthe spendingxside and revenuexside and by eitherxdiscretionaryxor “activist” 

policiesxandxautomatic or “passive” policies (Mahedy and Wilson, 2018).  

Literature on thexeffects of fiscalxpolicy and particularly macroeconomics’ effects of primary 

deficits in openxeconomies is scanty. A few studiesxexamine effectsxof fiscalxpolicy shocksxor 

aggregatexdemand shocksxin openxeconomies, but theyxmostly do notxexplicitly discussxthe 

effectsxof primaryxbudget deficitsxonxeconomic growth. A few studies havexdirectlyxestimated 

fiscalxmultipliers (responses ofxGDP toxpolicy changexaffecting governmentxspending orxtax 

revenue) and testxwhether the nature of the multiplier depends onxthexstate of thexeconomy. For 

instance, they argue that it canxbe challengingxgiven the historicalxrarity of stimulativexfiscal 

policyxin good timesxor contractionaryxfiscal policy inxbad timesxat the federalxlevel. Therefore, 

policy analysts’ havextypically turnedxto dataxat country levelxto analyse fiscal multipliers 

forxprocyclical andxcountercyclical stimuli forxsome economies.  
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The findings of Mahedy and Wilson (2018) suggest that the recentxUSA fiscalxpolicy has taken 

axprocyclical turn, drivenxprimarily by thexlarge tax cuts enactedxby thee2017 Tax Cutsxand Jobs 

Act. Many analysts have forecasted a positive GDP growth in US over the medium term.  

However, they note that recent evidence shows that thexeffectsxof fiscal stimulusson overall 

economic activityxare muchxsmaller duringxexpansions thanxduring downturns. They further 

argue that thexforecasts mayxbe overlyxoptimistic by noting thatxfiscal multiplier is pedominantly 

smallerxduring expansionsxthan duringxrecessions.  

Onxthe otherxhand, Taylorxet al, (2011) applied a simple model that illustrates the analysis 

between the primary budgetxdeficit, economicxgrowth, and debtxin USA. They established 

thatxprimary deficit respondsxcounter cyclicallyxto economicxgrowth while on the other side, 

growth may respond positively or negatively toxthe primaryxbudgetxdeficit. They show that the 

recentxGreat Recession inxthe US wasxtypical in thatxthere was axweak counterxcyclical 

fiscalxresponse. The increasexin government netxborrowing was significantly lessxthan the 

decreasexin private borrowing (an unprecedentedxasymmetry). The findingsxverify thexpattern 

andxsuggest that there is axstrong positivexeffect on growthxof a higherxprimary deficit, even 

whenxpossible increases in thexinterest rate arextaken intoxaccount.  

According to Nakamura and Steinsson (2014), Leduc and Wilson (2013) analyse GDP 

multipliersxatxstate level on both federalxmilitary andxhighway spendings respectively.  The 

findings show that the spendingxmultiplier tendsxto be muchxlarger in statesxexperiencing 

morexresource slackxfrom such thingsxas higherxunemployment. Similarly, Shoag (2010) finds 

thatxthe responsexof employment andxpersonal incomexto a boost inxstate governmentxspending 

increases withxthe level of unemploymentxrate in USA. 

A study done by Jorda and Taylor (2016) examined the GDPxmultiplier onxgovernment 

spendingxusing a panel of countries in the OECD and finds thatxthe multiplier is considerably 

smaller inxexpansions than inxrecessions. Therexare few contraryxstudies, but importantly Ramey 

and Zubairy (2018) examined thexmultiplierxon defensexdriven governmentxspending in the USA 

usingxaxdataset as from 1889. They argue that the longxhistory andxfocus onxdefense spending 

helps overcome the empiricalxchallenges posedxby the rarityxof procyclicalxfederal spending 

boosts. Ramey and Zubairy (2018) establish that thexGDP multiplierxfor this spendingxis relatively 

low andxis independent of thexstate of the economy. 
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Moreover, Alesina and Ardagna (2010) investigated shortxterm positiveximpact on economic 

activity from spendingxcuts. Based on dataxmanipulation andxcorrelation analysisxfor dozensxof 

countries over nearlyxtwo hundredxyears, they established a debtxlevel of 90% of GDP beyond at 

which a countryxis likelyxto slidexinto axdebtxcrisis. However, IMF (2010) and Jayadev 

andxKonczal (2010), and IronsxandxBivens (2010) providexextensive reviews of Alesina-

Ardagna’s work and reveal that studiesxsupporting expansionaryxausterity neglectedxthe 

possibility that economicxgrowth is notxonly affectedxby fiscalxpolicy, but may improvexpublic 

finances and contributexto fiscalxsustainability. Such dynamicxinteractions arexkey for the 

analyses of thexcauses andxconsequences of thexdeterioration of the chronicxdeficits and 

prospectsxfor thexeconomyxof USA inxfuture. 

TraditionalxKeynesians advocate that fiscalxconsolidations depressxeconomic growth. However, 

this view has beenxcritiqued byxFeldstein (1986) whose evidence acknowledges a positiveximpact 

ofxspendingxcuts andxtax increasesxon economicxoutput. Accordingly, Feldstein argues that 

fiscalxconsolidations mustxnot necessarilyxhamper economic growth but mayxboost the economy 

(at least in the short-run). He discussed potentialxchannels for expansionaryxeffects of fiscal 

consolidations by focusingxon bothxthe demandxand supply sides as illustrated herein: 

a) On thexdemand side, consumers’ expectationsxand thexeffect ofxconsolidation on 

interestxrates areximportant. First, on consumers’ expectations, a regimexchange in fiscal 

policyxtoday eliminatesxthe need forxlarger, maybe muchxmore disruptivexadjustments 

in thexfuture (Giavazzi and Pagano, 1990). If presentxtax increases, implyxthat 

consumers’originallyxperceived futurextax increases will bexsmaller thanxexpected, 

current privatexconsumption canxincrease. Another channel ascribesxa reducingxeffect on 

sovereigns’ riskxpremium, implyingxthat if fiscalxadjustments arexperceived as 

permanent andxsuccessful, real interestxrates ofxgovernment bondsxshould decrease 

(Alesina and Ardagna, 1998). If thisxreduction transfersxto a decreasexof private 

consumers’ andxfirms’ real interestxrates, private demandxcomponents that arexsensitive 

toxinterest ratesxcan increase (Alesina and Ardagna, 2010). 

b) Onxthexsupply side, the channel forxexpansionary effectsxis through thexlabourxmarket 

and labourxunions. Thexeffect are ambiguousxand depend on the fiscalxadjustment’s 

configuration. If taxxrevenue isxincreased, lower netxwages inducexunions to negotiate on 
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higherxpre-tax wages. If spendingxis cut, say through axdecreasexin government 

employment, the lowerxreservation wagexmay induce unionxmembers to demandxlower 

wage increasesxwhich mayxfoster firms’ profitsxand privatexinvestment (Alesina and 

Ardagna, 2010). 

 

This study also identifies other literature on thexshort-run and long-runxeffects ofxexpansionary 

fiscalxpolicy. The associated evidence is mixed.  For instance, Blanchardx&xPerotti (2002), 

Mountfordx&xUhlig (2002) establish that short-runxshocks toxgovernment spendingxinxthe 

United States of America increasexconsumption, realxwage andxGDP, as in the Keynesian 

models. Onxthe other hand, Hemming, Kell & Mahfouz (2002) revealxthat thexshort-runxeffect 

of public spending onxoutputxis veryxsmall and closexto zero. 

Moreover, while examining thexlong-run impactxof fiscalxstimulus on economicxgrowth, most 

of the identified literature (GrierxandxTullock, 1989; Alesina, Ardagna, PerottixandxSchiantarelli, 

1999; Grossman and Helpman 1990); FatasxandxMihov, 2001b) show negative relationships. 

However, Li et al., (2010) established a positivexeffect onxthe Chinesexeconomy. In addition, 

Edelberg, Eichenbaum & Fisher (1999) established that in thexshort run, governmentxexpenditure 

has axpositiveximpact. However, they pointed out that beyond a year, this impact continuously 

falls. Using a neoclassical model, BarroxandxRedlick (2009) established that thexshort-run 

effectxof higherxpublic spending can bexpositive, but thexlong-run impact is likely to 

bexveryxclosexto zero. Lastly, Ilzetzkixet al (2010) examined the expenditure on government 

consumption. They established a negativexeffect inxshort-run, whilexthe results for medium 

andxlong-runxvariedxconsiderably. They attributed this variance to economic characteristics. 

In general, literature on thexeffectiveness of budget deficits in developedxcountries is more 

extensive, as comparedxto developingxeconomies. The economicximpact of primary deficits 

induced growth in developed countries is varied.  For example, the studies by Johnson et.al, (2006), 

RomerxandxRomer (2007) establish a positivexresponse of consumption spending resulting 

fromxtaxxcutxshocks in the United States of America. Equally, while focusing on the same 

economy, House and Shapiro (2008) showxthat taxxcutsxhave a positivexeffect on investment. 

On thexother hand, the works Taylor (2009) established thatxtax cuts have axnegative effect 

onxconsumptionxspending. Ramey and Shapiro (1999) concludedxthat government spendingxhas 
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negativexeffects on GDP. Additionally, Aurbach & Kotlikoff (1987) pointed outxthat tax cuts have 

a negativeximpact on private investment. A studyxdone on Japan, the Euro area and United States 

of America reveals positivexeffects ofxspendingxon GDP. The analysis by Barrel et al., (2004) for 

German suggests a positivexresponse of GDP to governmentxspending.  

The studyxby Ilzetzki, Mendoza and   Vegh (2012) reveal thatxthe impactxof expenditure shocks 

dependsxcrucially on countryxcharacteristics that include thexlevel of development, exchange rate 

regime, opennessxtoxtrade and the level of publicxindebtedness. Basedxonxa novel quarterly 

datasetxof governmentxexpenditure in 44 countries the authors established that: 

a) Thexoutput effects ofxan increasexin governmentxconsumption is largerxin industrial than 

in developingxcountries;  

b) The fiscalxmultiplier isxrelatively large inxeconomies operatingxunderxpredetermined 

exchangexrates but is zeroxin economiesxoperating underxflexiblexexchangexrates; 

c) Fiscalxmultipliers inxopen economiesxare smaller than inxclosed economies; 

d) Fiscalxmultipliers in highxdebt countriesxare negative. 

 

This analysis suggests that primary budgetxdeficits mayxbexeffective in stimulatingxeconomic 

growth inxsomexcases and mayxproveximpotentxin others. As pointed out byxSpilimbergo et al 

(2009), thisxmay be justifiedxby the fact that thexeffectiveness of budgetxdeficits varies basedxon 

variousxeconomicxcharacteristics, including the size of the primaryxbudgetxdeficit.  

2.2.2.1 Effectiveness of Budget Deficits in DevelopingxCountries 

To begin with, developingxcountries have been depending on deficit financing to accelerate 

growth. Generally, most of these economies are not capable of mobilisingxsufficient resourcesxto 

gererate the desired economic development. Additionally, these countries facexuncertainty with 

respect to foreignxinvestment and capitalxflows. As affirmed by Chowdhury (2004), budget 

deficits become an important strategy for equity and economicxgrowth re-engineering.ui 

Empiricalxevidence on thexeffects of budgetxdeficits on thesexeconomies isxmixed. For instance, 

Ilzetzkizxetxal (2010) used a VectorxAutoxRegression model to analyse the impactxof budget 

deficits for twentyxdeveloped andxtwenty-fivexdevelopingxeconomies. Theirxfinding suggest 

thatxinxdevelopingxnations, the consumption spending multiplier is smaller andxless persistent 
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than in high-income countries. Moreover, Dalyop (2010) analysed the case for Nigeria and 

established that budget deficits have an insignificant growth effect. 

On thexother hand, Chowdhury (2004) examined the outputximpact of fiscalxstimulus on five 

developingxcountries and affirmed that these economies require morexbudget deficits thanxless, 

because budgetxdeficits doxnot crowd-outxinvestments. A case study by Vera (2009) dismissed 

thexsimplisticxconclusions of neoclassicals whichxdisregards thexinstitutionalxdifferences 

betweenxdevelopedxand developingxeconomies, and thus providedxevidence thatxdeficits crowd-

in publicxand privatexinvestment impactingxpositively on economicxgrowth.   

Narrowing the focus to Kenya, Okelo et al., (2013) anlysed the relationship betweenxfiscal deficits 

andxeconomicxgrowth usingxtime seriesxdata forxthexperiod 1970 to 2007. The studyxemployed 

OLS estimationxtechnique and found a positive relationshipxbetween fiscalxdeficits and 

economic growth in Kenya and recommendedxprudent financialxmanagement andxenhanced 

revenue collection to avoid crowding-out of the private sectorxinvestment.  

A similar study by Amanja and Morrissey (2005) categorized governmentxexpenditure into 

productivexand unproductivexand tax revenuexinto distortionaryxand non-distortionaryxand 

applied timexseries annual data in a Kenyan case study.  They analysed variousxmeasures of 

fiscalxpolicy on growth forxthe period 1964 to 2002. Thexfindings indicate that unproductive 

expenditure and non-distortionaryxtax revenue had neutral (no) effectsxon economic growth. 

However, against the studyxexpectations, productivexexpenditure was found to havexstrong 

adversexeffect on economicxgrowth whilst there wasxno evidencexof distortionaryxeffects on 

growthxof distortionary taxes. Government investmentxwas foundxto be beneficialxto economic 

growth inxthexlong-run. 

Inxorder to assess thexeffect of randomxdiscretionary fiscalxpolicy on Kenya’sxeconomy, a 

smallxVARxmodel was constructedxandxanalyzed by World Bank (2010). The study findings 

established thatxa discretionaryxfiscal responsexhas a smallximpact onxoutput: 0.1% for any 1% 

changexinxcyclicallyxadjustedxprimaryxbalance. The findings also confirmed that the impact 

persistsxfor 9 quartersxpositively after which it turns negative. However, the authorxconcludes 

that thexfinding needsxto be interpretedxwith caution. The studyxsuggests thatxthere are two 

otherxfiscal policyxcomponents that include: 
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i) Systemicxdiscretionaryxpolicy which the study termed “routinexresponses toxchanging 

economicxsituations” 

ii) Automaticxpolicy, governedxby rules andxlaws, such as the taxxcode.  

 

The study further concludes that a fullxassessment ofxthe impact ofxoverall fiscalxpolicy on GDP 

needs to consider all three components. Lastly, Walaa (2016) usedxstructural vector autoregressive 

model and applied quarterlyxdata for the period 1991 to 2012 to estimate the Kenyanxgovernment 

expenditurexmultiplier. The findings indicatedxthat the effectxof governmentxspending on 

outputxin Kenya appearedxto be weakxand non-persistent. Thexresults were justified by 

highxgovernment debtxto GDP ratio, highxdebt servicingxand highxmarginal propensityxto 

importxin Kenya.  Table 2.0 highlights a summary of empirical literature on the subject. 

Table 2.0: Summary of Empirical Literature 

 Author & 

Yearx 

Countryxof

xStudy 

Data Used Methodology Main Finding 

Hussain and 

Haque (2017) 

 

Bangladesh 

Two sources of Timexseries 

annualxdata for 1993/94 to 

2015/19: Foreign source 

data (WDI, 2017) 

Local source data  

(BBS5, 2017) 

Unit root test 

Cointegration 

VECM 

Foreign source data revealed negative 

effectxof budgetxdeficit onxeconomic 

growth.  

Local source dataxsuggested a positive 

effect (Keynesian).  

Navaratan and 

Mayandy 

(2016) 

A Panelxof 

SouthxAsian 

Countries  

Annualxtime seriesxdata 

(1980 to 2014) 

 

VAR framework 

Cointegration 

VECM 

Granger-causality 

Budgetxdeficit had significantxnegative 

effect onxeconomicxgrowth for all the 

countries except Nepal that revealed a 

significantxpositivexeffect. Thexdirection 

of causality is mixed.  

Walaa (2016) Kenyan Quarterly data for the period 

1991 to 2012 

SVAR Approach 

 

Effect on government spending on 

economic growth appeared to be weak and 

non-persistent 

Bhoir and 

Dayre (2015) 

Indian Annualxtime seriesxdata for 

the period 1991/92 to 

2013/14 

OLS Method No significant relationship 

 

Nayab (2015) Pakistan Annualxtime series forxthe 

period 1976 to 2007 

Unit root test 

Cointegration, VAR 

Granger & VECM 

Positivexeffect of budget deficit on 

economicxgrowth 

Qasim et al 

(2015) 

Pakistan Anualxtime seriesxdata for 

thexperiod 1976 to 2014 

2SLS estimation 

technique 

Budgetxdeficit had non-linearxassociation 

onxeconomicxgrowth. Thexauthor suggests 

curtailing both the interest payment and 

primary deficit. 

Hassan etxal 

(2014) 

USA Annualxtime seriesxforxthe 

period 1930 to 2010 

Unit root test 

Cointegration 

Negativeximpact of budgetxdeficit on 

economicxgrowth 

 

 

 
5 Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics  
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 Author & 

Yearx 

Countryxof

xStudy 

Data Used Methodology Main Finding 

Cinar etxal 

(2014) 

Eurozone 

Countries 

 

Panel quarterly data for the 

period  

2000Q1 to 2011Q4 

Panel ARDL Model 

Cointegration  

Budget deficit had positivexeffect inxthe 

short-run 

Okelo etxal 

(2013) 

Kenya Annualxtime seriesxdata 

from 1970 to 2007 

Dickey Fuller, ADF 

test, Cointegration  

OLS & ECM 

Budgetxdeficit had positivexeffect on 

economicxgrowth 

Taylorxetxal 

(2012) 

USA Annualxtime seriesxdata for 

thexperiod 1961 to 2011 

Dickey Fuller  

Cointegration 

VAR/VECM 

Budgetxdeficit hadxpositive effectxon 

economicxgrowth 

 

Adam and 

Bevan (2005) 

AxPanelxof 

45 

Developingx 

Countriess 

Panelxdata for 45 non 

OECDxCountries forxthe 

period 1970 to 1999 

Panel data analysis. 

Also include a set 

of time varying 

dummy variables to 

capture time 

varying factors  

Evidencexof a thresholdxeffect of budget 

aroundxdeficit about 1.5% of GDP. 

Evidencexof interactionxeffects between 

deficitsxand debtxstocks exacerbatingxthe 

adversexeffects of large deficits. 

Source: Author’s Compilations 
 

2.2.3 OverviewxofxLiterature  

Thexreviewed literaturexprovides greatxinsights associated with Keynesianxmodelling between 

developed andxdevelopingxeconomies. However, some aspects of Keynesian economics appear 

not to apply in the contextxof developingxeconomies. For instance, Ilzetzki et al., (2010) affirms 

that governmentxinvestment spending has a positive effect in developingxcountries and turns 

insignificant in developed countries. To this end, a Keynesian theoreticalxframework, centred on 

developing economies’ characteristics, can bexessential for analyzingxthe subject in Sub-Saharan 

Africanxcountries like Kenya. The frameworkxenhances the analysisxthat, inxthe 

presencexofxproductivexcapacity, givenxstructuralxdeficiency in aggregatexdemand, a fiscal 

stimulus can yield positivexeffects, mostlyxif it results in infrastructurexspending or anyxother 

formsxofxinvestmentxspendingxparticularly in the short-run.  

The studiesxthat havexbeen done in Kenya and relate to the subject matter (Okelo, et al., 2013) 

applied the fiscal deficit in their analyses which is more applicable to developed economies.  A 

goodxsubstitute for thisxmeasure in developingxcountries wouldxbe thexprimary budget deficit 

(Stiglitz et. al, 2006). The identified evidence for Kenya is Okelo, et al., (2013). Applying different 

models, data, methodologies and sample periods, we may yield fresh insights and further enrich 

evidence in this field. Further, the study notes that the identified study did not explore the causal 

nexusxbetween budgetxdeficit and economicxgrowth. Thisxstudy addresses thesexshortcomings. 

Lastly, presence of structuralxbreaks in thexvariables mayxlead toxdistortion ofxresults wherexa 
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unitxroot mayxbexrejected (accepted) whilexitxis actuallyxsupposed to bexpresent (absent). In the 

identified literature for Kenya, it is confirmed that the authors hadxnot takenxintoxconsideration the 

distortions whichxwould bexbrought aboutxby presencexofxstructuralxbreaksxin thexdataxseries. 

This study therefore goesxfurther to include structuralxbreaks in thexanalysis.  

2.3 Methodologyy  

2.3.1 TheoreticalxFramework  

Thexstudy is premisedxon an extendedxframeworkxoriginally developedxby Domar (1944). The 

growthxmodel has been appliedxby Rangarajan and Srivastava (2005) in thexanalysis of India’s 

state finances andxrecently by Taylor et al., (2011) forxthe analysis of thexfinancesxand growth 

of USAxeconomy. The necessaryxconditions forxfiscal sustainabilityxin line with the 

Keynesianxeconomics as formulated by Domar (1944) can be best suited for developing countries 

that are chacterised by hugexunemployment of productive resources in the economy.  

The model has beenxextendedxby Buiter (1985) andxfurther byxBlanchard et al. (1990). In the 

model, thexshare of publicxdebtxto GDP will converge in the end to its initialxlevel toxattain 

fiscalxsustainability. The problemxof debtxlevelsxlies in thexability to makexoutput grow rather 

than in attemptingxto reduce itxwithout takingxaccount of thexeffects of suchxa reductionxon 

income. A higherxgrowth of output canxbe achieved if sufficientxamount ofxexpenditures is 

directed towardxincreasing the productions’xefficiency.  

Further, Taylor et al., (2011) shows the effects of the public debt burden that result from 

cumulative primary budget deficits on macroecony.  Moreover, in the lenses of Domar’s (1944) 

framework that focuses on the effects ofxdeterioration of thexdeficit andxprospects forxthe future 

economic growth in the USA, we draw a similar analysis. Indeed, thexDomar (1944) concentrates 

on long-termxfiscal arithmeticxand debtxsustainability while ignoringxcapital gains 

andxconcludes that the changexin total governmentxdebt is thexsum of thexprimary budget 

deficitsxand interest paymentsxonoutstanding debt. Abstracting Δ as thexratio of debt to 

output (𝑌), and δ thexratio of primary budget deficit to  𝑌, the growthxrate of  𝑌 is 𝑔, and 𝑗 = 𝑖 −

�̂� is thexreal interestxrate with 𝑖 as thexnominalxrate and �̂� the ratexof inflation. In axcontinuous 

time, equation 2.1 shows thexchange inxdebt toxincome ratio:  

∆̇=
dΔ

d𝑡
= 𝛿 + (𝑗 − 𝑔)∆               (2.1)  
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Equation 2.1 shows thatxthe sharexof debt to GDP ratioxincreases withxthe ratio ofxprimary 

budgetxdeficitxto GDPxand thexdifferencexbetween realxeffective interestxrate andxreal GDP 

growth.  Axconstant debtxto GDP ratioxwith  ∆̇= 0 is attainedxwhen condition (2.2) isxmet: 

 𝛿 = (𝑗 − 𝑔)∆                       (2.2) 

The debtxto GDP ratioxdecreases whenxthe primary budgetxdeficit is less than thexterm inxthe 

rightxhandxside of (2.2) which means xthat the government canxgrowxoutxofxitsxdeficit. This 

relationship hasxbeen emphasized in a number of World Bank publications (Taylor et al., 2011) 

and according to Taylor et al., (2011) it is referred to as the solvencyxcondition and isxexpressed 

as: 

∆  = 𝛿
(𝑔 − 𝑗)⁄                   (2.3) 

In equation 2.3, the denominator indicates thexdifference betweenxtwo smallxnumbers. A faster 

growth or a lowerxinterest ratexhas a veryxlarge effectxon reducingxthe steadyxstatexdebt to GDP 

ratioxand it is notxthe casexforxa reductionxin thexratioxofxthe primaryxbudgetxdeficit to GDP 

in thexnumerator. In cases whereby both interestxrate and growth rate ofxGDPxcannot 

bexinfluenced by thexgovernment, Buiter (2010) suggests that the government needxto promotexa 

permanent tighteningxof the primary budgetxdeficit, or would havexto inflatexaway the 

realxburden of itsxdebt in order to attainxfiscal sustainabilityxas highlightedxin Figure 2.2. 

 
Figure 2.2: ThexEffects of PrimaryxBudgetxDeficit on EconomicxGrowth 

Source: Taylor et al., (2011) 
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The effectxof a fiscalxexpansion through primary budget deficits in the Keynesxcase has 

positivexeffects. On the contrally, it is clearly highlighted in Figure 2.2 that fiscal expansion via 

primary deficits has negativexeffects on growth in thexMerkelxcase. In the Merkel case, a 

permanentxreduction inxfiscal stimulus (γ) shifts thexsteady statexdebt to outputxratio (Δ) 

downwards. This effect isxhowever, reversed in the Keynesxcase.   Domar’s (1944) growth model 

shows that itxis better toxconsider the solvency condition as stated as in equation 2.4; 

𝑔 − 𝑗 = 𝑔 − 𝑖 + �̂�                 2.4  

where 𝑖 is thexnominal interest rate and �̂� thexinflation rate. Assuming that the growth rate is 

relativelyxlow andxthe nominal interestxrate is close toxzero, so that;   

  𝑔 − 𝑗 ≈ 𝑔 − 𝑖 + �̂�             2.5  

A reductionxin 𝑔 (to axlevel lessxthan zero) could alsoxforce pricexdeflation with �̂� < 0. The 

implicationxis that thexsolvencyxcriterion ( 𝑔 − 𝑗) could turnxnegative andxdestabilize the 

system. In axKeynesian situationxthe growthxrate wouldxsteadily fallxand, the deficitxtoxoutput 

ratio increase withoutxlimit resultingxback to Irving Fisher’s (1933) debtxdeflationxscenario. In a 

Merkelxeconomy, thexdeficit hawksxnightmare thatxcould playxout if aggressivexinflation 

targetingxof thexnominal interestxrate  (𝑖 ) in responsexto anxincrease in 𝑔 (andxpresumably �̂� 

makes (𝑔 < 𝑗 ) whereby, the inflationxtargeting couldxbe courtesyxof axcentral banker.  

Additionally, Taylor et al., (2011) observes that thesadjustment inxthe debtxratio (∆)  in the model 

will be slow in comparison to  𝛿  (thexratio of primary budget deficit toxoutput ) and 

𝑔 (thexgrowth ratexofxoutput)  implying that shiftsxin the debt ratio (Δ) willxaffect the other 

macroeconomic variables in situationsxin which �̇� and �̇� are closextoxzero. Throughxthexvarious 

crowding-outxarguments, axhigher debt ratio (Δ) would reducexthexgrowthxrate, shiftingxthe �̇� =

0  downwards. In the Keynesxcase, the outcomexwould bexlower output growth   (𝑔), higher 

(primary budget deficit to output ratio) 𝛿  and a higherxsteady state level of debt ratio (Δ).  

In summary, a higherxdebtxratio could slowxgrowth withxan ambiguousxeffectxon primary 

budgetxdeficit. Thexsteadyxstate debtxratioxwould probably increase worseningxthe long-run 
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outcome. In line with Domar’s economic growth theoretical model, activexfiscal policyxcould 

offset thesexdynamics (Taylor et al., 2011).  

2.3.2 Empirical Model 

The objectivexof thexstudy was to examine thexeffectxof primaryxbudgetxdeficits onxeconomic 

growthxand also determine the direction of causalityxbetween the primaryxbudget deficits and 

growthxof GDP perxcapita in Kenya.  Inxline with the fiscalxgrowth equation, the specified model 

included bothxfiscal andxnon-fiscalxvariables affecting economicxgrowth. Excluding them could 

lead to bias inxthe directionxof causalityxbetween primary budget deficits and economicxgrowth 

in Kenya. The study assumes thatxthe privatexsector is morexcompetitive than thexpublicxsector.  

This is in tandem with microeconomic theory wherexthe firstxtheoremxof welfarexeconomics posits 

that competitivexmarkets (private sector) lead toxmore Paretoxefficient resourcexallocation.  This 

isxa restatementxof Smith’s (1776) invisiblexhandxtheorem. To enhance a more Pareto efficient 

outcome, the government expenditure should not crowd-out the private investment via the real 

interest channel in relation to deficits growth connection.  

The model could be limited if it assumed a closed economy.  Economies will always be open and 

therefore do trade with other economies. The rolexofxtrade in economic developmentxcannot be 

ignored (Adul et al., 2013; Jalil and Feridun, 2011 and Khan, 2008). In line with the Kenyan 

situation, terms of trade variable in annual percentage was included toxcapture the rolexofxtrade 

on economicxgrowth (Beck, 2002, Do and Levchenko, 2004).  

Moreover, in the new era of innovation, competing sorely has become complex. No single 

innovative agent has resources and competences to act alone. As documented by Organisationxfor 

EconomicxCo-opertion andxDevelopment (OECD 2009), interdependence of instititutions is 

because of merging innovation economies.  This study affirms that thexintroduction of M-pesa in 

Kenyaxin 2007 also signals an important milestone on technical innovation that cannot be 

overlooked. To control for thexeffectsxof financial innovation on economicxgrowth in Kenya, the 

study includes a dummyxvariable with a valuexof 1 for year 2007 onwardsxand zero if otherwise. 

From the literature, M-Pesa mobilexbanking leads  digital mobilexpayments worldwide and 

therefore cannot be overlooked (Buku & Maredith, 2013, Nyamongo and Ndirangu, 2013). 
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Lastly, the presencexofxstructural breaksxin thexvariables may distort thexresults wherexa unit root 

mayxbe rejectedxwhile it actuallyxsupposed toxbe presentxdue to thexinfluence ofxstructural breaks. 

Mostxof thexstudies donexin Kenya hadxnot takenxinto considerationxthe distortions that are 

triggeredxby thexpresence ofxstructuralxbreaksxin thexdata. Thisxpaper therefore included 

structuralxbreaks inxthexanalysis. The augmentedxmodel isxspecified as;  

𝑌 = (𝐵𝐷, 𝐾, 𝑅𝐼𝑅, 𝑇𝑜𝑇, 𝐶𝑃𝐼, 𝐹𝐼)𝑥                        2.6 

where 𝑌 is growthxof GDP perxcapita,  𝐵𝐷 is the primary budgetxdeficit, 𝐾  is grossxfixedxcapital 

formation, 𝑅𝐼𝑅 is realxinterestxrate,  𝑇𝑜𝑇 isxterms ofxtrade, 𝐶𝑃𝐼  is thexrate of growthxof inflation 

and   𝐹𝐼  representsxthe financialxinnovation dummy. To control for thexeffect of financial 

innovation onxeconomic growthxin Kenya, the study includes a dummy withxa valuexof 1 for 

year 2007 onwards andxzero ifxotherwise. The study notes that M-Pesa mobilexbankingxhas 

beenxthe leadingxmobile paymentxin thexworld andxtherefore cannotxbe overlookedxwhen 

analyzing economicxgrowth inxKenya. Further, and based onxthe time seriesxaspects of 

thexmacroeconomic data, ifxthe unitxroot and co-integration exist inxthe dataxseries, we estimate 

the VEC model as in equaton 2.7: 

∆𝑋𝑡 = ∑ ∆𝐴𝑖

𝑘

𝑖=1

𝑋𝑡−𝑖𝑥 + 𝛼 𝐷𝑡 +  𝛱𝐸𝐶𝑀𝑡−1𝑥 + 𝜗𝑡        2.7 

Where 𝑋𝑡 isxa vectorxof endogenous variables, which include growth of GDP per capita, primary 

budget deficit as measure of fiscal variable and other non-fiscal measures applied as control 

variables.  𝐷𝑡 is the dummy capturing the effects ofxfinancial innovation on economicxgrowthxin 

Kenya and 𝜗𝑡  is a vector of whitexnoise (errorxterm). Π isxthe errorxcorrectionxparameter.  It 

displays howxthe cointegratedxvariables adjustxto deviations fromxlong-runxequilibrium.  
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2.3.3 Definitionxand Measurement of Variablesx 

Variable DefinitionxandxMeasurement Expected

xSign  

Data Source 

GDP perxcapita 

growth (𝑌)  

Thexpercentagexchange of GDP per capita expressed in annual 

percentage.  

 World Development 

Indicators, 2017 

 

Primary Budget 

Deficit (𝐵𝐷) 

Thextotal governmentxrevenue including grants received less 

totalxexpenditure excludingxinterest payments expressed as a 

percentagexof GDP. Valuesxgreater thanxzero represents 

deficits and vice-versa. For most of the study period, the balances 

were in deficit. 

Positive  IMF, World 

Economic Outlook, 

2018 

GrossxFixed 

Capital 

Formation (𝐾) 

Thexacquisition (includingxpurchases of newxorxsecond-hand 

assets) andxcreation of assets by producers for their own use, less 

disposalsxof producedxfixed assets. Itxis in annualxpercentages 

of GDP. 

Positive  World Development 

Indicators, 2017 

RealxInterest 

Rate (𝑅𝐼𝑅) 

The lendingxinterest ratexadjusted forxinflation as measuredxby 

thexGDPxdeflator 

Negative  World Development 

Indicators, 2017 

Terms of Trade 

(𝑇𝑜𝑇) 

The ratioxof exportxprice index (or unitxvaluexindex) of goods 

and services (or unit valuexindex) to importxprice index of goods 

& services. It is in annual percentage. The base year is 2009. 

Negative IMF, World 

Economic Outlook, 

2018 

 

Inflation Growth 

(𝐶𝑃𝐼) 

Annual percentage change of average consumer prices based on 

yearxon yearxchanges. Thexbase yearxis 2009 

Negative IMF, World 

Economic Outlook, 

2018 

Financial 

Innovation (𝐹𝐼) 

A dummyxvariable takingxa valuexof 1 fromxyear 2007 

onwards when M-Pesaxwas introduced in Kenya and zero if 

otherwise.  

Positive  Justified by 

Krishnan, 2011 

 

Source: Author’s Compilations 

 

2.3.4 Econometrics Approach 

a)  Descriptive Statistics 

To determine the statistical properties of the data and further select a suitable model, it was 

necessary to do descriptive analysis of the data. To test for normalityxof thexvariables, we applied 

Jarque-Bera test.  The test compares the skewnessxand kurtosisxcoefficients ofxthe variables. For 

a variablexto be normallyxdistributed, its skewnessxshould be equalxto zero, kurtosis equal to 

threexand Jarque-Bera (1980, 1987) statisticsxequal toxzero. Further, the study sought to 

determinexthe spreadxof the data byxestimating thexmean andxthe firstxmovementxawayxfrom 

thexmean forxallxthexvariables. The study also conducted graphicalxanalysisxof the variablesxto 

capture their movements overtime as indicated in the appendix. 
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b)  Unit Root Tests 

Unit root test for determiningxstationarityxproperties of all thexvariables was conducted toxavoid 

spuriousxresults of regression.  In determining the properties of stationarity, the study applied 

Augumented Dickey Fuller (ADF) (Dickeyxand Fuller, 1979) unitxroot test. Thexnull hypothesis 

isxthat there is axunitxroot. Equation 2.8 depicts the ADF test as: 

𝐴𝐷𝐹:       ∆𝑌𝑡 = 𝛼 + 𝑥𝛽𝑇𝑥 + 𝑥𝜌𝑌𝑡−1 + ∑ 𝛿𝑖

𝑘

𝑖=1

∆𝑌𝑡−1 +  𝑢𝑡𝑥                                      2.8  

Where ∆  is the firstxdifference and 𝑘  is the numberxof optimalxlags dealingxwith serial 

correlation. By addingxsufficient laggedxdifferences ofxthe dependentxvariables, facilitates the 

ADF unitxrootxtest to dealxwithxerrorsxthatxarexcorrelatedxin thexmodel.  

According to Perron (1989), ADF tests is limited and therefore could leadxto failure toxreject the 

nullxhypothesis in the presencexof unitxroot in case there is presencexofxstructural breaksxin 

thexseries.  The tests could find the series to be 𝐼(1)  whilexin real sensexthey couldxbe 

stationary, 𝐼(0) aroundxthe structuralxbreaks or vice versa and therefore wrongly classified. To 

counter this limitation, it was therefore important to incorporate structural breaks. From the 

literature, therexare twoxways of incorporatingxstructuralxbreaks, eitherxexogenously wherexbreak 

datexisxknown or endogenouslyxwhere breakxdate is notxknown (ZivotxandxAndrew’s, 1992).  

The conventionalxunit root tests do not include the structural shocks. These tests are also prone to 

and more likely to yield biased estimates. Thisxdeficiency spearheaded thexevolution of Zivotxand 

Andrews’sxunit rootxtest (1992). Thexspecialtyxof this test is that itxdetects the presencexofxone 

majorxbreakxin thexdataxseries (Mallickxet al., 2018). Thexstructural breakxtests suchxasxChow 

(1960) tests determinexbreaksxexogenously and this mayxleadxto anxover-rejectionxof unit 

rootxhypothesis. In thisxcontext, the ZivotxandxAndrews (1992) advocate for the breakxdates to 

bexdeterminedxendogenously asxit isxcorrelatedxwithxdataxseries (Narayan, 2005). 

The study utilized ZivotxandxAndrew’s (1992) testxfor unitxroot whichxdetermines thexstructural 

breaksxendogenously insteadxof assumingxthat theyxare knownxor arexas a result of anxestimation 

procedure.  Thisxtest isxconsidered superior becausexit identifiesxthe datesxof structuralxbreaksxin 

eachxof the series and therefore it enhances the analysis ofxwhether axstructuralxbreakxin each 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2405844019325642#bib91
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2405844019325642#bib49
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2405844019325642#bib25
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2405844019325642#bib25
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2405844019325642#bib91
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2405844019325642#bib54
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ofxthe series can bexlinked to a particular event or policy. ZivotxandxAndrews test allowsxfor 

onexstructural breakxin the interceptxand in the trendxof eachxvariable. As a result, there is 

axdifferentxdummy for eachxpossible structuralxbreak in eachxvariable. ZivotxandxAndrew’s 

testxtherefore estimates three models whereby the firstxmodel allows forxone structuralxbreak in 

thexlevel, the second model allowsxfor one structuralxbreak in thextrend while thexthird 

modelxallows forxone structuralxbreakxin both thexlevel andxtrend of each seriesxas follows; 

𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 1:                         𝑥∆𝑦𝑡 = 𝛼 + 𝛽𝑦𝑡−1 + 𝛿𝑡 + 𝑥𝛾𝐷𝑈𝑀𝑡𝑥 + ∑ 𝑑𝑗

𝑘

𝑖=1

∆𝑦𝑡−𝑗  +  𝑢𝑡                                 2.9 

𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 2:                    ∆𝑦𝑡𝑥 = 𝛼 + 𝛽𝑦𝑡−1 + 𝛿𝑡 +  𝜃𝐷𝑈𝑇𝑡 + ∑ 𝑑𝑗

𝑘

𝑖=1

∆𝑦𝑡−𝑗𝑥  +  𝑢𝑡                                       2.10 

𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 3:                           ∆𝑦𝑡𝑥 = 𝛼 + 𝛽𝑦𝑡−1 + 𝛿𝑡 +  𝛾𝐷𝑈𝑀𝑡 + 𝜃𝐷𝑈𝑇𝑡 + ∑ 𝑥𝑑𝑗

𝑘

𝑖=1

∆𝑦𝑡−𝑗  +  𝑢𝑡              2.11 

Where 𝐷𝑈𝑀𝑡  isxdummy variablexdepicting structuralxbreak atxlevel atxany possiblexbreakxdate 

and 𝐷𝑈𝑇𝑡 isxthe trendxshift dummyxvariable and;  

𝐷𝑈𝑀𝑡 =   {
0, 𝑖If   𝑡 > 𝐵𝐷,

𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒 
1

 

𝐷𝑈𝑇𝑡𝑥 =   {
1 , If   𝑡 > 𝐵𝐷
Otherwise  

0
    , and  𝑖𝐵𝐷 is the break date.   

The nullxhypothesis for allxthexmodelsxis that there is a unitxroot in thexpresence of one 

unknown structuralxbreak. The thirdxmodel wasxadopted becausexit is superiorxin comparisonxto 

to thexfirst and secondxmodels.  Thexvalues of  (𝛾)  and ( 𝜃 ) showxthe rangexwithin which 

structuralxbreaks arexdetected forxthe variablesxand fallxbetween zeroxand one. Thisxis achieved 

atxthe pointxthat minimizesxthe t-statistic forxstationarity (Perron and Rodriquez, 2003). 
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c) CointegrationxAnalysis 

Priorxto estimationxof the model, the firstxstep involvedxconfirming thexstationarity of the 

variables. Inxinstances wherexvariables arexstationary, thenxthexnormal OrdinallyxLeast Squares 

(OLS) approachxis applied forxanalysis. However, if the variablesxwere notxstationary, but 

transformed to stationary after the first difference, wexwould proceedxwith cointegrationxanalysis. 

Ino rder toxdetermine thexpossibility of long-run relationship between the variables, Johansen 

cointegration (Johansen, 1988; Johansenxand Juselius, 1990) test was applied basedxonxVector 

Autoregressive (VAR) approach.  

𝑋𝑡 =   𝛼 + 𝛽1𝑋𝑡−1  +  𝛽2𝑋𝑡−2  𝑥 +       …    +  𝛽𝑘𝑋𝑡−𝑘 +  𝑢𝑡𝑥                                        2.12 

By introducing changes, we express equation 2.12 as; 

∆𝑋𝑡𝑥 =   𝛼 + 𝛽𝑘𝑋𝑡−𝑘   +   ∑ 𝜌𝑖

𝑘−1

𝑖=1

∆𝑋𝑡−𝑖𝑥 +   𝑢𝑡𝑥                                        2.13 

where 𝑋𝑡  is a vectorxof endogenousxvariables includingxgrowthxof GDP perxcapita, primary 

budgetxdeficit and controlxvariables including grossxfixed capitalxformation, real interest rates, 

trade openness and financial innovation and 𝛽  and 𝜌  show the pxbyxp matrices ofxunknown 

parameters. 

 d) Vector Autoregressive (VAR) Model 

After conducting the tests, the cointegration resultsxdetermined whetherxto runxaxVector   

Autoregressive (VAR) system (Sim, 1980) or a VectorxErrorxCorrectionxModel (VECM).  The 

VAR modelxallowsxforxanalysisxofxthe jointxdynamicxbehavior ofx variables withoutxrequiring 

strongxrestrictions onxparameters. VECM isxa cointegratedxVAR withxan errorxcorrection term 

(ECT). The ECT allowsxfor detectionxof short-termxorxlong-term causalxrelationships and 

capturesxthexlong-runxadjustmentxofxcointegrated variables. VECMxspecificationxrestrictsxthe 

long-runxbehaviorxof thexendogenousxvariablesxto convergexto their cointegratingxrelationships 

while allowing a widexrange ofxshort-runxdynamics. The cointegrationxterm is knownxas the 

errorxcorrection termxsince the deviationxfromxlong-run equilibriumxisxcorrectedxgradually 

through a seriesxof partialxshort-runxadjustments. The resultingxVECM representation has more 

efficientxcoefficient estimates (Engle and Granger, 1987).  
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One ofxthe reasonsxwhy thexabove techniquexis preferredxover other methodsxof analysisxlike OLS 

isxbecause itxconsiders thexdynamic relationshipsxbetweenxvariables. OLS wouldxgive spurious 

estimates inxinstances wherexvariablesxare notxstationary.  ThexVAR modelxis representedxas; 

𝑋𝑡𝑥 = ∑ 𝐴𝑖

𝑘

𝑖=1

𝑋𝑡−𝑖   + 𝛼 𝐷𝑡  +  𝜗𝑡𝑥                                                    2.14 

 

Where, 𝑋𝑡  isxa vector ofxendogenousxvariables, which include growthxof GDP perxcapita, 

primary budget deficit as measurexof fiscal variable and other non-fiscal measures, applied as 

control variables.  𝐷𝑡 is the dummy capturing the effectsxof financialxinnovation onxeconomic 

growthxin Kenya and 𝜗𝑡 is a vector of white noise (error term). Based on time series aspects, if 

the unitxroot andxcointegrationxis confirmedxto existxin thexvariables, we estimate VEC model as; 

𝑥∆𝑋𝑡 = ∑ ∆𝐴𝑖

𝑘

𝑖=1

𝑋𝑡−𝑖𝑥   + 𝛼 𝐷𝑡𝑥 +  𝛱𝐸𝐶𝑀𝑡−1𝑥 +  𝜗𝑡𝑥                                                         2.15 

Where 𝛱the errorxcorrection parameterxand is shows how the cointegratedxvariables adjust to 

deviations from equilibrium in the end. 

e) Lag - Order Selection Criteria 

It was necessary to determine thexoptimal lagxlength before estimating the model. Akaike 

informationxcriteria (AIC), Schwarz-Bayesxinformationxcriterion (SBIC), Hannan-Quinn 

informationscriteria (HQIC) and finalxpredictionxerror (FPE) techniques applied to determine 

thexoptimalxlagxlength of both the variablesxin the model (Nielsen, 2001; Lukkepohl, 2005; 

Abdulnasser and Scott, 2011).  Underestimatingxthe number ofxlags couldxlead to auto-

correlatedxerrors inxthe model while overestimating lagsxcouldxlead to errorsxwith highxmeans 

implyingxthat thexmodel is overxfitted. 

f) Granger-Causality Methodology 

 

To establish the causalityxbetween the primry budget deficits and economicxgrowth, the study 

applies Granger-causality technique. The technique wasxintroduced byxGranger (1969) 

andxadopted by KokaveshixandxKola (2013), amongxothers. Thexintuition ofxthe causalityxis that 

pastxvalues ofxa series canxcause anotherxin thexfuture (TakaendesaxandxOdhiambo, 2007).  

Granger (1988) notes thatxa timexseriesxvariable canxbe predictedxby usingxpast valuesxofxanother 
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timexseries variable. This implies that 𝑋𝑡  Grangerxcauses   𝑌𝑡  ifxpast valuesxof 𝑋  explain   𝑌𝑡  . 

However, Grangerxcausality doesxnot implyxwith certaintyxthat onexseries causesxanother 

butxrather one series mightxcausexanother. Budgetxdeficit causes economic growth if it can be 

predictedxbetter by pastxvalues of budgetxdeficits and economicxgrowth. Equally, a 

budgetxdeficit is Granger-caused by economicxgrowth if it can be predictedxbetter by pastxvalues 

of economicxgrowth and budgetxdeficits. The following equations on budget deficits and 

economic growth relates to the standard VAR Granger-causality (1969) approach. 

𝑌𝑡𝑥 = ∑ 𝑏1

𝑘

𝑖=1

𝑌𝑡−1   + ∑ 𝑏2

𝑘

𝑖=1

𝐵𝐷𝑡−1 + 𝑢𝑡𝑥                                                         2.16 

𝐵𝐷𝑡𝑥 = ∑ 𝑑1

𝑘

𝑖=1

𝑌𝑡−1   + ∑ 𝑑2

𝑘

𝑖=1

𝐵𝐷𝑡−1𝑥 +  𝜗𝑡𝑥                                                         2.19 

Where 𝐵𝐷  depicts the primary budget deficit and   𝑌   denotes economic growth depicted by 

growthxof GDP perxcapita. The limitation of the standard VAR granger-causality is that it fails to 

considerxthe possibilityxof a non-stationarity or anyxcointegrating relationship amongxthe 

variables. ThexTodaxandxYamamoto (1995) techniquexapplies axstandardxVARxmodel while 

variables arexin levelsxrather than firstxdifferences implying that thexrisk of wrongly identifying 

the orderxof integrationxof thexseries isxminimized (MavrotasxandxKelly, 2001). 

The TodaxandxYamamoto (1995) modified WALD hypothesisxtest is done with anxextra lag 

toxthe VARxmodel. This is in accordancexwith the maximumxcointegration relationshipxof the 

series andxit has axchi-square (χ 2) distribution. This approachxfits intoxa standardxVAR model 

in variablexlevels (insteadxof firstxdifferences asxinxgranger-causalityxtests) and minimizes the 

risks resultingxfrom the possibility of wrongxdetection of cointegration levels of thexseries 

(Mavrotas and Kelly, 2001). This studyxtherefore applied Toda Yamamoto causality analysis 

technique in the context of VAR model as   𝑘 +  𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 2 + 1 = 3 levelxby addingxthe 

maximumxcointegration levelxof 1 to thexoptimal lagxlength. Inxthe VARxmodel, 𝑘 represents 

thexnumber ofxlags, and  𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximumxcointegrationxlevel ofxthe variables enteredxinto 

thexmodel. 

 

 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2405844019325642#bib79
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2405844019325642#bib51
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g) Post-Estimation Diagnostics 

To confirm thexvalidityxof thexestimates, it was necessaryxto conduct post estimationxdiagnostic 

testsxtoxascertain the fitnessxof the estimatedxmodel.  Examining thexstructure ofxresiduals was 

necessary to ascertainxthe validityxof derivedxinferences from thexestimates. The diagnostic tests 

includedxthe stabilityxof thexmodel test and thexresidual autocorrelation (𝐿𝑀)  test.   

2.3.5 Data type and Sources 

Annualxtime seriesxdata from 1980 to 2016 was utilizedxin thisxstudy. Thexperiod wasxconsidered 

duextoxavailabilityxof thexdata.  Thexperiod alsoxcoincides withxthe timexwhen most ofxthe 

developingxcountries, Kenya includedxexperiencedxchronicxpublicxsectorxdeficits. Further, the 

study considers the selected time span sufficient for meaningful timexseriesxanalysis. The period 

also considers the rebasing of GDP in 2014 that upgraded the Kenyan economy to a lower middle-

income status. This was crucial to capture the dynamism of the Kenyan macroeconomy in relation 

to new Kenyan GDP status.   Thexstudy differs fromxother studiesxdone in Kenya by considering 

growthxof GDP perxcapita and primary budgetxdeficits as opposed to growth of GDP and 

conventional (fiscal) deficits.  Affirming Stiglitz et al, (2006) assertion, developingxcountries 

needxto focus on whatxthey canxcontrol and therefore the primaryxbudget deficit can showxmore 

clearlyxwhether an observedxchange makes thexsituation better or worse in terms of 

macroeonomic policyxanalysis. Moreover, evidence show that the growth ofxGDPxper capita is 

superior to growthxofxGDP for international comparisons (World Bank, 2016)6.  Data was mainly 

from the WorldxBank (WDI, 2017) andxthe IMF, WEO (2018). Other sources included the 

CentralxBank ofxKenya and the NationalxTreasury officialxstatistics. 

2.4 EmpiricalxResults andxDiscussion  

2.4.1 DescriptivexStatistics 

The objectivexof thexstudy wasxto establishxthexeffect ofxbudgetxdeficitsxon economicxgrowth in 

Kenyaxand toxexamine thexnature and directionxof causalityxof the key variables of interest. First, 

the study highlights a description of thexvariablesxused in thexmodel. Further, we describe the 

measures of central tendency that include the mean or average, standardxdeviation, minimumxand 

 
6 Economicxtheory suggestsxthat GDP per capitaxgrowth is preferredxwhen makingxcomparisons between economies. 

Thisxis justifiedxby the factxthat it is ablexto reveal thexrelative performancexof individualxeconomies besidesxthe 

growthxaccounting for thexpopulationxvariables. It isxmostly used sincexcountries do notxhave similar aggregate 

productionxfunctions (World Bank 2016; Greiner et al., 2004) 
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maximumxvalues. Table 2.1 reveals thatxall variablesxhad fullxinformation forxthe entire 

studyxperiod except primary deficit, which had 35 out of 37 observations. Growthxof GDP per 

capita waszfound tozbe onzaverage 0.7255 percent. On thezother hand, the minimumzvalue for 

growthxof GDP perxcapita recorded was below zero by 3.9163 perxcent withzthe maximumzbeing 

5.4846 percent. The primary budgetxdeficitzhad azmeanzof 4.474 percent withzthe minimumzbeing 

belowzzero by 4.474 percent and a maximumzof 5.28 percent. In general, thexdescriptive 

statisticsxindicated that thexdata series was well distributed. Otherzvariables arezas indicatedzin 

Table 2.1 

 
Table 2.1: SummaryxStatistics 

 
VARIABLE OBS MEAN STD. DEV. MIN MAX 

Growthxof GDPzperxCapita 37 0.7255 2.3442 -3.9163 5.4846 

Primary BudgetzDeficit  35 0.6983429 2.497535 -4.474 5.28 

GrosszFixed CapitalzFormation  37 18.58817 1.915688 15.3879 22.881 

Inflation Growth 37 105.1995 91.30347 7.495 313.742 

Real Interest Rates  37 7.45 6.60 -8.01 21.10 

Terms of Trade  37 105.1295 14.69693 83.24 139.59 

Financial Innovation  37 0.2703 0.4502 0 1 

Source: Author’s Computations 
 

In orderxto determinexthe technique of estimation, the study subjected data to variousxdiagnostic 

tests. They include the multi-collinearity tests to determine the degree ofxcorrelation, Jarque-Bera 

(1987) testzfor normalityzof thezdata, Augumented Dickey Fuller, Phillip-Perrons and Zivot 

Andrew’s unitxrootxtests to examine thexstationarity ofxthe data and Johansen cointegration 

analysis to determine if cointegration exists among the variables.  The resultsxare presentedxin the 

next sub-sections. 

 

2.4.2 CorrelationzMatrix 

  

Multicollinearityxpromotes bias which arises whenxone or morexpairs ofxindependent variables 

are perfectly correlatedxto eachxother. To this end, Table 2.2 shows a mixxof positivexand 

negativexcorrelations among the variables. Growthxof GDP perxcapita has a positive correlation 

with primary budgetxdeficit, gross fixed capital formation, inflationxgrowth and financial 

innovation while being negatively correlated with real interest rates and terms of trade. Further, 

primary budget deficit was only negatively correlatedxwith real interest rates and positively 
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correlatedxwith thexrest of the variables. The result on correlations of examined variables is 

asxshownxin Table 2.2. 

Table 2.2: CorrelationzMatrix 

Source: Author’s Computations 
 

If correlation among the coefficients of the variables is more than |0.7| then it shall be an indicative 

of multicollinearity. Multicollinearity amplifies thexvariance of parameterxestimates and therefore 

yields biased estimates. Table 2.2 had correlation coefficients that were less than the threshold, 

implying absence of multicollinearity.  

2.4.3 Unit Root Tests  

Unitxrootxtestsxwerexapplied to detectxnon-stationarity of thexvariables. If variablesxare non-

stationary, therexis a tendencyxof the estimatesxto change overxtime, a characteristic that leads to 

spuriousxestimates. If variablesxare foundxto bexnon-stationary, successfulxdifferencing is 

appliedxuntil thexbias isxeliminated. The results of ADF axunit-rootxtests is asxinxTable 2.3. 

 

Table 2.3: AugmentedxDickeyxFuller Tests Results 

 

Source: Author’s Computations 

Variables Economic 

Growth  

Primary 

Budget 

Deficit  

Gross Fixed 

Capital 

Formation 

Real Interest 

Rates 

Terms of 

Trade 

Inflation 

Rate 

Financial 

Innovation 

Growthzof GDP per Capita  1.0000       

Primary Budget Deficit  0.1003 1.0000      

Gross Fixed Capital Formation 0.5325 0.3759 1.0000     

Real Interest Rates  -0.0623 -0.3450 -0.1234 1.0000    

Terms of Trade -0.3482 0.0444 -0.0294 -0.1832 1.0000   

Inflation Growth 0.4797 0.5138 0.3390 0.0841 -0.7263 1.0000  

Financial Innovation 0.4510 0.6281 0.5080 -0.0876 -0.4636 0.8549 1.0000 

Variables  UnitxRootxTests  

AugmentedxDickeyxFuller test P-Value Order of 

integration Statistic  Critical value (5%)  

GDP Per Capita Growth Levels   -3.086(-6.055) -3.682 (-3.689)  0.0276 (0.000) I (1) 

Primary Budget Deficit  Levels  -2.841 (-5.114) -3.568 (-3.572) 0.1143 (0.000) I (1) 

Gross Fixed Cap Formation Levels  -3.188 (-5.148) -3.560 (-3.564) 0.0227 (0.000) I (1) 

Real Interest Rates  Levels  -3.057 (-7.308)     -3.682 (-3.689) 0.0299 (0.000) I (1) 

Terms of Trade Levels  -1.820 (-4.148) -3.560 (-3.564) 0.3359 (0.001) I (1)  

Inflation Growth Levels  -2.478 (-10.21) -2.969 (-2.972) 0.0281(0.000) I (1) 

**Values in parenthesis are the figures obtained after first differencing  

*Thesexvariables havexa unitxroot.         Ho: Variable isxnon-stationary 
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Thexstudy applied annualxtime seriesxdataxfrom 1980 to 2016. Firstly, as it is often the case with 

macroeconomic data, the series is likely to be I (1) process, andxtherefore the firstxstage inxthe 

empiricalxinvestigation isxto analysexthe timexseries propertiesxof thexdata. Inxallxcases, the 

assumption ofxstationarity wasxrejected. The resultsxconfirmed thatxthe variables arexintegrated 

of orderxone and thereforexbecome stationaryxafter firstxdifference. However, before concluding 

on the unitxroots testxresults of ADF test, the study suspected presencexof structuralxbreaks inxthe 

macroeconomicxvariables in the estimated growth model as claimed by Ndirangu and Gitau 

(2014).  

Structural breaks (changes) are the main issue to consider in a time series data particularly on 

macroeconomic variables. Leybourne and Newbold, (2003) affirms that if structural policy 

changes arexpresent in the data generationxprocess but notxincorporated in unitxroot test 

specification, resultsxmay be biasedxtowards flawedxnon-rejection of non-stationarity hypothesis. 

A well-knownxweakness ofxthe ADF unit-rootxtest with I (1) as a nullxhypothesis is, its potential 

to confuse structuralxbreaks in thexseries as evidencexof non-stationarity. This study therefore 

endogenouslyxdetermined thextiming of structuralxbreaks in Kenya’s macroeconomy on allxthe 

variablesxemployed inxthexmodel through Zivot-Andrews’s unit rootxtest and the results are as 

presented in Table 2.4.  

Table 2.4: Zivot-Andrew’s (1992) Unit-RootzTestzResults 

 
Variables  Year of 

structural 

break 

Level First difference Orderxof 

integration 

t-statisticsx 5% criticalzvalue t-statistics 5% criticalzvalue 

GDzper CapitazGrowth  1998 -4.078 -4.42 -5.914 -4.42 I (1) 

Primary Budget Deficit  2000 -3.656 -4.42 -5.146 -4.42 I (1) 

GrossxFixed CapitalxFormation 1999 -3.515 -4.42 -4.755 -4.42 I (1) 

Real Interest Rates  1999 -2.433 -4.42 -7.332 -4.42 I (1) 

Terms of Trade 2006 -3.647 -4.42 -10.362 -4.42 I (1) 

Inflation Rate 2008 -1.792 -4.80 -8.696 -4. 42 I (1) 

Source: Author’s Computations 
 

The result of Zivot-Andrew’s (1992) unit root tests confirmed existence of structural breaks at 

different periods. Growth of GDP per capita had a structural break in 1998 whereas both 
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grossxfixed capitalxformation and realxinterest ratesxexperienced structural changes in 1999. 

Primary deficit had structural breaks in 2000 with terms of trade experiencing the same in 2006 

and 2008 for the growth of inflation. Considering order of integration, all variables are of 

orderxone I (1) and therefore confirmed the outcome of both Augumented Dickey Fuller tests for 

stationarity. The results of Zivot-Andrew’sxunitxrootxtests complement those of the ADF tests 

that revealed thatxall the variablesxbecome stationaryxafter firstxdifference. At this point, this 

study therefore ignores the I (2) testsxfor thesexvariables. 

According to Ndirangu and Gitau (2014) study in Kenya, structuralxbreaks that are associated with 

the mostxof the macroeconomicxvariablesxin Kenya coincidexwith identifiablexpoor andxerratic 

climaticxconditions, shocksxin termsxof trade, tradexliberalization, policyxchanges andxpolitical 

shocksxin thexeconomy. In the literature, these structuralxbreaks may also be attributed to the 

global domestic shocks thatxincludes the Asian financialxcrisis in 1997 (HaquexandxKim, 2002), 

globalxfinancialxcrisisxin 2008, economic spillovers and cyclesxexperienced by the business 

world around 2007 and transitionxin the demographicxstructure of the globe in 2004. 

The fact thatxthe resultant seriesxwere ofxorder I (1) suggest that one may first determine lag 

selection and confirm if cointegrationxexists amongxthe variables.  If cointegration is confirmed 

the study can apply a vectorxerror correctionxmodel and determine thexnaturexof causality on key 

variables. Thexstudy therefore examined if cointegration existsxbetween thexvariables. To 

estimate the error correction model, all variables have to bexintegrated of the samexorder. 

Following the Zivot-Andrew’s (1992) unit-root test results, the study proceeded with lag selection 

and Johansenxtest forxcointegration inxorder to determine if VEC model was approriate. 

Further, upon estimating the proposed model and obtaining results, we applied a series of tests for 

confirming the validity and reliability of the estimated model. After the model passed all the post 

estimation tests, we concluded the results were reliable for further discussion.  

2.4.4 Cointegration Tests 

It was necessaryxto establishxthe naturexof the relationshipxexisting between thexdependent 

variable (economicxgrowth) andxvariable of interest (primary budget deficit). Besides stationarity 

tests of the variables, cointegration analysis was deemed necessary.  If we detect cointegration, it 

is then incorporated into the model.  As affirmed by Enders (2004), the principalxfeature of 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2405844019325642#bib33
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cointegratedxvariables is thatxtheir timexpaths are influenced byxthe degree ofxanyxdeviation 

fromxthe long-runxequilibrium.  

This study did not assume that the initial variables actually had unit-roots (order of integration), 

but actually tested and confirmed their presence which allowed the application of 

Johansenxcointegration test. The trace statistic of maximum rank zero represents the 

nullxhypothesis of no cointegration expected to be less than the criticalxvalue at 5% significance 

level. The nullxhypothesis states that there is noxcointegration. Assuming absence of cointegration 

while in actual sense it is present amounts to a mis-specification error. Table 2.5 indicates the 

results for the Johansenxtest forxcointegration. 

Table 2.5: JohansenxTests forxCointegration 

 

JohansenxTests forxCointegration 

Trend – Constant, Sample: 1985 to 2016 Number of Observations = 32, Lags = 2 

MaximumxRank  Parms LL Eigenvalue TracexStatistic  5% CriticalxValue 

0 42 -395.17088  152.2152 94.15 

1 53 -367.4241 0.82345 96.7217 68.52 

2 62 -349.34194 0.67701 60.5573 47.21 

3 69 -337.71677 0.51644 37.3070 29.68 

4 74 -327.01028 0.48786 15.8940 15.41 

5 77 -319.79095 0.36314 1.4554* 3.76 

6 78 -319.06327 0.04446   

MaximumxRank  Parms LL Eigenvalue Max Statistic  5% CriticalxValue 

0 42 -395.17088  55.4936 39.37 

1 53 -367.4241 0.82345 36.1643 33.46 

2 62 -349.34194 0.67701 23.2504 27.07 

3 69 -337.71677 0.51644 21.4130 20.97 

4 74 -327.01028 0.48786 14.4387 14.07 

5 77 -319.79095 0.36314 1.4554* 3.76 

6 78 -319.06327 0.04446   

Source: Author’s Computations 
 

According toxJohansen (1995), a sequencexof trace tests at a givenxsignificance level produces 

an estimatexof the number ofxcointegrating equations. Upon conducting Johansen testxfor 

cointegration, the study found out that the estimator had five cointegrating equations 

corresponding to the row of the table. As shown in Table 2.5, the study revealed that variables 
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including primary budget deficit were cointegrated7 implying that in the end these variables move 

together.  

2.4.5 Model Stability Tests 

The studyxexamined if the model satisfies thexeigenvalue stabilityxconditions. As may be inferred 

from the Figure 2.3, all Eigen values are actuallyxinside thexunit circle and lessxthan one and 

othersxequalxtoxone. The composition is exactly the one necessaryxforxcointegration between the 

variables toxexist. As a benchmark, in casexof two-variablexmodel withxone lag   ∆𝑌𝑡 + 𝛼 +

(𝑍1 − 1)𝑌𝑡 +  휀𝑡 stabilityxconditionsximposed onxeigen-values ofxmatrix 1Z  are such that 

onexeigenvalue is equal toxone while another isxalways smaller than onexin absolute terms. The 

result reported here isxexactly generalizationxof this conditionxto the modelxemployed in the 

analysis.  

 
Figure 2.3 VECM Model StabilityxTest 

Source: Author’s Computations 
 

Thezstability testzpresents thezcharacteristic AR polynomialzinversezroots. Ifzthe moduluszfor all 

rootszis equalzto or lessxthanzone and lies insidexthe unitxcircle, the estimated VEC model is 

stable. Since there was cointegration, estimation of unrestricted VAR was not appropriate. In the 

 

7 Variables cease to be cointegrated if the testxstatistic is lessxthan the criticalxvalue. 
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type8 of equation(s) the study estimates, cointegration was present and thus long-run causality 

existed running from either growthxof GDP perxcapita to primary budgetxdeficit, vice versa or 

both.  Therefore, a VEC model wasxappriopriate to examinexthe long-runxand short-

runxrelationships.  

 

2.4.6 VECM Model Results 

The study aimed at estimatimating thexsystem ofxequations through VEC model representation, 

whichxallows forxdynamicxcontemporaneous andxlagged interconnectionxbetween thexvariables 

ofxinterest to existxand also determine both the short-runxandxlong-run effectsxof explanatory 

variables on the dependentxvariable. This is in an effort to provide more qualitative and efficient 

estimates. Since there was cointegrationxamongst thexvariables a vectorxerror, correctionxmodel 

was necessary to determine the short-runxandxlong-runxrelationship in accordancexwith the 

objectivesxof thexstudy. 

a)  Lag - OrderxSelectionxCriteria 

Prior to estimation, the study determined potential numberxof lags to be included inxthe model. 

Table 2.6 reports the lag-order selection statistics and shows that the likelihoodxratio (LR), final 

predictionxerror (FPE) and Akaike’sxinformationxcriteria (AIC) prefer two lags whereas Hannan 

and Quinn information criteria (HQIC) and SwartzxBayesianxinformationxcriteria (SBIC) prefer 

only one lag. The resultsxare as displayedxin Table 2.6. 

Table 2.6: LagxSelectionxCriteria 

 
Lagxselection-orderxcriteria 

Sample:x1984 to 2016 NumberxofxObservations = 33 

Lag LL LR Df P FPE AIC HQIC SBIC 

0 -555.757    1.5e+06 34.1065 34.2133 34.4239 

1 -440.574 230.37 49 0.000 29708.7 30.0954 30.9499* 32.6349* 

2 -381.071 119.01* 49 0.000 24242.3* 29.4588* 31.061 32.2204 

 * Indicates lag order selectedxby thexcriterion 

Source: Author’s Computations 
 

Having considered and established that the final model has passed all necessary tests, the study 

estimated the VEC model to elucidatexthe economic effects of primary budget deficits and extent 

 
8 Therexare threextypes ofxVARxmodels i.e., VAR in levels, VAR in firstxdifference or VECM and whenever a 

decision is made, it depends on pre-testxfor unit rootsxandxcointegration. 
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to which primary budgetxdeficits contribute to growth or decline of growthxof GDP perxcapita in 

both the short-runxandxlong-run. Under-estimatingxthe numberxof lags couldxlead to auto-

correlatedxerror terms in the model while over-estimatingxof the lagsxcould lead toxerrors with 

highxmeans implyingxan over-fitted model. Itzwas veryznecessary tozdetermine empiricallyzthe 

optimal lagzlengths. Thezresults for lagzlengthzcriteria revealed a lagzlength of eitherxone or two. 

A graph of the AR rootzat lag lenthzof twozindicated thatzthe VEC model waszstable andzthe 

resultszobtained werezvalid as allzroots werezwithinzthe unitzcircle. Confirmation of the model 

stability was important since instability may lead tozmisspecification andzinability tozuse 

thezmodelxfor forecastingxand policyxanalysis. Equally, the LM test for autocorrelation 

established that at the second lag, the model suffered no autocorrelation. 

b) VECM Model Estimation 

 

Having establishedzcointegration, thezstudy appliedzthe VEC model. Thezstudy therefore 

estimatedzthe VEC model at the second lag and the results for long-runxand short-runxare 

presented in Table 2.7xandx2.8 respectively. 

Table 2.7: VECMxLong-run Relationship  

 
DependentxVariable – Growthxof GDP perxcapita 

Variablex Coefficientx  StdxError  t-statistics p-values 

Constants 4.52652    

Primary BudgetxDeficit 0.3009452∗∗ 0.1031473 2.92 0.00 

Gross Fixed Capital Formation  -0.6293719∗∗ 0.1311379 -4.80 0.00 

Real Interest Rate 0.1939812∗∗ 0.0301921 6.42 0.00 

TermszofzTrade  0.032698 0.0179231 1.82 0.07 

InflationzGrowth  0.151625∗∗ 0.0245427 6.18 0.00 

Financial Innovation -1.072003 0.6619184 -1.62 0.10 

∗∗ Indicatexsignificance at 5% significancexlevel 

Source: Author’s Computations 

 

Table 2.7 showsxthe results for thexlong-runxassociation betweenxvariables.  Primaryxbudget 

deficit, realxinterestxrate, terms of trade andxinflation rate were negativelyxrelated to growth of 

GDP per capita where by primary budgetxdeficit, realxinterestxrate and growth of inflationxwere 

statistically significant at 5% significance level. Onxthe otherxhand, grossxfixed capitalxformation 

and financialxinnovation were positivelyxassociated with growthxof GDP per capita whereby 

grosss fixed capital formation and financial innovation werexstatistically significantxat 5% and 

10% significancexlevel, respectively. Thexestimates suggestxthat a onexpercentage pointxrise in 
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the primaryxbudget deficit leadsxto about 0.286 percentagexdecline in thexgrowth of GDP per 

capitaxin thexlong-run, ceteris paribus. The implication is that thexrising and perenial primary 

budget deficit induces increased debt levels to the Kenyanxeconomy inxthe long run. From 

macroeconomic theory, high debtxlevels have adverse effects on economicxgrowth.  

 

Moreover, Fischer (1993) affirmed that large budget deficits signal general macroeconomic 

instability due to macroeconomic volatility shocks and thexinterest ratexchannel throughxwhich 

higherxborrowing costs duexto investorsxincreasedxperceptionxof creditxrisksxwhenxthe 

stimulusxis implementedxfrom axweak fiscalxposition. Secondly, the adverse effect is through the 

crowding-out of private investments fuelled by continued large internal borrowings. However, in 

long run, the estimates further suggest that primary budget deficit positively affects growthzof 

GDPzper capita indirectly through grosszfixed capitalzformation variable. Evidence shows that 

axone percentagexpoint risexin gross fixedxcapital formationxleads toxabout 0.6 percentagexrise in 

thexgrowth of GDP perxcapita in thexlong-run, implying that thexauthorities should apply the 

glden rule of public finance, whereby borrowed funds should be used for public investments only 

(and not for recurrent spending).  

 

The real interest rate isxnegatively andxsignificantly associated with growthxof GDP per capita. 

Economic theory suggests that higherxreal interest rates increasesxincentive to save and less 

consumption. The implication is that futurexconsumption is cheaper relative to current 

consumption (substitutionxeffect). However, peoplexwith savingsxwill get more incomexfrom 

thexhigher returns and their spendingxmay increase (incomexeffect). The annual percentange 

changexin the ratexof inflationxand thexterms ofxtrade variables was also negatively associated to 

growthxof GDP perxcapita. This was in line with apriori expectations. The estimates suggest that 

a one percentage point rise in real interest rate leads to about 0.18 percentage decline in the growth 

of GDP per capita in the long-run. 

Interms of the xinflation variable, the estimates revealed that growth of GDP perxcapita was 

negativelyxassociated with inflationxgrowth. Thisxwas in line with apriori expectations. The 

estimates suggestxthat one percentage pointxrise in growthxrate of inflationxleads toxabout 0.14 

percentagexdecline in thexgrowth of GDP perxcapita in thexlong-run. 
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Lastly, evidence for the financial innovation variable show positive association with growth of 

GDP per capita and isxstatisticallyxsignificant (at 10 % level). This was also inxline with 

thexapriorixexpectations. Thexresults establish thatxa onexpercentage pointxrise inxfinancial 

innovation has the potential to lead to about 1.02 percentage increase in the growthxof GDPxper 

capita inxthexlong-run. 

Thexanalysis of short-runxrelationship is executedxwith differencedxvariables. The results are 

presentedxin Tablex2.8. 

Table 2.8: VECMxShort-runxRelationship  

 

Source: Author’s Computations 
 

Table 2.8 shows the VEC model short-runxresults whereby D. represents the first difference.  Since 

there was co-integration amongst the variables; axlagged errorxcorrection termxis normallyxfitted 

inxthe short-runxmodel as one of the explanatoryxvariables in order toxestablish the speedxof 

adjustment towards thexlong-runxequilibrium. From econometric theory, thexessense of VEC 

model short-run relationship is toxestablish thexspeed of adjustmentxof the errorxcorrection term 

(thexamount of disequilibriumxtransmitted eachxyear). Thexnegative coefficientxof thexerror 

correctionxterm confirms thatxthe growthxof GDPxperxcapita and thexexplanatory variablesxhave a 

long-runxrelationship. The result shows thatxthexcoefficient of errorxcorrectionxterm [U (-1)] is - 

0.9500526 whichxis less thanxone andxsignificant at 1%.  Thexsignificanceximplies thatxwhenever 

therexare deviationsxin thexgrowthxof GDP perxcapita from anxequilibrium path, thexmodel 

corrects atxthe ratexof 95% perxyear.  

 

Inxthexshort-run, thezprimary budget zdeficit has statisticallyzsignificant (atz5% significancezlevel) 

positivezeffect onzeconomiczgrowth. Thezgross fixedzcapital formationzand financialzinnovation 

DependentxVariable – Growthxof GDP perxcapita 

Variablez Coefficientzs  StdzErrors  t-statisticzs p-valuezs 

Constant 0.5738097 0.308339 1.86 0.063  

D.Primary Budget Deficit 0.5732248 ∗∗ 0.2471195 2.32 0.020 

D.GrossxFixed CapitalxFormation -0.02202157 0.2329484 0.09 0.931 

D.Real Interest Rate 0.183078 ∗∗ 0.0528359 3.47 0.001 

D.Termszof Tradez  0.0449231 0.042387 1.06 0.289 

D.InflationzRate  0.1505866∗∗ 0.0549989 2.74 0.006 

D.Financial Innovation -9.577926∗∗ 1.88016 -5.09 0.000 

ErrorzCorrectionzTerm [U (-1)] -0.9500526∗∗ 0.2639438 -3.60 0.000 

∗∗ Indicateszsignificance atx5% significancezlevels 
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variable have negative effects onzeconomic growthzin thezshort-run. However, thezeffectzof 

financial innovation is statistically significant while thatzof financial innovation is insignificant (at 

% significance level). The effects of other explanatory variables onzgrowth ofzGDP perzcapita in 

thezshort-run is as highlighted in Table 2.8. 

 

2.4.7 Granger Causality Results  

Establishing presence of long-runxrelationship implies existence ofxlong-run causality. In this 

case, the study specifically determined whether one-time series predicts another. That is whether 

primary budget deficit causesxgrowthxof GDP perxcapita or it was growthxof GDP perxcapita that 

causes primary deficit or else if both propelled each other. The Toda-Yamamoto (1995) Granger-

causality results reveal that primary budget deficit causesxgrowthxof GDP perxcapita. Onxthe 

otherxhand, growth of GDP per capita doesxnot Granger-cause primaryxbudget deficit in the 

period 1980 to 2016. The resultzis highlighted in Tablez2.9. 

Tablez2.9: Toda and Yamamoto (1995) GrangerxCausalityzTest 

Equation Excluded Chi2 Df Prob 

Growth of GDPzper capitaz Primary Budget Deficit 101.49 3 0.000 

Growth of GDPzper capitaz Gross Fixed Capital Formation 4.6881 3 0.196 

Growth ofzGDP perzcapita Real Interest Rate 108.53 3 0.000 

Growth ofzGDP perzcapita Terms of Trade 56.098 3 0.000 

Growth ofzGDP perzcapita Inflation Rate Growth 128.84 3 0.000 

GrowtxofzGDP perzcapita Financial Innovation 137.5 3 0.000 

GrowthzofzGDP perzcapita ALL 426.45 18 0.000 

Primary BudgetzDeficit GrowthxofzGDP perzcapita 0.14189 3 0.986 

Primary BudgetzDeficit GrosszFixed CapitalzFormation 8.9305 3 0.030 

Primary BudgetzDeficit Real Interest Rate 4.0299 3 0.258 

Primary BudgezDeficit Terms of Trade 2.3703 3 0.499 

Primary BudgetzDeficit Inflation Rate Growth 0.04098 3 0.998 

Primary BudgetzDeficit Financial Innovation 1.194 3 0.754 

Primary BudgetzDeficit ALL 41.563 18 0.001 

H0: ImplieszRejection ofzGrangerznon-causality 

Source: Author’s Computations 

 

Thezfirst rowzof Tablez2.9 showsxthat laggedzvaluesxof primary budgetxdeficit causexgrowth of 

GDP perxcapita. This is because the p-value is equal to 0.0000. However, because of the p value 

(0.986 > 0.05), laggedzvalues ofzgrowth ofzGDP perxcapita do notzcause primary budgetzdeficit 

andztherefore, the nullxcannot bexrejected. Table 2.9 shows the direction ofzcausality amongstzthe 
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otherzvariables.  Thexdirection of causalityxis therefore from primary budget deficitzto growth 

ofxGDP perxcapita. Thisximplies thatxfrom the estimated growth model, there existxa 

unidirectionalxcausality, runningxfrom the primary budgetxdeficit to growthxof GDP per capita, 

ceteris paribus. Thezdirection ofzcausality ofzotherzvariableszis as highlighted in Tablez2.9. 

2.4.8zPost-EstimationzTests 

a) Test forzNormality ofzData andzResiduals 

Non-normality of residuals violatesxthe assumptionsxof the classicalxlinear regressionxmodel. As 

part of time series properties (in post estimation test analysis) the studyxapplied Shapiro Wilkxtests 

to determinexnormal distributionxof data and thexrandom errorxterms with thexnull hypothesis 

(H0) thatxresidualsxare normallyxdistributed. The findings arexas presentedxin Table 2.10. 

Table 2.10: Shapiro-Wilk Test  

Equations Chi2 Degree ofxfreedom Prob > chi2 

Growth of GDP PerxCapita 1.130 2 0.56825 

Primary Budget Deficit  6.898 2 0.03178 

Gross Fixed Capital Formation 2.320 2 0.31350 

Real Interest Rates  1.317 2 0.51755 

Terms of Trade 3.312 2 0.19090 

Financial Innovation 19.451 2 0.00006 

ALL 34.428 12 0.00058 

Shapiro Residuals (Obs = 33) - - 0.76143 

Source: Author’s Computations 

 

The findings show that almost all the study variables had normal distribution except financial 

innovation. Since the p-value of 76.1 percent, waszgreater thanzthe significantzlevel of 5zpercent 

as shown in Table 2.10, thezstudy therefore failszto rejectzthe nullzhypothesis.  

 

b) Testsfor SerialxCorrelation 

 

Inztime series data, thexstudy anticipatesxthe correlationxbetween thexstochastic randomxerror 

terms of the succeeding timexperiods. Its presence isxalso associated with biasness that can result 

to spurious estimates. From the LM test in Table 2.11, shows absence of autocorrelation as both 

first and second lags had a p value that was more than 5 percent. 
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Table 2.11: Langrage-Multiplier (L M) Test for Autocorrelation 

Lag  chi2 Df              Prob 

1 31.0995 36 0.70071 

2 43.5336 36 0.18144 

H0: No Serial Correlation 

Source: Author’s Computations 

 

2.5 Conclusion   

The relation between budget deficits and economic growthxis one ofxthe mostxdebated issuesxin 

developingxcountries. The objective ofxthis paper wasxtherefore to examine the effect of primary 

budget deficitsxon economicxgrowth and alsoxdetermine thezdirection ofzcausality betweenzthe 

primary budget deficitzandzgrowthzof GDP perxcapita in Kenya. Thexdependent variablexwas 

growthxof GDP per capita while the key explanatory variable was the primary budgetzdeficit, 

grossxfixed capitalxformation, real interestxrate, terms of trade, rate of inflation and a dummy on 

financial innovations in the growth equation.  

The study applied the VEC model estimation technique in the determination ofzthe study 

objectives. The findings reveal that primaryzbudgetzdeficit had a positivexandxsignificant 

association with growthxof GDP perxcapita in thexshort-run. However, in thexlong-run therexwas 

negativexand significantxrelationship with undirectionalxcausality runningxfrom primaryxbudget 

deficit toxgrowth of GDP per capita, ceteris peribus.  

First, isxthe correlation between economicxgrowth and realxinterestxrate is negative which 

strengthens our findings. Further, thexterms of trade reveal a negative correlation with growth of 

the economy. Nevertheless, unfavourable terms of trade combined with higher interest payment 

resulting from higher long-run interest rate will reinforce the negative impact to the economyxin 

thexlong-run. This imply that it is extremely important to curb both the interest payments and high 

primary budget deficits, both inzshort-run andzlong-run.  

Second, iszthe interaction effects between persistentzand large budgetzdeficits and and debtzstocks 

thatzexacerbate the adverse consequences of high deficits inzthezlong-run. The presencezof azlarge 

governmentzdebt to exportzratio, in economicztheory, negativelyzaffectxprivate investmentsxin 

thexlong-run by decreasing the fundszavailable tozinvest, givenzthat thezreturn fromznew 

investmentzwill bezexcessively taxed tozallow thezgovernment repayzthe accumulatedzdebt.  
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Third, thezfindings may also be justified byzcrowding-outzeffects duezto highzdomestic 

borrowingzthat leadszto crowding-out of thezprivate investments. Thiszhas adversezeffect onzthe 

growthzof thezeconomy.  

Johansen test for cointegration revealed that primary budgetxdeficit and other variablesxin the 

studyxwere cointegratedximplying that in the end they moved together. Results on Toda Yamamoto 

(1995) causalityxtest revealed that primary budget deficitxgranger-causes growthxof GDP 

perxcapita, ceteris peribus. The results indeed highlighted thexshort-run andxlong-run 

growthxeffects andxthe causalxnexus betweenxprimary budgetxdeficit on economic growthxin 

Kenya which had been ignored in the identified past studies. 

Moreover, whenxcompared withxevidence fromxthe existingxliterature, the findingsxof thisxpaper 

arexconsistent withxthe findingsxof Ilzetzkixet al. (2010), WorldxBank (2010) andxWalaa (2016), 

for Kenya. The GovernmentxofxKenya, therefore, shouldxstrive to keepxthe primaryxbudget deficit 

underxcontrol, design a suitable structuralxpublic financexreforms to reducexthe rootxcauses of 

perennialxprimaryxdeficits, enhancexprivate investments by strategically reducing the public 

domesticxborrowings, and foster a monitoring and evaluation fiscal team, in order not toxhamper 

thexlong-run economicxgrowth and developmentxin Kenya. Other transmission mechanisms 

including real interest rate, termszofztrade and foreignzexchangezrate can also be employed 

strategically to mimimizezthe adversezeffects of budgetzdeficits in thezlong-run. 

Inxconclusion, anlystsxhave toxbe cautiousxwithxeconometricxresultsxas affirmed by Alexander 

andxKing (1998). Itxis not easyxto objectively guaranteexstrategies toxachievexpersistentlyxhigh 

economicxgrowth in thezlong-run. Thisxstudy, affirmszthat achievingxsustainable andzstable 

economicxgrowth that is inclusive depends onxstrategies that relatexto institutionalxand 

technologicalxpolicies.  

2.6 PolicyxImplications 

Thexfindings suggestxpromotion of policiesxthat reduce high xprimaryxbudgetxdeficit and interest 

payments for sustained economic growth in Kenya.  Transformativexrevenue mobilization 

strategies, reductionxof non-priorityxgovernment recurrentxexpenditure, and rationalization of 

overall budgetaryxexpenditure canximprove publicxfinances forxmacroeconomicxstability and long-
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term economicxgrowthxin Kenya.  As a golden rule, thexgovernmentxshould utilize the finances 

from public borrowings only forxpublic investment andxnot for consumptionxpurposes.  The 

government should also pursue the strategiesxthat promoteximplementation ofxa prudent 

fiscalxpolicyxin Kenya. This implies that thexdiscretionary fiscalxpolicy in Kenya should 

bexanchored on axsupportive monetaryxpolicy response with a close monitoring ofxany 

deviationxof fiscalxpolicy from long-runxsustainabilityxpath. Further, in order to minimize the 

adverse economic effects of crowding-out of the private sector, therexis need forxthe authorities to 

strategically reducexon the continuedxhigh domesticxborrowings by the authorities in order to 

promote sustained economic growth for shared prosperity. Lastly, other key policy implications 

would be promotion of policies that incentivize on financial innovations (like Mpesa) and enhance 

price stability by the Central Bank of Kenya for sustained economic growth.   

2.7 Contributionxof thexStudy toxKnowledge 

The studyxmakes the following key contributions. First, itxprovides evidencexfrom Kenya onxthe 

dynamicxinterdependencies betweenxprimary budgetxdeficits and economicxgrowth. Thexdynamic 

analysisxapproach applied wasxinstrumental forxrobustness in thexanalysis and alsoxoffered an 

apportunityxto fine tune policyxsuggestions.  Second, the studyxaimed at determining the effectsxof 

budgetxdeficit on economicxgrowth by consideringxprimary budgetzdeficit whichzhadzbeen 

ignoredzinzKenya. Thisxdeepened thexoriginality of research providing further some key policy 

insights and knowledge. Third, the studyxemployed other importantxtransmission channels like 

realzinterest rateszand grosszfixed capitalzformation thatzhad not beenzconsidered yieldingzfresh 

evidence thatzcomplements thezresearchzdatabase. Thexstudy also consideredxfinancial 

innovations driven by digitalzrevolution (Ndung’u, z2018) introduced by thezmobile (M-Pesa) 

technologyzin Kenya. Moreover, thezstudyxtook intozaccount thexdynamismzof macroeconomyzby 

consideringxchanges inducedxduring the 2014 rebasingxof GDP inxKenya. Importantly, the 

studyxalso took intoxaccount the volatilityxof output broughtxabout by over reliance on export of 

primaryxcommodities as well as other structuralxshocks present in the Kenyanxmacroeconomy. 

Last but not the least, the study further contributes to the existing knowledge and research database 

for current and future researchers in Kenya and beyond. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

EFFECTSzOF CURRENTzACCOUNT DEFICITSzON ECONOMICzGROWTH IN 

KENYAz 

3.1 Introduction 

Sincex1980s, the WorldxBank and thexInternational Monetary Fund have been encouraging many 

countries to abandonxcapital controlsxandxpursuexfinancialxliberalization. This led to the opening 

of manyxeconomies to globalxfinancial flowsxof variousxdegrees. However, restrictionsxon 

internationalxfinancial transactions, breaksxin capitalxflows andxinduced imbalancesxin the 

externalxaccounts continue toxgenerate interestxworld over whilst capitalxcontrols continue toxbe 

deployed. It hasxbeen documented thatxremoving controlsxdoes not guaranteexrapidxeconomic 

growth (Collierxand O’Connellx2008). However, there is no consensus yet on policymakers’ global 

views onxthe desirability andximpact of deficits inxthe currentxaccount on economic performance. 

External imbalances world over, have therefore received substantial attentionxover the years with 

two broadxviewpoints on the valuexof the current account imbalances for macroeconomicxpolicy 

and growth (Corden, 1991; Obstfeld, 2012).  

The firstxview opines that the currentxaccountxbalance is notximportant forxpolicy, whilst the 

other suggestsxthat the currentxaccount is certainlyxrelevant for policyxand hasxmacroeconomic 

implications. This view positsxthat the current accountxdoes notxmatter from policy perspectives 

asxcurrent accountximbalances are temporaryxand self-correcting, even thoughxthexelements that 

determinexthe currentxaccount and lead toximbalance arexcertainly importantxfor policy. This 

first viewxargues that imbalancesxin the currentxaccount simplyxreflects thexvery optimizing 

decisionsxby householdsxand firms, which arexa direct resultxof thexincreased integration 

ofxglobal financialxmarkets. The view advocatesxthat whenxcountries sharexrisk equally, 

forwardxlookingxand optimizingxhouseholds generatexbalances on thexcurrentxaccount that 

arexconsistent with efficientxresource allocation, provided thatxthe deficit is notxexcessive. 

Overxtime, as firmsxexhaust their mostxproductive investmentxprojects, householdsxreduce 

consumptionxdue to reducedxwealth and the currentxaccount balance adjustsxor selfxcorrects 

(Obstfeld, 2012).  

However, thexview that current accountxbalance is notximportant forxpolicy, has been critiqued 

on ground that it is basedxon the assumptionxthat countries sharexrisk equally (complete assets 
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markets). This has beenxdisputed inxeconomic literature.  The secondxweakness of thisxview is 

on the basisxthat it holds thatxthe highxdegree of integrationxof global financialxmarkets poses 

the riskxof financial marketxinstability, but the currentxaccountxis not. However, ifxsystematic 

(undiversifiable) riskxfrom financialxmarkets causes economicxstability, then the currentxaccount 

balance which is a directxresult of thesexcapital flowsxshould also be a concernxas a sharp 

increase or decreasexin capitalxflows will deterioratexorximprove the nation’s currentxaccount 

balance and may have economic implications (Obstfeld and Rogoff, 1995b).  

The second view on the importancexof currentxaccount toxmacroeconomy assertsxthat whilst 

current accountximbalance may bexjustified by macroeconomicxfundamentals, current account 

deficitsxcannot be sustainedxindefinitely, particularly when thexdeficits are notxconsistent with 

macroeconomicxfundamentals. This view holdsxthat the persistent and large currentxaccount 

imbalances arexa symptomxof related macroeconomicxproblems and viewsxthe external deficit 

as an accumulationxof liabilities toxthe rest of thexworld. Thesexliabilities are financedxby 

inflows intoxthe capital accountxand need to bexrepaid at a laterxdate by borrowingxfurther or 

depletingxforeign exchangexreserves. However, the depletionxof foreignxexchange reserves 

associatedxwith financing thexdeficit could leadxto a foreignxexchange crisis andxincrease in 

externalxdebt liabilities thatxmayximpact onxeconomic growthxof the recipientxcountries (Hume 

andxSentance, 2009; GourinchasxandxObstfeld, 2011; CataoxandxMilesiFerretti, 2014).  

Thisxviewpointximplies thatxdeficits in the currentxaccount warrantxpolicyxintervention as 

theyxcould have economicxdestabilizing implications. The implicationsxhowever mayxvary 

depending onxthe sources of theximbalance. For instance, whilst anxinvestment drivenxcurrent 

account mayxnot be a problemxas it reflectsxa productive andxgrowing economy, a consumption 

drivenximbalance reduces thexnation’s ability toxrepay debts. Likewise, a deficitxdrivenxby an 

excess of importsxoverxexports mayxreflect competitivenessxproblems and a deficitxcaused by 

low savingsxrather than high investmentxmay be a sign ofxweak fiscal policyxor axconsumption 

bingexand reflects axcountry livingxbeyond itsxmeans (Obstfeld, 2012).  

On a globalxperspective, the high andxgrowing external imbalances especiallyxin United States 

(US) have continuedxto generate debatesxon whether theseximbalances arexsustainable, given the 

current structure of the US economyxand the prevailingxeconomic and international environment. 

It has also led to concernsxabout the impactxof a disorderlyxcorrection of theseximbalances on the 
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global economyxand on poorxcountries that have tradexand investmentxrelations withxthe US. In 

developingxcountries like Kenya there arexgeneral concerns aboutxwhether or not thexexternal 

imbalancesxobserved are sustainablexand theirximplications onxeconomic performance. There is 

also a concern that the likelihood of easyxreversibility of capitalxinflows may increase thexrisk of 

a ‘suddenxstop’ or a reversalxas axshift in marketxsentiments creates flightxaway fromxdomestic 

assets (O’Connellxet al., 2010). This couldxlead toxdepletion ofxreserves, sharp currency 

depreciations and axdecline inxstock prices, as happenedxduring the 2008 global financialxcrises 

(Mwega 2010).  

As pointed by Mwega (2014), underxthexepisodes of undesirablexcurrent accountxdeficits, 

consequencesxof the deficits couldxrange from foreignxexchange crisis toxa suddenxstop of 

capitalxflows as the country’sxliabilities increase. A suddenxstop of capitalxflows mayxlead to an 

abruptxcurrent accountxreversal whichxcould suddenly lead to adjustment ofxrelative prices, 

currencyxdepreciation and an increasexin the real valuexof foreign liabilitiesxthat mayximpact on 

the country’sxmacroeconomy. Thexeffects of 2008 globalxfinancialxcrisis and the financial and 

economic status of many developing countries have rekindledxthe debate on thexeffectsxof current 

account imbalances on economicxgrowth and their causal linkages.  

Three main theories on the dynamics of currentxaccount imbalances in the literature include 

elasticity, absorptionz (savings-investmentxbalance) andzmonetary approaches.  Elasticity 

approach features the pricexelasticity ofxdemand for importsxandxexports by allowing  exchange 

rate variations. The approach is widelyxapplied to evaluate theximpact of currencyxand the role 

ofxexchange rate and tradexflows onxcurrent account balances. The absorption (saving-

investmentxbalance) approachxis also termed as the macroeconomics-oriented approach. The 

approach opines that an economyxwith currentxaccount deficitxshould import fromxother 

countries to cover her excess consumption and spending. The absorptionxapproach compliments 

thexelasticity approach (HungxandxGamber, 2010).  

The thirdxapproach is the monetaryxapproach to Balance of Payments (BOP). It regards moneyxas 

a stockxand argues that moneyxstock can bexchanged through internationalxreserve flows. It states 

thatxa fixed exchange ratexsystem could workxwithout having toxresort toxdevaluation providedxa 

countryxhas a soundxmonetaryxpolicy and therefore devaluationxis trigerred by failure of 

monetaryxpolicy (Umer, et al., 2010).  
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The argument stemsxfrom the factxthat disequilibrium in the BOP is a temporaryxsituation that will 

bexcorrected if the moneyxmarket is inxequilibrium (Du Plessis et al., 1998). From thextheoretical 

perspectivexthe debate onxthe effects ofxcurrent account deficits on economic development is so 

far, inconclusive.  

There are a myriadxof existingxstudies on the interactionxbetween the currentxaccount and 

macroeconomic variables (e.g., Sachs, 1981; Abbas et al., (2011), Lau et al., (2006), Gruber and 

Kamin, 2005; Kumar, 2012; Pancaro, 2013; Agarwal and Gangal, 2013). Most of these studies 

focus on crossxcountry dataxsets and are mainlyxconcentrated on industrializedxeconomies. From 

the literature, it is also crystalxclear that panelxresults are generalizedxand tend to findxconflicting 

results on the interactionxof the currentxaccount withxmacroeconomic aggregatesxparticularly in 

countries ofxdifferent incomexlevels (Caldern et al., (2007), and Chinn & Prasad 2003). As 

affirmed by O’Connell (2008), the scopexfor untangling thexeffects of a largexnumber of 

potentiallyxrelevant determinants is limitedxin a countryxcasexstudy. This further affirms the need 

for studiesxthat analyze the relations at country specific levels.  

On the other hand, the country casexstudies that doxexist however mostlyxfocus onxdeveloped 

countriesxand either attemptxto determinexcurrentxaccountxsustainability (e.g., Lux2009, Lu 

2012), or tryxto determinexthexbest monetaryxrule thatxcan beximplemented for smoothxcurrent 

account adjustment (Ferrero et al., 2008; HerzxandxHohberger, 2013; and Di GiorgioxandxNistico, 

2013). These studies are basedxon developed countriesxand may not necessarily havexstructural 

and policyxrelevance for lower income countries (Caldern et al. 2007, Chinn & Prasad 2003; 

Makanza and Dunne, 2016).  Moreover, existing evidence is relatively more conflicting onxthe 

effectsxof current accountxdeficits on economicxgrowth and development.   

Recently, these discussions have been rapidly increasing and have yielded conflicting evidence in 

developingxcountries. The findings show thatxcurrentxaccount deficitxvaries from countryxto 

country and is connectedxwith the fragilityxandxcrisis susceptibilityxof the economy. The study 

identifies several attempts by authors to determine thexextent by which currentxaccount deficit is 

influential to economicxcrises. A key important factor on the movements on the currentxaccount 

is the concept of economicxgrowth.  However, in developing countries, there exist a great 

economic heterogeneity and great variations in key factors causing movement in current accounts. 

The current account imbalances behave differently depending on macroeconomicxcircumstances 
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in countriesxand therefore approachesxto managing the deficits in the currentxaccounts shouldxbe 

countryxtailored (Makanza and Dunne, 2016).  

Despite the assertion, there exists no comprehensivexinvestigation on thexeffects of current 

account imbalancesxon economicxgrowth in Kenya. Osoro (2013) also affirms that literature on 

BOP related studies in Kenya is very scanty. Moreover, there exist scanty literature on thexeffect 

of externalximbalances onxeconomicxgrowth for specific economies inxSub-SaharanxAfrica and 

Kenya in particular. A detailed empirical investigation will be very useful not only for formulation 

of evidence-based policy but also for a health macroeconomic policy feedback in Sub-Saharan 

African economies.  

3.1.1 BalancexofxPayments (BOP) 

According to the InternationalxMonetaryxFund, BOP and International Investment Position 

Manual, 6th edition of 2009 (BPM6), BOP is a statisticalxstatement that summarizesxtransactions 

betweenxresidents andxnon-residentsxduring a specifiedxperiod. It consistsxofxgoods andxservices 

account, the primaryxincomexaccount, thexsecondary incomexaccount, thexcapital account, 

andxthe financialxaccount. Underxthe double-entryxaccounting systemxthat underlies the BOP, 

each transaction isxrecorded as consisting of twoxentries and the sumxof the credit entriesxand the 

sum of the debitxentries is thexsame.  

Balance of Paymentsxstatistics is importantxfor monetary and financialxmonitoring and policy 

deliberations in differentxareas in both local and internationalxcontexts. In analysing the BOP 

account, the firstxglance is often at the overallxbalance of payments (or overall BOP balance). The 

overall BOP balancexrepresents the sumxof balances of the currentxaccount and the non-reserve 

portion of the capitalxand financial account, plus netxerrors and omissions. In other words, the 

overall BOP balancexis the mirror image of transactionxchanges in reservexassets. Hence, the 

analysis andxinterpretation of thexoverall BOP balance and that of thexnet transactions of reserve 

assetsxshould be takenxtogether. BOP data alsoxprovide an objective basis for gauging the 

economicxsituation and in assessing the financialxsoundness of an economy. Not only are BOP 

data crucialxelements for many businesses and investmentxdecisions, but they also facilitate 

macroeconomicxanalysis of different aspects of anxeconomy. 
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In the analyses of the BOP account, the first glimpse is mostly at the overallxbalance of payments 

that represents thexsum of balances of the currentxaccount and the non-reserve portionxof the 

capital and financialxaccount, plus netxerrors and omissions (NEO). In other words, it is the mirror 

image of transactionxchanges in reserve assets. Hence, the analysis and interpretationxof the 

overall BOP balancexand that of the netxtransactions of reservexassets should be takenxtogether. 

a) Concept of the Overall BOP Balance 

 

A BOP account is an integrated statistical statement thatxsystematically summarises, forxa specific 

timexperiod, the economicxtransactions ofxan economyxwith thexrest of thexworld. A complete 

BOP accountxcomprises two broad accounts: (i) the currentxaccount; and (ii) the capital and 

financialxaccount. Based on the double-entry accountingxsystem, everyxtransaction is represented 

by twoxentries, a credit (+) and a debit (-), with equalxvalue but oppositexsign. In principle, the 

sum of all creditxentries should always equal to the sum of allxdebit entries. In other words, the 

net sum of allxcredit and debit entries should always add up toxzero. That implies that the values 

of allxpayments and receiptsxin the BOP account shouldxalways be in balance. In practice, 

however, the creditxand debitxentries do not balancexexactly. This is because data is from 

different sourcesxand methods. This statisticalxdiscrepancy is thus reflectedxby NEO, which is 

the amount needed to bringxthe credit and the debitxsides of the statementxback to equality. 

In analysingxthe BOP account, a netxbalance of internationalxtransactions may be obtained by 

drawing a linexhorizontally to divide the BOP statementxinto two groups of items that include: (i) 

above the line; and (ii) below the line. This enables the analysis of linkages and interrelationship 

of differentxgroups of items in the BOP account. The lower thexline is drawn, the morexinclusive 

the net balance above the linexbecomes. The netxbalance of the items above the line willxalways 

be numericallyxequal, but oppositexin sign, to the netxbalance of the items below the line, due to 

the double-entryxaccounting principle described earlier. A net credit of thesexbalances is 

conventionallyxtermed a “surplus” while a netxdebit a “deficit”. Thus, the statementxthat an 

economyxhasxa deficitxorxsurplus in its “balance of payments” mustxrefer toxsome specified 

group ofxtransactions. 

It is commonxto refer to a surplus or deficit in any of the followingxnet balances: current account 

balance, visiblextrade (trade in goods) balance, invisiblextrade (trade in services) balance, or any 
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combination of these or other internationalxtransactions. For example, a surplus (or a deficit) in 

the current accountxbalance should correspond to an equivalent deficit (or surplus) in the capital 

and financial accountxbalance, plus NEO. 

Similarly, by drawing a line just abovexreserve assets, the net balance above the line would 

representxthe sum of all entries of the currentxaccount and the non-reserve portion of the capital 

and financialxaccount plus NEO, which is thexoverall BOP balance. The balancexbelow the line, 

which is reservexassets, would be equal in value but in oppositexsign to that above the line. The 

overall BOP balance is thus the mirrorximage of transactionxchanges in reserve assets. For 

instance, if there is a surplus in the overall BOP balance of USD one Billion (credit), it means that 

reservexassets have been increased by USD one Billion (debit). Hence, the analysis and 

interpretationxof the overall BOP balance and that of the netxtransactions of reserve assetsxshould 

be takenxtogether. 

The overall BOP balancexsummarises the flow of funds from, or to a country for a reference 

period. For instance, an overall BOP surplus implies that Kenya receives more foreignxcurrencies 

than it pays in externalxtransactions in goods, services, income and assets, as well as in external 

transfers. In other words, a BOP surplusxreflects an overall netxinflow ofxfunds from thexrest of 

thexworld duringxthexperiod. Conversely, an overall BOPxdeficit means that Kenya pays more 

foreignxcurrencies than it receives in externalxtransactions, and reflects an overall netxoutflow of 

funds toxthe restxof the worldxduring thexperiod. Nevertheless, since the overall BOP covers a 

wide range of transactions, it is necessary to study its contents (the above-the-line components) 

thoroughly as well as when interpretingxthe BOP account. 

Reserve assets consist of externalxassets that are readilyxavailable to and effectively controlled by 

the monetaryxauthorities of an economy for directly financing paymentximbalances and for 

indirectlyxregulating the magnitude of such imbalances throughxintervention in the foreign 

exchangexmarkets to affect the currencyxexchange rate of that economy. Transactions in reserve 

assets are traditionallyxconsidered to be accommodatingxtransactions, conducted by using foreign 

currencies to finance the netxeffect of all autonomousxtransactions in the current account and the 

capital andxfinancial (non-reserve assets) account. These transactions also reflectxofficial 

intervention in foreign exchangexmarkets to stabilise the exchangexrate of domestic currency 

when excess supply (demand) of foreignxcurrencies (traded against domestic currency) arises 
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together withxan overall BOP surplus (deficit). Nevertheless, net changes of reservexassets in a 

modern economyxmay also reflect active management of reservexassets and other autonomous 

transactions for achievingxvarious policy objectives. Nevertheless, net changes of reservexassets 

in a modern economyxmay also reflect active management of reserve assets and other autonomous 

transactions for achieving various policy objectives. For instance, the conversion of fiscal 

surpluses into foreignxassets is one of the factors influencingxmovements of reserve assets in 

Hong Kong. 

In reference to BOP and International Investment Position Manual, 6th edition (2009), different 

accounts within the BOP are distinguishedxaccording to the nature of the economicxresources 

providedxandxreceived. For instance, thexcurrentxaccount shows flows ofxgoods, services, 

primaryxincome, andxsecondary incomexbetween residents and non-residents. The 

currentxaccount is thus an importantxgrouping of accountsxwithin the BOP. As per the BPM6, the 

componentsxofxcurrent account includes:  

(i) The goodsxandxservices account that indicates transactionsxin goods andxservices.  

(ii)  The primaryxincome accountxthat indicates amountsxpayablexandxreceivable in 

return for providingxtemporary usexto anotherxentity of labor, financialxresources, or 

non-produced non-financialxassets. 

(iii) Thessecondary incomexaccount that indicates redistributionxofxincome.  

 

Specifically, the balance (onxthese three accounts is termed asxthexcurrent accountxbalance. 

b) CurrentxAccountxBalance (CAB) 

  

The CAB shows thexdifferencexbetween the sum of exportsxand incomexreceivable and the 

sumxof importsxand incomexpayable (exportsxand importsxrefer toxboth goodsxandxservices, 

while incomexrefers to bothxprimary andxsecondary income). As per the BPM6 (2009), the 

valuexofxthexCAB is equal to the saving-investment gapxin the economy. Thus, CAB is a 

macroeconomicxvariable that is related toxunderstandingxdomestic transactions. 

c) CapitalxAccount 

The capitalxaccount indicates creditxandxdebit entries forxnon-producedxnon-financialxassets 

and capitalxtransfersxbetweenxresidents andxnon-residents. It therefore recordsxacquisitions 
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andxdisposals of non-producedxnon-financialxassets like landxsold to embassiesxand sales of 

leases andxlicenses, as wellxas capitalxtransfers (thexprovisionxof resourcesxfor capitalxpurposes 

by onexpartyxwithoutxanythingxof economicxvalue supplied as a directxreturn to thatxparty).  

d) Financial Account 

 

The financialxaccount indicates netxacquisition and disposalxofxfinancial assetsxandxliabilities. 

Financialxaccountxtransactions appear in BOP and, becausexof their effect on thexstockxofxassets 

and liabilities in thexintegrated InternationalxInvestment Position 9(IIP) statement.  

The sum ofxthe balances on the currentxandxcapital accountsxrepresents netxlending (surplus) or 

netxborrowing (deficit) by thexeconomy with restxof the world. This is conceptuallyxequal to the 

net balancexof the financial account. Precisely, the financialxaccount measuresxhow the 

netxlending to or borrowingxfrom non-residentsxis financed. Thexfinancial account plusxthe other 

changes in the accountxexplain the change in the IIP betweenxbeginning andxendxperiods (BPM6, 

2009). 

A deficit in the currentxaccount impliesxthat a countryxaccumulates externalxliabilities as it 

finances itsxdeficit withxforeignxcredit in thexform ofxexternal debt, aid, foreignxdirect 

investment, portfolioxinvestment, and other forms ofxcapital flows, which make up the capital and 

financialxaccount of thexBOP equation. Deficits in the current account havexbeen a persistent 

featurexof many Africanxeconomies includingxKenya. Generally, current account deficits in 

Africa have worsened since 2000 (AEO, 2019) with the trade deficit being thexmain driver of 

thexcurrent accountximbalances. Thisxhas been predominantly the case in Kenya (World Bank, 

2017; IMF 2018). 

3.1.2 CurrentxAccount and TradexBalances inxKenya 

To begin with, statistics reveal that since 1980s the current account in Kenya has persistently been 

in deficit for almost the entire period with only a single surplus in 2003.  Thexrest ofxthe entire 

period underxanalysis has been markedxby currentxaccount deficitxbias. Similarly, balancexof 

 
9 ThexIIP is axstatisticalxstatement thatxshows (atxa pointxin time) thexvalue of financialxassets of residentsxof an 

economyxthat are claimsxonxnon-residentsxor are goldxbullionxheldxas reservexassets; and the liabilitiesxof 

residents ofxan economyxto nonresidents. The differencexbetween the assetsxandxliabilities is the netxposition in 

thexIIP and represents eitherxa netxclaim on or a netxliabilityxto the restxof thexworld. 
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tradexhas beenxpersistently in deficitxfor the period 1980-2016 with only two surpluses recorded 

in 1993 and 1994. The deficits in the current account in Kenya are due to negative tradexbalances 

that have persisted not only in Kenya but also in many developing economies (AEO, 2019; World 

Bank, 2017; IMF 2018; Republic of Kenya, 2017). 

Equally, this negative bias is due to deteriorating termsxofxtrade. Thatxis, thexvalue of imports 

has beenxgrowing at relativelyxhigher rates relative toxexports. This hasxbeenxmainly due to 

increasingxprices ofxoil and otherxintermediate importsxgoods. Secondly, Kenya’s exportsxlike 

many African nations arexdominated byxfew primaryxcommodities, whichxhave lowxprice and 

incomexelasticities (Kariuki, 2009; Republic of Kenya, 2017; World Bank; 2017).  

Evidence further shows that by applying both the trade and current account deficits in policy 

analysis, policy analysts are able to highlightxwhether thexpresence of directxtransfers ofxcapital 

and investmentxincomes influencexthe estimatedxrelationships. This has not ignored in the past 

studies in Kenya. The distinction enhances the decision to fine-tune any suggested policy 

interventions (Stiglitz et. al., 2006; Algieri, 2012) providing a more robust analysis. 

 

On the other hand, thexincrease in trade deficits is attributed to increased valuexofximports largely 

duexto increasesxin petroleum, oilxlubricants, fertilizers and food grains among others. The 

turning point of trade balance in Kenya was in 2011.  Itxrecorded a negative balancexof 17.2% of 

GDP.  For the period 2012 to 2016 the trade balance recorded -13.3% in 2012, -13.28% in 2013, -

14.7% in 2014, -11% in 2015 and -8.8% in 2016. The persistence of negative trade balance in 

Kenya largely contributes to the persistent negative currentxaccount balance. 

 

Lastly, the external imbalancesximproved inxthe wakexof economicxintegrationxbetween 2000 

and 2004. Despite this trend, therexwas a suddenxincrease in thexbalance of tradexthatxnegatively 

impactedxon the currentxaccountxbalancesxafter 2004 erodingxthe benefitsxof policies of economic 

integration. Importantly, inspite of various policyxmeasures taken to regulate international tradexin 

Kenya, thexcurrent accountxhas predominantlyxbeen in deficits (Republic of Kenya, 2016; World 

Bank, 2017; Republic of Kenya, 2018).  
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3.1.3 External Balances and EconomicxGrowth inxKenya 

This sub-section highlights Kenya’s externalxbalances and economicxgrowth performance since 

1980s. As documented by Mwega and Ndung’u (2008), the goodxeconomicxperformance in 

Kenyaxduring 1960sxandxearly 1970sxwas notxsustained in 1980sxand 1990s. The latter period 

was characterizedxby persistentlyxlow growthxand limitedxeconomicxtransformationxdespite the 

factxthat the countryxmaintained a largexmeasurexof politicalxstabilityxand pursuedxaxfairly 

consistentxdevelopmentxstrategy. Inx1960s growthxaveraged 5.7 perxcent and acceleratedxin 

1970s to 7.2 perxcent. Itxdeclined inx1980s to 4.2 perxcent and in 1990s to 2.2 per cent. The 

growthxrate of GDP perxcapita in Kenya averaged 0.5 perxcent and declined to negative 3.9 

perxcent in 1992 and negative 2.1 in 2000.  However, it recorded an impressive positive 4 percent 

in 2007 but after the 2007 post-election violence it declined to negative 2.5 percent in 2008 and 

then increased to a positive 3.2 percent in 2016 (World Bank 2017).  

The currentxaccount recordedxan average deficitxof 8 perxcent of GDP in 1981, 6 perxcent in 

1990, 2 perxcent in 2006, and generally widened in the subsequentxyears. Byx2012, thexdeficit 

hadxrisen to anxaverage of 8.4 perxcent of GDP andxby 2014 to 10.4 perxcent ofxGDP, mainly 

duexto increasedximports in thexcontext ofxa stagnantxexport sector. By 2016 thexcurrent, 

account recorded a deficitxof 5.2 perxcent of GDP (World Bank, 2017). Figure 3.1 shows 

thextrends in current account deficit in relation to GDP, respectively. 
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Figure 3.1: Kenya’s CurrentxAccount Deficit and Growthxof GDP PerxCapita  

Source: Done by the Author 
 

Figure 3.1 depicts trend on currentxaccount balances and growthxof GDP perxcapita from 1980 

to 2016. From the literature, the highxoverall currentxaccount deficit in the country is 

mainlyxfinanced byxshort-term net capitalxinflows exceptxin a few episodesxwhen net long-

termxofficial flowsxdominate. Short-term capitalxflows have typicallyxaccounted for morexthan 

50 perxcent of totalxfinancial flows in Kenya. This constitutes a majorxsource of vulnerability and 

for financialxstability in Kenya (O’Connell et al. 2010; Mwega 2014; World Bank, 2016).  

3.1.4 Statement of the Problem 

Thexgrowth in thexworldxeconomy has led toxthe need for integration as countries strive to 

promote trade and investments. This has resulted into economies such as Kenya removingxcapital 

controls toxallow for freexmovement of capitalxand liberalising the stock markets. The result has 

been increased inflow of foreign capital in thexeconomy. The financial sector in Kenya has 

continued to perform a major function in mobilization of savings for investments. To bridge the 

savings-investments gap and realize the desired level of economic growth, Kenya has sought 

external capital through foreign trade that has yielded deficitsxin thexcurrent account. Statistics 

reveal that Kenya’s currentxaccount hasxbeen inxdeficit since 1980s withxonly a singlexsurplus 

of 0.89 perxcent of GDP in 2003 (World Bank, 2017).  
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The trend in current account indicates that Kenya had a deficit of 12.1 perxcent of GDP in 1980, 

narrowing to 6.1 perxcent of GDP in 1990, widening to 17.5 perxcent in 1995 and 18.7 perxcent 

of GDP in 1998. In 2000, currentxaccount deficitxnarrowed to 1.6 perxcent of GDP. This was due 

to foreignxaid inzKenya. The currentzaccount balance strengthened and recorded azsurplus of 0.89 

of GDPzin 2003. This was due to a surplus in the balancezof trade that was largely due to increased 

exports (Republic of Kenya, 2004) during that period. However, the currentxaccount worsened to 

axdeficit of 9.1 perxcent of the GDP in 2011, axdeficit of 10.4 perxcent of GDP in 2014 and 

thexdeficit averaged 6 perxcent in 2015-2016 (World Bank, 2017).   

 

In 1980-1990, growthxrate of GDP perxcapita in Kenya averaged 0.5 perxcent reducing to negative 

3.9 perxcent in 1992 and negative 2.1 in 2000.  The growth of GDP per capita recordedzan 

impressivezpositive 4 perzcent in 2007 butzafterzthe 2007 post-electionzviolence itzworsened to 

negativez2.5 perzcent in 2008 and thenzincreased to positivez3.2 perzcent in 2016 (World Bank, 

2017). Considering the persistent deficits in the current account, the problem that remains 

unresolved is why the deficitzfinancing through the currentzaccount has notzculminated intozhigher 

economiczgrowth and reducedzpoverty, inequality and unemployment rates in Kenya?  

  

Additionally, Melesi-Ferretizand Razin (1996a) show three interrelatedzterms onzthe current 

account.  Theyzinclude: (i) anzeconomy’sssolvency; (ii) currentzaccountzsustainability; and (iii) 

currentzaccount deficitzexcessiveness.  In relation to the first concept, anzeconomy isssolvent ifzthe 

presentzdiscounted valuezof the futureztradezsurplus iszequal tozthe currentzexternalzindebtedness. 

By focusing on the secondzconcept, currentzaccount iszsustainable ifzthe continuationzof the 

currentzgovernment policyzstance and (or) ofzthe presentzprivate sectorzbehaviour willznot entail a 

needzfor a ‘drastic’ policyzshift or a balancezofzpayments (currency) crisis. Norrowing to the third 

concept, a deficitzthat is toozlarge to bezexplained in termszof anyzgiven modelzofzconsumption, 

investmentzandzproduction iszdescribed aszunsustainable.  The notionzof ‘excessive’ current 

accountzdeficit is basedzon deviationszfrom an ‘optimal’ benchmark, whichzcan bezcalculated 

under somezstrict assumptionszsuch as perfectzcapitalzmobility andzefficient financialzmarkets. 

 

In Kenya, Osoro (2013) observes that, littlexis knownxabout the macroeconomicxvariables that 

drives BOP in Kenya. Perpetual external deficits normally imply thatxgovernment will always 

increasexher stockxof externalxdebt. Moreover, deficits in the currentxaccount cannotxbe 
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sustainedxindefinitely especiallyzwhen theyzare inconsistentzwith macroeconomiczfundamentals. 

Intuitively, unsustainablezdeficits in thezcurrent accountzimply increasezon external debtzthat may 

adverselyzimpact onzmacroeconomiczstability, overburdenzthe current and future generations, 

affect thezratexofzeconomiczgrowth and negativelyzimpact on thezoverall welfarezof thezcitizens. 

In fact, the available evidencexon thexsubject is morexconflicting and therefore inconclusive with 

many gaps for individual developing economies in Sub-Saharan Africa. There exists a number of 

research gaps for Kenya in particular.  Due to unavailability of data for individual developing 

economies, many authors have focused on unsustainability of current account deficits, but again 

on cross-country perspectives. These heterogenous gaps needzto beaurgently addressed. 

Thiszstudy, therefore, attemptszto fillxthe identified zgaps by focusing on a single country for a 

robust analysis on the effectxof currentzaccountxdeficit onxeconomiczgrowth and provide 

econometrics time-serieszevidence fromzKenya.  

3.1.5 ResearchxQuestions 

i) What are the effects of current account deficit on economicxgrowthxin Kenya?  

ii) Whatxis the direction of causality between current accountxdeficits and economicxgrowth 

inxKenya? 

 

3.1.6 Objectivesxof thexStudy 

Thexmain objectivexwas toxanalyze the effectsxof current accountxdeficits onxeconomicxgrowth 

in Kenya. 

Specifically, the research paper aimed at determining; 

i) The effectsxof currentxaccount deficitsxon economicxgrowthxin Kenya. 

ii) The direction of causality between currentxaccount deficits and economicxgrowthxin Kenya. 

 

3.1.7 Significancezof thezStudy 

First, thexstudy is crucial in several ways that include but not limited to policy relevance. As 

highlighted in the introduction part of this paper, current account deficits can trigger adjustment 

processes characterized by declines in  economicxgrowth whenxthey are inconsistent with 
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macroeconomicxfundamentals. Second, the study seeks fresh evidence that contributes to the 

already scanty evidence on the subject particularly in Kenya. There exists both theoretical and 

empirical (methodological) gaps. Most of the studies identified apply cross country (panel) 

analysis that do not exhaust country specific analysis. By the fact that individual economies are 

heterogeneous in nature, overtime, the study notes that different models, methodologies, data, 

approaches and sample periods may yield different and fresh insights particularly for country 

specific studies.  In Kenya, the available evidence is not only sparse but also mixed and 

inconclusive. By applying novel estimation techniques, different data, approach and period, the 

study yields not only new but also robust analysis validating the parameter estimates and yielding 

key policy insights for Kenya. 

Last but not the least, as documented in the financial year 2016/2017 Medium Term Debt Strategy 

(Republic of Kenya, 2017); Kenya like many developing countries needs to manage a number of 

risks if it is to achieve the targeted economic growth projections. This makes it important for policy 

makers to understand not only the dynamics but also quantitative and precisexeffects ofxcurrent 

accountxdeficit on economicxgrowthxin Kenya. A detailedxempirical investigationxis 

instrumental to not only aidzformulation of evidencezbased and countryzspecific casezgrowth 

strategies but also guides on thexdesign of fiscal, monetaryzand exchangezrate policiesxin 

advancing economies, Kenya included. The study contributes further to new frontiers of 

knowledge and builds a crucialzresearch datazbase for futurezresearchers, academia and policy 

makers in Kenya and beyond. 

3.2 LiteraturexReview 

3.2.1 TheoreticalxLiterature 

Balance of Payment theories are mainlyxconcernedxwith identifyingxpossible determinantsxof 

BOP and specifically the analysisxof policiesxfor preserving BOPxequilibrium. Generally, the 

BOP analysis is axpost-warxphenomenon. Priorxto the revolutionxof thexKeynesians, issues of 

internationalxdisequilibrium werexanalysed within thexclassical conceptualxframework of the 

mechanismxofxadjustment, actionsxof monetaryxandxotherxpolicyxmakingxauthoritiesxbeing sub-

sumed inxthexsystem. Keynesianxrevolutionxintroducedxpersistent disequilibrium issuesxinto the 
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analysisxofxinternationalxmonetaryxsystem (Johnson, 1977a).  Johnson (1977a) documents the 

following approaches to BOP: 

(i) Elasticityxapproach 

(ii) Keynesianxmultiplierxapproach 

(iii) Absorptionxapproach 

(iv) Keynesianxpolicyxanalysisxapproach 

(v) Monetaryxapproachxto Balance of Payments (BOP) 

 

However, the five approaches have been broadly collapsed into two based on whether BOP is 

treated as a realxor axmonetaryxphenomenon in the economic literature. Moreover, it is also 

worthy noting that out of the five historical (or traditional) approaches, literature largely identifies 

threexmain approaches to BOP that includexelasticity, absorption and thexmonetary approaches. 

i) ElasticityxApproach 

Robinson (1937) made the firstxmove toxview BOP asxa realxphenomenon. As a response to the 

needxfor a theory of BOP adjustmentxunder flexible exchange rate, the authorxformulated the 

elasticity theory. The Elasticity and Keynesianxmultiplier approaches are bothxconcerned with 

addressing the following questions: 

i) Whatxare the conditionsxfor currencyxdevaluation to improvexa country is BOP on 

currentxaccount. 

ii) What willxbe the effectxof currencyxdevaluation onxthe level ofxdomestic activity and 

howxwill thisxaffect BOP?  

iii) What arexthe conditionsxfor devaluationxto bexsuccessful? 

iv) What willxbe the effectxof devaluation on terms ofxtrade of thexdevaluingxcountry? 

 

Elasticity theory finds solutionsxto the enumeratedxquestions in termsxof the Marshall-Lerner 

condition.  The Marshall-Lerner conditionxis derived in a twoxcountry, twoxcommodityxcontext 

based on thexassumption that under-employment exists in eachxcountry and thatxdomestic price 

of eachxcountry’s exportxgoods isxgiven. Equation 3.1 gives the basicxequation of the Marshall-

Lernerxcondition. 
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𝑑𝐵

𝑑𝑒𝑖
⁄ = 𝑥 − 𝑋 (1 + 𝑛𝑥 +  𝑛𝑓)𝑥                                  3.1 

Where𝑑𝐵  isxthe changexin home country’sxtrade balancexand isxmeasuredxinxunitsxof domestic 

currency, 𝑑𝑒  isxthexchangexinxexchangexrate, 𝑋  isxexports, 𝑥  and  𝑓  are suffixes representing 

exportsxandximports respectively (both are measured inxunits of domestic currency) and 𝑛𝑖  is 

elasticity ofxdemand for 𝑖𝑡ℎ good,  𝑖 = 𝑥, 𝑓.   From equation (3.1), 

 
𝑑𝐵

𝑑𝑒
⁄ > 0  𝑖𝑓     |𝑛𝑥 +  𝑛𝑓|  > 1x                              3.2 

 

As affirmed by Robinson (1937), equation 3.2 implies thatxdevaluationx of a currencyxwill 

improve BOP positionxif the sum ofxdomestic elasticityxof demand for importsxand foreign 

elasticity of demand forxexports exceedsxunity. The Marshall-Lernerzcondition holds relevance 

only in thezmedium and longzterm andztherefore, the J-curvezalso formszin the mediumzto 

longzterm. According tozthe J-curvezeffect, followingzdevaluation of azcurrency, the current 

accountzbalance will firstzdecline forzsome time priorzto risingzbeyond the initialzpoint as 

predicted. Thezapproach has beenzcritiqued on thezbasis thatzit employs partial equilibrium 

analysis, besides ignoring thexcross-correlationsxamong the prices of relativezgoods, as well as 

demandzandzsupply. 

 

(ii) KeynesianxMultiplierxApproach 

The approach is a modifiedxversion of thexelasticity analysis in the sense that it takesxcare of the 

limitationsxof the elasticityxapproach. The theory is premised on axmixturexof Hicks-Mosak 

general equilibrium analysisxwith Keynesianxincome-multiplierxanalysis whichxfinds its 

development inxthe worksxof Laursen and Metzler (1950); Harberger (1950); and Meade (1951).  

In Keneysianxsense, elasticityxanalysis ignoresxthe net multiplierxeffects of changes both in 

exportxproceeds and in spendingxon home andxexportablex goods associatedxwith changes in 

importxexpenditurexchangesxin the balancexof trade.  The assumptionsxbehind Marshall-

Lerner’s conditionximply that changes in termsxofxtrade are thexonly initialxeffect of 

devaluation.  This approachxdoes not takexinto account thexeffect of anyxchange in exchange 

ratexon real outputxand money variablesxof the economy. It explicitlyxassumes that any 

improvementxin balance ofxtrade followingxdevaluation is matched byxsaving in thexform of 
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accumulation ofxforeign exchangexreserves and that thexresulting accumulationxof hordes of 

foreign exchange has noxfeedbackx on the realxeconomy. 

 

The focus ofxforeign tradexmultiplier analysisxfocuses on thexautomatic adjustmentxthat would 

take placexif a shift inxaxcountry’s paymentsxposition occurred. Assuming that a country, 

initiallyxin equilibrium, experiencesxa downwardxshift in demandxfor its exports, with a 

consequent initialxdeficit, the reductionxin exports wouldxlead to a declinexin homexcountry 

income which inxturn would reducexexpenditures through thexmultiplier. With axpositive 

marginal propensity to importxand to save, importsxwould decline byxsome fractionxof the initial 

adverse shift in tradexbalance. This could partiallyxoffset the initialxshift inxequilibrium position. 

The approach makesxgood thexdeficiency of the simplexelasticity approachxby recognizing 

andxallowing for theximplicationsxof changes inxexpenditure onxoutput, income, expenditure, 

and outputxon BOPxequilibrium. Thexanalysisxis basedxon thexfollowing key assumptions: 

a) Existencexofxunemployed resourcesxwhose rate ofxutilization canxvary without 

ulteriorxconsequences resultingxfrom devaluation. 

b) Infinite elasticitiesxof supplies, makingxchanges in exchangexrate and terms of trade. 

c) Exchange rate is merelyxa controlxdevice over termsxof trade. 

 

In line with the multiplier model, the effectxof devaluationxon balancexof trade may bexobtained 

fromxthe followingxequation: 

 
1

𝑀
   

𝑑(𝐵ℎ 𝑟⁄ )

𝑑𝑟

=
𝑠ℎ 𝑠𝑓(𝑛ℎ +  𝑛𝑓 − 1)𝑥  

𝑠ℎ  𝑚𝑓 + 𝑠𝑓  𝑚ℎ + 𝑠𝑓   𝑠ℎ𝑥
                                     3.3 

Where 𝑀  isximports, r is price ofxforeign currencyxin domesticxcurrency, subscript ℎ  and 𝑓 

indicatesxhome and foreignxcountries,    𝑠  and 𝑚 represent to marginalxpropensitiesxto save and 

to import, and 𝑛 representsxelasticity ofximports. The formula in 3.3 suggests that Keynesian 

generalxequilibrium modelxis similarxto elasticityxmodel, sincexbothxdepend on Marshall-

Lernerxcondition. 

(iii) AbsorptionxApproach 

It was developed byxAlexander (1952), thoughxMeade (1951) and Tinbergen (1952) contributed. 

Thexapproach is consideredxas first stepxtowardsxdevelopment ofxa BOP model within a 
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macroeconomicxframework. Thexapproach portrays axcountry’s deficit in foreign trade as an 

excessxofxabsorption over income (investmentxoverxsaving). According to Johnson (1977b), 

devaluationxcan remedy the over absorption. Upon devaluation, domestic prices of importsxwould 

rise, so that toxrestore real cash balances toxthe desiredxlevel, it becomes necessary toxhoard 

money, therebyxreducing absorption (Alexander, 1952). The approach considers BOP 

notxsimplyxas excessxof residents’ receiptsxfrom foreignersxover residents’ payments 

toxforeigners but as excessxof residents’ totalxreceipts over total paymentsxas depicted in 3.4: 

𝐵𝑥 = 𝑅𝑓 −  𝑃𝑓𝑥                                  3.4 

Where 𝑅𝑓  is thexexcess of receiptsxof residents fromxforeigners, and  𝑃𝑓  is paymentsxby 

residentsxtoxforeigners. Consideringxall paymentsxby residents toxresidents ( 𝑅𝑓 ) are 

simultaneously receipts by residentsxfromxresidents (𝑃), equation (3.4) can be rewritten as; 

𝐵𝑥 = 𝑥𝑅𝑓 + 𝑅𝑟 − (𝑃𝑓 + 𝑃𝑟 )𝑥                               3.5 

Equation 3.5 implies that; 

𝐵  =     𝑅 − 𝑃 𝑥                            3.6 

Where 𝑅 is totalxreceipts byxresidents, and 𝑃 is totalxpaymentsxbyxresidents. At the corexof, the 

absorptionxapproach is the accountingxidentity: 

𝐵  ≡    𝑋 − 𝑀𝑥     ≡     𝑌 − 𝐴𝑥                             3.7 

Where 𝐵  is tradexbalance, 𝑋  isxexports, 𝑀 isximports, 𝑌  is incomexand 𝐴 is absorption. The 

identity 3.7 mayxbe expressed in firstxdifferences (∆) as: 

∆𝐵𝑥  =    ∆𝑌 −  ∆𝐴                             3.8 

Equation (3.8) reflectsxchangexin 𝐵 asxa differencexof changesxin 𝑌 and  𝐴. Moreover, a change 

in 𝐴 resulting from devaluationimay be decomposedxfurther into a directxand an indirectxchange, 

the latterxbeingxthe result of axchange in 𝑌  duextoxdevaluation. The indirectxchange in 

absorption depends on the propensityxtoxabsorb. Devaluation mayxdirectly alter the amountxof 

real absorptionxassociated with anyxgiven level ofxincome. The change in  𝐴  is alsoxexpressed 

as in 3.9: 
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𝑥∆𝐴  =   𝑐∆𝑌 + ∆𝐷                             3.9 

Where c depicts the sum of marginalxpropensities to consumexandxinvest, and  ∆𝐷 indicates the 

direct effect of devaluationxonxabsorption. By substituting equation (3.9) in (3.8), we get 3.10: 

𝑥∆𝐵  =   (1 − 𝑐)∆𝑌 −  ∆𝐷𝑧                             3.10 

Equation 3.10 states that thexeffect of devaluationxon trade balancexdependsxon:  

i) Effectxof devaluationxon realxincome; 

ii) Magnitudexof marginalxpropensity toxabsorb (c) and, 

iii) How devaluationxdirectlyxaffects absorptionxat anyxgiven levelxofxincome (how large 

is ∆𝐷).  

Further, Alexander (1952) subsequently makes analyses on two parts:  indirectxeffect andxdirect 

effect. Thexincome effectsxof devaluationxinclude thexidle resourcexeffect and thextermsxof trade 

effect. Underxdirectxeffects, Alexander recognizesxcash balancexeffect, income redistribution 

effect, moneyxillusionxeffect and other miscellaneous effects. 

Incase there is presence of unemployed resources, increasexinxexportsxfollowingxdevaluation 

resultsxto an increasexin income via foreignxmultiplier. Devaluationxleads to deterioration in 

termsxofxtrade and thus a reductionxin the realxincome of thexcountry.  Therefore, thex “idle 

resource” and “termsxofxtrade” income effects arexinxopposite directions, soxthat ∆𝑌  can 

havexeither sign. Consequently, the effectxofxdevaluation on ∆𝑌 is ambiguous. On the other hand, 

the effectxofxdevaluation on income and consequent income effectxonxabsorption, and trade 

balance willximprove onlyxif  𝑐 isxless thanxunity.  

Whilst marginalxpropensity toxconsume isxnormally less thanxunity (𝑐), thexcombined marginal 

propensity (toxconsume, invest, andxspendxpublicly) mayxwell be greaterxthan unity. Ifxso (1 −

𝑐) ∆𝑌 willxbe negativexand tradexbalance willxdeteriorate. To thexextent that  𝑐 is less thanxunity, 

anyxincrease inxincome would increasexabsorption byxless thanxthexincreasexin income, and 

therefore tradexbalance willximprove. If 𝑐  is greater thanxunity, devaluationxwould have a 

negativexeffectxon tradexbalance, since inducedxeffects on absorptionxwill be greater than 

originalxeffects onxproduction. 
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Thexabsorption approach suggests that elimination of BOPxdeficitsxwould normallyxrequire 

simultaneousxadoption of both on expenditurexswitchingxas well expenditurexreducing 

strategies. An expenditurexswitching strategyximplies that devaluationxreducesximports and 

encouragesxexportsxin a deficitxcountry and switchesxdemand in surplusxcountries forximports. 

In case Marshall-Lernerxcondition is fulfilled, thesexeffects tend toximprovexthe trade balancexin 

a deficit facing country while simultinously increasing the levelxof aggregatexdemandx in the 

deficitxcountry through increasedxnetxexports. Duringxinstances when resources in thexcountry 

arexnear fullxcapacityxuse, then axdomestic expenditure reducingxstrategy, suchxas a policyxon 

taxxincrease, wouldxbexnecessary to avoidxinflation. 

Thexabsorption approach popularityxis related to theory’sxclose linkage withxmonetaryxsector of 

thexeconomy in a manner that realxexpenditure canxexceed realxincome if supplyxof real money 

exceedsxdemand for real moneyxbalances. This implies that, axdeficit (surplus) in BOP may be 

due to excessxsupply (excessxdemand) in moneyxmarket. 

Machlup (1955) analyzed not only the validity of the underlying frameworkxof analysis but also 

on the approach’s concentrationxon aggregatexmagnitudes and neglect of relativexprices. The 

absorption approach also recognizes the needxtoxrebuild real balances inxpresencexof price 

increasesxafterxdevaluation, butxignores reductionx in money supply.  

(iv) KeynesianxPolicyxAnalysis (MeadexTinbergenxModel) 

The issue of attainingxexternal balance in foreignxtrade andxBOP and internal balance in price 

stability in home country and fullxemployment simultaneouslyxfinds itsxexpression in the 

Keynesianxpolicyxanalysis approach. Thexmodel in anxopen economyxwas authored by Meade 

(1951) and Tinbergen (1952). The approach assumesxthat the countryxunderxanalysis has 

axpolicyxauthority that utilizesxfinancial (fiscalxandxmonetary) andxexchangexratexpolicies to 

enhance the execution of objectives regarding the full employment (internalxbalance) as well as 

the BOP (externalxbalance). 

The heart of this approach for policy is that, if a countryxseeks to attain a BOPxsurplus while 

maintainingxfullxemployment, thexsolution is to combine a devaluationxwith axdeflationxin 

exactlyxthe rightxproportions toxmaintain fullxemployment totalxdemand forxoutput (foreign 

plusxdomestic) while reducingxtotal domesticxdemand for foreignxandxdomestic goodsxbelow 
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thexlevel of totalxdomesticxoutput by fiscalxor monetaryxrestraint. Equally, the nonxdevaluer 

mustxinflatexexpenditure. Links of improvement in tradexbalance following devaluation depends 

not only on attainment of thexelasticityxcriterion (sumxof elasticities of importxdemand being 

greater than unity) but also on the classicalxtransferxcriterion (sum of marginalxpropensities to 

importxout of expenditurexbeing less thanxunity). 

Additionally, Johnson (1976) observed that the Keynesian policyx approachxignores the stock-

flow adjustmentxconsequences of the reserve flowxassociated with a deficit or surplus of the BOP. 

The adjustmentxprocess implies that the combinedxpoliciesx of devaluationxandxdeflation 

cannotxproduce a flowxequilibriumxBOPxsurplus. However, periodxbyxperiod expansion of cash 

balancesxconsequent on BOPxsurplus willxgradually raise the level of expenditurexwith an 

increase in domesticxprice levelxsufficient to reducexexports and increaseximports sufficientlyxto 

allowxadditionalxdomesticxdemand. Such anxincrease is equivalentxto anxappreciation of foreign 

exchangexrate, thatxpartiallyxoffsets initialxdevaluation, and inxlong-run the economyxmust go 

backxtoxequilibriumxposition. This implies that inflation of domestic prices oftenly offsets 

nominalxdevaluation. 

In general, the absorption approach is superior to elasticityxapproach. The neglect of the merits of 

elasticitiesxand relativexprices is however not justifiable since pricexeffects and income effects 

cannotxbexdichotomized. Changes in relative prices combined with elasticities, affectxincome, 

and incomexchanges affectxrelativexprices and elasticities. 

(v) MonetaryxApproach to BalancexofxPayments  

In the literature, the monetaryxapproach was first outlinedxby Hahn (1959) andxfurther developed 

byxMundell (1968), Johnson (1972), Swoboda (1973), Dornbusch (1973), andxMussa (1974). The 

approach asserts that reservexflows arexessentially a monetaryxphenomenonxandxthus, canxbe 

analyzedxin relation toxmoneyxmarket of a ‘smallxeconomy’. The approach opines that any 

disequilibrium in BOPxis a reflection ofxdisequilibrium in moneyxmarkets.  

The approach emphasizesxon the monetary aspects of BOPxadjustments under fixed exchange 

rates systemxrather than relativexprice and incomexeffects that were thexpreoccupation of 

elasticitiesxapproach andxformed a majorxpart ofxthe absorptionxapproach. Monetary approach 

recognizes thatxreal variablesxaffect BOPxand exchangexrates but operate onlyxthrough 
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monetaryxchannels. The approach can bexanalysed withxan aid of axmodel whichxcomprises 

ofxfive equations. The firstxelement of thexmodel is demandxforxmoney. This is a stablexfunction 

of realxincome (Y), ratexofxinterest (i) and pricexlevel (P). 

𝑀𝑑   =   𝑥𝐿(𝑌, 𝑖, 𝑃)                             3.11 

Where  𝐿′(𝑌) > 0,       𝐿′(𝑃) > 0) ;      𝐿′ (𝑖 )  < 0 . The secondxelement is supplyxofxmoney and 

is equal to the sumxof domesticxassets of the bankingxsystem (domestic credit, 𝐷) andxcountry’s 

foreignxexchangexreserves (𝑅). 

𝑀𝑠   =   𝐷 + 𝑅 𝑥                            3.12 

Abstractingxfrom the short-runxadjustmentxprocess, xthere is equilibriumxin moneyxmarket in 

the end. This implies that, 

𝑥𝐿(𝑌, 𝑖, 𝑃) =  𝐷 + 𝑅                            3.13 

Expressing equation (3.13) as, 

∆𝑅𝑥 = 𝑥∆𝐿(𝑌, 𝑖, 𝑃) − ∆𝐷                           3.14 

Taking  ∆𝐷 = 𝐷𝐶𝐸 (DomesticxCreditxExpansion), it followsxthat; 

∆𝑅 = ∆𝐿(𝑌, 𝑖, 𝑃) − 𝐷𝐶𝐸                           3.15 

Equationx3.15 indicates the summarized basicxcontention of thexmonetary approach toxbalance 

of payments.  It therefore follows that any deficitxorxsurplus isxequal to thexdifferencexbetween 

changexinxdemand for moneyxand change inxdomesticxcredit. A continuousxBOP deficit can 

thus prevail only if authoritiesxallow domestic credit to expandxfaster than demandxforxmoney. 

It is importantxto notexthat monetaryxapproachxis premisedxon the Walras’ law where by the sum 

of excess demands for goodsxandxservices, bondsxandxsecuritiesxandxmoney is zero as in 

equation 3.16.  

𝑥𝐸𝐷𝑔 + 𝑥𝐸𝐷𝑏 + 𝑥𝐸𝐷𝑚 = 0                           3.16 

Where g, b and m depict goods, bondsxandxmoneyxrespectively. In axfullyxemployed economy 

closed toxinternational trade in goodsxandxassets, excessxdemand will be eliminatedxby changes 
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inxprices. However, in open economies such excess demand will bexreflectedxin different net 

internationalxflows inxBOPxaccounts.  

The BOP isxconstrained by: 

(𝑋𝑔 − 𝑀𝑔)𝑥 + 𝑥(𝑋𝐵 − 𝑀𝑏) + 𝑥(𝑋𝑚 − 𝑀𝑚)   =    0                           3.17 

Where   𝑋 and   𝑀 represent exportsxandximports. Therefore, the threexaccounts: current, capital 

andxmoney accountsxmust sum toxzero. The budgetxconstraint shows that if two marketsxare in 

equilibrium, likewise thexthird market mustxbe inxequilibrium.  BOP analysisxcould therefore 

concentratexon currentxand capitalxaccounts and thusxignore the moneyxaccount. 

Despite discussions that the monetary approach to BOP emerges as thexmost celebratedxBOP 

modelxin international monetaryxtheory, the modelxsuffers from somexinternalxcontradictions. 

The validityxof fundamentalxpropositions ofxthe monetaryxapproach in thexsense that axsurplus 

orxdeficit in BOP indicatesxstock disequilibriumxbetween demandxfor and supplyxof money has 

beenxdoubted by manyxeconomists. Moreover, directxlink betweenxBOPxandxexcessxdemand 

forxmoney isxofxquestionablexvalidity. For instance, Rabin (1979) demonstrates that axBOP 

surplusxmayxbexaccompanied by an excessxsupplyxofxmoney, whilst a deficitxin BOP mayxbe 

accompaniedxby an excessxdemand forxmoney whenxconsidering equilibriumxin thexmarket for 

traded and non-traded goods. Rabin (1979) observes thatxa changexin tastes inxthe homex 

countryxaway fromxtraded goods toxnon-tradedxgoods creates an excessxsupply of money 

through a surplus in the currentxaccount. The excessxsupply enhances the generation of upward 

pressure on pricexof non-traded goods. 

Moreover, thexproponents of the monetary approach to BOP contradict themselves in relation to 

specificationxof moneyxdemand function. We apply differentxversions of demand for 

moneyxfunction for either expositionxof thextheory or forxapplication of thextheory to 

particularxproblems. Tsiang (1977) notes that therexare twoxbasic types of demandxfunction 

forxmoney in thexmonetaryxtheory ofxBOP. Either the nominal money balances are described 

asxaxfunction of realxincome, price level, interest rate or nominalxmoney balances as a 

functionxof moneyxvalue of total realxwealth and interestxrate. 
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Lastly, anothercritique of monetary approach is ignoring fiscalxaspects of creatingxdomestic 

credit. In the literature, KreininxandxOfficer (1978) havexrecognized thexneed to analyse 

governmentxbudgetxconstraint asxone ofxthexsourcesxof domesticxcredit. As such, the budget 

deficit may be financedxby sales ofxgovernment securitiesxto the privatexsector. The implications 

of governmentxbudgetxconstraintxare however, ignoredxby the monetary approach. There is no 

specified means therefore through which the moneyxsupply isxexpanded (Kreinin and Officer, 

1978). 

3.2.2 EmpiricalxLiterature   

Empirical analysis and discussions on BOP disequilibrium as reflected by current account, mostly 

center on its determinants, sustainability and dynamics in industrialized economies. These 

discussions and analyses havexrapidly increasedxrecently but also a number of analyses provide 

scanty information onxthe linkagesxbetween external deficits and economicxgrowth in 

developingxcountries. Literature provides that currentxaccountxdeficits werexsustainable in the 

listed countries: Czech RepublicxandxSlovenia (Konya, 2008), New Zealand (Kunhong et al, 

2001), 15 economies in the Euroxzone (Holmes and Walrath, 2007), Zambia, Seychelles, Mali, 

Lesotho, MozambiquexandxGambia (OsakwexandxVerick, 2009), (Heidari et al, 2012). There 

mixed evidence for India (Tiwari et al., 2012).  

Onxthe other hand, unsustainablexdeficits in the current account are indicated by Husted (1992) 

for UnitedxStatesxofxAmerica, Konya (2008) forxHungary, DulgerxandxOzdemir (2005) for 

Germany, UK, US and Japan, OsakwexandxVerick (2009) forxBurundi, BurkinaxFaso, Rwanda 

andxTogo, Pereraxand Varma (2008) forxSrixLanka confirming that problems in the current 

account and BOP in general affect all countries (both developed or developing).  

Further, Freund and Warnock (2005) dividedxthe period into 25 episodesxand examined if there 

is any threshold of current account in developedxeconomies.  The findings show the status of 

deficit in the current account dynamics in these episodes. The author argues that whenxthe current 

accountxdeficit to GDP ratioxreaches 5%, adjustmentxprocess startsxandxafter this point 

itxreverses and tends toxdecline. Moreover, the author points out that the situation results to 

slowxgrowth in incomex and realxexchange ratexdepreciation in 3 to 4 years. Key to note is that 

the author emphasizes that there are seriousxdifferences betweenxspecificxcountries.  
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Moreover, Freund and Warnock (2007) examined the currentxaccount balance and economic 

growth nexus for developed economies and classified the study period (1980-2003) into 26 

episodes. The author concludes that increasesxin current accountxdeficit has a negativexeffect 

onxeconomic growth. CakmakxandxVarlik (2007) conducted a related analysis for Turkey’s 

economy and classified increases in the currentxaccountxdeficit as an important indicator of risks 

to the economy. The author analysed the sustainable current accountxthresholdxin medium and 

long-term and established a threshold of 3.6% (for moderatexscenario) and as 5.5 to 6% (for 

goodxscenario). The author concludes that if the thresholds were exceeded for Turkey, fragility 

against financial turbulences fueled by negativexshocks may amplify and underminexgrowth.  

In Kenya, BigsteinxandxNdung’u (1992), observe that tenxyears after Kenya’s independence (in 

1963), the first budget and currentxaccount deficits were recorded.  The deficits trigerred  the BOP 

challenges fueled by thexdeteriorating termsxof trade and expansionaryxpublic budgets.  

Moreover, fromxa samplexof bothxindustrial and developingxeconomies (Kenyaxincluded), Chinn 

and Prasad (2003) examinedxmedium-termxdeterminants of current accounts. They applied cross-

section and panelxregression estimation techniques. Theirxfindings show that both government 

budget balances and initialxstocks of net foreignxassets are positivelyxcorrelated withxcurrent 

accountxbalances. Findingsxalso revealxthatxmeasures of financialxdeepening and terms of trade 

are positivelyxassociated with currentxaccount surpluses (or smallerxdeficits) while indicators of 

opennessxto internationalxtrade are associatedxwith larger currentxaccount deficits in developing 

countries.  

In the literature, Ozmen (2004) applied both GeneralizedxInstrumental VariablexEstimation 

(GIVE) methodxand OLS and examined thexeffects of institutionalxand macroeconomicxpolicy 

stancexvariables onxcurrent accountxdeficits. The author analysed cross-sectionxdata for a broad 

number of industrialised and developing economies including Kenya. The evidence strongly 

suggested that better governance increases (but the presence ofxoriginal sinxdecreases) the ability 

of an economy toxsustain externalxdeficits.  

Further, Abmann (2007) applied panel data from 1975 to 1997 for 67 countries, Kenya included. 

The author investigated the dynamicxeffect of macroeconomicxcrises as currency crises and 

current account reversals on economicxgrowth. Both specifications of the influence of the crises 
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were analysed and within each specification, both types of crises had anximpact on economic 

growth. The findingsxestablished that impactxof a currencyxcrisis is significantly persistent over 

time, unlike the effect of a reversal. Equally, evidence pointed out that significant heterogeneity 

prevails in the growth equation. The findings suggest differences in the estimatedxcosts of both 

types on economicxgrowth.  

Additionally, Osakwe and Verick (2009) examined the determinants of shortxandxmedium-

termxcurrent accountxdeficits inxAfrica, Kenya included. They argue that economiesxare likely 

to have a deficitxof over 5% if the economyxis small, lessxopen and diverse, andxexperiences 

macroeconomicxinstability. Moreover, governments that arexless democraticxalso have a higher 

chancexof running a deficitxin thexcurrent account. The study concludesxthat whilexmost 

Africanxeconomiesxare characterized byxcurrentxaccount deficits, only a fewxhave real concerns 

regardingxthe sustainabilityxof thisximbalance. As long as thesexcountries can financextheir 

deficits through aid and debtxaccumulation, they face noximmediate crisis.  

However, they pointed out that a no immediatexcrisis status allowsxthe economiesxto continue 

withxthe statusxquo ratherxthanxaddressing the structuralxcauses of thexdeficit such asxexport 

supply constraints. This is due to poorxinfrastructure. African leadersxand policymakers should 

therefore focus onxremoving such impedimentsxthereby providing a boost toxlong-termxgrowth 

and developmentxprospects. 

Itxhas also beenxnoted that Liesenfeld et al., (2010) applied panel data specificationsxto examine 

both the dynamics and causes of currentxaccount reversalsxin both low and middle-income 

economies, Kenya included. The findings established that current accountxbalance, 

foreignxreserves, termsxof tradexand concessionalxdebt are keyxdeterminants ofxreversals in the 

current account. They also found strong evidence for serial dependence in the occurrence of 

reversals. Moreover, whilst the likelihoodxcriterion shows that statexdependence and serially 

correlatedxerrors are observationallyxequivalent, predictive performance measures augument the 

hypothesis that the serialxdependence is mainly due to serially correlatedxcountry-specific shocks.  

From the studies focusing on Kenya, Mwega et al., (1994) applied a three-gap framework to 

determine if it was fiscal, savings and foreign exchangexgaps that was the binding constraint on 

Kenya’s economic growth. The study also focused on the macroeconomic constraints and medium-
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term growthxin Kenya. Thexfindings established that foreignxexchange was a majorxresource 

constraintxto potentialxgrowth in Kenya.  

Further, Gichuki and Moyi (2013) analysed the sustainability of Kenya’sxcurrent account deficits 

and applied the inter-temporal optimalxapproach. The findings suggest that currentxaccount 

deficits in Kenya are unsustainable in thexlong-run. Thexstudy however concludes that current 

account trend in Kenya violates the intertemporalxbudget constraint and the trade balance is 

therefore unsustainable.  

Last but not the least, Osoro (2013) determined the long-run determinantsxof BOP dynamicsx for 

Kenya from 1963 to 2012. Thexauthor applied cointegratonxanalysis, error correctionxmodel and 

Granger-causality approach. Thexstudy reveals how determinants of BOP lead to adjustments 

inxremoving disequilibriumxin BOP. Evidence shows that variables exhibitingxnon-stationarity 

arexinsignificant inxdetermining the BOP in thexlong-run.  Further, the study suggested that BOP 

was cointegrated and thus BOP fluctuations could bexcaused byxthe levelxof tradexbalance, 

volatility in exchangexrate and foreignxdirect investmentxinflow. The findings established that the 

positive effectxof foreign direct investments leads to the generation of newxproducts andxservices 

that in-turn causes an improvement in the BOP through exports’ expansion. The study concludes 

that BOP is both a monetary and realxphenomenon. 

To sum up, it is evident that currentxaccount deficits and economicxgrowth links are scanty in 

developing countries. Evidence is still inconclusive on the precise and quantitative effects as well 

as their causal links in Sub-SaharanxAfrica. Although Kenya hasxbeen included in axnumberxof 

generalisedxstudies, there exists very scanty evidence on thexeffects of current account deficitsxon 

growthxof GDP per capita in Kenya. Thisxpaper seeks to determine thexeffectxof current account 

deficitxon growthxof GDP per capita, test the causal links and therefore draw evidence-based 

policy related responses for Kenya.  Table 3.0 details a summary of the empirical literature. 
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Table 3.0: Summary of Empirical Literature   

 Author & Yearx Countryxofx

Study 

Data Used Methodology Main Finding 

Hakim & Sriyana 

(2020) 

Indonesia Annual time series 

data for 1985 to 2020 

ARDL & EGARCH 

techniques  

Exchange rate, growth of GDP, total reserves, 

inflation and rate of unemployment are vital 

in resolving the behaviour and variability of 

current account balance 

Fasanya & 

Olayemi (2018) 

Nigeria  Timexseries annual 

data for 1980 to 2012 

ARDL 

Cointegration  

Thirwall’sxlaw of actualxgrowthxrate, being 

equalxto the predictedxgrowth rate by BOP 

currentxaccount equilibrium holds 

Nyoni and 

Musisinyani 

(2017) 

Zimbambwe Timexseries annualx 

data for 1980 to 2013 

OLS estimation 

approach 

Current account deficit had statistically 

negativexeffect on economicxgrowth 

Olayemi et al 

(2017) 

Nigeria A combination of 

annual time series 

data for (1981 to 

2016) and quarterly 

data from (1981Q1 to 

2016Q4 

ARDL 

Cointegration 

 

Economicxgrowth wasxfound to bexequal to 

growthxrate of export divided by income 

elasticityxof imports 

 

 

Aydin and Esen 

(2016) 

Turkey Quarterly data for 

1999Q2 to 2014Q2 

Threshold 

Autoregressive 

(TAR) approach 

There exists evidence of thresholdxeffects 

related to currentxaccount deficit. The current 

accountxthreshold established a 4% of GDP, 

above which it revealed axnegative effectxon 

economicxgrowth. 

Ibrahim & 

Mehmet (2014) 

Turkey Quarterly data for 

2002Q1 to 2014Q1 

Unit root ADF test 

& VAR framework 

Current account deficit had statistically 

negative effect on economic growth 

 

Gichuki & Moyi 

(2013) 

Kenya Annual time series 

data for1975 to 2010 

ADF & PP unit root  

Cointegration  

Intertemporal 

optimization  

External deficit in Kenya is notxsustainable 

inxthexlong-run. 

 

 

 

 

Osoro (2013) Kenya Annual time series 

data for 1963 to 2012 

Unit root test 

Cointegration 

VAR/VECM 

Granger-causality. 

FDI has a positivexeffect on tradexbalance. 

Thexresults alsoxreveal that the exchange rate 

depreciationsximprove the tradexbalances  

Source: Author’s Compilations 

 

 

3.2.3 OverviewxofxLiterature   

In theoreticalxliterature, the main approaches to BOP include the elasticity, absorption and 

monetary approaches. We establish that the three alternative approaches are distinct since each of 

them employs own distinctxconcepts and therefore respond to the issue of correcting the BOP 

disequilibrium from unique perspectives. The alternative approaches have own merit overxthe 

other inxdrawingximplicationsxfrom specific types of empiricalxfacts. However, both theoretical 
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and empiricalxdebates remain inconclusive on the BOP disequilibrium analyses as well as on the 

potential effects of BOP deficits on growth of the economy.  

The elasticity approachxattributes a deficit inxthe current account toxwrong prices, including 

exchangexrates, and centersxattention on howxsensitively importsxand exports respond toxprice 

changes. Thexabsorption approachxviews a deficitxspecifically onxcurrentxaccountxas anxexcess 

ofxcountry’s totalxabsorptionxof goodsxand servicesxoverxits totalxproduction. Thexabsorption 

approach is also known as thexsaving-investmentxbalance or macroeconomicsxoriented approach. 

This approach opines thatxeconomies with currentxaccount deficit shouldximport from other 

countries to cover itsxexcess consumption andxspending. It is predictedxthat the currentxaccount 

is inxsurplus when absorption is smallerxthan income. It is in deficitxwhen absorption isxlarger 

thanxincome. The monetraryxapproach attributes a current accountxdeficit to excessxsupplyxof 

money. The monetaryxapproach analysesximplications forxstock equilibrium of continuingxflow 

of financialxassets required toxfinance a continuing BOP surplusxor deficits. Monetary approach 

formulates the BOP difficultiesxas axmonetary phenomenonxto bexanalyzed withxthe tools of 

monetaryxtheory, whereby elasticity and absorptionxapproachesxformulate it as a residual 

difference betweenxreal flowsxdetermined by other flowsxand relativexprices. 

This study affirms Hung and Gamber (2010) assertion that the BOP and the current account are 

macroeconomic variables and therefore the absorption approach provides a macro-oriented 

approach and is a more inclusive framework of analysis in developing countries like Kenya. Under 

the absorption approach to BOP, the currentxaccount is the differencexbetween monetary values 

of domesticxproduction and aggregatexdemand. Governmentxexpenditure has impactsxon 

imports and BOPxis considered asxa real and monetary phenomenon.  This paper adopts the 

absorption approach to BOP and extends McCombiexandxThirlwall (2004) growth model by 

introducing capital flows and structural shocks in the growth analysis. 

3.3 Methodology 

3.3.1 TheoreticalxFramework  

As McCombiexandxThirlwall (2004) observed, “if a country gets into BOP constraints as 

itsxexpands demandxbefore the short-term capacityxgrowth rate is reached, then demandxmust 

bexcurtailed; supply is neverxfullyxutilized; investment is discouraged; technological progress 
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becomes less desirablexand worsensxthe BOP further, and a viciousxcircle isxstarted.” 

Demandxpull approachxto growth affirms that increasingxreturns is a keyxelement of economic 

growth. Thirlwall’sxgrowthxmodel is distinctxfrom the models of new endogenous growth in that 

the former shows thatxaggregate demandxand financial constraints are essentialxcandidates of 

long-run economic growth.  

McCombie & Thirlwall (2004) model shows that productivexresourcesxare notxalways fully 

utilizedxand that their supplyxtends to respondxto demand which is an approriatexcase in many 

lowerxmiddle incomexcountries, Kenya being one. A key assumptionxupon which many 

neoclassical theories arexpemised is Say’s law that states that supplyxcreates its ownxdemand and 

thexperfect working of the economyxwill always ensurexwhat isxproduced is consumed (Braudel, 

1979).  

The limitationsxof the neoclassicalxsupplyxconstrainedxeconomy that assumes economic growth 

resulting fromxchanges in factors ofxproduction and technicalxprogress led to thexemergencexof 

thexKeynesian effectivexdemand drivenxeconomy (Keynes, 1936; Thirlwall, 1979; McCombie & 

Thirlwall, 2004; and Aricioglu et al., 2013). Besides theirxtenets, the aggregatexdemand in an 

economy is influencedxby the internationalxmarket forces withxan implication that its demand 

canxbexconstrainedxby BOP. Noteably, itxmay notxbe prudent to appreciate thexlong-run 

growthxeffects without disectingxthe BOPxof thexeconomy (McCombie & Thirlwall, 2004; 

Olayemi et al., 2017). This paperxtherefore adopts the absorption approach to BOP jointly with   

the extension of McCombie & Thirlwall (2004) growth model.  

The mainstream economicxgrowth models neglectxnot only the demandxside ofxthe economy, but 

alsoxexternalxconstraints. Moreover, the new economic growth theoriesxarexsupply-orientedxand 

closed growth models. Keynesianxmodels along Kaldorianxlines, linkxtrade to growthxand 

exportsxpull demand (McCombie & Thirlwall, 2004).  

The McCombie & Thirlwall (2004) growth model asserts that trade is an importantxconstraint to 

economicxgrowth when therexare BOP challenges. Staticxtrade models show that tradexopenness 

can increasexratexof growth temporarilyxdue to short-runxgainsxfrom the reallocation of 

resources, whichxwould implyxa positivexrelationship betweenxchanges in opennessxand 

economicxgrowth. The newxgrowth literaturexidentifies a numberxof avenues throughxwhich 
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tradexopenness affects long-run growth of the economy. They include technological change 

andxtechnological gaps. The ideaxbehindxthese newxgrowth models is thatxcountries, which are 

morexbackward, provide morexopportunities to absorbxnewxideas andxconverge onxinternational 

normsxmorexquickly, allowingxthem toxbenefit fromxtechnologicalxchange. Noteably, thexopen 

newxendogenousxgrowthxmodels, like GrossmanxandxHelpman (1990, 1991), focusxonlyxon 

trade andxgrowthxandxneglect BOPxconstraints. 

Inxthe McCombie & Thirlwall (2004) growth model, neither tradexnorxfinancialxliberalization 

necessarily lead to betterxgrowth performance. The Keynesianxandxstructuralistxtraditions take 

intoxconsideration both currentxaccount and capitalxaccountxequilibrium. Therefore, it is 

important to consider not onlyxexports of goodsxandxservices, but thexincome elasticityxof 

demand forximports. Performance of exports and income elasticityxof demand for imports 

implyxthat trade andxcapital account liberalizationxdo not necessarilyxlead to economicxgrowth 

throughxtechnological gains or through an increasexin total factorxproductivity. To this end, 

Thirlwall’s (1979) growth model is presentedxin the followingxthree equations: 

𝑥 =  𝜃(𝑝𝑑 − 𝑝𝑓) + 𝜌𝑧𝑥                        3.18 

𝑚 = 𝛼 (𝑝𝑑 − 𝑝𝑓) + 𝜋𝑦𝑥                        3.19 

𝑥 + 𝑝𝑑 = 𝑚 + 𝑝𝑓𝑥                        3.20 

where    𝜌,    𝜋,  and   𝛼 >   0 and    𝜃  <   0 .    Incomexelasticityxofxexports and imports are   𝜌 

and  𝜋 respectively,  pricexelasticity ofxexports andximports are, respectively, 𝜃  and  𝛼.   𝑥 is the 

growthxof real exports, 𝑚 is the growthxof realximports, 𝑧 is the growthxrate realxincome from 

thexrest of thexworld, 𝑦  is the growthxrate of realxdomestic income,  𝑝𝑑 − 𝑝𝑓  is thexrate of 

growthxof relativexprices (growth  rate of domesticxprices less growth rate of  foreign prices). 

Equations (3.18) and (3.19) are, respectively export andximportxdemandxfunctions, whereas 

equation (3.20) is currentxaccountxequilibrium. 

Solvingxequation (3.20) for the growth of realxincome: 

𝑦∗ = [(1 + 𝜃 − 𝛼 ) 𝜋⁄ ] 𝑥(𝑝𝑑 − 𝑝𝑓)𝑧                        3.21 

Substitutingxfor growthxrate ofxworldxreal income (𝑧), fromxequation (3.18) yields: 
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𝑦∗ = 𝑥[(1 𝜋)(1 − 𝛼)⁄ ] (𝑝𝑑 − 𝑝𝑓)  + 𝑥(1 𝜋⁄ )𝑥                        3.22 

AssumingxMarshall-Lernerxcondition holds orxthat relativexprices are constant whenxmeasured 

in commonxcurrency, then (𝑝𝑑 − 𝑝𝑓 = 0, and equation 3.22 becomes 3.23 as follows;  

𝑦∗ =  (1 𝜋⁄ )𝑥                        3.23 

Equation 3.23 is the BOP constrainedxgrowthxequation, a version of the Harrod’sxforeignxtrade 

multiplier. Itxisxthe Thirlwall’sxlaw andxstates thatxthe higherxthe incomexelasticity ofxdemand 

forximports (𝜋) the lowerxthe BOPxequilibriumxgrowth rate. 

3.3.1.1 Application in DevelopingxCountries 

Evidence suggestsxthat the economic growthxmodel discussed in sub-section 3.3.1 is anxefficient 

framework applied to many economies (Olayemi and Fasanya, 2018). However, the model 

considers only the current accountxposition. Although in the longxterm, current 

accountxequilibrium is extremelyximportant, many developingxcountries are affected byxcapital 

flows as argued by Mwega (2014) for the case of Kenya. It is necessary to review the model to 

introducexcapital flows, in countries in which capital inflows areximportant forxBOPxequilibrium. 

Capitalxflows affect thexsimplexversionxof Thirlwall’s modelxleadingxto differencesxbetween the 

growthxpredicted by the modelxand the effective growth of ancountry. In order to includexcapital 

flowsxin thexmodel, the paper reviews equation 3.20. Assuming that BOP is in initialxcurrent 

accountxdisequilibrium, we show equation 3.24 as, 

 𝑥𝑃𝑑𝑋 + 𝐹 = 𝑥𝑃𝑓𝑀𝐸                        3.24 

Where  𝑋  is thexvolume ofxexports, 𝑃𝑑  is thexdomestic pricexofxexports, 𝑀  is thexvolume of 

imports, 𝑃𝑓   is thexforeign pricexof imports, 𝐸  is thexexchangexrate, and 𝐹  is thexvalue of 

nominalxcapital flowsxmeasured in domesticxcurrency. 𝐹 > 0,  are capital inflows while 𝐹 < 0,   

capitalxoutflows. Taking ratesxof change, it follows that: 

𝑥𝛿(𝑃𝑑 + 𝑥𝑓) + (1 − 𝛿)𝑓 = 𝑥𝑚 + 𝑝𝑓 + 𝑒                       3.25 

Where the subscripts show the rates of growthxof thexvariables, 𝛿 and (1 − 𝛿) are the sharesxof 

exportxand capitalxflows as a proportionxof totalxreceipts. Substitutingxequation 3.25 into 
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equations 3.18 and 3.19 and assumingxagain that Marshall-Lernerxcondition holdsxor that 

relativexprices arexconstant if measuredxin commonxcurrency, equation 3.25 becomes: 

 𝑥𝑦∗ = 𝑥[𝛿𝑥 + (1 − 𝛿) (𝑓 − 𝑝𝑑)]   𝜋⁄                     3.26 

The BOP constrainedxeconomicxgrowth rate, starting from initialxcurrent accountximbalance, is 

thexweighted sumxof the growthxof exportsxdue to exogenousxincomexgrowth outsidexthe 

country, and the growthxor realxcapital flows, divided by thexincome elasticityxof demand for 

imports.  

3.3.2 EmpiricalxModel  

Thexobjective ofxthe studyxis toxdetermine the effectxof current accountxdeficits on economic 

growthxin Kenya. The study also examines the nexus betweenxcurrent accountxdeficit and growth 

of GDP perxcapitaxin Kenya. Thexdependent variable is growthxof GDP perxcapita while the key 

explanatoryxvariable was currentxaccountxdeficit. The paper combines the absorption approach 

to BOP and extends the general framework applied by McCombiexand Thirlwall (2004) in 

specifying the empirical model. In line with the study carried out by Osoro (2013) in Kenya, 

littlexis knownxabout the macroeconomicxvariables that influence BOP in Kenya and therefore 

McCombiexand Thirlwall (2004) growth model provides deep insights in the attempt to specify 

the macroeconomic growth model for Kenya. Moreover, we consider control variables based on 

adopted theoretical framework in the specified growth equation. Excluding control variables from 

the model could lead to estimates bias in the direction of causality (Akinlo and Egbetude, 2010).  

The specified augmented econometric growth model is;  

𝑌𝑡 = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1𝐾𝑡    +  𝛼2 (𝐶𝐴𝐷)𝑡  + 𝛼3𝐹𝑋𝑡  +  𝛼4 𝑍𝑡 + 𝜗𝑡                                    3.30 

Where  𝑌𝑡    depicts growthxof perxcapita GDP,    𝐾𝑡  represents the share of grossxfixed capital 

formation to GDP, (𝐶𝐴𝐷)𝑡 is the currentxaccount deficit as a sharexof GDP,   𝐹𝑋𝑡 denotes Kenya 

officialxforeign exchangexrate based on Kenyaxshillings per USD dollars and  𝑍𝑡  depicts the 

identified control variables that include, percentage change in terms of trade, trade openness and 

percentagexchange inxconsumer pricexindex (CPI) index as provided by micro and macro 

foundatations of BOP constrained growth theory and   𝜗𝑡  isxthe errorxterm. 
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3.3.3 Definitionxand Measurementxof Variables  

Variablex DefinitionxandxMeasurement Expected 

Sign  

Data 

Source 

Growthxof GDP 

perxcapita (𝑌)  

Thexpercentage change of GDP perxcapita expressed in annual percentage. 

Itxis considered a proxyxfor economicxgrowth. 

 WDI, 2017 

GrossxFixed 

Capitalx Formation  

(𝐾𝑡) 

Thexacquisition (includingxpurchases of newxorxsecond-handxassets) and 

creationxof assets byxproducers for theirxown use, minusxdisposals of 

producedxfixed assets.  

Positive  WDI, 2017 

Current 

AccountxDeficit 

(𝐶𝐴𝐷) 

Currentxaccount is allxtransactions other thanxthose inxfinancial and 

capitalxitems. The majorxclassifications include goods andxservices, income 

and currentxtransfers. It shows the saving-investment resource gap of the 

domestic economy. Values greaterxthan zero indicatexa deficit while 

thosexless than zeroxindicate a surplus.  

Positive WDI, 2017 

Foreign Exchange 

Rate (𝐹𝑋) 

The Kenya official exchangexrate in Kenyaxshillings per USA dollar Negative WDI, 2017 

Trade Openness 

(𝑇𝑂) 

Sum ofxexports and importsxof goods andxservices as axpercentagexof 

GDP. The index measures country’sxopenness to trade or integration in 

thexworldxeconomy.  

Positive WDI, 2017 

TermsxofxTrade 

(𝑇𝑜𝑇) 

The ratioxof exportxprice index (or unit valuexindex) of goods and services 

to import pricexindex (or unit valuexindex) of goodsxandxservices. It is 

measuredxin annualxpercentagexchange. The base year is 2009. 

Negative  IMF, WEO, 

2018 

Inflation Growth 

Rate (𝐶𝑃𝐼)  

Thexannual percentagesxof averagexconsumer pricesxbased onxyear toxyear 

changes.  It is in annualxpercentagexchange.  

Negative IMF, WEO, 

2018 

Source: Author’s Compilations 

 

3.3.4 Econometrics Approach   

a) DescriptivexStatistics  

Descriptivexstatistics forxall the variablesxin the modelxwere conducted to determine the 

statistical properties of the model prior to running any estimation. The process involved application 

of the tests of skewness, kurtosis and normality of the variables and the spreadxof the dataxby 

determining thexmean and the firstxmovement from thexmean. 

b) UnitxRootxTests  

Unitxroot testsxwere applied to determine the stationarityxpropertiesxof thexvariables in orderxto 

eliminate the possibilityxof spuriousxestimates. In determiningxthe properties ofxstationarity, 

Phillip-Perron (PP, 1988) unitxroot testsxwere applied. The nullxhypothesis is thatxthere is a 

unitxroot. Phillip-Perron (PP) unitxroot testxis preffered to ADF unit root test because even though 

the two yield iconsistent results, the PP test has higher abilities to detect unit root (Baliamoune-

Lutz, 2008). Additionally, ignoringxthe presence ofxstructural (shocks) breaks (present in the 

macroeconomy) could lead toxrejectionxof nullxhypothesis (therexis unitxroot) thus yielding 
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erroneous order of integration of variables. The study therefore conducted Zivotx and Andrews 

(1992) unit xroot tests toxvalidate thexorder ofxintegration ofxthe modelxvariables.  

c) Cointegration Analysis  

Macroeconomic variables are likely to have a stablexlong-runxrelationship and a cointegration 

techniquexis crucial for realisticxresults.  However, cointegration analysis is conditional on 

variables havingxa unitxroot. Thexintuition isxthatxvariablesxthat are cointegrated willxnot move 

farxaway from eachxother and therefore theirxdeviations are stationary in the end. A linear or 

manyxlinear combinationsxof non-stationaryxvariables make themxstationary. The paper applied 

Johansen cointegration test based onxJohansen (1988) and Johansen and Juselius (1990).  

Johansen cointegration test has twoxstatisticsxthat include tracexand maximum eigenxstatistics. It 

indicates whether there is cointegration or lack of it in the variables.  The statistic is from 

observations of the rank of a long-run coefficient matrix, which comprises of a combination of the 

cointegrating vectors as well as the amount of each equation of the model.  

d) Vector Autoregressive (VAR) Model 

VAR model introducedxby Sims (1980) side-steps thexneed for structuralxmodeling byxtreating 

every endogenousxvariable in thexsystem as a functionxof the laggedxvalue of all endogenous 

variables in thexsystem. The technique on the characteristics of the data is commonly usedxfor 

forecastingxsystems of interrelatedxtime series and for analyzing dynamicxeffectsxof random 

disturbances on the systemxvariance. Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) technique would give 

ispurious estimates when variables are not stationary.  

An extension of VAR modelxis the vectorxerror correctionxmodel which allowsxthe VAR model 

to determine relationships whenxvariables arexcointegrated (have axlong-run relationship). VEC 

model allows correction of errors in long run by incorporating an errorxcorrection parameter in 

the short-runxmodel (Engle and Granger, 1987; Camilo, 2015).  

The VAR modelxto bexestimated isxgiven as;               

  𝑋𝑡𝑥 = 𝑥 ∑ 𝐴𝑖

𝑘

𝑖=1

 𝑋𝑡−𝑖    +  𝜗𝑡                            3.31 
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Where  𝑋𝑡 isxa vectorxof endogenousxvariables, which include growthxofxGDP perxcapita, gross 

fixedxcapital formation, currentxaccountxdeficits, foreignxexchangexrate and control variables 

that include trade openness, annualxpercentage change in termsxof trade and annual percentage 

changexin inflationxrate. Depending on the results, if unitxroot and cointegration exist in the 

variables, the estimated VEC model is as in equation 3.32: 

∆  𝑋𝑡𝑥 = ∑ ∆𝐴𝑖

𝑘

𝑖=1

 𝑋𝑡−𝑖   +  𝛱𝐸𝐶𝑀𝑡−1 +  𝜗𝑡𝑥                                        3.32 

Where 𝛱 is the error correction parameter and indicates thexspeed of adjustmentsxof deviations 

from short-runxto long-runxequilibrium. In the literature, macroeconomic variables are likely to 

have a stablexlong-runxrelationship and a cointegration techniquexis crucial as it yieldsxmore 

realisticxresults (Camilo, 2015).  It was therefore necessary to conduct a cointegration analysis to 

avoid misspecification of estimated growth model.  

 

e) Johansen test for Cointegration 

Upon conducting cointegrationxanalysis, variables were cointegrated and therefore the vector 

errorxcorrection modelxwas appropriate toxdetermine thexshort-run and long-runxrelationships. 

Upon conducting post diagnosis tests, results of thexVEC modelxmodel passedxthe Jarque Bera 

normality test, the model stabilityxtest and thexmultivariate LM autocorrelation test and 

consequently were reliable for policy implications in line with the study objectives. 

f) Granger - Causality Test 

Thexstudy appliedxthe Toda and Yamamoto (1995) causality test toxdetermine thexdirectionxof 

causalityxbetweenxvariables.  

g) Post - Estimation Diagnostic Tests 

Further, normality of residuals test, model stability test and autocorrelation tests were all conducted 

based on cointegration and VEC model technique of estimation. The post estimation diagnostic 

tests were necessary to validate the estimates prior to interpretation and further discussions. 

3.3.5 DataxType andxSources   

Annual timexseries data onxgrowthxof GDP perxcapita, gross fixedxcapital formation, current 

accountxdeficit, foreign exchangexrate and tradexopenness for Kenya was obtained from World 
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DevelopmentxIndicators (WDI, 2017) published by World Bank while data on annualxpercentage 

change in termsxof trade and annualxpercentage change inxinflation was obtainedxfrom 

InternationalxMonetaryxFund, (WEO, 2018).  Other data sources include the Central Bank of 

Kenya, and the National Treasury official statistics. 

3.4 EmpiricalxResults andxDiscussion   

3.4.1 DescriptivexStatistics 

Table 3.1 presents thexsalient data characteristics with descriptive statistics that only show the 

most important information from 1980 to 2016. The statistics include the means, standard 

deviations from the mean, the minimum and maximum values. Table 3.1 showsxthat allxvariables 

had information for the entire period. Growthxof GDP perxcapita averaged 0.72546 percent. On 

the other hand, the minimum value for growthxof GDP perxcapita recorded was below zero by 

3.9163 percent with the maximum being 5.48461 percent. The current account deficit had a mean 

of 6.0343 percent with the minimum being below zero by 0.88845 percent and a maximum of 

18.6798 percent. Other variables are as appended in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1: SummaryxStatistics 

VARIABLEX OBSX MEANX STD. DEV.X MINX MAXX 

Growth of GDPxPerXCapita  37 0.7254615 2.344224 -3.91632 5.484607 

Current Account Deficit  37 6.034267 4.976387 -0.88845 18.6798 

Gross Fixed Capital Formation  37 18.58817 1.915688 15.3879 22.88066 

Foreign Exchange rate 37 54.42169 29.90224 7.420187 101.5 

Trade Openness 37 55.96497 7.216515 36.75138 72.85848 

Terms of Trade  37 -0.9272703 6.870742 -12.882 20.129 

Inflation Rate 37 11.30384 8.61778 1.554 45.979 

Source: Author’s Computations 

 

3.4.2 Correlation Matrix 

The study also subjected the data to various tests suchxas multicollinearity tests to determine 

thexdegree ofxcorrelation. Incase the correlation among the coefficients of the variables is greater 

than |0.7| then it shall be an indicative of Multicollinearity. Table 3.2 shows the result for the 

pairwise correlations matrix. Multicollinearity in the variables escalates the variance of parameter 

estimates leading to biased estimates.  Table 3.2 had correlation coefficients that were less than 

the threshold, an implication of absence of multicollinearity. 
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Table 3.2: Correlation Matrix 

Source: Author’s Computations 

 

3.4.3 UnitxRootxTests  

Phillips-Perron (PP) unit-rootxtest examines thexorder ofxintegration of thexseries. It determines 

the presence or absence ofxthe unitxroot (nature of stationality).  

 
Table 3.3: Phillips-PerronxTests Resultsx  

 

Source: Author’s Computations 
 

We applied time-series annual data spanning from 1980 to 2016. The first thing to note is that 

macroeconomic data series employed in this paper are likely to be I (1) processes. Accordingly, 

prior to empirical investigation was to analyse the properties of the time series annual data. In all 

 
10 Condition: If the testxstatistic is more thanxcritical value at 5% wexreject thexnull.  

 

Variables Growthxof 

GDPxPer 

Capitax 

Currentx 

Accountx 

Deficitx  

Grossx Fixed 

Capitalx 

Formation 

Foreignx 

Exchange 

Ratex 

Tradex 

Openness

x 

Termsxof 

Tradex 

Inflationx 

Ratex 

Growth of GDP per Capita  1.0000       

Current Account Deficit  0.0640 1.0000      

Gross Fixed Capital Formation 0.5850 0.0670 1.0000     

Foreign Exchange Rate 0.0896 0.0723 0.0538 1.0000    

Trade Openness -0.1643 0.0227 0.0453 -0.2411 1.0000   

Terms of Trade -0.1488 0.0248 0.0463 0.0372 -0.1917 1.0000  

Inflation Rate -0.4634 -0.1205 -0.1373 -0.2960 0.4547 -0.0267 1.0000 

Variablesx  UnitxRootxTests 

  Phillips-Perronx Orderxof 

integration 
Statisticx  Critical valuex (5%) P- value 

Growth of GDP Per Capita  Levels  -3.208 (-7.006)      -3.675(-3.682)      0.0195 (0.000) I (1) 

Current Account Deficit Levels  -3.195 (-6.839)    -3.675 (-2.972)    0.0203 (0.000) I (1) 

Gross Fixed Capital Formation Levels  -2.788 (-5.016)   -2.969 (-2.972)    0.0600 (0.000) I (1) 

Foreign Exchange Rate Levels  -0.536 (-5.607)     -2.969 (-2.972) 0.8848 (0.000) I (1) 

Trade Openness Levels   -2.335 (-5.695)   -2.969 (-2.972)    0.1608 (0.000) I (1) 

Terms of Trade Levels  -2.969 (-10.023)  -3.522 (-2.972)      0.0302 (0.000) I (1) 

Inflation Rate Levels  -2.994 (-6.516)    -3.675 (-2.972)  0.0355 (0.000) I (1) 

**Values in parenthesis are after first differencing *These variables have a unit root. Ho: Variable is non-stationary10 
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cases, we reject the hypothesis of stationarity. The PP unit-root tests results established that the 

variables had an integration of order one implying that the series turns stationary after first 

difference.     

 

ThexPP unit root tests (which yielded similar results); the study conducted further tests on 

stationarity in orderxto establish the presense or absence of structuralxshocks in thexdata as opined 

by Ndirangu and Gitau (2014). Ndirangu and Gitau (2014) conducted a study in Kenya and 

established that structural breaks of most macroeconomic variables in Kenya coincide withxshocks 

inxterms ofxtrade, economicxpolicy changesxand politicalxshocks in thexeconomy. This study 

conducted structuralxbreaksxanalysis basedxon ZivotxandxAndrews (1992) analysis. The 

findingsxare indicatedxin Table 3.4 

 
Table 3.4: Zivot-AndrewsxUnit-RootxTest Results 

 
Variables  Year of 

structural 

break 

Level First difference 

(Second difference) 

Orderxof 

integrationx 

t-statistics 5% critical value t-statisticsx 5% critical valuex 

Growth of GDPxPer Capita 1998 -4.078 -4.80 -5.914 -4.80 I (1) 

Current Account Deficit  2000 -3.968 -4.80 -7.672 -4.80 I (1) 

Gross Fixed Capital Formation 1999 -3.515 -4.42 -4.755 -4.42 I (1) 

Foreign Exchange Rate 1993 -4.284 -4.80 -6.118 -4.80 I (1) 

Trade Openness  1993 -3.299 -4.80 -5.959 -4.80 I (1) 

Terms of Trade 1992 -3.214 -4.80 -7.806 -4.80 I (1) 

Inflation  1995 -4.530 -4.80 -8.696 -4.80 I (1) 

Source: Author’s Computations 
 

Results of Zivot-Andrewsxunit roots test show that all variablesxwere non-stationary but 

transformedxto stationaryxat firstxdifference, further confirming the PP unit-root tests. After this 

confirmation, we ignored I (2) tests for these variables.  

The next stage required that we subject the data further to Johansen test forxcointegration in order 

toxdetermine if the variablesxwere cointegratedxor not.  The procedure was important in order to 

enhance the selection of the econometric technique of estimation.  

3.4.4 Cointegration Test Results 

Priorxtoxperforming Johansenxtest, itxwas necessaryxto determine thexnumber of lagsxto be 

included in thexmodel. The likelihoodxratio (LR), finalxpredictionxerror (FPE), Akaike’s 

informationxcriteria (AIC), Hannan and Quinnxinformation criteria (HQIC) and Swartz Bayesian 
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informationxcriteria (SBIC) were applied in the analysis (Nielsen, 2001; Lukkepohl, 2005; 

Abdulnasser and Scott, 2011). Table 3.5 results show both LR, FPE and AIC prefer two lags 

whereas HQIC and SBIC prefer only one lag. The resultsxare highlightedxin Table 3.5.  

Table 3.5: LagxSelectionxCriteria 

 
Lagxselection-orderxcriteria 

Sample: 1982-2016 Number of Observations = 35 

Lagxx LLx LRx Dfx P FPEx AICx HQICx SBICx 

0x -762.588    3.0e+10 43.9765 44.0838 44.2875 

1 -614.62 295.94 49 0.000 1.1e+08 38.3211 39.1802* 40.8097* 

2 -559.181 110.88* 49 0.000 1.1e+08* 37.9532* 39.5639 42.6193 

 * Indicates lag order selectedxby thexcriterion 

Source: Author’s Computations 

 

The study confirmed that two lags were optimal because the model was stable and free from 

autocorrelation. Upon conducting Johansen (1995) test forxcointegration, the tracexand the 

maximumxstatistic establishedxthat thexvariables were indeed cointegrated.  The trace statistic 

revealed three while the maximum statistic established two cointegratingxequations corresponding 

to the rowxofxthextable asxindicated inxTable 3.6. 

 
Table 3.6: xJohansenxTest forxCointegration Results 

 

JohansenxTests forxCointegration 

Trend – constant, Sample: 1982-2016 Number of Observations = 35, Lags = 2 

MaximumxRank  Parmsx LLx Eigenvalue TracexStatistic  5% Critical Valuex 

0 56 -649.4918  180.6212 124.24 

1 69 -617.18742 0.84213 116.0125 94.15 

2 80 -594.86858 0.72067 71.3748 68.52 

3 89 -581.86715 0.52429 45.3719* 47.21 

4 96 -571.60044 0.44382 24.8385 29.68 

5 101 -564.97368 0.31523 11.5850 15.41 

6 104 -559.19777 0.28111 0.0332 3.76 

7 105 -559.18119 0.00095   

Maximum Rankx  Parmsx LLx Eigenvalue MaxxStatistic  5% CriticalxValue 

0 56 -649.4918  64.6088 45.28 

1 69 -617.18742 0.84213 44.6377 39.37 

2 80 -594.86858 0.72067 26.0029* 33.46 

3 89 -581.86715 0.52429 20.5334 27.07 

4 96 -571.60044 0.44382 13.2535 20.97 

5 101 -564.97368 0.31523 11.5518 14.07 

6 104 -559.19777 0.28111 0.0332 3.76 

7 105 -649.4918 0.00095   

Source: Author’s Computations 
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The VECM model was deemed fit to examine thexeffects ofxcurrentxaccount deficits on growth 

ofxGDP perxcapita inxKenya and determine thexcausal relationships both in short-runxandxlong-

runxfor the period 1980-2016 in consistent with the objectives of the study. 

3.4.5 VECM Regression Results 

Thexstudy estimated a vectorxerror correctionxmodel at two lags and one cointegration equation. 

The results show that in thexlong-run, all thexvariables considered in the estimated growthxmodel 

hadxsignificant effect (at 5% significant level) on growthxof GDP perxcapita.  The results for the 

long-runxrelationship arexpresented inxTable 3.7. 

Table 3.7: VECMxLong-runxRelationship  

 
DependentxVariable – Growth of GDP per capita  

Variablex Coefficientx  Std Errorx  t-statisticx p-valuex 

Constantx -4.05667    

CurrentxAccount Deficitx -0.2023674∗∗ 0.0726912 -2.78 0.01 

GrossxFixed CapitalxFormation  -0.2956186∗∗ 0.1500644 -1.97 0.05 

ForeignxExchange Ratex -0.0526924∗∗ 0.0096977 -5.43 0.00 

Trade Openessx 0.291333∗∗ 0.0677921 4.30 0.00 

Growth of Termsxof Tradex  -0.1093857 0.0853664 -1.28 0.20 

InflationxRate -0.4137104∗∗ 0.0518985 -7.97 0.00 

∗∗ Indicatexsignificance at 5% significancexlevel 

Source: Author’s Computations 

 

Tablex3.7 presents the long-run model effectsxof current accountxdeficit on economicxgrowth 

inxKenya. After factoring the error correction term, all the variables applied in the estimated model 

except trade opnenness had positive long-run effects on growthxof GDP perxcapita. However, the 

effect of terms of trade on growthxof GDP perxcapita was not significant (at 5% significant level). 

The rest of the explanatory variables had statisticallyxsignificant coefficients at 5% significant 

level.  

 

The current account deficit and gross fixed capital formation variables had positive association 

with growthxof GDP perxcapita in the end. This was revealedxafter factoring in the error correction 

parameter. Their coefficients were largely significant as shown in Table 3.7. This conforms to the 

a priori expectations of positive long-run effects on growth of GDP per capita in the estimated 

VECM model. In terms of empirical underpinnings of the estimates, the findings of positive impact 

of current account deficits on economic growth are in support of the findings of Calderon et al., 
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(2017) for developing economies. Equally, Makoto and Nyoni (2017) also confirmed a positive 

impact of current account deficits on growth of the economy, among other authors. On the other 

hand, trade openness and inflation rate had asymmetric association with growthxof GDP 

perxcapita, in thexlong-run, whereby trade openness had negative while inflation rate had positive 

effects. This was contrally to the a priori expectations of the study. This is noted when the error 

correction parameter is considered in accordance with thexVEC model technique of estimation. 

Moreover, the foreign exchange rate variable was positivelyxrelated to growth of GDP perxcapita, 

inxthexlong-run. This was also against the a priori expectations. The coefficients of foreign 

exchange rate, trade openness and and inflation rate were largely significant at 1% significant 

level. 

 

The findings suggest that axone percentagexpoint risexin the current account deficit leadsxto about 

0.058 percentagexincrease in thexgrowth of GDP perxcapita inxthe long run, ceteris paribus. 

Moreover, resultsxindicate thatxa one percentagexpoint risexin the gross fixed capital formation 

variable leads to about 0.085 percentage rise in the growthxof GDP perxcapita in thexlong-run. On 

the other hand, and based on the estimates, a one percentxincrease in trade openenness leadxto 

0.084 percentxdecline inxgrowth of GDP per capita. The results also suggest that a depreciationxof 

the Kenyaxshilling againstxthe US dollarxby one Kenya shilling has the potential to increase the 

long-runxgrowth of GDP perxcapita by 0.015%, ceteris paribus. Lastly, long-run estimates suggest 

that a onexpercentage pointxrise in thexrate of inflation in Kenya has the potential to lead to about 

0.12 percentage increase in the growth of GDP per capita inxthexlong-run. This was contrallyxto 

the a priori expectations. The coefficients for rest of explanatory variables is as indicated in Table 

3.7. The resultxon thexshort-run relationship on thexeffects of the explanatory variables on the 

growth of GDP perxcapita is indicated inxTable 3.8. 
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Table 3.8: VECMxShort-runxRelationship  

DependentxVariable – GDP perxcapita growthxrate 

Variable Coefficients  Std Errors  t-statistics p-values 

Constant -0.0286708 0.5150763 -0.06 0.956  

D.Current AccountxDeficit (-1) -0.0287446 0.1024565 -0.28 0.779 

D.Gross FixedxCapital Formation (-1)  -0.0071142 0.3834564 -0.02 0.985 

D.ForeignxExchangexRate (-1) -0.0837549 0.1301337 -0.64 0.520 

D.Trade Openness (-1) 0.0520024 0.993376 0.52 0.601 

D. Growth of Terms of Trade (-1)  -0.007752 0.0365253 -0.21 0.832 

D.Inflation (-1) -0.0344578 0.0739186 -0.47 0.641 

Speedxof Adjustmentxof thexError 

CorrectionxTerm [U (-1)] 
-0.28898∗∗ 0.1445208 -2.00 0.046 

∗∗ Indicate significance at 5% significancexlevel 

Source: Author’s Computations 
 

The estimates for the short-run relationship are in differenced variables, whereby D. represents the 

first difference.  A laggedxerror correctionxterm is fitted inxthe short-run model as one of the 

explanatoryxvariables in order to establishxthexspeed ofxadjustment towardsxthe long-

runxequilibrium. The motivation of VEC model Short-run is to establish thexspeed of adjustment 

of thexerror correctionxterm (the amount of disequilibrium transmitted each year). Thexnegative 

coefficientxof the errorxcorrection termxconfirmsxthat growthxof GDP perxcapita and the 

explanatoryxvariables havexa long-runxrelationship. Thexresult shows that thexcoefficient ofxerror 

correctionxterm [U (-1)] is - 0.28898 whichxis less thanxone and significantxat 5 %.  The 

significanceximplies that wheneverxthere are deviationsxin the growthxof GDP perxcapita fromxan 

equilibriumxpath, the modelxcorrects at thexrate of 28.9% annually, ceterisxparibus.  In short-run, 

all the explanatory variables except trade openness had negative effects on economic growth albeit 

non-significant (at 5 % level of significance). Whereas, trade openness had positive effect on 

economic growth in the short-run, this effect was also insignificant. 

 

3.4.6 GrangerxCausality Resultsx 

Thexstudy determined the naturexand direction of causality betweenxthe variables ofxinterest. The 

study applied the Toda and Yamamoto (1995) Granger - causality representation as indicated in 

Table 3.9. I 
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Table 3.9: Toda  and Yamamoto (1995) GrangerxCausality Tests Resultsx 

Source: Author’s Computations 

Thexfirst rowxof Table 3.9 showsxthat laggedxvalues of currentxaccount deficitxcause growth of 

GDP perxcapita asxp-valuexisxequalxto 0.0000 whichxis less than 5%, thereforexrejecting the null 

hypothesis of Grangerxnon-causality. Equally, since the p value is equal to 0.001 whichxis lessxthan 

5%, laggedxvalues ofxgrowthxof GDP perxcapita also causexcurrent accountxdeficit. Therefore, 

thexnull hypothesisxis rejected. Results indicatesxthat there isxa bidirectionalxGranger-causality 

runningxfromxgrowth of GDP perxcapita jointly with all otherxmoderating variables toxcurrent 

accountxdeficit and the vicexversa confirmingxexistence of feedbackxlinkage for Kenya, ceteris 

paribus.   

3.4.7 PostxEstimation TestsxResults 

Non-normalityxof residualsxviolatesxthe assumptionsxof thexclassical linear regressionxmodel. 

Autocorrelationxis a situationxwherexdisturbances inxvarious periodsxare correlated. This leads to 

biasedxstandard errorsxand t-statistics. Thexautocorrelation test wasxdone using thexmultivariate 

LM testxstatistics forxresidual serialxcorrelation upxto 2 lags. Under thexnull assumption of no 

serialxcorrelation ofxorder "ℎ", the LM statisticxfollows anxasymptoticxdistribution 𝑥2 with 𝑘2 

degreesxofxfreedom, where 𝑘 isxthe number ofxendogenousxvariables. The LM test results are as 

indicated  in Table 3.10  confirming absence of  autocorrelation at both lag one and two.  

Equations Excludedx Chi2 Df Prob 

Growthxof GDP perxcapita CurrentxAccountxDeficit 30.323 3 0.000 

Growthxof GDP perxcapita GrossxFixed CapitalxFormation 23.952 3 0.000 

Growthxof GDP perxcapita ForeignxExchangexRate 26.628 3 0.000 

Growthxof GDP perxcapita TradexOpenness 16.633 3 0.001 

Growthxof GDP perxcapita Termsxof Tradex 7.7886 3 0.051 

Growthxof GDP perxcapita Inflation Ratex 24.566 3 0.000 

Growthxof GDP perxcapita ALL 71.256 18 0.000 

CurrentxAccount Deficitx Growthxof GDP perxcapita 17.136 3 0.001 

CurrentxAccount Deficitx GrossxFixed CapitalxFormation 17.484 3 0.001 

CurrentxAccount Deficitx ForeignxExchangexRate 12.758 3 0.005 

CurrentxAccount Deficitx Trade Opennessx 6.5772 3 0.087 

CurrentxAccount Deficitx Termsxof Tradex 1.6771 3 0.642 

CurrentxAccount Deficitx InflationxRate 1.538 3 0.674 

CurrentxAccount Deficitx ALL 76.755 18 0.000 

H0: ImpliesxRejection ofxGrangerxnon-causality 
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Table 3.10: LM Tests for Autocorrelation 

Lag  LM Stat Df Prob 

1 55.5017 49 0.24306 

2 58.0159 49 0.17706 

H0: Noxautocorrelation at lagxorder 

Source: Author’s Computations 
 

Thexresidual LM test forxserial correlation indicated thatxthere was no serialxcorrelation inxthe 

residuals atxboth lags 1 and 2 since the p-value was greater than 5 % as shown in Table 3.10. 

Moreover, Figure 3.2 indicates the model stability test and satisfies the stability conditionsxsince 

all thexinverse rootsxof AR characteristicxpolynomial lie in the unitxcircle. 

 
Figure 3.2: VECM Model Stability Testx 

 Source: Author’s Computations 

 

3.5 Conclusion  

Thexobjective of thexpaper was to examinexthe effectxof currentxaccountxdeficitxonxeconomic 

growth. The paper also examined the nexus betweenxcurrent accountxdeficit and growth of GDP 

perxcapita using annualxtime series dataxfrom 1980 to 2016, for Kenya. The determination of the 

effectxof current accountxdeficit on economicxgrowth was analysed xusing cointegration 

technique andxa VECM representation. The long-run results indicate that current account deficit 

has axpositive effectxon growthxof GDP perxcapita. The Toda and Yamamoto causalityxtest 

revealed that there is a bidirectionalxcausality, runningxfrom growth of GDP perxcapita toxcurrent 

account deficits or vice versa.  
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3.6 Policy Implications 

The findings from this paper suggest that the authorities should up-scale on fiscal discipline and 

strictlyxapply thexgolden rule ofxpublic financesxby utilizingxexternal deficits in the current 

accountxonly to finance public investment and not for consumption for sustained economic growth 

in Kenya. That the capital financing through this account should be prudently invested in viable 

and productive publicxinvestments in order not to hamper the growth of the economy. The 

government should also up-scale on strategies to address the structural competitiveness challenges 

to minimize the deficit in the current account and foster its sustainability.  Equally, other strategies 

to minimize the adverse effects of perrenial deficits in the current account would be by promotion 

of policies that augument the shares of domestic savings to GDP and foreign direct investments to 

GDP, in Kenya.  The findings also suggest the need to continuously purse strategies aimed at 

promotion of sustained economic growth since it will affect positively on long-run sustainability 

of the current account and general welfare of the populace. The findings also imply that the Central 

Bank of Kenya should continuously promote strategies that maintain price stability, exchange rate 

stability and augument the growth of the economy. These will include inflation tagerting, 

maintence of adequate foreign exchange reserve baffers, among others.  

3.7 Contributionxof the Study toxKnowledge 

First, this studyxcontributes to the existing knowledge and research database on thexeffects of 

currentxaccount deficitsxon economic growth. Second, it also fills an important researchxgap on 

the effects of current account deficits on economic growth in Kenya that had not beenxaddressedxin 

Kenya. Importantly, the study takes into account the dynamism of Kenya’s macro-economy and 

considers changes induced by the recent rebasing of GDP in Kenya in 2014. By employing a data 

series spanning from 1980 to 2016, the study provides new evidence that takes into consideration 

the lower middle-income status for Kenya in sub-Saharan Africa.    

Moreover, this paper employed GDP per capita growth in the analysis, which from economic 

theory perspectives is preferred when making comparisons between economies. This is justified 

by the fact that it is able to reveal the relative performance of individual economies besides the 

growth accounting for the population variables. Growth of GDP per capita is justified by the fact 

that individual economies like Kenya do not have similar aggregate production functions.   
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Lastly, due to inadequacy of data in many developing countries, scholarsxhave shiedxaway from 

countryxspecific studies onxthe subject. Consequently, this paper applies relatively novel 

estimation techniques that include cointegration with allowance for structural breaks, Zivot and 

Andrews (1992) structural break test, Toda & Yamamoto (1995) Granger causality representation 

(1995) in a deeper country specific time series analysis that establish stable and robust causal 

relationships that validate the parameter estimates. This study was important inxfilling thexresearch 

gapxfor Kenya.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 

EFFECTSxOF FISCAL AND EXTERNAL DEFICITS ON ECONOMICxGROWTH IN 

KENYA 

4.1 Introduction 

Advancement of economies the world over, coupled with globalization of the financial systems 

has led to financial integration, mainly focused on meeting the financing gaps of different 

economies as well as facilitating trade, investment and development11. All countries, developed 

and developing alike, seek to achieve highxlevels of economicxdevelopment to raise thexwelfare 

of their nationals. They allocate enormous resources and enact relevant economic policies to 

achieve this objective. According to the growth theory, besides labor and technological progress, 

the other key input is capital, which could be either internal or external. Governments normally 

generate internal capital through budget deficits while external capital is financed by foreign trade 

that yields external deficits either in balance of trade or current account or both (Algieri, 2012).  

Africa’s rising public debt continues to attract great attention both regionally and internationally. 

The narrative seems to have gradually shifted from “Africa rising” to “rising debt in Africa”.  At 

times, anxexpansionary fiscalxpolicy respose aimedxat inducing economicxgrowth and 

employment creation is not successful always. The ineffectiveness may be demonstrated in a 

scenerio where fiscal deficits, financed by borrowings, increases publicxdebt ratios, interestxrates 

and crowd-outxprivate investments andximpact negatively onxgrowth. The desirability ofxbudget 

and externalxdeficits on the basis if publicxborrowing is intended toxfinance publicxconsumption, 

investments or if the deficits are sustainable and their mode of financing (Pelagidis and Desli, 

2004). 

Many policy makers in Africa and other economies have more reluctantly relied on fiscal policy 

strategies to rebalance their public finances because of persistence of low growth and higher deficit 

vicious cycle due to inadequate tax revenues and perennial trade deficits. The austerity programs 

 
11 Financial sector globalisation started in different periods for both the developed and developing economies, starting 

much earlier for the developed economies, and the process of globalisation also varied among economies. In 

developing economies, globalisation of the financial sector began in late 1970s with the syndicated bank loans 

(Frankel, 2011).    
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implemented recently in some Euro-Zone countries appear toxconfirmxthe argument 12 . 

Understandingxthe nexus betweenxfiscal and external deficits is therefore important in aiding 

appropriate policy evidence that is much-needed toxcomprehend if a reductionxin budget deficit 

isxsufficient to solve externalximbalances in bothxthe balancexof trade and currentxaccounts. 

Forxinstance, if the twinxdeficit hypothesisxholds, a governmentxcould improve thexcountry’s 

externalxbalance throughxtightened fiscalxmanoeuvres (Algieri, 2012). 

4.1.2 Fiscal Deficits, External Deficits and Real GDP GrowthxinxKenya 

In 1980s and 1990s, Kenya’s economic growth was not impressive. The economy witnessed 

multiple shocks arising from severe drought in 1983-1984, 1992-1993 and 2000, El Nino in 1997-

1998, increase in international oil prices in 1991 due to Gulf crisis, and political instabilities 

following 1992 and 1997 elections. The world coffee prices fell in 1990 and the terms of trade 

worsened. Drought experienced during the end of the decade led to power rationing in 2000, which 

increased the costs of production. Uncertainties regarding general elections coupled with low 

domestic credit, poor infrastructure and low output and prices of major agricultural exports fueled 

the decline in real GDP to 0.6 per cent with a deficit of 2.2 and 5.4 in fiscal and trade balances 

respectively in 2002 (Mwega and Ndung’u, 2008).  

The Economic RecoveryxStrategy for wealthxand employmentxcreation (ERS) which provided a 

framework for development plan that mainly focused on improvement in investment and savings, 

infrastructure development, judicial and regulatory reforms led to the rebound in growth between 

2003 and 2007. The ERS also implemented reforms and enhancements in the financial sector, 

which ensured stability in exchange rates (Republic of Kenya, 2008). The implementation of ERS 

improved the investment climate and led to increased private sector investment. Hence, the 

achievement of the projectedxeconomic growthxrate of 7 perxcent in thexfifth year of thexplan 

(2003-2007). During the plan period, the Government implemented a fiscal consolidation strategy 

that saw the fiscal deficit narrow to 0.8 per cent while the trade deficit recorded 10.1 perxcent 

ofxGDP. The high tradexdeficit wasxattributed to rise in imports (World Bank, 2014).  

 
12 The recentxexperience of somexcountries of peripheral Euro-Zonexfalling into a publicxdebtxtrap (Greece, Ireland, 

Portugal, Spain, Italy and Cyprus) confirms thexhypothesis. 
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The economic growth could however not be sustained following the outcome of 2007 elections 

which disrupted food supply and increased political risk levels. This led to a dismal growthxof 1.6 

perxcent in 2008 comparedxto 7 perxcent recorded in 2007. In 2008, the global financial crisis that 

started in developed countries in 2007 affected the Kenyan economy, hence partly contributing to 

low levels of growth recorded in 2008. These factors may also have resulted in inflation rising to 

26.2 perxcent in 2008 from 9.8 perxcent in 2007. The economicxrecovery experienced up to 2010 

changed in 2011, with growth declining from 5.6 perxcent to 4.5 perxcent.  Fiscal and trade balances 

worsened in 2008 recording a deficit of 3.4 and 12.2 respectively (International Monetary Fund, 

2018).  

The improvement inxgrowth inxreal GDP witnessed in 2010 was not sustained in subsequent years 

and real GDP fell down to between 4 and 5 percent in 2012 and 2013 respectively (World Bank, 

2017). In 2014, real GDP growth rate was 5.4 percent while 2015 and 2016 was 5.7 and 5.8 percent 

respectively. Figure 4.1 shows the trends in fiscal, external deficits and growthxofxreal GDP in 

Kenya for thexperiod 1980 to 2016. 

 

Figure 4.1: Kenya’s Fiscal Deficit, Trade Deficit, Current Account Deficit and Real GDP Growth  

Source: Done by the Author 

  

In spite of the persistent publicxsector deficits, many economic challenges persist. Key among 

them include high poverty levels, high unemployment rates, persistent corruption, burgeoning 
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public debt, public expenditure pressures, infrastructural deficiencies, inequality and uneven 

service delivery. Equally, economic and fiscal risks associated with exposure of key 

macroeconomics variables like foreign exchange rate, inflation, interest rates and contigent 

liabilities exist (Republic of Kenya, 2019). For instance, the foreign exchange risk (exposure) to 

the Kenya widening public debtxis highxsince 50.9 perxcent of thextotal debtxisxdenominatedxin 

foreignxcurrency.  NetxPresentxValue (NPV)13 of debtxto GDP netxof depositsxwas 48.2 perxcent 

as at the end of financial year 2017/18 as indicated in Table 4.0. 

Table 4.0: Kenya’s Cost and RiskxIndicators ofxExisting PublicxDebt (asxatxend FY 2017/18) 

RiskxIndicators ExternalxDebt DomesticxDebt TotalxDebt 

Amount (inxmillions of KSH) 2,568,398.70 2,478,835 5,047,233.70 

Amount (inxmillions of USD) 25,417 24,531 49,948 

Nominalxdebt as % GDP 29.0 28.0 57.1 

PV as % ofxGDP 24.3 28.0 52.3 

GovernmentxDeposits  368,707 368,707 

GovernmentxDeposits as % GDP  4.1 4.1 

NPV of debtxas a % of GDP netxof Deposits   48.2 

Cost of debt Interestxpayment as % GDP 1.2 2.9 4.1 

Interestxpayment as % TotalxRevenue 4.1 17.1 23.9 

WeightedxAv. IR (%) 4.5 11.5 7.9 

Foreignxexchange risk Foreignxexchangexdebt (% of totalxdebt)   50.9 

Source: IMF Country Report No. 18/295, October 2018                                                                                 

 

As at the end of financial year 2017/18, the Kenya’s externalxdebt stockxcomprised the United 

StatesxDollar (USD), ChinesexYuan, Euro, the SterlingxPounds (GBP) and the Japanese Yen in 

proportins shown in Figure 4.2, whereby the currency mix reflects the source of funding.  The 

diversification of the currency mix aimed at hedgingxagainst exchangexrate risks on external debt 

is illustrated inxFigure 4.2. 

 
13 NPV of debt is the nominalxamount outstanding minus the sum of all futurexdebt-service obligations (interest 

and principal) on existingxdebt discounted at an interest rate differentxfrom a contractedxrate. 
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Figure 4.2: CurrencyxComposition of ExternalxDebt 

Source: Republic of Kenya, 2019                                                                                 

 

Kenya’s lendersxincluding China, World Bank (IDA) and Commercial Banks werexthexmain 

sources of debt at 22, 20 and 33 perxcent respectively. Japan is a majorxbilateral creditorxto Kenya. 

The USA, Denmark, SaudixArabia, Spain, Kuwait, France, Belgium, Switzerland, Germany, 

Poland, Austria, Finland, UK, Sweden, Netherlands, Italy, Korea, India, Canada, and Supplier’s 

Credit are also bitateral creditors to Kenya as in Figure 4.3. 

 
Figure 4.3: Major Creditors to Kenya 
Source: Republic of Kenya, 2019                                                                                                                                                                 

 

The analysis of sustainability of external debt in thexcontext of mediumxterm scenarios takes into 

account the expectationsxof the reaction of economicxvariables and other key factors in the 

determination of the conditions under whichxdebt and other measures would stabilizexat 

reasonablexlevels. It also considers major economic risks, the needxand scope for policy 
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adjustment. In the analysis, macroeconomicxuncertanities that include the outlookxfor the current 

account and policyxuncertanities (like fiscal policy) tend to dominate thexmedium outlook. 

Indicators of debt sustainability reveal that Kenya is currently facing a moderatexrisk ofxexternal 

debtxdistress duexto the recentxbreach of at leastxone of the threexexternalxdebt indicators as 

shown in Table 4.1.   

Table 4.1: Kenya’sxExternal DebtxSustainability   

 
Indicators Thresholds 2017 2018 2019 

PresentxValue of Debt–to-GDPxRatio 55 25.9 31.4 32.3 

PresentxValue of Debt-to-ExportsxRatio 240 165.4 191.1 191.4 

Public and Puplicly Guaranteed Debt Service-to-ExportsxRatio 21 16.5 19.9 26.2* 

Public and Puplicly Guaranteed DebtxService-to-RevenuexRatio 23 13.3 16.2 21.6 

* Indicates breach of external debt indicator 

Source: Republic of Kenya, 2019                                                                                                                                                                 
 

Despite the breachxof onexof the keyxindicators of external debt sustainability, the total existing 

public debt in Kenya remains belowxthe public debtxbenchmark of 70 per cent in present value 

(PV) terms as set out in the WorldxBank’s CountryxPolicy and Institutional Assessment report 

(Republic of Kenya, 2019).  In general, inspite of the induced internal and external financing over 

the years, Kenya has recorded uneven real GDP growth as highlighted in chapter one of this study. 

 

4.1.3 Statement of the Problem  

 

Thexrole of fiscalxdiscipline and externalxbalances close toxequilibrium forxmacroeconomic 

stabilityxand sustained economicxgrowth of countriesxcannot bexoveremphasized (Lauxet al., 2010; 

Fatimaxet al., 2011; Udoh, 2011). Statisticsxreveal thatxsince 1980s, Kenya’s fiscalxposition has 

persistentlyxbeen in deficitsxrecording onlyxtwoxsurpluses (0.29 percent of GDP in the 1999 and 

0.81 percent of GDP in 2000).  

Despite the continued internal and external financing, economic growth has had a low fluctuating 

growth and poverty and unemployment rates have remained rampantly high (World Bank, 2017).  

In 1980, the growth rate of real GDP in Kenya was 5.6 percent reducing to negative 0.1 percent in 

1993 and positive 0.3 percent in 2000.  Economic growth recorded an impressive positive 7 percent 

in 2007 but after the 2007 post-election violence, it declined to 0.2 percent in 2008. In 2010, real 

GDP growth was at 8.4 percent narrowing to 5.8 percent in 2016 (IMF, 2018). Considering the 

good performance of the financial sector and the internal and externally financed capital as 
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reflected by the deficits in the fiscal, trade and current accounts, the issue that remains unresolved 

is why this financing has not culminated into higher economic growth?   

 

There exists very scanty evidence on the subject particularly in Sub-Saharan Africa. Further, the 

available scanty evidence is more conflicting and therefore appear to be inconclusive as to whether 

budget deficits lead to current account deficits or otherwise. It is also not clear whether trade 

deficits lead to budget deficits or budget deficits lead to trade deficits or they spur each other. For 

instance, Egwaikhide et al., (2002) established that current account deficits led to budget deficits 

in Kenya. Further, Osoro et al., (2014) on Kenyan case study found that budget deficits led to 

current account deficits. Kosimbei (2002) found no causality between budget and current account 

deficits. It is evident that both theoretical and empirical literature yields inconclusive evidence for 

Kenya.  

Moreover, none of the studies identified in Kenya considered the three (trade, current account and 

fiscal) deficits in the analysis. The distinction of trade and current account deficits can signal if the 

presence of directxtransfers of capitalxand investmentxincomes influencexthexrelationship 

between budget and external balances, and therefore enhances the decision to fine-tune key policy 

interventions. As highlighted by Soni (2014), alternative measures of deficits are important for 

macroeconomic policy analysis.  Consequently, this study notes that in order to arrive at 

appropriate policy responses, the correct measurement of the deficit is a vital prerequisite.  The 

available evidence is scanty, where there is need to address the identified gads for Kenya.  

4.1.4 ResearchxQuestions  

(i) What are the effects of fiscal and trade deficits on economic growth in Kenya?  

(ii) What is the impact of fiscal and current account deficits on economic growth in Kenya?  

(iii) What is the nexus between the fiscal and trade deficits in Kenya?  

(iv) What is the nexus between fiscal and current account deficits in Kenya? 

 

4.1.5 Objectives of the Study  

The general objective of this paper was to determine the effects of fiscal and external (trade and 

current account) deficits on economic growth in Kenya. 
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Specifically, the study aimed at determining; 

a) The effects of fiscal and trade deficits on economic growth in Kenya. 

b) The impact of fiscal and current account deficits on economic growth in Kenya. 

c) The nexus between fiscal and trade deficits in Kenya. 

d) The nexus between the fiscal and current account deficits in Kenya. 

 

4.1.6 Significancexof thexStudy  

Firstly, it is clear that there exists both theoretical and methodological gaps from the existing body 

of literature. Most of the studies identified on the subject matter apply cross country (panel) 

analysis that do not exhaust country specific analysis. By the fact that individual economies like 

Kenya are heterogeneous in nature, overtime, this paper appreciates that different models, 

methodologies, data, approaches and sample periods may yield different and fresh insights 

particularly for country specific studies.  In Kenya, the available evidence is not only sparse but 

also mixed and inconclusive. Evidence points out that by employing novel estimation techniques, 

different data, approach and period, the study may yield not only new but also robust analysis 

validating the parameter estimates and yielding key policy insights for Kenya. 

Secondly, this paperxaims to provide newxevidence on the economic effects of fiscalxand 

externalxdeficits and establish the causal linkages of the examined variables. It contributes to the 

already scarce literature by offering a case study of Kenya. Understanding these linkages is 

important for formulationxof appropriate economic policy responses for Kenya.  The study also 

offers an important comparison between the two relations on trade deficits and fiscal deficitsxon 

one side, and current accountxdeficits and fiscalxdeficits on thexother. The distinction is of value 

and is very instrumental in highlighting whether the presence of directxtransfers of capitalxand 

investmentxincomes influencexthe relationship. This enhancesxthe decision to fine-tune any 

policy interventions based on empirical evidence. This paper deepens the originality of research 

and contributes to the research database and public policy debates for the current and future 

researchers in Kenya and Sub-Saharan Africa. 
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4.2 LiteraturexReview 

4.2.1 TheoreticalxLiterature  

The effectxof budget and external deficits onxeconomic growthx has drawn controversy in 

economic theory, empiricalxresearch and general economicxpolicyxmaking. There has been 

varied viewpoints on the desirability of government deficits among economists both in theoretical 

and empirical dimensions. An attemptxis made toxreview the literature inxthis paperxbased on the 

following broad theories: 

a) Theories on effects of budget deficits on economicxgrowth  

b) Main approaches to Balance of Payments (BOP) 

c) Models of small, open economy 

d) Theories on causal links betweenxbudget deficits and external deficits 

  

a) Theoriesxon Effectsxof Budget Deficitsxon EconomicxGrowth  

 

Three main theories in the literature include: 

i) NeoclassicalxTheory 

ii) KeynesianxTheory  

iii) Ricardian EquivalencexHypothesis 

 

In the literature, the differences between alternative theories are due to factors like 

timexdimensions, nature ofxeconomy, technique of analysis and thexassumptions drawn on 

specific behavioral responses in the identified cases as highlighted in chapter two of this thesis 

including variousxchannels throughxwhich budget deficitsximpactxgrowth ofxthe economy. 

Equally, chapter two has also analyzed the literature and thexmajor econometric models employed 

by different researchers and therefore this paper details a brief summary of the analysis. This sub-

section adopts the Rangarajan and Srivastava, (2005) summary of the main differences in the 

identified alternative theories as follows:  
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 Neoclassical  Keynesian  Ricardian 

Consumers Finite,  

Life-timexhorizon 

Myopic,  

Liquidity constrained 

Infinitextime, 

Perspectivexvia altruisticxtransfer 

Effectxof a deficitxbased 

taxxcut on privatexsaving  

Privatexsavingxwould 

fallx  

Aggregate demand 

increases  

Private saving remainsxunaffected  

Employment 

Ofxresources 

Fullxemploymentx Resources not fully 

employed 

Fullxemployment  

  

Effectxon interest rate Interest  

Ratexincreases 

Interest  

rate increases 

Noxeffect 

Contentionx Budget 

deficitsxdetrimental 

Budget 

Deficitsxbeneficial 

Budgetxdeficitsxirrelevant 

Source: Rangarajan and Srivastava, (2005) 

b) Main Approaches to BOP  

Three theories to BOP (and the associated effects of external deficts on growth) in the literature 

include: 

i) Elasticity Theory 

ii) Absorption Theory 

iii) Monetary Theory 

 

From the literature, Robinson (1937) is associated with the formulation ofxthe threextheories. 

These three theories canxfurther be classifiedxinto two-based onxif BOP isxaxreal orxa monetary 

phenomenon. In chapter three, we show a detailed literature reviewxon thexidiosyncrasies of the 

threexapproaches and majorxeconometric modelsxapplied by researchers, theirxmerits and 

demerits of each of the alternative approach.  In thisxsection therefore, the paperxdetails a 

briefxsummary ofxthe identified three theories to BOP: 

 

i) The Elasticity Theory 

 

Firstly, Robinson (1937) formulated this theory. This was as axresponse to thexneed for axtheory 

ofxBOP adjustmentxunder thexflexible exchangexrate that made anxattempt toxview BOP asxa 

realxphenomenon. The theory focuses onxthe following main questions: First, whatxare 

thexconditions for currency devaluationxto improve a country’sxBOP on the currentxaccount. 

Second, whatxwill be the effectxof currencyxdevaluation onxthe level ofxdomestic activityxand 

howxwill thisxaffect the BOP. Third, what arexthe conditionsxfor devaluationxto bexsuccessful?  

Lastly, isxwhat willxbe thexeffect ofxdevaluation on termsxof tradexof thexdevaluingxcountry? 
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The theory findsxsolutions to the fourxquestions on the basis ofxMarshall-Lerner conditionxthat 

isxderived in axtwo-countryxtwo-commodityxcontext premised on thexassumption that there is 

under-employment inxeach countryxand domesticxprice of eachxcountry’sxexport goods is given 

(Robinson (1937). 

ii) Absorption Theory 

This theory isxconsidered asxthe firstxstride in thexdevelopment ofxa BOP macroeconomic 

model. It treats a country’sxdeficit in foreignxtrade as anxexcess of absorptionxoverxincome 

(investment overxsaving). Devaluationxcan therefore be a remedyxover absorption. Upon 

devaluation, domestic prices of importsxwould rise, in order toxrestorexreal cashxbalances to the 

desiredxlevel; it becomes necessary toxhoard money, therebyxreducing absorption (Alexander, 

1952).  

The theory suggests that in order to eliminate the BOP deficits, one wouldxrequire axsimultaneous 

adoptionxof expenditurexswitching andxexpenditurexreducingxpolicies. An expenditure-switching 

policyximplies thatxdevaluation will reduce importsxand encouragexexports in a deficitxcountry 

andxtherefore switchesxdemand forximports inxsurplusxcountries. IfxMarshall-Lernerxcondition 

isxmet, the effectsximprove the deficitxcountry’s tradexbalance, but simultaneously increase 

thexlevel of aggregate demand inxthe deficitxcountry (through increases in netxexports). If 

resourcesxin the country arexnear full employmentxcapacity, thenxa domesticxexpenditure 

reducingxpolicy, (like an increase in tax) wouldxbe requiredxto arrestxinflation. The xtheory is 

popular in economic policy due to its close linksxwith monetaryxsector of the economy.  

iii) Monetary Theoryxof Balancexof Payments (BOP) 

The theoryxadvocates that reservexflows are essentially a monetaryxphenomenon. Thus, this 

theory can bexanalysed inxline with a smallxcountry’s moneyxmarket. It details that any 

disequilibrium inxBOP is axreflection ofxdisequilibrium inxmoneyxmarkets. The approach 

focuses on the monetaryxaspects of BOPxadjustments under fixedxexchange rates ratherxthan 

relative pricexand incomexeffects. This is unlike elasticities and absorption approaches. It 

recognizes that real variablesxaffect BOP andxexchange rates butxoperate onlyxthrough monetary 

channels. 
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Additionally, although celebrated as a modelxof BOP inxinternational monetary theory, it is 

arguedxthat the modelxsuffers from somexcontradictions. Many economists have also 

doubtedxthexvalidity ofxfundamentalxassumption ofxthe theory that axsurplus or deficitxin BOP 

is axstock disequilibriumxbetweenxdemand for and supplyxof money. Rabin (1979) 

demonstratedxthat a surplusxin the BOP mayxbeaaccompanied by an excessxsupply of money and 

a deficit in the BOP mayxbe accompanied byxan excessxdemandxforxmoney by considering 

equilibrium in marketxfor non-tradedxgoods. 

 

Lastly, it isximportant to pointxout thatxmonetaryxtheory is critiqued for ignoring fiscalxaspects of 

creatingxdomesticxcredit. Importantly, Kreinin and Officer (1978) support thexneed to handle 

government budgetxconstraint as onexof the sourcesxof domesticxcredit. They argued that 

governmentxdeficit may bexfinanced by sales of government securities to privatexsector, contrally 

toxthe premisexof monetaryxtheory. 

 

c) Models of Small Open Economy 
 

The study identifies three models of small, open economy that are instrumental for 

macroeconomic policy analysis. They include: 

(i) Keynesian model  

(ii) Australian model 

(iii) Inter-temporal approach to current account  

 

(i) Keynesian Model for an Open Economy 
 

The model is associated with Keynes (1936). The fixed-price, Keynesian model begins with the 

identity (highlighted in 4.1) and adds behavioral equations that link consumption demand, and 

import demand to income, Y. In the Keynesian tradition, consumption demand is a linear function 

of income: 

𝑌 = 𝐴 + 𝐶𝐴                                                 4.1  

Where 𝑌  is the total production or income, 𝐴  is absorption, and 𝐶𝐴  is isxthe currentxaccount 

balance. Byxignoring the net factor payment and transfers, thexcurrent accountxbalance is the same 

as tradexbalance. 𝐶𝐴 is positive when there is a surplus and negative when there is a deficit. A 

currentxaccountxdeficit can thenxbe interpretedxas an excessxof absorptionxoverxincome (the 
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amount an economy earns from its production exceeds the amount it wishes to demand or 

"absorb"). In this case, reducing axcurrent accountxdeficit can bexachieved eitherxby increasing 

income (𝑌), or reducing absorption, (𝐴). In order to determine how to do this, it is necessary to 

specify a model that links Y and  𝐴 to various policy instruments (Keynes, 1936). 

The model adds behavioural equations that links consumption demand (𝐶𝑃) and import demand 

(𝐼𝑀) to income (𝑌). In the Keynesian tradition, consumption demand is a linear function of income. 

Equally, imports are a linear function of income. In a realistic manner, when imports are taken to 

be intermediate goods, they depend on the scale of production, rather than consumer goods, in 

which case they may be better modelled as a function of 𝐴. the model takes investment (𝐼), 

government expenditure (𝐶𝑔), and exports(𝑋), to be predetermined, or exogenous. 

Lastly, the model assumes that production (𝑌) expands at constant marginal costs (the fixed-price 

assumption). However, we note that most production systems are subject to increasing marginal 

cost. Thus, there are no capacity constraints in the short-run. If thexcost of producingxan additional 

unitxof output is fixed, then the price of the final product is fixed. In order for this to be true, the 

cost of hiring additional labor (wages) must be constant. This is generally true in conditions of 

unemployment. Assuming that the assumptions hold, it implies that equation 4.2 is a fully specified 

model of the macroeconomy.  

𝑌 = {𝐴 + 𝐶𝐴} −    𝐼𝑀                                  4.2  

By solving equation  4.2 , we can derive the multipliers of thexresponse of income and the 

externalxbalance to changesxin the exogenous variables. The solutions for 𝑌 and 𝐶𝐴 are: 

𝑌 = {
1

1 − 𝑐 + 𝑧
} (𝐶0   + 𝐼 + 𝐶𝑔 + 𝑋 − 𝐼𝑀0 )                                4.3 

And,    𝐶𝐴 = 𝑋 − 𝐼𝑀0 −  {
𝑧

1−𝑐+𝑧
} (𝐶0   + 𝐼 + 𝐶𝑔 + 𝑋 − 𝐼𝑀0 )                     4.4 

Thisximplies that, a one unitxincrease in government consumption (𝐶𝑔), willxincrease income 

by   {
1

1−𝑐+𝑧
} , and will reduce the current account balance by {

𝑧

1−𝑐+𝑧
} . From the model, by 

introducing the foreign trade sector, the traditional Keynesian multiplier, which is equal to, {
1

1−𝑐
} 
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is reduced. This is because imports represent an additional “leakage” from the system, which does 

not exist in the closed economy.   

The impactxon the currentxaccountxbalance of an increase in government spending is 

unambiguously negative. The multiplier is{
−𝑧

1−𝑐+𝑧
}. This is presumably part of the rationale behind 

the almost universal call to cut government spending in countriesxwith largexcurrentxaccount 

deficits. Further, by attempting to address the question “what will be thexeffect on thexcurrent 

accountxbalance of anxincrease inxexports?” On the one hand, it should improve the balance, since 

exports are a sourcexof foreignxexchange. Onxthe otherxhand, through the multiplier effects, they 

increase incomesxwhich inxturn impliesxan increase inximports. The total effect is equal to: 

 1 − {
𝑧

1−𝑐+𝑧
}  > 0      4.5 

From this model, although the increased imports dampen the effect of export expansion, it isxclear 

thatxthe netxeffect is unambiqouslyxpositive. 

(ii) Australian Model. 

To begin with, thexmodel is credited to Salter (1959) and Swan (1960, 1963a). As cited by Metaxas 

and Weber (2013), the model isxalso referred to as the depedent economy model.  It integrates income 

effects and price effects, whichxare the mainxdeterminants of thexlevel and composition of 

production and consumption. As compared to the Keynesian model for an open economy, this 

model provides a more complete understanding of macroeconomic relationships and thus itxis 

commonlyxused for economicxpolicy analysisxand thexanalysis of externalxshocks to the economy. 

Secondly, thexmain feature of thisxmodel is thexdivision of the economy's output and consumption 

into two broad categories of goods and services (tradables that are outputs that either earn or cost 

foreign exchange and non-tradables that are domestically produced and consumed but do not 

directly earn or cost foreign exchange). Dividing all economic activity into these two categories 

suggests that the two types of outputs compete with each other for the economy's scarce resources. 

If the economy is fully employing its resources (labor and capital), then a net increase in the 

production of tradable outputs must divert resources away from the production of non-tradables.  
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Thirdly, the issue of economic efficiency for an economy is how to allocate domestic resources. 

Either one indication that the economy may be under or over-producing tradables, is the existence 

of a BOP deficit or surplus. Correction of this imbalance in the tradable sector will 

necessarilyxrequire adjustmentxin thexnon-tradable sector. This is a key idea in structural 

adjustment (a BOP deficit is the reflection of a low output of tradable relative to the output of non-

tradables). The difference between the mechanisms of price formation for tradable compared with 

non-tradables is critical to the understanding of thexrole of the realxexchangexrate and the workings 

of macroeconomic adjustment in developing economies. 

 

Moreover, this model highlights the major insight of Alexander’s absorptionxapproach in the Swan 

diagram.  That is anyxpoint on the internalxbalancexline to thexright of thexexternalxbalance line 

is axsituation of fullxemployment and BOPxdeficit. Axdepreciation, whichxincreasesxthexexternal 

pricexlevel, is a verticalxmovementxaway fromxthe internalxbalancexline. If, the fullxemployment 

level of outputxcannot be surpassed, thenxthe increasexthe costxratio must bexaccompanied by a 

reductionxin realxexpenditure thatxtakes thexposition of the economyxback onto the internal balance 

line. As such, realxexpenditurexmustxfall if axdepreciation isxto restore externalxbalance atxfull 

employment. 

Lastly, thexcorrection of anyxdisequilibriumxsituation needs a combinationxof financialxpolicy and 

pricexadjustments. InxSalter’s (1959) model, thexeffect of axchangexin financialxpolicy (e.g., 

changexinxgovernmentxspending) isxa parallelxshift ofxexpenditure. Higher public spending 

increases domesticxexpenditure and shiftsxthe spendingxline outward while lowerxgovernment 

spending shiftsxitxinward.  Adjustments of prices impactxon the price of tradedxgoods relativexto 

non-tradedxgoods and arexreflected byxa changexin thexslope ofxthe income and expenditurexlines. 

(iii) Inter-temporalxApproach to CurrentxAccount 

Thisxpaper notesxthat analysises ofxthe currentxaccount follows twoxparadigms. Firstly, the 

intertemporalxsolvency approach, whichxseeks to addressxwhether all thexdebts incurredxwill 

ultimatelyxbexrepaid. This implysxthat largextrade deficitsxtoday willxbe offset byxequally large 

tradexsurpluses inxfuture.  That a countryxcan remainxtechnically solventxso long asxitxmakes the 

necessaryxpolicy adjustmentsxneeded in futurexto bring thexrequisite, surplusesxthat facilitates 

repaymentsxofxdebts.  However, it is a weakxapproach, which has been, analyzed for imposingxtoo 
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few restrictionsxon the currentxaccount basedxon onlyxsolvency. On thexother hand, is a 

sustainabilityxcriterion which addsxover and abovexsolvency, the requirementxthat policies 

remainxconstant inxfuture? This wouldximply that underxthe assumption that policiesxdo not 

change, a countryxdoes notxviolate its intertemporalxbudgetxconstraint (Camarero et al. 2009). 

Importantly, currentxaccount deficitxresulting from thextrade deficit oftenxsignals challengesxon 

structuralxcompetitiveness while lowxdomestic savingsxto GDP ratios implyxthat the deficit is 

notxfinancing futurexeconomic growth. Foreign domesticxinvestment is a morexsustainable way of 

financing currentxaccount deficitxthan other formsxof capital flowsxsuch as portfolio investmentxso 

that low foreign direct investment denotesxunsustainable repayments. Low economicxgrowth rates 

imply that futurexprospects for paying off debt arexnot strong. Ifxdebt levels arexhigh 

andxunsustainable, it is difficultxfor an economyxto continue toxmaintain a current accountxdeficit. 

Moreover, poorxgovernance leads countriesxto implementxpoor macroeconomicxpolicies, which 

are crucialxto correctximbalances (Gichuki, 2013).   

From an economic theory perspective, the intertemporalxapproachxviews thexcurrent account as a 

changexin the netxforeign assetxposition of axcountry. It isxgrounded on utilityxmaximizing 

decisionsxby economicxagents. It assertsxthat large deficitsxcan be optimalxand sustainablexand, 

therefore, not axcause ofxconcern forxpolicy makers. It alsoxproposes thatxsaving andxinvestment 

decisionsxresult from forwardxlooking behavourxbased on thexexpected valuesxof various 

macroeconomicxfactors. It achievesxa synthesisxbetween thextrade and financialxflow perspectives 

byxrecognizing howxmacroeconomic factorsxinfluence futurexrelative prices and how relative 

prices affectxsaving and investmentxdecisions (ObstfeldxandxRogoff, 1995b). 

d) Theories on Budget Deficits and External Deficits Causal Links 

 

Accordingxto KimxandxKim (2006), therexare fourxstreams of literature that explain the nexus 

between budget deficits and current account deficits (Algieri (2013). They include: 

i) Twinxdeficitxhypothesis 

ii) Currentxaccount targetingxhypothesis  

iii) The feedbackxlinkage (Bidirectional causality)  

iv) ThexRicardian equivalence.  
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i) TwinxDeficitsxHypothesis 

 

Firstly, the Feldsteinxchain’s argument, that anxincrease in the governmentxdeficit pushes the 

interestxrates up, which inxturn attracts foreignxcapital andxstrengthens thexdomesticxcurrency 

drivingxthe currentxaccount balance intoxdeficits, appearsxtoxhave beenxthe mostximportant 

demonstration ofxthe twin-deficitsxphenomenon (Feldstein, 1986). This paperxidentifies two 

approaches to the transmissionxmechanism behind the twin-deficitsxhypothesis. These approaches 

are explainedxthrough the Keynesianxincome-expenditurexapproach and the Mundell-Fleming 

(FM) modelxthat isxfounded onxopen-economy andxhigh capitalxmobility (Mundell, 1963). 

Focusing on thexperspective of the income-expenditurexapproach, an increasexin budgetxdeficits 

willxincrease domesticxabsorption  (𝐶 + 𝐼 + 𝐺) and, in turn the domesticxincome. Additionally, 

this approach posits that the increasexin income willxinduce importsxand eventuallyxwill 

reducexthexsurplus or increasexthe deficitxin the tradexbalance which is a component of current 

account andxthus makesxthe publicxsector and externalxsector deficits act asxtwins. As highlighted 

by the Keynesian openxeconomy models with high capitalxmobility, an additionalxlinkage can 

explain thexdeterioration in the tradexbalance due to a higher budget deficit.  

Secondly, a rise in the budgetxdeficit will result in anxincrease in thexaggregatexdemand and 

domestic realxinterestxrates. Thexhigh interestxrates leadxto netxcapitalxinflow from abroad and 

causexappreciation of the domesticxcurrency. The strongxcurrency will make importsxcheap and 

domesticxexportable less competitive in the globalxmarket and adversely affect netxexports 

deteriorating the currentxaccount. Although these channels may differxslightly, the conclusion is 

valid both underxfixed and flexiblexexchange ratexregimes (ElifxandxGul, 2002). However, while 

acknowledging the adversexeconomic and socialxeffects of large budgetxdeficits, criticsxof F-M 

approach are doubtfulxof the causal sequence.  

Thus, somexresearchers have cited the Ricardian equivalencexhypothesis (REH) to argue that 

whether budgetxdeficit is financedxthrough publicxdebt or withxincreases in taxxrates, thexeffect 

on realxinterestxrates, aggregatexdemand, privatexspending, thexexchangexrate or the external 

accounts isxunaltered. The proponentsxof the REH posit that while taxxcuts reduce publicxsaving 

and enlarges the budget deficit, private saving rises by an amount equal to the expectedxincrease 

in the burden of tax in the futurexyears (NozarxandxLoretta, 2006). 
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On the other hand, GiancarloxandxMuller (2006) emphasize on two different fiscal transmission 

mechanisms of the twin-deficits. The first mechanism underlinexrelative pricexmovements, while 

the other is on the intertemporalxdecisions. This paper notes that thexfirst transmissionxmechanism 

centres on thexMundell-Flemingxmodel. To highlight, anxexpansionaryxfiscalxshockxaugments 

disposablexincome and internalxdemand whereby a proportion of the higher consumptionxdemand 

‘leaksxabroad’ in form of higher importxdemand, worseningxthe tradexbalance.  

In addition, with flexiblexexchangexrates, axstronger domesticxdemand appreciates the exchange 

rate and crowds-out the foreignxdemand. Due to thexdifferences in thexmultiplier, the effect is 

stronger for spendingxhikes than for taxxcuts. The rise in the externalxdeficit is mitigatedxto the 

extentxthat the rise in domesticxdemand increases the domesticxinterest rate, thereby crowding-out 

domesticxinvestment. 

Generally, thexprominence is on thexstatic transmissionxmechanism that links fiscalxdeficits to 

excess demand and relativexprice movements. Other scholars are in support of the twin-deficit 

hypothesis, that higher budgetxdeficit lead to higher currentxaccount deficits. For instance, based 

on the analysis of the data from the United States, Normadin (1994) established that a tax increase 

decreases the fiscal deficit directly and inturn decreases the externalxdeficit. This is because of the 

reduced imports resulting from the decline of private (incomes (after-tax).  

Similarly, Kasa (1994) presents a significant connectionxbetween trade and budgetxdeficits for the 

postxwar era forxthe UnitedxStates, Japanxand Germanyxafterxcontrolling for the effects ofxfiscal 

spendingxon GrossxNationalxProduct. Last but not the least; Keynesian economicxmodels assume 

that a shift from tax to debt financing, increases privatexconsumption as private consumption 

depends on disposablexincome. Thus, budgetxdeficits aggravates private consumption and the 

deficit in the currentxaccount.  Researchers including Zietizxand Pemberton (1990), Vamvoukas 

(1999), MillerxandxRussek (1989) and Islam (1990), among others are in support of the twin-

deficitxhypothesis. 
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ii) CurrentxAccountxTargetingxHypothesis 
 

To begin with, despitexthe plethoraxof studies inxfavour of the twinxdeficits hypothesis, there is 

evidence of reversedxcausation. Thexcausality runsxfrom currentxaccountxdeficit tobudgetxdeficit. 

According to Poterba & Summers (1986), this causality is the currentxaccountxtargeting 

hypothesis. Examples of the studies in support of this hypothesis include Anoruaxand Ramchander 

(1998), Ahmed & Teo (1999) andxAlkswani (2000), among others.  

 

According to Summers (1988), the worsening of the external balances potentially leads to a slower 

pattern of growth resulting to increasesxin the fiscalxdeficits. Government mainly sets a fiscal 

stimulus policy that is aimed at minimizing the negative financial and economic effects of large 

external imbalances but contrally, economicxslowdowns resultingxfromxlarge externalxdeficits 

not onlyxenlarge governmentxspending, but also shrinkxtax revenues, leading to fiscalxdeficits. 

 

This reversal relationship is termed ‘‘currentxaccountxtargeting’’ as described by Summers 

(1988). Many economists and analysts including AnoruoxandxRamchander (1998), Khalidxand 

Guan (1999), Egwaikhide (2002), KimxandxKim (2006), Marinheiro (2008) andxStiglitz (2010) 

affirmed the reversexrelationship in their papers implying that external deficits in either trade 

account, currentxaccount (or both) tend to cause fiscalxdeficits. Lastly, policyximplications of 

drawn from this mode of causation is ambiguous and impracticable (Ogbonna, 2014). 

 

iii) The Feedback Linkage (Bidirectional Causality) 

 

Another causality betweenxthe budget and external deficits is by Kim andxKim (2006). According 

toxPrasad (2013), the bidirectional causality, reveal some key evidence from Latin American 

countries that was conducted during the financialxcrisis. The view contends that in as much as 

budget deficits cause external deficits, equally external deficits can cause budget deficits. 

Moreover, Feldstein and Horioka (1980) also establishedxthat savingsxand investments are highly 

correlated, and the linkage causes bidirectionalxcausalityxbetween budget and external deficits 

amlplifying the need to consider the channel in this paper. 
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iv) ThexRicardian Equivalence (Neutrality View) 

 

To start with, the proponents of this hypothesis denyxany connection betweenxthe budgetxdeficit 

andxthe currentxaccountxdeficit. Thus, thexconceptxis of thexview thatxsincexpeople arexrational, 

theyxknowxthatxthe reductionxinxtaxes, because of the governmentxexpansionaryxfiscalxpolicy of 

taxxcut, is temporaly andxso theyxwill thereforexsave thexextra disposablexincome to pay for the 

future higherxtaxes. It posits that the nationalxsavings will not be affectedxbecause the decrease 

in governmentxsavings represented by increased fiscalxdeepening will bexcompensated by the 

additional precautionaryxprivate savings for expected futurexincrease in taxes. 

 

According to Elif and Gul (2001), this hypothesis opines that the equilibriumxlevels of interest 

rates, investment, current account and consumption will not bexaffected by the changes in the level 

of budgetxdeficit. This assertion can be termed as an extensionxof the Permanent Income Life-

Cycle Hypothesis including governmentxexpenditure, taxes and debt, which reveals that a change 

in the level of budgetxdeficit will not change the lifetimexbudget constraint and realxwealth of the 

consumer.  

 

This theory therefore, shows that as a consequence of intertemporalxconsumption behavior, 

according to the REH, temporaryxchanges in the level of governmentxexpenditures and marginal 

tax rates are muchxmore important than the means of financing it. The theory posits that in order 

to explainxthe BOP deficit, productivity differentials, interest rate and temporaryxincreases in the 

public sectorxspending as alternative explanatoryxvariables besides budget deficits. 

 

 Similarly, the “equivalencextheory” as illustrated by the classicalxeconomist, David Ricardo in 

1817, suggests that governmentxbudget deficits should not alter capitalxformation and economic 

growth or the level of aggregatexdemand including demandxfor imports due to the factxthat far-

sighted individuals fullyxcapitalize the impliedxfuture taxes associated with budgetxdeficits. As 

stated, the theoryximplies that there is no apparent correlationxbetween the two deficits.  Ricardo’s 

neutrality hypothesis posits that the private sectorxviews budget deficits as publicxinvestment and 

treatsxpublic and private investment as perfectxsubstitutes. Thus, fiscalxmeasures designed to 

influence aggregatexdemand will have no effect as individual’s reducexconsumption in 

anticipation of futurextax liabilities. 
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Moreover, the REH suggests that a tax-cut has noxeffect onxconsumption since rationalxindividual, 

aware of the intertemporalxgovernment budgetxconstraint, basextheir consumptionxdecision on 

permanentxincome and therefore anticipates an increase inxfuture tax-liability by savingxamount 

equal toxthe tax-cut. Thus, the hypothesis is premised on relativelyxstrong assumptionsxsuch as 

rationalxand forward-lookingxindividuals, lump-sumxtaxes, perfectxcapital market andxinfinite 

lives of consumers. This renders the REH’s practical relevancexquestionable (Gerhard andxJesus, 

2004). 

 

These discussions generally suggest that the link between budget and external (current account 

and trade) deficits is indeed an empirical issue. 

 

4.2.2 Empirical Literature  

Empirical studies that deal with thexeffects of budget and external deficitsxon economic growth 

are scantyxand inconclusive. Thisxis precisely thexcase in developingxcountries, like Kenya. In 

the industrialisedxeconomies, Bahmani-Oskooee (2004) examined the three alternative 

approachesxto axcountry’s BOP. The study employed two measuresxof external balances, the 

tradexbalance and the currentxaccount, both inxreal terms for the USA. The study applied real 

fullxemployment budgetxas a measurexof fiscalxtool, while as axmeasure ofxmonetary policy, the 

study usedxreal M1 and real M2 aggregates. To determine ifxelasticity approachxreceives any 

long-termxsupport, the author utilized threexdifferent measures ofxexchange rate. Quarterly 

dataxover the 1971: Q1-1989: Q2 period wasxapplied in the analysis. A cointegrationxtechnique 

wasxused and the findingsxreveal that while full-employmentxbudget wasxcointegrated with the 

currentxaccount and thextrade balance, the M2 monetaryxaggregate was marginallyxcointegrated 

onlyxwith the tradexbalance.  

 

In the literature, Bahmani-Oskooee (1992) and Ki-HoxKim (1995) appliedxthe same dataxas 

Mohsen Bahmani-Oskooee (1992) andxestablished that the results of Mohsen Bahmani-Oskooee 

(1992) werexnot valid. They attributed thexinvalidity of thexresults to thexmethodology 

employed. Precisely, Bahmani-Oskooee (1992) and Ki-Ho Kim (1995) arguedxthat outxof twelve 

timexseries that Bahmani-Oskooeexconcluded to be unit rootsxusing Augmented Dickey-Fuller 

(ADF) technique, threexofxthem had no unitxrootxwhen Kwiatkowski-Phillips-Schmidt-Shin 

(KPSS) procedure was employed. Kim (1995) however, employed Johansen’s approach 
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inxestimating the cointegrationxrelationship, in contrast to Engle-Granger testsxemployed in 

Bahmani-Oskooee (1992). The authorxverifies that the tradexbalance is notxcointegrated with the 

full employment budget and that bothxthe currentxaccount and tradexbalances have a long-run 

relationshipxwith the M2 aggregatexand thexterms ofxtrade, respectively. 

 

Further, Bahmani-Oskooee (1995) extended his previousxwork and Kim’s multivariate models 

using Johansen-Juseliusxcointegrationxtechnique. By applying the Perron’s test, he examined the 

stationarity of timexseries variables and emphasized thatxcointegration results obtainedxby the 

Johansen-Juselius technique were sensitive toxthe number of lagsxand stated that Kim (1995) had 

arbitrarily included onlyxfour lags withoutxtesting. The analysisxrevealed thatxalthough all three-

policy variables belongxto the cointegratingxvector, fiscalxpolicyxvariable was relatively more 

importantxas a long-runxdeterminant of the U.S. current account. 

 

Additionally, Bachman (1992) considered fourxvariables (Federalxgovernment surplus, gross 

domestic investment, U.S. relative to foreignxproductivity, and the estimatedxrisk premium) to 

represent the causalxagent for eachxof the four hypothesesxintroduced by Darrat (1998). The 

findings revealed thatxonly the fiscal deficit explainedxthe evolution of thexcurrent account. 

Feldstein’s twin deficitxhypothesis proved to bexsuperior in the VAR analysis (Bachman, 1992).  

 

Estimatesxby Roel Beetsma, Massimo Giuliodori, and Franc Klaassen (2007) suggestxthat the 

governmentxspending increase in thexselected EU countries (Austria, Belgium, Denmark, 

Finland, France, Ireland, Italy, Germany, Greece, the Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, and 

the U.K.) produces a 0.7 per cent of GDP impactxbudgetxdeficit, therebyxpointing to the 

potentialxrelevance of thextwin deficits hypothesisxon the GDP (Beetsma, Giuliodori, and 

Klaassen 2007)  

 

Moreover, Abbas et al. (2011) analyzedxthe sample of morexthan 100 countries, andxconcluded 

thatxan improvement in thexfiscal balance of one per cent of GDP improves the current account 

balance by 0.2 percentage. Effects gradually disappear, becomingxinsignificant after 2 to 4 years. 

The impact was longer-lasting inxemerging than inxadvanced countries. Kosteletou (2013) 

confirmed thextwinxdeficitxhypothesis for EU countries. The author emphasized that an 

expansionary fiscalxpolicy worsens thexcurrent account deficits in Eurozone countries (Greece, 

Portugal, Spain, Italy, France, Cyprus and Slovenia). The findinds also revealed that the opposite 
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direction effects also hold. The result confirmed existence of reversexcausality that ran from 

current account to the budget deficit. 

 

Equally, Gurgul and Lach (2012) conducted a studyxon the nature of causalxdependencies 

between economicxgrowth and budgetxand trade deficits of ten new European Union (EU) 

members in transitionxfrom Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) region. The study applied annual 

data from 2000-2009 using panel datasets methodxdeveloped by Granger and Huang (1997). To 

confirm the stabilityxof the results they performed empiricalxinvestigations on twoxspecific sub-

groups chosenxon the basis ofxdifferences inxthe levels of budgetxbalances of samplexcountries. 

The results providexsupport that budgetxdeficits were significantlyxslowing downxthe GDP 

growth rates in thexcase of new EU Members inxtransition from CEE region. The results 

established a unidirectional Granger causalityxrunning from budgetxdeficits to tradexdeficits that 

confirmed existence of twinxdeficitsxhypothesis. 

It has also been noted that Daly and Siddiki (2009) applied cointegrationxanalysis along 

withxregime shifts andxestablished a long-run relationshipxbetween budgetxdeficits, real 

interestxrates and currentxaccount deficits in 13 out of 23 OECD countriesxexamined. However, 

the number ofxcountries withxapparent long-run relationshipsxwas significantlyxreduced when 

regimexshifts were notxpermitted. The findings also demonstrated that, whenxstructural breaks 

werexapplied in the analysis; it seemed that twinxdeficits were lessxlikely to be conjoinedxin the 

case ofxcountries with a more extensive financial infrastructurexconfirming the importancexof 

application of structuralxbreaks in the analysis. 

 

From a mixed of countries, Khalid and Guan (1999) applied cointegrationxto determinexthe causal 

relationshipxbetween currentxaccount and budgetxdeficits. The Study employed annual time 

series data fromxfive developed and fivexdeveloping countries. The results suggest that the 

linksxbetween the two deficits in the end are morexlikely to occur in thexdeveloping countries 

than the developed ones. Results on the Granger-causality test support the existence of a causal 

relationship between external deficit and the budget deficit in mixed direction forxdeveloping 

countries.  

 

Narrowing to Africa, Egwaikhide et al., (2002) studiedxseveral African countriesxusing annual 

data for 1970-1999. He employed OLS method to examine the correlationxbetween the twin deficits. 
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The findings revealed that therexexists a positivexrelationship between the twoxdeficits for all 

nationsxunder studyxexcept for Cameroon, Cote d’Ivoire, Gambia, Guinea-Bisau and Mali. 

Grangerxcausality test confirmedxtwin deficit hypothesisxfor Benin, Burkina Faso, Ghana, 

Nigeria and South Africa and bi-lateral causality forxTogo. The result established unilateral 

causalityxrunning from currentxaccount to budget deficits for Kenya. 

In Kenya, Kosimbei (2002) used annualxtimexseriesxdata for 1964 to 2000 toxexamine 

thexrelationship between budget and current account deficit for Kenya. The study carried out 

Granger-causalityxtestsxwhich revealed that there was noxcausality between budgetxandxcurrent 

account deficits. The study concluded that Ricardianxequivalence is valid with both short-runxand 

long-runxdynamics beingxthe samexfor Kenya.  

 

Further, Osoro et al., (2014) examined thexrelationshipxbetween current accountxbalance and 

budget deficitxwhile including otherxvariables such as growth, interestxrates, moneyxsupply (M3) 

in Kenyaxfrom 1963 to 2012. The studyxwas based on cointegrationxand error correctionxmodel. 

The findings established that the Keynesianxview fits well for Kenyaxsince the causality 

runsxfrom budgetxdeficit toxcurrent account deficit.  

 

An integral component in analysing the relationshipxbetween budget and externalxdeficits is how 

budgetxdeficits feedxinto the externalxdeficits. There are various identified conduits through 

which budget deficitsxcan feedxinto externalxdeficits. As highlighted by Abbas et al. (2010) in 

Opeyemi (2012), three main channels that include the real exchange rate, realxinterest rates, and 

thexreal income. Thexoverall impact of each channel on the budget and external deficits nexus 

hinges mainly on the features of each economy (Opeyemi 2012). For instance, the exchange rate 

is crucial in an economy where it is a floating rather than fixed regime. Equally, Prasad et. al., 

(2013) justifies inclusionxof exchangexrate in the analysis because of its role in international trade. 

The real exchange rate is important because its oscillations have a direct bearing on price, which 

in turn affects consumption decisions in the economy.  

 

The study also Fleming (1962), Mundell (1963), Volcker (1987), Kearney and Monadjeni (1990), 

and Haug (1990). The authors emphasize the importance of interestxrates and exchangexrates as 

transmissionxmechanisms. For instance, they argue that if there is an increase in fiscalxdeficits, 

the increasexforces interestxrates toxincrease, thus causingxcapital inflows. Thisxresults in an 
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appreciationxof the exchangexrate throughxan increasedxdemand of domesticxfinancial assets, 

further deteriorating trade and currentxaccounts.  

 

Lastly, Kim and Kim (2006) highlight fourxpossible causation linkages that may bexpresent 

between budget and externalxdeficits: 

(i) The twin-deficit Keynesian (orxconventional) view, based on Mundell (1968) and 

Fleming (1962) model, with a persistentxbudget deficit that induces an external deficit; 

(ii) The Neo-classicalxview, if, in contrast to the previousxcase, chronic and excessive 

current account deficits may in turn lead to budget deficits; 

(iii)  The Ricardian (orxneutrality) view, which assumes the absence of anyxcausal 

relationshipxbetween external deficits and budgetxdeficits; 

(iv) The bi-directionalxhypothesis, whereby, budget deficits may cause external deficits, 

and vice-versa. There exist significant feedback effects that may induce causality 

between the two variables to flow in both directions. 

 

Table 4.2: Summary of the Empirical Literature  

Author & Yearx CountryxofxStudy Data Used Methodology Main Finding 

Anisha & Tri 

(2017) 

Indonesia Quarterly data 

2000: Q1 to 

2012: Q2 

Granger, Cointegration 

& ARDL-ECM 

Twinxdeficit hypothesis & Feldstein-

Horioka hypothesisxhold forxIndonesia 

Nikiforos et al., 

(2015) 

Greece Annual data 

1980 to 2010 

Granger, Cointegration 

& VECM  

Unidirectional 

causality running from CAD to BD 

Magazzino 

(2012) 

 

Greece Annual data 

 1970 to 2010 

 

Panel with bootstrap 

Critical value & 

Granger 

Unidirectionalx 

causalityxrunning from CADxtoxBD 

Epaphra (2012) Tanzania  Annual data 

 1966 to 2015 

 

Granger, Cointegration 

& VECM 

Unidirectionalx 

causalityxrunning from BDxtoxCAD 

Algieri (2013) GIIPS Countries: 

Greece, Ireland, 

 Italy, Portugal, 

 And Spain 

Quarterly data 

1980: Q2 to 

 2012: Q2 

 

VAR & Granger plus 

Toda–Yamamoto 

Homogeneity in using both Granger and 

Toda–Yamamoto approaches. 

No causality between BD and TD.  

No causality between BD and CAD.  

Gurgul & Lach 

(2012) 

10 Countries of CEE 

Region 

Annual data 

2000 to 2009 

Panel & Granger  Budget deficits slowed down the GDP 

growth. Unidirectional 

causality running from BD to TD 

Magazzino 

(2012) 

 

Spain 

 

Annual data 

 1970 to 2010 

 

Panel & Granger 

 

Unidirectionalx 

causalityxrunning from CAD to BD 

Merza etxal., 

(2012) 

Kuwait Quarterlyxdata 

1993: Q4 to 

2010: Q4 

Granger, Cointegration 

& VAR 

Unidirectional 

causality running from CAD to BD 
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Author & Yearx CountryxofxStudy Data Used Methodology Main Finding 

Rault & Afonso 

 (2009) 

Italy Annual data 

1970 to 2007 

 

Panel with bootstrap 

Critical value & 

Granger 

Unidirectionalxcausality runningxfrom 

BD to CAD (forxa 3 variablexmodel: 

BD, CAD & RER). Unidirectionalx 

causalityxrunning from CAD to BD 

(forxa 2 variablexmodel: BD & CAD) 

Rault & Afonso 

 (2009) 

Ireland Annual data 

1970 to 2007 

 

Panel with bootstrap 

Critical value & 

Granger 

Unidirectionalx 

causalityxrunning fromxCAD toxBD 

Osoro etxal., 

(2014) 

Kenya Annual data 

1963 to 2012 

Granger, Cointegration 

& VECM 

Unidirectionalxcausality runningxfrom 

BD to CAD 

Kosimbei (2002) Kenya Annual data 

1964 to 2000 

Granger, Cointegration 

& VAR 

No causality between BD and CAD 

 

Egwaikhide et 

al., (2002) 

Kenya Annual data 

1970 to 1999 
OLS & Granger Unidirectional 

causality running from CAD to BD 

Source: Author’s Compilations 

 

4.2.3 Overview of Literature   

In this study, we review the literature based on theoriesxrelated to effectsxof budgetxdeficits and 

economicxgrowth, approaches to BOP and on associated causalxlinkages and on transmission 

mechanisms ofxbudget and externalxdeficits. Both theoretical and empirical literature have 

yielded mixed results and inconclusive evidence particularly in developing countries.  

Existing evidence from Sub-Saharan Africa in particular seem to be very scanty on the subject.  

Generally, in most of the identified literature, authors explore only thexrelationship between 

current accountxdeficit and fiscalxbalance (e.g., Kosteletou, 2012; Bussie re et al., 2010; Daly and 

Siddiki, 2009; Kumhof and Laxton, 2009; Baharumshah et al., 2006; Salvatore, 2006; Njoroge et 

al., 2014). Soni (2014) and Algieri (2013) established that alternative measures of public deficits 

are crucial for macroeconomic policy and suggest that in order to arrive at appropriate policy 

suggestions; the correct measurement of the deficit is a vital prerequisite. Algieri (2013) suggests 

that in order to fine-tune any policy suggestion, there is need to consider both the trade and current 

account in the analysis. This is crucial for quantitative macroeconomic policy analysis, particularly 

in developing economies. 

Empirical evidence also suggests that results may be different when we apply different 

methodologies and model specifications for the same economy or group of economies (Algieri, 

2013; Osoro et al., 2014; Soukiazias et. al., 2015; Civcir. and Yucel, 2020). In Kenya, there exists 

scanty empirical evidence on the subject.  Equally, non of the identified previous studies in Kenya 
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(Egwaikhide et al., 2002); Kosimbei, 2002; Njoroge et al., 2014; Osoro etxal., 2014) considered 

the application of structural shocks in the determination of causal linkages. The effects on trade 

deficits and debt service on growth linkages have also been side-steped by the identified authors. 

This could have led to estimates bias in the nature and direction of causal linkages.   Due to 

unavailability of country specific data for most of the developing countries, many researchers have 

shiedxaway fromxcountry specificxstudies. This is a research gap on the subject for the   developing 

countries and Kenya in particular. This study, therefore, attemptsxto fillxthe gapxfor Kenya. 

4.3 Methodology 

4.3.1 ConceptualxFramework  

The linkxbetween the effects of fiscalxdeficits, external deficits and economicxgrowthxcan be 

shown in a diagram  highlighted in figure 4.4 (Sadoulet and Janvry, 1995). 

 

Figure 4.4:  Conceptual Framework  

Source: Sadoulet and Janvry (1995) 
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The link is not only important to analyze the effects of fiscalxandxexternalxdeficits on economic 

growth but can also help understand theirxcausal interdependencies. The World Bank (2014) 

report for Kenya notes that the Kenyan economy has beenxexperiencing exogenousxshocks and 

therefore measuresxto reduce Kenya’sxsusceptibility toxmacroeconomic shocksxare necessary 

forximprovedxeconomic growth. This link is therefore important especially to policy makers and 

acadamecians in Sub-Saharan Africa and Kenya in particular.  

 

4.3.2 TheoreticalxFramework  

The paper adopts the twin deficits hypothesis approach and adopts the   work of Algieri, (2013). 

We derive the link between budgetxand external deficits from the national accountsxidentity. 

𝑌 = 𝐶𝑖 + 𝐼𝑥 + 𝐺𝑦 + 𝑇𝐵𝑧 + 𝑁𝐹𝐼𝑖 + 𝑁𝐶𝑇 𝑙                                                         4.6 

Where  𝑌   is grossxdomesticxproduct (GDP),  𝐶   is privatexconsumption, 𝐼  isxinvestment, 𝐺  is 

governmentxconsumption, 𝑇𝐵  is tradexbalance, 𝑁𝐹𝐼 is netxfactorxincome (fromxabroad), and 

𝑁𝐶𝑇 is netxcurrentxtransfers.  

 

Thexsumxof 𝑇𝐵𝑧 + 𝑁𝐹𝐼𝑖 + 𝑁𝐶𝑇 𝑙describesxthe currentxaccountxbalance(𝐶𝐴𝐵) : 

𝐶𝐴𝐵𝑙  =   𝑇𝐵𝑧 + 𝑁𝐹𝐼𝑖 + 𝑁𝐶𝑇 𝑙                                             4.7 

Abstracting from 4.7, tradexbalance is a component of current accountxbalance. Since the 

difference, betweenxincome  (𝑌)  and totalxconsumption (𝐶 + 𝐺)  depict nationalxsaving  (𝑆) , 

identity   4.7, is transformed as, 

 𝑆𝑥 −  𝐼𝑥      =     𝐶𝐴𝐵𝑥                                             4.8 

Fromxequation   4.8   and excluding the net foreignxincome fromxabroad and transfersxfrom 

equation 4.7 in a narrowxdefinitionxtransforms to:          𝑆𝑥 −  𝐼𝑥   =     𝑇𝐵𝑥                                                4.9 

National saving results from twoxcomponents which include the governmentxorxpublic saving 

and privatexsaving, illustrated respectively byxequation 4.10 and  4.11 where, 𝑇 depicts taxes by 

the government.  

 𝑆𝑃𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑥     =     𝑇 − 𝐺                                                4.10 

𝑆𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑥     =    𝑌 −  𝑇 − 𝐶                                                4.11 
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Rearrangingxequation  4.8 yields:      

 
 (𝑇 − 𝐺) +   𝑆𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑥  − 𝐼  = 𝐶𝐴𝐵                                                     4.12 

 

Where (𝑇 − 𝐺)  shows the governmentxbalance  (𝐺𝐵) .  It is a surplus if   𝑇  is larger than  𝐺. . 

Similarly, if 𝐶𝐴𝐵 > 0, the nation experiencesxa surplus in currentxaccount. If taxes are lessxthan 

governmentxspending, a country records a budgetxdeficit. If 𝐶𝐴𝐵 < 0, there is a currentxaccount 

deficit (Algieri, 2013).  

 𝑆 − 𝐼  shows the savings-investments balance of the private sector. In case the differencexbetween 

privatexsaving andxinvestment isxstable, then budgetxbalance and currentxaccount willxmove 

together and bexthe same amountximplying that theyxare ‘‘twins’’. However, ifxchanges in the 

budgetxdeficit are fullyxoffset byxchanges in savingsxaccording to the Ricardianxequivalence 

hypothesis, then budget and currentxaccount movement becomexunrelated (Algieri, 2012). 

Lastly, it is important to differentiate thexnaturexof deficits in the currentxaccount. For instance, 

if thexdeficit is financedxfrom long-termxcapitalxinflows, then it can be beneficial to the 

economy. Inwardxinvestmentxcan increase thexproductivexcapacityxof thexeconomy. This 

isxbecause the current account can bexexpressed as the differencexbetween nationalxsavings and 

investment. A currentxaccount deficitxmay reflect a lowxlevel of nationalxsavings relativexto 

investmentxor a highxratexofxinvestment. Thus, a short-termxdeficit is not a problem (Ghosh and 

Ramakrishnan, 2006).  

 

Mwega (2014) observes that, if an external (currentxaccout and trade) deficitxbecomes tooxlarge 

andxpersistent, it can bexdangerous as it becomes a sign of structuralxweakness and an 

uncompetitivextradable sector, andxcould lead to sharpxreversals. Reversalsxcouldxbecome 

disruptive because privatexconsumption, investment and governmentxspending havexto be 

suddenlyxcut oncexforeignxfinancing is noxlonger accessiblexand a countryxis requiredxto run 

significantxsurpluses to quicklyxreimburse its pastxborrowings. Therefore, independentlyxfrom 

thexcauses of a currentxaccount deficit, there is need to take great care when runningxlarge 

andxpersistent externalxdeficits, in case the countryxregisters suddenxbreaks or reversalsxof 

financing.  
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The study further adopts Soukiazis et al. (2014) growth model that incorporates the trade and 

current account deficits in the analysis.  

Growth rate of the domestic income (�̇�)      =     𝐴 𝐵 ⁄                                                              4.13 

Where equation  4.13  is axmore inclusivexform of a vastxnumber ofxdeterminants that affect 

economicxgrowth.  where 𝐴 is decomposed intoxvarious parts whichxinclude:  the measures of 

the impact of foreignxdemand on domesticxgrowth, measures of thexeffect of relativexprices on 

growth, measuresxon the volumexeffect of thexbalance of trade as well asxcurrent account 

balances, and finallyxmeasures on the impactxof budget deficits on domesticxgrowth, as shown in 

the conceptual framework. On the other hand,  𝐵 takes care of thexeffects of thexdisaggregated 

importxelasticities of the components ofxdemand on domestic growth of the economy.  

 

4.3.3 Empirical Models  

This study specifies two economic growth models as per the objectivesxof thexstudy. The first 

augmented economic growth model as measured by fiscal deficits and trade deficits is;  

�̇�𝑡𝑥 = 𝛼0𝑥 + 𝛼1𝐹𝐷𝑡 +  𝛼2 𝑇𝐷𝑡𝑥  +  𝛼3𝐷𝑆𝑡𝑥  +   𝛼4 𝐶𝑃𝐼𝑡𝑥 + 𝜗𝑡𝑥                                   4.14 

In order to fine-tune any necessary economic policy decisions in line with economic theory, this 

study also considered fiscalxdeficits andxcurrent accountxdeficits as a second measure and the 

model is as in 4.15; 

�̇�𝑡𝑥 = 𝛼0𝑥 + 𝛼1𝐹𝐷𝑡𝑥 +  𝛼2 𝐶𝐴𝐷𝑡𝑥 + 𝛼3𝐷𝑆𝑡𝑥 +  𝛼4 𝑅𝐸𝑅𝑡𝑥 + 𝜗𝑡𝑥                                   4.15 

where  �̇�𝑡   depicts growth of real GDP in time 𝑡,    𝐹𝐷𝑡  represents the fiscal deficit as a sharexof 

GDP, 𝑇𝐷𝑡 is trade deficit,  𝐷𝑆𝑡 denotes total debtxservice in Kenya expressed as a share ofxexports 

and primaryxincome while   𝐶𝑃𝐼𝑡  denotes the percentage change in consumer price index (CPI) 

index as a key control variable based on macroeconomic theory.   𝜗𝑡  is the errorxterm. On the 

other hand, 𝐶𝐴𝐷𝑡 is the current account deficit expressed as ashare of GDP while 𝑅𝐸𝑅𝑡 is the real 

exchange rate as depicted by Kenyaxofficial exchangexrate in Kenyaxshillings per USxdollar. 

Economic theory posits that debt service has implications for macroeconomic stability that has 

anximpact on economicxgrowth. Moreover, as observerd by Ndung’u (2018), the number of 

countries already unable to service their debts doubled in 2018 to eight and the IMF is strongly 
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urging African countries to raise taxes and to provide more scope for paying interest. Countries 

likexChad, Republic ofxCongo, SouthxSudan andxMozambique have moved to “debt distress” 

while the case for Kenya’sxrisk of externalxdebt distress hasxincreased fromxlow toxmoderate 

“debt distress” (World Bank, 2019). 

Lastly, in the studies done in Kenya, there was no consideration of structural breaks (shocks) in 

variables employed in the estimated models (Osoro et al., (2014) Egwaikhide et al., (2002), 

Njoroge et al., (2012). Non-consideration of structural breaks may lead to distortions of the models 

results. This may lead to spurious estimates and bias in the determination of the nature and 

direction of causal linkages. This study therefore employs both Zivotx and Andrews (1992) unit 

xroot test in the analysis. 

4.3.4 Definitionxand Measurementxof Variables   

Variable Definition and Measurement Expected 

Sign  

Data 

Source 

Growth of Real 

GDP (�̇�𝑡)  

The annual percentage change in real GDP.  Real GDP measures the valuexof 

all goodsxand services producedxin axcountry inxa year expressed in 2009 

prices considering inflation.   

 WDI, 2017 

Fiscal deficit 

(𝐹𝐷𝑡)   

Thisxis the generalxgovernment net lending/borrowing in national currency 

expressed as as share of GDP.The fiscal balance has peredominantly been in 

deficit for almost the entire 1980-2016 period except in 1999 and 2000. 

Positivexvalues indicatexa deficit while negativexvalues indicatexa surplus.    

Positive  IMF, WEO, 

2018 

Trade deficitxas 

a sharexof GDP 

(𝑇𝐷𝑡)   

External deficit onxgoods andxservices. Balancexof trade isxequal to 

exportsxof goodsxand servicesxminus importsxof goods andxservices.  

Thexbalance of tradexaccount has peredominantly beenxin deficitxfor 

almostxthe entire 1980-2016 period except in 1993 and 1994. Positivexvalues 

indicate axdeficit while negativexvalues indicatexa surplus.   

Positive WDI, 2017 

Current Account 

Deficit (𝐶𝐴𝐷) 

The saving-investment resource gap of the domestic economy. Valuesxgreater 

thanxzero indicate a deficit whilexthose lessxthan zeroxindicate axsurplus.  

Positive WDI, 2017 

Debtxservice 

(𝐷𝑆𝑡) 

Thextotal debtxservice as a percentagexof exports of goods, servicesxand 

primaryxincomexin Kenya. 

Negative WDI, 2017 

Inflation rate 

(𝐶𝑃𝐼𝑡)  

The annual percentages change of average consumer prices based on year-to-

year changes.  It is in annual percentage change.  

Negative IMF, WEO, 

2018 

Real Exchange 

Rate (𝑅𝐸𝑅) 

The Kenya officialxexchange ratexin Kenyaxshillings perxUS dollarx Negative WDI, 2017 

Source: Author’s Compilations 
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4.3.5 Econometrics Approach   

a) DescriptivexStatistics  

Descriptivexstatistics werexconducted to determinexstatistical properties ofxthe modelxbefore 

running anyxestimation. Thisxinvolved testingxfor thexnormality of thexvariables and thexspread of 

thexdata byxdetermining thexmean and firstxmovement from thexmean.  

b) UnitxRootxTests  

Thexstudy conductedxunit root testsxtoxeliminate possibilityxof spuriousxregressions. Itxapplied 

the usualxPhilip Perron (PP) test (1988) to determinexpresencexofxunitxroot. PhillipxPerron 

testxresults arexpreferred to ADF unitxrootxtest resultsxbecause evenxthough thextwo testsxgive 

consistent results, the PP testxhas higherxunit root detectionxabilities (Baliamoune-Lutz, 2008). 

Inxaddition, ignoringxthe presencexof structuralxbreaks couldxlead to rejectionxof nullxhypothesis 

(there is unitxroot) thus giving erroneous orderxof integrationxofxvariables. Thus, thexstudy went 

ahead to test for unit root using tests that endogenously take intoxaccount thexpresence of 

structuralxbreaks. Itxused Zivot- Andrewsxtest (ZivotxandxAndrews, 1992) toxtest forxunitxroot.  

c) Cointegration Analysis 

The study employed testxbased onxJohansen (1988) and JohansenxandxJuselius (1990) Johansen 

(1995) testxfor cointegration in the analysis, based on VAR model.  From the literature, many 

macroeconomic variables are likely toxhave a stablexlong-run relationship (Camillo, 2015). The 

intuition is that variables that arexcointegrated willxnot movexfar away fromxeach otherxandxthus 

theirxdeviations arexstationary inxthexlong-run. Thisxconcept has beenxclearlyxbrought outxby 

Murray (1994) inxstudying thexdrunk andxher dogxthat willxnot losexsight of eachxother. 

Variablesxwhich arexnon-stationary, a linear or linearxcombinations ofxthese becomexstationary.  

Johansen test has two statistics, tracexand maximum eigenxstatistics.  These parameters indicate 

whetherxthere isxcointegration or not in thexvariables.  Thexstatistics are derivedxfromxobserving 

thexrank of axlong-run coefficientxmatrix whichxcomprises axcombinationxof thexcointegrating 

vectors asxwell as thexamount of eachxcointegrating vectorxin each equationxof thexmodel. The 

tracexstatistic isxa joint testxbased onxthe nullxhypothesis thatxthere is a numberxof cointegrating 

equationsxequal to or lessxthan the rankxagainst anxalternative hypothesisxthat the numberxof 
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cointegratingxequations is morexthan the rank. Thexmaximum-eigen statisticxis based onxa null 

hypothesisxthat the numberxof cointegratingxequations is equalxto the rankxagainst anxalternative 

hypothesisxthat the numberxof cointegratingxequations is greaterxthan thexrank.  

Johansen test for cointegration results is important to determinexwhether the variablesxemployed 

in thexstudy are cointegratedxor not.  If cointegration exists, then VECM model can be the 

appropriate estimation technique that yields bothxshort-run andxlong-run relationshipsxfor policy 

implications.  

d) VAR Model  

In orderxto realize objectivesxof the studyxand draw somexpolicy implications the study estimated 

thexVARxmodel introduced by Sims (1980). ThexVARxmodel is advantageousxbecause itxdoes not 

requirexstrong restrictionsxon the parametersxto beximposed. It usuallyxtestsxfor joint behaviorxof 

variablesxwhich are treatedxas endogenousxfromxtheory. Anxextension andxvariationxofxthe VAR 

modelxisxthe Vector ErrorxCorrection (VEC) Model. ThexVEC model isxfit for thexeconometrics 

analysis in instances where the variablesxarexcointegrated orxhavexa long-runxrelationship. This 

isxbecause thextechnique is ablexto provisionxfor the errorsxin short-run toxbe corrected inxlong-

run. It does this by incorporating an errorxcorrection term. The errorxcorrection termxdetermines 

thexspeed of adjustmentxas an explanatoryxvariable, in thexlong-runxmodel.   

The VEC model is given by: 

∆ 𝑌𝑡𝑥 = ∑ ∆𝐴𝑖

𝑘

𝑖=1

 𝑌𝑡−𝑖   +  𝛱𝐸𝐶𝑀𝑡−1 +  𝜗𝑡𝑥                                        4.16 

Where  𝑌𝑡𝑥 denotesxa vectorxof variables whichxinclude growth of real GDP, fiscal deficit, trade 

deficit, currentxaccount deficitxand debtxservice in Kenya. Inxorder not to run the risk of 

misspecification of the model growth of inflation and realxexchange ratexwere considered as 

control variables inxthe estimatedxmodels. 𝐸𝐶𝑀𝑡−1   is errorxcorrection term, where  𝛱  is the 

coefficient of thexerror correction termxand it gives thexspeed ofxadjustment (of deviations) from 

short-run toxlong-runxequilibrium.  
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 e) Granger-CausalityxTests 

Onexof thexkey objectivesxof the studyxwasxtoxdetermine thexdynamicxcausalxlinkagesxbetween 

thexidentified macroeconomicxvariables. Thisxstudy appliedxthe Toda Yamamoto (1995) Granger 

causalityxmodified Wald testsxto determine the directionxofxcausalityxbetween thexvariables 

employedxin thexstudy. Further, normalityxof residualsxtests as wellxas modelxstability testxand 

autocorrelationxtests were allxconducted basedxon dynamicVEC modelxtechnique employedxin the 

estimationxof thexmodel.  

4.3.6 DataxType andxSources   

Time series annual dataxon real GDP growth, trade deficit, debt service, currentxaccount deficit 

andxreal exchangexrate was obtainedxfrom World Bank (WDI, 2017) while data on fiscal deficit 

and growth of inflation was obtained from IMF (WEO, 2018).  The collected data was later 

subjected to various diagnostic andxunit rootxtests inxorder toxdetermine if it was credible for the 

analysis and policy implications based on the study objectives. 

4.4 EmpiricalxResults andxDiscussion   

4.4.1 DescriptivexStatistics 

Thexmean, standardxdeviation, skewnessxand kurtosisxare reported in Table 4.3.  All the variables 

hadxcomplete data set of 37 observationsxthat was consideredxadequate for modelxestimations.  

Table 4.3: SummaryxStatistics 

Variables Obs Mean Std. 

Dev. 

Min Max Skewness Kurtosis 

Real GDP Growth 37 3.8514 2.3235 -1.1 8.4 0.2878 0.3397 

Fiscal Deficit  37 3.8962 2.8930 -0.814 11.475 0.0640 0.3746 

Trade Deficit 37 7.1466 4.5947 -4.9488 17.1967 0.3873 0.2876 

Debt Service 37 19.6917 11.9007 4.3194 39.7661 0.4087 0.0008 

Inflation 37 11.30384   8.61778 1.554   45.979 0.0000 0.0003   

Current Account Deficit 37 6.034267 4.97639 -0.8885 18.6798 0.0071   0.2081 

Real Exchange Rate 37 54.42169 
29.9022

4 
7.42019   101.5 0.3964 0.0001 

Source: Author’s Computations 

Table 4.3 shows thatxthe variablesxwere closelyxdispersed from theirxmean as indicatedxby their 

standardxdeviations. The variablesxwere not highlyxskewed since theirxskeweness valuesxwere 
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close toxzero. Thexkurtosisxvaluesxwere not farxfrom three. All thexvariables werexconsidered 

toxbe crediblexfor furtherxanalysis.   

4.4.2 CorrelationxMatrix  

Correlationxmatrix showsxthe linearxassociation betweenxpairs of variables.  Highlyxcorrelated 

variablesxcould lead to invalid t-statistics andxcan lead to invalidxinferences. Thexcorrelation 

matrix showedxthat the variablesxwere not highlyxcorrelated andxthus there wasxno problemxon the 

variablesxemployed. However, thexpositive and negativexrelationships betweenxthe variables 

werexevident asxexpected. The results are indicated in Table 4.4a and 4.4b for model 1 and model 

2 respectively. 

Table 4.4a: Correlation Matrix (Model 1) 

Variables Real GDP 

Growth 

Fiscal Deficit Trade Deficit Debt 

Service 

Inflation Growth 

Real GDP Growth 1.0000     

Fiscal Deficit  -0.0848 1.0000    

Trade Deficit 0.4469   -0.3075 1.0000   

Debt Service -0.1630 0.0740   -0.6142 1.0000  

Inflation  -0.4634 0.6138 -0.6247 0.2322 1.0000 

Source: Author’s Computations 

Table 4.4b: Correlation Matrix (Model 2) 

Variables Real GDP 

Growth 

Fiscal Deficit Current Account 

Deficit 

Debt 

Service 

Real Exchange Rate 

Real GDP Growth 1.0000     

Fiscal Deficit  0.0674 1.0000    

Current Account 

Deficit 
0.1423 0.0631 1.0000   

Debt Service -0.1883 0.0386 -0.1705 1.0000  

Real Exchange Rate  0.1737 -0.0036 0.0695 -0.8061 1.0000 

Source: Author’s Computations 

4.4.3 UnitxRootxTests 

Prior toxthe determination of the unit root of thexvariables, the study examined the optimal lag 

lengthsxof all thexvariables inxthe twoxmodels. Moreover, a graphicalxanalysis of all thexvariables 

was conducted.  
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a)  Optimal Lag Length and Graphical Analysis of the Variables   

The study applied Akaike informationxcriteria (AIC), Schwarz-Bayesxinformationxcriterion 

(SBIC), Hannan-Quinn informationscriteria (HQIC) and finalxpredictionxerror (FPE) techniques 

to determinexthexoptimalxlagxlength of both the variablesxin the model (Nielsen, 2001; 

Lukkepohl, 2005; Abdulnasser and Scott, 2011). It wasximportant toxdetermine the optimalxlag 

length forxall thexvariablesxin order to facilitate some further tests on unitxroots. The lags 

selection-order criteria were examined up to the fourth lag. Real GDP growth, fiscalxdeficit, 

tradexdeficit, debt service, inflation, currentxaccount deficitxand realxexchangexratexhad 1, 1&2, 

1, 1, 1&4, 1 and 1 optimal lag lengths respectively.  This is indicated in Tables A2 in the appendix. 

The graphicalxtrend analysis of thexvariables is also indicated in thexappendix. 

b)  Results forxUnit RootxTests 

The study estimated Phillip PerronxandxZivot-Andrews unitxrootxtests withxallowance for 

structuralxbreaks.  Table 4.5 shows thexresults for Phillip Perronxtest. 

 

Table 4.5: Phillip Perron Unit Root Tests 

Source: Author’s  Computations 

The Phillip Perrons unit root tests results confirmed that the variables were integrated of order one. 

In order to ascertain the order of integration amongst the variables employed in the model, the 

study further conducted the Zivot-Andrews unit root tests and the results did not show any 

Variables  Phillip Perron Unit Root Tests Results  

Levels First Difference Order  

of 

Integration 
Constant Trend & Intercept Constant Trend & Intercept 

 

t-stat  5% 

Critical 

value 

t-stat  5% 

Critical 

value 

t-stat  5% 

Critical 

value 

t-stat  5% 

Critical 

value 

 

Growth of Real GDP  -19.73  -12.852    -20.262 -18.736 -34.779    -12.820   -34.800   -18.660 I (1) 

Fiscal Deficit  -9.943   -12.852   -9.402   -18.736 -27.257   -12.820     -27.675   -18.660 I (1) 

Trade Deficit -7.418   -12.852    -15.605    -18.736    -34.005    -12.820 -33.967   -18.660 I (1) 

Debt Service -1.776   -12.852 -12.635 -18.736 -34.971   -12.820   -35.197 -18.660 I (1) 

Inflation -15.06     -12.852   -17.082   -18.736 -30.632   -12.820   -30.646 -18.660   I (1) 

Current Account Deficit -16.49 -12.852 -16.475   -18.736 -37.645 -12.820 -37.752   -18.660 I (1) 

Real Exchange Rate -0.609 -12.852 -7.999 -18.736 -32.647 -12.820 -32.624 -18.660 I (1) 
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variation in terms of presence of unit root. Thexvariables employed inxthe model werexindeed 

integratedxof orderxone. The results for Zivot-Andrews unit root test are shown in Table 4.6. 

Table 4.6: Results for Zivot-Andrews Unit-Root Tests 

 
Variables  Year of 

structural 

break 

Level First difference Order of 

integration 
t-statistics 5% critical value t-statistics 5% critical 

value 

Real GDP Growth 1991 -4.383 -4.80 -6.140 -4.80 I (1) 

Fiscal Deficit  1994 -4.644 -4.80 -6.699 -4.80 I (1) 

Trade Deficit 1990 -3.409 -4.80 -6.880 -4.80 I (1) 

Debt Service 1993 -4.506 -4.80 -7.201 -4.80 I (1) 

Inflation 1995 -4.530 -4.80 -8.696 -4.80 I (1) 

Current Account Deficit 2000 -4.968 -4.80 -7.672 -4.80 I (1) 

Real Exchange Rate 1993 -4.284 -4.80 -6.118 -4.80 I (1) 

Source: Author’s Computations 

Thexresults from thextests for structuralxbreaks unitxroot tests showedxthat mostxof thexvariables 

werexnot stationaryxat levels butxbecame stationaryxat first difference. Thus, theyxreinforced the 

resultsxof thexPhillip-Perronxunit rootxtests.    

4.4.4 CointegrationsTest Results   

The study conducted Johansenxtest to examine thexpresence of cointegration among the variables. 

This was very necessary because thexvariablesxwerexnot stationaryxat levels and theyxwere 

integrated of order one. Itxwas therefore necessaryxtoxtest forxthe long-runxrelationship of these 

variables. The results indicated that there was one, either two or three cointegrating equations in 

both the estimated models. The tests results established a long-run relationship among the 

variables. This was by both the trace and the max-eigen statistics that indicated the presence of up 

to three cointegrating equations. The study, therefore, went further to run the VEC model to correct 

for the errors in the long-run equilibrium.  

Tables 4.7a and 4.7b for the 2 models indicating that the variables in both models had up to three 

cointegrating equations present the Johansen tests results. This implied that in the end, the variables 

in each model move together. 
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Table 4.7a: Johansen Test for Cointegration (Model 1) 

Johansen Tests for Cointegration 

Trend – constant, Sample: 1984-2016 Number of Observations = 33, Lags = 4 

Maximum Rank  Parms LL Eigenvalue Trace Statistic  5% Critical Value 

0 80 -338.00253  127.7560 68.52 

1 89 -306.8368 0.84875 65.4245 47.21 

2 96 -291.61095 0.60259 34.9728    29.68 

3 101 -279.20139 0.52862   10.1537* 15.41 

4 104 -274.59249 0.24371 0.9359      3.76 

5 105 -274.12456 0.02796   

Maximum Rank  Parms LL Eigenvalue Maximum Statistic  5% Critical Value 

0 80 -338.00253  62.3315 33.46 

1 89 -306.8368 0.84875 30.4517 27.07 

2 96 -291.61095 0.60259 24.8191 20.97 

3 101 -279.20139 0.52862   9.2178* 14.07 

4 104 -274.59249 0.24371 0.9359 3.76 

5 105 -274.12456 0.02796   

Source: Author’s Computations 

Table 4.7b: Johansen Test for Cointegration (Model 2) 

Johansen Tests for Cointegration 

Trend – constant, Sample: 1984-2016 Number of Observations = 33, Lags = 4 

Maximum Rank  Parms LL Eigenvalue Trace Statistic  5% Critical Value 

0 80 -368.96599  113.9683   68.52 

1 89 -346.31997 0.74652   68.6763 47.21 

2 96 -327.32613 0.68372 30.6886 29.68 

3 101 -315.65722    0.50698   7.3507* 15.41 

4 104 -312.32106 0.18306   0.6784   3.76 

5 105 -311.98185   0.02035   

Maximum Rank  Parms LL Eigenvalue Maximum Statistic  5% Critical Value 

0 80 -368.96599  45.2920 33.46 

1 89 -346.31997 0.74652   37.9877 27.07 

2 96 -327.32613 0.68372 23.3378 20.97 

3 101 -315.65722 0.50698   6.6723* 14.07 

4 104 -312.32106 0.18306   0.6784   3.76 

5 105 -311.98185 0.02035   

Source: Author’s Computations 

a)  OptimalxLag Lengthxof thexModels 

Thexstudy testedxfor the optimalxlag lengths byxapplying thexLikelihood Ratio (LR), Akaike 

informationxcriteria (AIC), Schwarz-Bayesxinformationxcriterion (SBIC), Hannan-Quinn 

informationscriteria (HQIC) and finalxpredictionxerror (FPE) techniques in the analysis of the two 

models before running the estimations.  Tables 4.8a and 4.8b present the results. The lag-order 
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selection statistics show both LR and AIC prefer three lags whereas FPE, HQIC and SBIC prefer 

only one lag for both models.  

Table 4.8a: Lag Selection Criteria (Model 1) 

 
Lag selection-order criteria 

Sample: 1983-2016 Number of Observations = 34 

Lag LL LR Df P FPE AIC HQIC SBIC 

0  -493.112    3.7e+06 29.3007 29.3773   29.5252 

1 -393.302 199.62 25 0.000 45679.7* 24.9001 25.3594* 26.2469*  

2 -369.827 46.95 25 0.005 55325.8 24.9898 25.8319 27.4589 

3  -340.683 58.288* 25 0.000 57471.4 24.7461* 25.9708 28.3375   

* Indicates lag orderxselected by thexcriterion 

Source: Author’s Computations 

Table 4.8b: LagxSelectionxCriteria (Model 2) 

  
Lag selection-order criteria 

Sample: 1983-2016 Number of Observations = 34 

Lag LL LR Df P FPE AIC HQIC SBIC 

0 -524.38    2.3e+07 31.14   31.2166 31.3645 

1 -411.445 225.87 25 0.000 132802*   25.9673 26.4266* 27.3141* 

2 -385.847 51.194 25 0.002 141969 25.9322 26.7742    28.4013 

3 -366.986 37.724* 25 0.049 270023 26.2933* 27.5181 29.8847   

* Indicates lag order selectedxby thexcriterion 

Source: Authour’s Computations 

The stability test of the two models was conducted and results for the 3 lag and one Cointegration 

equation VECM are presented in Figures 4.5a and 4.5b respectively.  

 
Figure 4.5a: VECM Stability Test (Model 1) 

Source: Author’s Computations 
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 Figure 4.5b: VECM Stability Test (Model 2) 

Source: Author’s Computations 

The results in Figures 4.6a and 4.6b reveal thatxall thexroots liexinside the unitxcircle. This confirms 

that the 3 lags VEC model is stable for the two models. Additionally, the multivariate LM tests 

were utilized to examine the presence or absence of residual serial correlation in the estimated 

VEC models and the results are indicated in Table 4.9a and 4.9b.   

Table 4.9a: LM Tests for Autocorrelation (Model 1) 

 
Lag             LM Stat                  Df              Prob 

1 22.5229 25 0.60540 

2 41.6552 25 0.01957 

3 27.0229 25 0.35474 

4 22.3519 25  0.61535 

H0: No autocorrelation at lag order 

Source: Author’s Computations 

Table 4.9b: LM Tests for Autocorrelation (Model 2) 
 

Lag             LM Stat                  Df              Prob 

1 25.1990 25 0.45127 

2 24.7490 25 0.47651 

3 24.1067 25 0.51321 

4 19.6712 25  0.76385 

H0: No autocorrelation at lag order 

Source: Author’s Computations 
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Thexresidual LM testxfor serial correlationxindicated thatxthere was noxserial correlationxfor 

bothxmodels (since the p value was greater than 5 percent) atxlag three in thexresiduals as shown 

in Tables 4.9a and 4.9b.  ThexJarque-Beraxtestxalso confirmedxthat allxthexdisturbancesxwere 

normallyxdistributed as shownxherein Table 4.9c 

Table 4.9c: Jarque-Bera Normality test for disturbances  

Equation           Chi2                  Df              Prob > chi2 

D. Real GDP Growth 0.080 2 0.96102 

D. Fiscal Deficit 2.583 2 0.27485 

D.Trade Deficit 0.935 2 0.26654 

D.Debt Service 0.508 2 0.77556 

D.Inflation Rate 1.987 2 0.37023 

All 6.093 10 0.80737 

Source: Author’s Computations 

Table 4.9c shows that there is normality in distribution of disturbances. The probability values for 

the six tests (0.96102), (0.27485), 0.26654, 0.77556, 0.37023 and (0.80737) are greater than 5 

percent. Having established that both models had passed all necessary tests, thexstudy appliedxthe 

VEC model technique to estimate the effects of budget and external (trade and current account) 

deficits on growth of real GDP in both the short-run and long-run as well as determining the nature 

and direction of causality on the variables employed in the model.  

 

4.4.5 VECM Regression Results 

The study estimated the VECM model at three lags and one cointegration equation and the 

regression results for the effects of budget and external (trade and current account) deficits on 

growth of real GDP as depicted by fiscal deficits and trade deficits are presented in Table 4.10a 

Table 4.10a: VECMxLong-run Relationshipx (Model 1)  

 
DependentxVariable – Growthxof RealxGDP  

Variable Coefficient  Std Error  t-statistic p-value 

Constant -8.680973    

Fiscal Deficit -1.197490 ∗∗ 0.1927764 -6.21 0.000 

Trade Deficit   0. 3839721 ∗∗ 0.1352404  2.84 0.005 

Debt Service  0.0436986 0.0315625  1.38 0.166 

Inflation Rate  0.4793849∗∗ 0.884487  5.42 0.000 

∗∗ Indicatesxsignificancexat 5% significancexlevel  

Source: Author’s Computations 
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Table 4.10a showsxthe long-runxregressionxresultsxon thexeffects of fiscalxand tradexdeficits on 

growthxof real GDP inxKenya.  All the variables in the model except debt service had statistically 

significant long-run relationship at 5% significance level. Fiscal and trade deficits had asymmetric 

effectsxon growthxof real GDP andxboth exhibitedxstatistically significantxrelation at 5% 

significance level.  Specifically, and basedxon thexestimates of VEC model, fiscalxdeficit had 

positivexlong-run effects on growth of real GDP while trade deficit had negative effects on real 

GDP growth in the long run, ceteris paribus.  The estimates suggest that a one percentage point 

increase in fiscal deficit leads to about 1.031 percentage rise in the growth of real GDP in the long-

run, ceteris paribus. On the other side, a one-percentage point rise in trade deficit leads to about 

0.331 percentagexdecline inxthe growthxof real GDP inxthe long run, ceterisxparibus.  

 
Thexinflationxvariable had alsoxnegative and statisticallyxsignificantxeffects onxreal GDP growth. 

Lastly, debtxservice had negativexeffects onxgrowth ofxreal GDP. However, this adverse effect was 

not statisticallyxsignificant. Inflationxgrowth had a negativexand statistically significant 

relationship on growthxof real GDP, all elsexequal.  

After estimatingxthe VEC model, itxwas important to to highlight both thexshort-run andxlong-run 

relationships. This wasxexecuted taking intoxconsiderations thexerror correction modelxresults. 

Thexshort-run regressionxresults showxhow the dependentxvariable is relatedxwith the other 

variablesxin the short-run byxutilizing the differencedxvariables. The studyxreported thexshort-run 

relationshipsxon all the modelxvariables asxindicated in Table 4.10b. 

 

Table 4.10b: VECM Short-run Relationship (Model 1) 

 
DependentxVariable – Growthxof RealxGDP  

Variable Lagx Coefficientx  StdxError  t-statistic p-values 

Constants  -0.26355 0.390396 -0.68 0.500  

D.FiscalxDeficit (-1) LD -0.33787 0.277074 -1.22 0.223 

D.FiscalxDeficit (-2) L2D -0.45829 0.277605 -1.65 0.099 

D. TradexDeficit (-1)  LD  0.61811 0.234637  2.63 0.008 

D. TradexDeficit (- 2) L2D  0.32877 0.209212  1.57 0.116 

D.DebtxService (-1) LD  0.16676 0.125667  1.33 0.185 

D.DebtxService (-2) L2D -0.12779 0.114390 -1.12 0.264 

D.InflationxRate (-1) LD 0.273263 0.102634   2.66 0.008 

D.InflationxRate (-2) L2D 0.250086 0.084027   2.98 0.003 

Speedxof Adjustmentxof thexError 

CorrectionxTerm [U (-1)] 
 -0.8610462∗∗ 0.250634 -3.44 0.001 

∗∗ Indicatexsignificancexat 5% significancexlevel 

Source: Author’s Computations 
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Thexshort-run relationshipxresults arexin differencedxvariables as illustrated in Table 4.10b, 

whereby D. representsxthe firstxdifference. Thexcoefficient ofxthe errorxcorrectionxterm (ECT) was 

lessxthan one andxstatisticallyxsignificant (at 1 % level).  Thexresult revealsxthat thexcoefficient 

ofxerror correctionxterm [U (-1)] is -0.8610462 whichxis less thanxone and statistically significant 

at 1%, implyingxthat the estimated model is stable and whenever therexare deviationsxin real GDP 

growth from an equilibriumxpath, the modelxcorrects atxthe rate of 86.1 % annually, 

ceterisxparibus. Importantly, thexnegative coefficientxof ECT confirmsxthat thexreal GDP growth 

andxthe explanatoryxvariablesxhave indeed a long-run equilibriumxrelationship. 

Fiscal deficit (at first and second lag) had negative but statistically insignificant effects on growth 

of real GDP in the short-run. Trade deficit had positive effects on economic growth at both the 

first and second lag but these effects were only statistically significant at first lag. The debt service 

variable had asymmetric effects on economic growth abeit non-significant. Lastly, the inflation 

variable revealed negative and statistically significant effects on economic growth in the short-run.  

4.4.6 Granger-CausalityxResults  

Thexstudy conductedxthe Toda-Yamamoto (1995) Granger-causality Waldxtests to establishxthe 

directionxof the dynamicxcausal relationshipxbetween thexvariables.  

Thexfirst rowxof Table 4.10c showsxthat laggedxvalues of tradexdeficit causexgrowth ofxreal GDP 

as p-value is equalxto 0.0000 whichxis lessxthan 5%.  Equally, becausexof the p value 0.000 is 

lessxthan 5%, laggedxvalues ofxgrowth ofxreal GDP alsoxcause tradexdeficit. Therefore, inxboth 

instancesxthe nullxhypothesis isxrejected, suggestingxa bidirectionalxcausality betweenxtrade 

deficit and growthxofxreal GDP. 

Moreover, inxthe secondxrow of Table 4.10c, it isxshown thatxlagged valuesxof fiscalxdeficit 

causexgrowth ofxreal GDP as p-valuexis equalxto 0.0000 whichxis lessxthan 5%.  However, 

becausexof the p value 0.098 (inxthe eleventhxrow) is graterxthan 5%, laggedxvalues ofxgrowth 

ofxreal GDP do notxcause fiscalxdeficit suggesting a unidirectionalxcausality runningxfrom 

fiscalxdeficit to growthxof real GDP. These results arexshown in Table 4.10c. 
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Table 4.10c: Toda-Yamamoto GrangerxCausality WaldxTests (Model 1) 

 
Toda-Yamamoto GrangerxCausality WaldxTests 

Equation Excluded Chi2 Df Prob 

Growth of real GDP  Trade Deficit 20.895 4 0.000 

Growth of real GDP  Fiscal Deficit 39.525 4 0.000 

Growth of real GDP  Debt service 19.014 4 0.001 

Growth of real GDP  Inflation  46.626 4 0.000 

Growth of real GDP  ALL 66.926 16 0.000 

Trade Deficit Growth of real GDP 83.731 4 0.000 

Trade Deficit Fiscal Deficit 44.436 4 0.000 

Trade Deficit Debt service 78.365 4 0.000 

Trade Deficit Inflation 33.02 4 0.000 

Trade Deficit ALL 293.35 16 0.000 

 

Equation Excluded Chi2 Df Prob 

Fiscal Deficit Growth of real GDP 7.826 4 0.098 

Fiscal Deficit Trade Deficit 7.1325 4 0.129 

Fiscal Deficit Debt service 9.6638 4 0.046 

Fiscal Deficit Inflation 4.4819 4 0.345 

Fiscal Deficit ALL 42.164 16 0.000 

Debt service Growth of real GDP 10.32 4 0.035 

Debt service Trade Deficit 18.406 4 0.001 

Debt service Fiscal Deficit 23.843 4 0.000 

Debt service Inflation 11.737 4 0.019 

Debt service ALL 56.195 16 0.000 

Inflation  Growth of real GDP 13.508 4 0.000 

Inflation Trade Deficit 1.963 4 0.743 

Inflation Fiscal Deficit 13.079 4 0.011 

Inflation Debt Service 3.1817 4 0.528 

Inflation ALL 40.339 16 0.001 

H0: Implies Rejection of Granger non-causality 

Source: Author’s Computations 

Lastly, inxthe sevenxrow of Table 4.10c, it isxshown that laggedxvalues of fiscalxdeficit cause 

tradexdeficit as p-value isxequal to 0.0000 whichxis lessxthan 5%. However, sincexthe p value 0.129 

(inxthe twelvethxlow) is greaterxthan 5%, laggedxvalues of tradexdeficit do notxcause fiscal deficit. 

The estimatesxsuggest a unidirectionalxcausality runningxfrom fiscalxdefict to tradexdeficit. These 

resultsxconfirm the presencexof twin deficitsxhypothesis. 

The study affirms that balance of payments is a macroeconomic variable and helps an economy 

understand how a country tradesxthe shillingxfor thatxof anotherxcountry asxwell asxthe flowxof 

humanxcapital acrossxborders asxindicated byxnet privatexnon-official capitalxflows and flowsxof 

officialxreserves. Currentxaccountxbalance is thus a macroeconomic variable that is related to 
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understanding domesticxtransactions withxthe restxof thexworld. Applying the currentxaccount in 

the analysis may therefore offer a theoretically relevant and credible policy feedback for the 

country’s macro-growth policy debates.  

Currentxaccount deficitsxhave beenxa persistentxfeature ofxmany Africanxeconomiesxincluding 

Kenya. Generally, current accountxdeficits in Africa have worsened since 2000 have for the case 

of Kenya the deficit in the current account attributed to trade deficits whereby the imports have 

outpaced exports of goods and services (AEO, 2019). This study therefore went further 

toxdetermine the effects ofxgovernmentxdeficits and externalxdeficits onxgrowth ofxreal GDP as 

depicted by both the fiscal andxcurrent accountxdeficits.  

The study estimated the VEC model at three lags and one cointegration equation and the results 

for both the long run and short-run relationships are presented in Table 4.11a and 4.11b 

respectively. 

Table 4.11a: VECMxLong-runxRelationship (Model 2)  

 
DependentxVariable – Growthxof RealxGDP  

Variable Coefficient  Std Error  t-statistic p-value 

Constant 24.70726    

Current Account Deficit -1.695380 ∗∗ 0.362420 -4.68 0.000 

Fiscal Deficit 2.234128∗∗ 0.701602 3.18 0.001 

Real Exchange Rate -0.4286162∗∗ 0.120271 -3.56 0.000 

Debt Service  0.7751052∗∗ 0.269661  2.87 0.004 

∗∗ Indicatexsignificance at 5% significancexlevel 

Source: Author’s Computations 

The results in Table 4.11a reveal the long-run relation on the effects of fiscal and current account 

deficits on growth of real GDP in Kenya.  The two deficits as depicted by fiscal and current account 

deficits exhibited asymmetric long-run relationships with growth of real GDP where by both of 

them had statistically significant relationship at both 1% and 5% significance level. The error 

correction model results suggest that a one-percentage point rise in the current account deficit leads 

to about 0.338 percentage decline in the growth of real GDP in the long-run, ceteris peribus. 

Moreover, the estimates reveal that a percentage point rise in fiscal deficit leads to about 0.45 

percentage decline in the growth of real GDP in the long-run, ceteris paribus. 

 

Both the real exchange rate and debt service had a positive and statistically significant long-run 

relationship at 5% significance level on growth of real GDP. An increase (depreciation) of real 
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exchange rate is associated with an increase in growth of real GDP, in the end. Lastly, debt service 

had a negative and statistically significant relationship on growth of real GDP, in the end, ceteris 

peribus. The study suggests not only promotion of debt reduction policies that includes upscaling 

of debt management strategies and mitigation of debt vulnerabilities but also promotion of policies 

that foster stability of macroeconomic and relative prices to drive long-term economic growth in 

Kenya. The result for the short-run relationship is indicated in Table 4.11b. 

 

Table 4.11b: VECMxShort-run Relationship (Model 2)  

 

DependentxVariable – Growthxof RealxGDP  

Variable Lag Coefficient  Std Error  t-statistic p-value 

Constant  0.553824 0.515840 1.07 0.283  

D.Current Account Deficit (-1) LD 0.5022494∗∗ 0.1597794 3.14 0.002 

D.Current Account Deficit (-2) L2D 0.2268495 0.1304705 1.74 0.082 

D. Fiscal Deficit (-1)  LD 0.2976300 0.2359869 1.26 0.207 

D. Fiscal Deficit (- 2) L2D -0.0146271 0.2395602 -0.06 0.951 

D. Real Exchange Rate (-1) LD 0.2105914∗∗ 0.0916344 2.30 0.022 

D. Real Exchange Rate (-2) L2D 0.2277231∗∗ 0.1092504 2.08 0.037 

D.Debt Service (-1) LD 0.1948525 0.1267807 1.54 0.124 

D.Debt Service (-2) L2D 0.1090487 0.1677579 0.65 0.516 

Speedxof Adjustmentxof thexError 

CorrectionxTerm [U (-1)] 

 -0.1994∗∗ 0.054991 -3.63 0.000 

∗∗ Indicatexsignificance at 5% significancexlevel 

Source: Author’s Computations 

Thexcoefficient ofxthe error correctionxterm (ECT) wasxless thanxone and statisticallyxsignificant 

(at 1 % level).  Thexresult reveals thatxthe coefficientxof errorxcorrection term [U (-1)] is -0.1994 

whichxis less thanxone and statisticallyxsignificant at 1%. Thisximplies that wheneverxthere are 

deviationsxin real GDP growthxfrom an equilibriumxpath, the modelxcorrects at thexrate of 19.9 % 

annually, ceterisxparibus. Lastly, thexnegative coefficientxof ECT confirms thatxthe real GDP 

growth andxthe explanatoryxvariables have indeed a long-run equilibriumxrelationship  

Thexstudy appliedxthe Toda and Yamamoto (1995) Grangerxcausality analysisxto examine the 

nature and directionxof causality onxthe variables ofxinterest. The resultsxare indicatedxin Table 

4.11c. 
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Table 4.11c: Toda-YamamotoxGranger Causality WaldxTests (Model 2) 

 
Toda-YamamotoxGranger Causality WaldxTests 

Equation Excluded Chi2 df Prob 

Growth of real GDP  Current Account Deficit 29.465 4 0.000 

Growth of real GDP  Fiscal Deficit 7.9095 4 0.095 

Growth of real GDP  Real Exchange Rate 15.888 4 0.003 

Growth of real GDP  Debt Service 21.899 4 0.000 

Growth of real GDP  ALL 41.924 16 0.000 

Current Account Deficit Growth of real GDP 10.545 4 0.032 

Current Account Deficit Fiscal Deficit 15.626 4 0.004 

Current Account Deficit Real Exchange Rate 21.843 4 0.000 

Current Account Deficit Debt Service 32.185 4 0.000 

Current Account Deficit ALL 97.458 16 0.000 

Fiscal Deficit Growth of real GDP 9.0274 4 0.060 

Fiscal Deficit Current Account Deficit 3.5714 4 0.467 

Fiscal Deficit Real Exchange Rate 3.599 4 0.463 

Fiscal Deficit Debt Service 8.0469 4 0.090 

Fiscal Deficit ALL 35.83 16 0.003 

Real Exchange Rate Growth of real GDP 9.2996 4 0.054 

Real Exchange Rate Current Account Deficit 31.937 4 0.000 

Real Exchange Rate Fiscal Deficit 33.642 4 0.000 

Real Exchange Rate Debt Service 3.279 4 0.512 

Real Exchange Rate ALL 78.796 16 0.000 

Debt Service Growth of real GDP 7.824 4 0.098 

Debt Service Current Account Deficit 1.5121 4 0.824 

Debt Service Fiscal Deficit 8.1387 4 0.087 

Debt Service Real Exchange Rate 8.7753 4 0.067 

Debt Service ALL 31.948 16 0.010 

H0: ImpliexRejection of Grangerxnon-causality 

Source: Author’s Computations 

Thexfirst rowxof Table 4.11c indicatesxthat laggedxvalues of currentxaccount deficitxcause growth 

of real GDP as p-value isxequal to 0.0000 whichxis lessxthan 5%. Similarly, sincexthe p value 0.032 

is lessxthan 5% (inxthe sixthxlow), laggedxvalues ofxgrowth ofxreal GDP causexcurrent account 

deficit. The estimatesxsuggest that a bidirectionalxcausality exists betweenxcurrent account deficit 

andxgrowth of real GDP, ceterisxparibus. 

Inxthe eleventh row, it is evident that laggedxvalues of growthxofxreal GDP doxnot causexfiscal 

deficit. This is because the p-value is 0.06, which is greater than 5%. Equally, the fact that the p 

value of 0.095 is greaterxthan 5% (in thexsecond row), laggedxvalues of fiscalxdeficit doxnot cause 

growthxof real GDP. Therefore, thexnull cannot bexrejected. The estimatesxsuggest noxcausality 

exists between fiscalxdeficit and growth ofxreal GDP in estimatedxgrowthxmodel. 
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Lastly, in the seventh row, the estimates show that lagged values of fiscal deficit cause current 

account deficit, as p-value is 0.004, which is less than 5%. However, because the p value 0.467 is 

greater than 5% (in the twelveth row), lagged values of current account deficit do not cause fiscal 

deficit. Therefore, the null cannot be rejected. The direction of causality is therefore, fromxfiscal 

deficit to current accountxdeficit. This confirms existence of twinxdeficitxhypothesis in the period 

1980-21016, for Kenya. 

The research findings in support of twin-deficits hypothesis established in this paper reinforce the 

studies done by Osoro et al., 2014 for Kenya, Anisha and Tri (2017) for Indonesia, Epaphra (2012) 

for Tanzania, and Gurgul and Lach (2012) for ten countries of Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) 

region. The findings suggest that a policy on expenditure rationalization to minimize the large and 

persistent fiscal deficits in Kenya, anchored on macroeconomic stability can help achieve growth 

enhancing external balances.  

4.5 Conclusion  

The main objective of this paper was to determine the effect of budget and external (trade and 

current account) deficits on economic growth and establish the nature of causality between the 

variables of interest. The study applied unit roots tests, VEC model econometric technique as well 

as Toda and Yamamoto (1995) causality representation to analyse this relationship and several 

diagnostic tests including tests for structural breaks were applied. Using Johansen (1995) 

cointegration technique and by estimating vector error correction model, the modelling findings 

revealed that fiscal and trade deficits had asymmetric long-run causal effects on economic growth 

whereby fiscal deficit had positive effects on growth of real GDP but trade deficit had negative 

effects on real GDP growth. On the other side, the second VEC model established that both fiscal 

and current account deficits had long-run negative causal effects on growth of real GDP in Kenya.  

 

Results on Toda-Yamamoto causality Wald tests established a unidirectional causality running 

from fiscal deficit to trade deficit confirming existence of twin deficit hypothesis in Kenya. 

Equally, a unidirectional causality running from fiscal deficits to current account deficits in a 

multivariate analysis for the same period was confirmed reinforcing further the existence of twin 

deficit hypothesis for Kenya. 
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4.6 Policy Implications 

 

The asymmetric VEC model causal effects on economic growth providexstrong groundsxto 

devisexthe policiesxadaptive and relevant to changing arenas in domestic and external sectors. In 

order toxconduct a soundxfiscal policy and reduce the high and persistent fiscal deficits, there is 

need to cutxdown on unproductivexand non-priority publicxconsumption and enhance revenue 

mobilizations strategies to minimize their adverse growth effects. The findings also imply that the 

authorities need to address the structural competitiveness challenges to reduce the persistence trade 

deficits and boost the growth of the economy. This can be achieved by devicing appropriate 

strategies on value addition and manufacturing under the Big “Four” Agenda. By focusing on the 

current account deficit other key strategies would be promotion of policies that augument the 

shares of domestic savings and foreign direct investment to GDP in Kenya.  

 

Equally, evidence reveal also the need for the government to pay more attention to the debt service 

in Kenya.  Strategies to minimize commercial loans and focus on concessional ones that have low 

interest payments and long maturity periods should be pursed to minize the adverse effects of debt 

service on the macroeconomy. From the estimates, the inflation variable has negative effects on 

growth of the economy implying the need to maintain inflation at the required thresholds by 

continously implementing inflation targegeting policies by the Central Bank of Kenya (CBK). 

Lastly, the findings suggest that there is need for the CBK to continue supporting the Kenyan 

foreign exchange rate to continue acting as a shock absorber to the external shocks and promote 

stability of the exchange rate for sustained economic growth in Kenya. 

 

4.7 Contribution of thexStudy toxKnowledge 

The study contributes and fills a key researchxgap thatxhas not beenxaddressed in Kenya. First and 

based on the overall aim of the study, this thesis provides evidence from Kenya onxthe 

dynamicxinterdependencies betweenxbudget deficits and economicxgrowth, external deficits and 

economic growth, and between budget and external deficits. The dynamic analysis approach 

applied based on the alternative measures of public sector deficits and economic growth 

wasxinstrumental forxrobustness in thexanalysis andxalso offered anxapportunity to finextune policy 

suggestions.    
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 Second, thexstudy considered the primary budget deficit in the analysis. The study also offers an 

important comparison between the two relations on tradexdeficits and fiscalxdeficits on one side, 

and the current accountxdeficits and fiscalxdeficits on the other. The distinction in thexstudy 

highlightsxwhether the presencexof direct transfersxof capitalxand cross boarderxinvestments 

influence thexrelationship betweenxbudget and externalxdeficits in Kenya.  This is important 

because it enhances the decision to fine-tune any policy responses, which had been ignored for not 

only Kenya but also many other identifiedxcountries in Sub-SaharanxAfrica. 

Third, the consideration of triple balances as reflected by trade, current account and fiscal balances 

in the study was crucial as it enhances the decision to fine tune policy relevance suggestions based 

on evidence. By considering the triple deficits for Kenya, this paper further contributes to the 

limited research database on the subject and the findings provides a buffer for quantitative 

macroeconomic policy analysis that may be applied in formulation of sound policy responses on 

economic outlook for Kenya. 

Lastly, the study also considered not only the application of structural breaks but also the testing 

of stability of causal relationships. Toda and Yamamoto (1995) Granger causality test have been 

also considered and applied to overcome limitations of standard Granger Wald tests in presence of 

cointegration. This was crucial as the relationshipsxmight not bexstable due toxthe structural 

changesxoccurring in thexglobal economicxand politicalxarenas. In the presence of instability, the 

findings could also suggest erroneous and unproductive policy strategies. Lastly, thisxstudy 

alsoxcontributes toxthe existingxknowledge on thexsubject. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter details thesis summary, conclusion and policy implications derived from the  findings 

of the thesis. It also includes the contribution of the study to knowledge, limitations of the study 

and suggested areas for further research.   

5.2 Summary of the Thesis  

The study addresses the debate on the effects of budget and external deficits on economic growth 

in Kenya. It also focuses on the causal linkages between budget deficits, external deficits and 

economic growth and between budget and external deficits, which had been largely ignored in 

Kenya.  

The study commences by determiningxthe effects of primary budgetxdeficit on economicxgrowth 

inxKenya. The study incorporates financial innovations, which have taken place with respect to the 

introduction of Mpesa in Kenya in 2007 and its associated advancement up to year 2016.  This 

study also considers the dynamism of country’s macroeconomy and changes induced by the 2014 

rebasing of GDP in Kenya. The main objectives of the study are to analyse the effects of budget 

deficit on economic growth, to determine the effect of current account deficit on economic growth, 

and to determine the effects of budget and external deficits on economic growth in Kenya. Policy 

implications derived from the respective empirical findings from the three papers are also 

suggested.  

Chapter one introduces the study on the effects of budget and external deficits on economic growth 

in Kenya. The chapter lays an important basis for the three papers of the study. The first paper 

seeks to determinexthe effects of primary budgetxdeficit on economicxgrowth inxKenya using a 

VEC model and annual time series data for Kenya from 1980 to 2016. Specifically, the paper 

examines the effects of primary budget deficit on economic growth and determines the direction 

of causality between primary budget deficit and economic growth, in Kenya. Growth of GDP per 

capita is applied as the depedent variable while primary budget deficit, gross fixed capital 
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formation, real interest rate, terms of trade, inflation growth and a financial innovation dummy are 

considered as explanatory variables.    

The findings reveal that the primary budget deficit has a positivexand significantxassociation with 

economic growth in the short-run. However, in the end there is a negative and significant 

relationship with a unidirectional causality running from primary budget deficit to economic 

growth, in Kenya. These findings are derived from the parameter estimates of the variables that 

were included in the estimated growth model.The results is also justified by crowding-out effects 

associated with sustained high domestic borrowing that has heightened debt servicing costs and 

constrained fiscal space for development spending and social welfare in the country. 

The main objective of the second paper is to examine the effects of current account deficits on 

economic growth in Kenya. The paper utilizes cointegration analysis, VEC model, as well as  Toda 

and Yamamoto (1995) granger-causality tests in the analysis. Growth of GDP per capita is the 

depedent variable while current account deficit, gross fixed capital formation, foreign exchange 

rate, trade openness, terms of trade growth and inflation growth are included as explanatory 

variables. Annual time series data on growth of GDP per capita, gross fixed capital formation, 

current account deficit, foreign exchange rate and trade openness for Kenya is obtained from WDI 

(2017) published by World Bank and data on annual percentage change in terms of trade and 

annual percentage change in inflation is obtained from IMF (2018) databases. Other sources of 

secondary data include the Central Bank of Kenya and the National Treasury (Republic of Kenya) 

publications. 

The findings reveal a long-run bidirectional causality running from economic growth to current 

account deficits and vice-versa, confirming the feedback causal effect. An increase in economic 

growth has a significant effect of enlarging the current account deficit and the vice versa. The 

Keynesian approach to economic growth is in line with the econometric predictions to Kenya’s 

growth story. This is important not only because it can help foster the design of long-run growth 

enhancing policies, but also can enhance evidence-based policy feedback particularly in sub-

Saharan African countries where deficits in the current account and breaks in capital flows have 

been persistent. The paper suggests that the government should apply the golden rule of public 

finances and  utilize the deficits in the current account only for investment purposes and not for 

consumption in order to boost the growth of the econmy. Moreover, more attention should be 
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focused on upscaling the efficiency and effectiveness of public investments to stimulate economic 

growth  and enhance the sustainability of the current account in Kenya. Policies to boost exchange 

rate against depreciation, and price stability with a view to containing inflation rates within the 

desired thresholds are also suggested, among others. 

The third paper seeks to investigate the effect of fiscal and external deficits on economic growth 

and to establish the direction of causality between trade deficits and fiscal deficits on one side, as 

well as current account and fiscal deficits on the other. The paper aims to contribute to the policy 

debate by using a more complete growth model that takes into account not only the external (trade 

and current account) deficits, but also internal imbalances that emerge from fiscal deficits in 

Kenya. Two growth models are estimated whereby both consider growth of real GDP as the 

dependent variable. Trade deficit, growth of inflation and debt service are employed as explanatory 

variables in the first model where as current account deficit, real exchange rate and debt service 

are the explanatory variables in the second model.  

The VEC model results indicate the existence of a cointegrating relationship among the variables 

and the twin deficits hypothesis in the period 1980 to 2016 is confirmed. A variation in economic 

growth has a long-run effect on external (trade and current account) deficits in Kenya whereby, 

the Toda and Yamamoto (1995) causality tests results indicate that economic growth propels the 

long-run external deficits with feedback effects, ceteris paribus.  

The study further incorporates a summary on the directions of causality of the key variables in the 

estimated economic growth models as revealed by the Toda and Yamamoto (1995) causality tests 

highlighted in Figure A9 in the appendix. There is evidence that among other growth enhancing 

policies, the government should device a strong fiscal policy to curb the high budget deficits for 

external stability and long-term economic growth in Kenya, among other policy suggestions. 

5.3 Conclusion  

The key objectives of this study are to determine the causal nexus between budget and external 

deficits on economic growth in Kenya. This is achieved using the unit root and structural break 

tests, cointegration analysis, vectorxerror correctionxmodel as well as  Toda and Yamamoto (1995) 

granger-causality representation. The study has three main conclusions. First, primary budget 

deficit has strong causal asymmetric effects on growth of GDP per capita in Kenya, whereby in 
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the short-run it has positive effect but negative effect in the long-run. The Toda and Yamamoto 

(1995) Granger-causality results establish a unidirectional causality running from primary budget 

deficit to growth of GDP per capita in Kenya.  

In the second paper, variation in economic growth has significant effect of affecting he current 

account deficit and vice versa. The estimates reveal a bidirectional causality running from current 

account deficit to economic growth with feedback effects.  

In the last paper, the estimates suggest the existence of a cointegrating relationship among the 

variables. The findings establish that budget deficit granger-cause trade and current account 

deficits, suggesting the existence of twin-deficits hypothesis in the period 1980 to 2016 for Kenya. 

Based on the estimates from the three papers, overall, this thesis concludes that in Kenya, budget 

deficit cause interest rates to rise which in turn surge in capital inflows, and lead to currency 

appreciation. The appreciation of the currency implies that imports get cheaper and exports dearer 

further deterorating the external balances, macroeconomic stability and long-term economic 

growth. Consequently, the research evidence necessitates derivation of associated policy 

implications based on empirical findings from the three papers as highlighted in the next sub-

section. 

5.4 Policy Implications 

In the first paper, an increase in primary budget deficit is associated with a decline in economic 

growth in the end. However, in the short-run the relationship reveals that primary budget deficit 

has positive association with growth of the economy. The Toda and Yamamoto (1995) causality 

results establish a unidirectional causality running from primary budget deficit to economic 

growth, ceteris paribus. The evidence is in line with the Keynesian theory that budget deficit 

crowds-in private investment through its effect on macroeconomic variables leading to positive 

effect on economic growth in the short-run. However, in the end, there is evidence of negative 

effects underscoring the need for prudence in the management of the associated macroeconomic 

shocks including heightened and sustained budget deficits to the economy. The key policy 

implications derived from the first paper are:  

(i) The Government of Kenya should promote the policies that reduce high primary budget 

deficit and interest payments for long-term economic growth in Kenya. 
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(ii) There is need for promotion of strategies that augument gross fixed capital formation 

for sustained economic growth in Kenya. 

(iii) The Government of Kenya should up-scale on policies that incentivize private sector 

investments for economic growth and reduce on domestic borrowings to minimize 

crowding-out effects on macroeconomy. 

(iv) The authorities should up-scale on the value addition of our domestic exportables and 

purse policies that augument on favourable terms of trade in order to boost economic 

growth in Kenya. 

(v) There is need for the Central Bank of Kenya to continuously purse inflation targeting 

strategies for price stability and growth of macroeconomy.  

(vi) The authorities should continuously up-scale on policies that promote technological 

innovations (like Mpesa) in order to derive sustained economic growth in Kenya.  

In the second paper, the findings suggest that an increase in current account deficit is associated 

with an increase in economic growth in the long-run, but a decrease in short-run, ceteris paribus. 

There is a bidirectional causality running from economic growth to current account deficit with 

feedback effects.  The key policy implications from the second paper are: 

(i) The authorities should up-scale fiscal discipline and strictly apply the golden rule of 

public finance and utilize the deficit in the current account for investment purpose (and 

not for consumption) in order to foster sustained economic growth in Kenya. 

(ii) The government should continue to pursue policies that augument the efficiency of 

public investments to drive economic growth and improve social welfare of the people.  

(iii) Adequate policies aimed at supporting the exchange rate to function as a shock absorber 

to the economy should be continuously promoted. 

(iv) The authorities should put in place adequate policies aimed at offsetting the negative 

effects of exposing the economy to external shocks. 

(v) There is need for the government to up-scale on policies that urgument value addition 

and enhance favourable trade for sustained economic growth.  

(vi) The Central Bank of Kenya should promote policies such as inflation targeting that 

maintain inflation rate at the desired thresholds. 
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In the third paper, two economic growth models are estimated. In the first growth model, fiscal 

and trade deficits have asymmetric effects on economic growth and both exhibit statistically 

significant relations.  Specifically, fiscal deficit has positive long-run effects on growth of real 

GDP whereas; trade deficit has negative effect on economic growth, in the long run.  Results 

establish a bidirectional causality running from economic growth to trade deficit and from trade 

deficit to economic growth in Kenya. There is also a unidirectional causality running from fiscal 

deficit to trade deficit, confirming the existence of twin-deficit hypothesis for Kenya in the period 

1980 to 2016. In the second growth model, the estimates establish a bidirectional causality running 

from growth of real GDP to current account deficit with feedback effects. There is also a 

unidirectional causality running from fiscal deficit to current account deficit, further confirming 

the existence of twin-deficit hypothesis for Kenya. The key policy implications derived from the 

third paper are: 

(i) The Government should device a strong fiscal policy to curb fiscal deficits with a view 

to improving external deficits for sustained economic growth in Kenya. 

(ii) The Central Bank of Kenya sould continuously promote policies aimed at supporting 

the exchange rate to function as a shock absorber to the economy.  

(iii) The authorities should promote prudent debt management strategies aimed at 

minimizing debt service vulnerabilities to boost  growth of the economy. 

(iv) There is need for up-scaled price stability to contain inflation at the desired thresholds 

through continued inflation targeting by the Central Bank of Kenya.   

(v) There is also need for the promotion of policies that augument sustained economic 

growth, increase the share of domestic savings and foreign direct investments (to GDP) 

in order to enhance sustainability of the current account and economic growth. 

 

Generally, the study findings provide evidence and further reinforce the thesis in this study that 

curbing high budget deficits is crucial for external stability and sustained economic growth in 

Kenya.    

5.5 Contribution of the Study to Knowledge 
 

The study contributes to new knowledge on the policy debates on effects of budget and external 

deficits on economic growth. It deviates from existing studies in Kenya by incorporating not only 
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the primary budget deficit, the structural break tests and Toda and Yamamoto (1995) causality, 

but also provides an important comparison between trade deficit and fiscal deficit on one side, and 

the current account deficit and fiscal deficit on the other. It also applies other alternative measures 

of budget deficits, external deficits and economic performance in the analysis. This had not been 

done previously in the identified studies for Kenya. 

The application of both the trade and current account deficits in quantitative macroeconomic policy 

analysis highlights whether the presence of direct transfers of capital and investment incomes 

influence the estimated relationships. This has not been considered in the past studies in Kenya. 

The distinction enhances the decision to fine-tune any suggested policy interventions based on 

evidence providing a more original and robust analysis for Kenya.  

The study also takes into account the dynamism of the country’s macroeconomy and considers 

changes induced by the 2014 rebasing of GDP in Kenya thereby yielding not only new but also 

robust evidence for Kenya. In the methodological contribution, the study applies relatively new 

estimation techniques that include the test for structural breaks, which had been ignored in the 

previous studies. Lastly, the study provides a deeper analysis and further attempts to appreciate the 

study objectives more exhaustively in terms of country specific time series variations as compared 

to cross-country studies, yielding very important country specific evidence from Kenya.  

 

In terms of relevance to economic policy, the study also contributes to the ongoing debate on the 

causal effects of budget and external deficits on economic growth in Kenya. As a country specific 

case, the study provides evidence from Kenya over the period 1980 to 2016. These findings are 

intended to provide useful fiscal, monetary, exchange rate and balance of payments policy insights 

that can be employed to re-orient public policy adjustment measures for macroeconomic stability 

and long-term inclusive growth in Kenya.  The study also contributes to the existing knowledge 

on the causal interdependencies between primary budget deficit and economic growth, external 

deficits and economic growth and between fiscal deficit and economic growth, for shared 

prosperity in the country.  

The study therefore contributes further to the existing scanty research database particularly for 

developing countries on both policy and academic perspectives. Most of the past studies explore 

only the relationship between fiscal, current account deficits and growth of real GDP ignoring the 
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trade, primary deficits and growth of GDP per capita. This study goes further to bridge these 

identified research gaps, among several others in the analysis. This indeed enriches this dissertation 

in terms of theory, methodolody, originality and puplic policy analysis. 

 

5.6 Limitations of the Study 

The main limitation is scarcity of data on some explanatory variables. Some of the data sets are 

not available for the analysis. For instance, data on financial innovations in the country and 

specifically M-Pesa volumes data dates back to 2007 (when M-Pesa was introduced in Kenya) and 

hence the reason for the use of a dummy variable in the first paper. Secondly, data on real effective 

exchange rate for Kenya is also not available. The study also could not capture financial openness 

due to scarcity of data. Equally, high frequency (quarterly) data is not available for a comparative 

analysis. By and large, from the analysis and based on the derived results of this thesis, the 

evidence provided is reliable as it is believed that the data used in the analysis certainly provided 

credible and verifiable findings that yielded valid policy responses in line with the broad study 

objectives.  

5.7 Areas for Further Research 

There is need to consider determination of threshold effects of budget and external deficits on 

economic growth in Kenya. Research on how innovations affect not just sustainability of economic 

growth but also employment creation and other macroeconomic and structural variables is also 

important. This is possible with availability of actual data. In addition, further research is suggested 

on the nexus between budget deficit on one side and international transfers and incomes of 

international investments on the other, since this literature is lacking. Moreover, with availability 

of high frequency (quarterly) data, it would be important to confirm the robustness of different 

measures of macroeconomic stability inrelation to economic growth in advancing economies. 

Other checks would include robustness to different estimation techniques and rationalization of 

the evidence of this thesis by application of dynamic stochastic general equilibrium framework of 

analysis for individual economies in sub-Saharan Africa.   
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APPENDIX 

Table A1: Trends in Kenya’s Macroeconomic Variables (1980-2016) 

 
Variables 

 

1980-

1984 

1985- 

1989 

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 

Growth of Real GDP (annual % ∆) 3.6 5.5 4.1 1.3 -1.1 -0.1 2.5 4.3 4.1 0.4 3.0 2.2 0.3 4.0 0.5 

Growth of GDP Per Capita (annual % ∆ ) -1.0 2.0 0.766 -1.82 -3.92 -2.73 -0.44 1.360 1.182 -2.32 0.46 -0.47 -2.12 0.983 -2.16 

Primay Budget Deficit (% of GDP) 0.9 -0.1 0.165 4.261 4.414 2.733 -1.72 -4.47 -3.08 -1.85 -2.04 -2.84 -2.43 -0.91 0.271 

Fiscal Deficit (% of GDP) 4.4 3.6 4.771 8.152 10.62 11.48 5.544 0.486 0.959 1.551 0.591 -0.29 -0.81 1.669 2.176 

Trade Deficit (% of GDP)  4.4 5.3 5.636 1.514 0.410 -4.95 -2.81 6.562 6.911 8.684 8.559 6.527 10.13 10.08 5.377 

Current Account Deficit (% of GDP) 5.6 4.3 6.149 2.617 2.195 4.553 6.280 17.45 7.979 13.65 18.68 18.34 1.569 2.466 0.895 

Gross Fixed Capital Formation (% of GDP) 18.2 19.3 20.65 19.03 16.58 16.94 18.87 21.39 16.01 15.39 15.68 15.59 16.71 18.15 17.24 

Real Interest Rate (%) 2.5 6.6 7.333 5.746 1.825 3.413 16.43 15.80 -5.78 16.88 21.10 17.45 15.33 17.81 17.36 

Growth of Terms of Trade (annual % ∆) -3.5 0.8 -0.3 8.649 -8.57 -0.34 -12.9 -2.65 0.847 -4.77 4.419 1.086 -4.57 1.441 -4.89 

Inflation Rate (annual % ∆) 13.6 10.0 17.78 20.08 27.33 45.98 28.81 1.554 8.864 12.10 5.612 4.984 7.77 5.824 2.156 

Exchange Rate (Kshs per USD) 11.0 17.5 22.91 27.51 32.23 58.00 56.05 51.43 57.11 58.73 60.37 70.33 76.18 78.56 78.75 

Trade Openness (% of GDP) 60.2 52.4 57.02 55.60 52.93 72.86 71.27 71.75 57.31 54.06 48.90 48.19 53.31 55.95 55.17 
Debt Service (% of Exports & Primary Income) 29.4 37.9 35.41 32.61 31.14 17.06 20.56 25.26 22.39 15.56 14.85 15.83 21.02 15.88 16.35 

Terms of Trade (Annual %) 126.8 117.1 117.8 117.5 127.6 116.7 116.3 101.3 98.62 99.48 94.74 98.93 100 95.43 96.8 

Variables 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Growth of Real GDP (annual % ∆  ) 2.9 4.6 5.7 5.9 6.9 0.2 3.3 8.4 6.1 4.6 5.9 5.4 5.7 5.8 

Growth of GDP Per Capita (annual % ∆ ) 0.167 2.275 3.047 3.588 3.950 -2.49 0.512 5.485 3.273 1.785 3.092 2.611 3.001 3.172 

Primay Budget Deficit (% of GDP) -0.33 -1.46 -0.32 0.368 0.788 1.75 2.673 2.514 2.209 2.884 3.297 4.787 5.28 5.247 

Fiscal Deficit (% of GDP) 3.554 0.916 -0.034 3.143 0.775 3.36 3.378 5.84 4.087 4.545 5.432 5.897 8.66 7.987 

Trade Deficit (% of GDP) 5.959 6.256 7.461 9.267 10.06 12.23 10.80 12.91 17.20 13.31 13.28 14.70 11.03 8.809 

Current Account Deficit (% of GDP) -0.89 0.819 1.347 1.976 3.229 5.523 4.561 5.922 9.104 8.363 8.788 10.38 6.701 5.217 

Gross Fixed Capital Formation (% of GDP) 15.84 16.26 18.7 19.42 19.96 18.86 18.51 20.32 20.39 21.15 20.57 22.88 21.73 17.28 

Real Interest Rate (%) 9.771 5.045 7.610 -8.01 4.819 -0.99 2.837 12.03 3.841 9.457 11.55 7.816 5.896 7.899 

Growth of Terms of Trade (annual % ∆) -5.05 -3.97 1.665 6.929 -8.79 20.13 0.739 -4.65 0.935 -2.38 -3.63 3.241 -1.65 -1.80 

Inflation Rate (annual % ∆) 5.983 8.381 7.823 6.041 4.265 15.10 10.55 4.309 14.02 9.378 5.717 6.878 6.582 6.318 

Exchange Rate (Kshs per USD) 75.94 79.17 75.55 72.10 67.32 69.18 77.35 79.23 88.81 84.53 86.12 87.92 98.18 101.5 

Trade Openness (% of GDP) 54.13 59.48 64.48 55.24 53.89 57.58 50.86 54.23 60.45 57.77 53.13 51.30 44.21 36.75 

Debt Service (% of Exports & Primary Income) 15.84 8.282 9.984 7.128 6.324 4.880 5.136 4.401 4.319 5.257 5.911 11.07 8.792 10.62 

Terms of Trade (Annual %) 92.07 87.43 83.96 85.35 91.27 83.24 100 100.7 96.05 96.95 94.64 91.2 94.16 92.61 

Source: Author’s Compilation from World Development Indicators (2017) and International Monetary Fund (2018)  
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Figure A1: Gross Fixed Capital Formation (annual % of GDP) 

Source: Done by the Author  

 

 

 

Figure A2: Real Interest Rate (annual %)  
Source: Done by the Author  
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Figure A3: Terms of Trade (annual %)  
Source: Done by the Author  

 

 

Figure A4: Inflation Growth Rate (annual % change) 
 Source: Done by the Author  
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Figure A5: Foreign Exchange Rate (Kshs per US Dollar)  
Source: Done by the Author  

 

 

Figure A6: Trade Openness (annual % of GDP) 
 Source: Done by the Author  
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Figure A7: Growth of Terms of Trade (annual % change)  
Source: Done by the Author  

 

 

 

Figure A8: Debt Service (annual % of exports and primary income)  
Source: Done by the Author  
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Table A2: LagxSelection Criteriax 

Lagxselection-orderxcriteria:                              Sample: 1984-2016, Number of Observations = 33 

Growth of Real GDP 

Lag LL LR Df P FPE AIC HQIC SBIC 

0 -75.2305    5.94276 4.62003 4.63529 4.66538 

1 -71.0316 8.3979* 1 0.004 4.89605* 4.42616* 4.45667* 4.51685* 

2 -70.7979 0.46734 1 0.494 5.13063 4.4726 4.51838 4.60865 

3 -70.5775 0.44075 1 0.507 5.3826 4.58089 5.58089 4.70125 

4 -70.4153 0.32446 1 0.569 5.66949 4.64692 4.64692 4.79737 

Fiscal Deficit 

Lag LL LR Df P FPE AIC HQIC SBIC 

0 -83.0078    9.52124 5.09138 5.10664 5.13673 

1 -69.1749 27.666* 1 0.000 4.37498 4.31363 4.34415 4.40433* 

2 -67.7367 2.8765 1 0.090 4.26182* 4.33285* 4.33285* 4.42312 

3 -67.5901 0.29306 1 0.588 4.49118 4.39983 4.39983 4.52019 

4 -67.2621 0.656 1 0.418 4.68327 4.45581 4.45581 4.60627 

Trade Deficit 

Lag LL LR Df P FPE AIC HQIC SBIC 

0 -97.5072    22.9261 5.97014 5.98539 6.01548 

1 -79.5145 35.986* 1 0.000 8.18697* 4.94027* 4.97079* 5.03097* 

2 -79.2837 0.46166 1 0.497 8.58069 4.98689 5.03266 5.12293 

3 79.1529 0.2616 1 0.609 9.05111 5.03957 5.1006 5.22096 

4 -78.3278 1.6501 1 0.199 9.15816 5.05017 5.12646 5.27691 

Debt Service 

Lag LL LR Df P FPE AIC HQIC SBIC 

0 -128.628    151.167 7.85624 7.8715 7.90159 

1 -90.7768 75.703*   1 0.000 16.2015* 5.62283* 5.65335* 5.71353*  

2 -90.5555 0.44249 1 0.506 16.9905 5.67003 5.71581 5.80608 

3 -90.5223 0.06636 1 0.797 18.0284 5.72863 5.78966 5.91002   

4 -90.3788 0.28702 1 0.592 19.0108 5.78053 5.85683 6.00728   

Inflation 

Lag LL LR Df P FPE AIC HQIC SBIC 

0 -118.715    82.8976 7.25546 7.27072 7.30081   

1 -111.617 14.197* 1 0.000 57.2901 6.88586 6.91637 6.97655* 

2 -110.883 1.4677 1 0.226 58.2423 6.90199 6.94776 7.03803 

3 -109.231 3.3035 1 0.069 56.0255 6.86249 6.92352 7.04388   

4 -107.415 3.6312 1 0.057 53.385* 6.81306* 6.88935* 7.0398 

Current Account Deficit 

Lag LL LR Df P FPE AIC HQIC SBIC 

0 -99.8623    26.4434 6.11287 6.12812 6.15821 

1 -92.3879 14.949*   1 0.000 17.8633* 5.72048*   5.751* 5.81118* 

2 -92.3862 0.00346 1 0.953 18.9842 5.78098 5.82676   5.91703 

3 -92.2954 0.18146 1 0.670 20.0737 5.83609 5.89712 6.01748 

4 -91.8383 0.91435 1 0.339   20.769 5.86899 5.94528 6.09573 

Real Exchange Rate 

Lag LL LR Df P FPE AIC HQIC SBIC 

0 -155.123    753.08 9.46203 9.47729 9.50738 

1 -103.923 102.4* 1 0.000 35.9404* 6.41959* 6.45011* 6.51029* 

2 -103.905 0.0364 1 0.849 38.1574 6.47909 6.52487 6.61514 

3 -103.821 0.16824 1 0.682 40.3634 6.5346 6.59564 6.716 

 * Indicates lag orderxselected by thexcriterion 

Source: Author’s Computations 
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Figure A9: Summary of the Estabished Direction of Flow of Key Variables. 

Source: Author’s  Compilations 
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